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	0	7372	17106	Wala! Pyeon-uijeom The Animation	Welcome to Wara Store!	와라! 편의점 the animation	['Welcome to Convenience Store!']	TV	Web manga	[]	['Slice of Life']	[]	24.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2009-10-23T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2010-04-02T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 23, 'month': 10, 'year': 2009}, 'to': {'day': 2, 'month': 4, 'year': 2010}}, 'string': 'Oct 23, 2009 to Apr 2, 2010'}	24	G - All Ages	5.62	21.0	13449.0	12557.0	175.0	0.0			2009	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 30533, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Wara! Pyunuijum', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/30533/Wara_Pyunuijum'}]}	1	2.0
	1	3945	5473	Tsuri Baka Nisshi		釣りバカ日誌	['Fishing Fool Diary', 'Diary of a Fishing Fool']	TV	Manga	['TV Asahi']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy']	['Toei Animation']	36.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2002-11-02T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2003-09-13T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 2, 'month': 11, 'year': 2002}, 'to': {'day': 13, 'month': 9, 'year': 2003}}, 'string': 'Nov 2, 2002 to Sep 13, 2003'}	24	G - All Ages	6.09	33.0	13313.0	11622.0	246.0	0.0	Hamazaki Densuke (Hama-chan) is an unavaricious white-collar worker who does not have any interest in success and self-protection. Even though he incurs the wrath of his superior and stir ill feelings from his wife, Hama-chan prefers to take things at his own stride and goes fishing. He feels that there are more important things in life than work and enjoys the simple things in life such as fishing. (Source: ANN)		2002	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 23849, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Tsuribaka Nisshi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/23849/Tsuribaka_Nisshi'}]}	2	5.0
	2	3252	3975	Uchi no 3 Shimai		うちの3姉妹	['Uchi no 3Shimai', 'Uchi no San Shimai']	TV	Other	[]	['Comedy', 'Slice of Life']	['Toei Animation', 'Daewon Media']	141.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2008-04-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2010-12-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 4, 'year': 2008}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 12, 'year': 2010}}, 'string': 'Apr 8, 2008 to Dec 28, 2010'}	23	G - All Ages	6.48	46.0	13339.0	10799.0	368.0	2.0	The daily life of the Motsumoto family. The three sisters, Fuu, Suu, and Chii, follow what happens on a daily basis. Mother and Father have to deal with them sometimes, but they're used to it.		2008	Unknown	{}	3	8.333333333333334
	3	4991	7955	The Marshmallow Times		マシュマロ通信	['Mashumaro Taimusu', 'The Raspberry Times']	TV	Unknown	['Studio Comet']	['Slice of Life']	[]	52.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2004-04-04T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2005-03-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 4, 'month': 4, 'year': 2004}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 3, 'year': 2005}}, 'string': 'Apr 4, 2004 to Mar 27, 2005'}	24	G - All Ages	6.7	78.0	4910.0	10612.0	404.0	2.0	The series focuses on 7 children and a sheep-like character. Together, they work together as a team and hang out together. They wear various fashion through the series. They also have different colored hair. Sandy, a girl who has a pet sheep-like character named Cloud and 6 other children, Jasmine, Lime, Basil, Clove, Nattsu, and Cinnamon, became friends, they become a news reporter team. Each episode has the children dressed in various clothes. (Source: ANN)		2004	Sundays at 09:30 (JST)	{}	4	12.5
	4	12503	34927	Rilu Rilu Fairilu: Mahou no Kagami		リルリルフェアリル ~魔法の鏡~	[]	TV	Original	[]	['Slice of Life', 'Magic', 'Fantasy']	['Studio Deen']	51.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-04-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-03-30T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 4, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 30, 'month': 3, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Apr 7, 2017 to Mar 30, 2018'}	23	G - All Ages	6.38	59.0	6303.0	8668.0	1104.0	2.0	Second Season of Rilu Rilu Fairilu: Yousei no Door.		2017	Fridays at 17:55 (JST)	{'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 34754, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Rilu Rilu Fairilu: Yousei no Door', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34754/Rilu_Rilu_Fairilu__Yousei_no_Door'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 37328, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Oshiete Mahou no Pendulum: Rilu Rilu Fairilu', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/37328/Oshiete_Mahou_no_Pendulum__Rilu_Rilu_Fairilu'}]}	5	3.6
	5	12402	34754	Rilu Rilu Fairilu: Yousei no Door		リルリルフェアリル～妖精のドア～	[]	TV	Original	[]	['Slice of Life', 'Magic', 'Fantasy']	['Studio Deen']	59.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-02-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-03-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 2, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 3, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Feb 6, 2016 to Mar 25, 2017'}	24	G - All Ages	6.68	149.0	4991.0	8094.0	1427.0	9.0	"Fairilu" are fairies of flowers, insects, mermaids, or other entities that are born from "Farilu Seeds." All Fairilu are born with their own key, and they must search to find and open the door that fits only their key. Once the Fairilu pass through the doors, they mature. The doors are also related to the human world. (Source: ANN)		2016	Saturdays at 07:00 (JST)	{'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 34927, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Rilu Rilu Fairilu: Mahou no Kagami', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34927/Rilu_Rilu_Fairilu__Mahou_no_Kagami'}]}	6	7.833333333333333
	6	2194	2552	Tetsuko no Tabi		鉄子の旅	["Tetsuko's Travels", "Tetsuko's Trip"]	TV	Manga	['Shogakukan Productions', 'Toei Video', 'Tohokushinsha Film Corporation', 'Shogakukan']	['Comedy', 'Seinen', 'Slice of Life']	['Group TAC']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2007-06-24T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2007-09-23T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 24, 'month': 6, 'year': 2007}, 'to': {'day': 23, 'month': 9, 'year': 2007}}, 'string': 'Jun 24, 2007 to Sep 23, 2007'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.5	302.0	5814.0	7716.0	1686.0	6.0	Based on a seinen manga by Kikuchi Naoe and Yokomi Hirohiko, serialised in IKKI. The "story" is that a manga artist is asked by her boss to accompany him and a travel-writer on various train trips around Japan and draw a manga about it. The kicker though, is that it's completely non-fiction —the creator really did go on all these trips, and the manga simply records what happened, with no embellishment. There's a little disclaimer at the front that says "This is non-fiction, so I apologize for the lack of drama," and indeed, it mostly is just about them riding trains from place to place, waiting on platforms, etc. The "travel writer" turns out to be a super train-otaku who has vast knowledge of the train network, but also micro-manages all their trips, planning every detail down to the second. He cares mostly about following the schedule and successfully achieving his planned goals (e.g. visiting all stations on a line in a completely bizarre order to accomodate infrequent trains). The mangaka doesn't really care about trains; she's cynical, sarcastic, and rather lazy (she mainly just looks forward to the next eki-ben); he's completely gung-ho as long as he's following the schedule, and the inevitable conflicts are pretty entertaining. Throughout, though, it feels real —if you've travelled by train in Japan it will all seem very familiar, not just the scenery, but also the atmosphere and feel— and the artist does a great job of pacing and applying little tweaks to keep it consistently entertaining. In an additional bit of recursiveness, some of the characters who show up in the manga (who of course are real people, who really did show up) do so because they (really) read previous episodes of the manga! In addition of course, you can learn about various out of the way and interesting Japanese train lines and stations; some of them really do look cool. There's always this vague sense of surreality about it however, the trips are all planned by the train-guy (goal: visit all 9,843 stations in Japan) who seems to consider everything as part of a checklist rather than an experience to be enjoyed. You learn a bit about train-otaku culture too; there's really only the one guy in the story, but train-otaku culture is a sort of constant peripheral presence. (Source: AniDB)		2007	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 27571, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Tetsuko no Tabi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/27571/Tetsuko_no_Tabi'}]}	7	4.0
	7	10395	30649	Shin Atashin'chi		新あたしンち	['Shin Atashinchi']	TV	Manga	[]	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy']	['Shin-Ei Animation']	26.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2015-10-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-04-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 10, 'year': 2015}, 'to': {'day': 5, 'month': 4, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Oct 6, 2015 to Apr 5, 2016'}	23	G - All Ages	7.2	543.0	2875.0	7638.0	1769.0	10.0	Outrageous misadventures of an almost normal family with a housewife, her husband, and their two kids Yuusuke and Mikan. Wacky humor about this weird family's daily life. (Source: AniDB)		2015	Tuesdays at 19:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 16621, 'type': 'manga', 'name': "Atashin'chi", 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/16621/Atashinchi'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 3006, 'type': 'anime', 'name': "Atashin'chi", 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/3006/Atashinchi'}]}	8	13.5
	8	10782	31549	Peeping Life TV: Season 1??		Peeping Life（ピーピングライフ）TV シーズン1 ??	[]	TV	Unknown	[]	['Comedy', 'Slice of Life']	['Tatsunoko Production', 'CoMix Wave Films', 'FOREST Hunting One']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2015-10-04T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2015-12-20T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 4, 'month': 10, 'year': 2015}, 'to': {'day': 20, 'month': 12, 'year': 2015}}, 'string': 'Oct 4, 2015 to Dec 20, 2015'}	23	G - All Ages	5.73	550.0	8423.0	7442.0	1937.0	7.0	This "slow-life anime" is part of the datsuryoku-kei (ennui-style) genre of comedy that depicts the minutiae of everyday life. The series observes the daily lives of Heroes from the worlds of Tezuka Production and Tatsunoko Production, "evolved" for their modern TV appearances, and combines motion-captured improvised acting with computer animation into a series of comedy shorts. (Source: ANN)		2015	Sundays at 02:55 (JST)	{'Other': [{'mal_id': 6525, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Peeping Life', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/6525/Peeping_Life'}]}	9	0.3333333333333333
	9	13914	37178	Kiratto Pri☆chan		キラッとプリ☆チャン	['Kiratto Pri-chan']	TV	Game	[]	['Magic', 'Music', 'Shoujo', 'Slice of Life']	['Tatsunoko Production', 'Dongwoo A&E']		Currently Airing	True	{'from': '2018-04-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2019-03-01T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 4, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': None, 'month': 3, 'year': 2019}}, 'string': 'Apr 8, 2018 to Mar, 2019'}	24	PG - Children	6.6	257.0	5358.0	7370.0	2000.0	17.0	First-year middle school girls Mirai Momoyama and Emo Moegi are two aspiring idols who decide to use the "Pri☆Chan System," a system used by famous people and companies to broadcast content. Like many girls starting their own channels and uploading content, the pair decide to become their own producers, starting their own channel in an attempt to become Pri☆Chan idols. (Source: ANN)		2018	Sundays at 10:00 (JST)	{'Other': [{'mal_id': 37398, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'PriPara & Kiratto Pri☆chan Movie: Kirakira Memorial Live', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/37398/PriPara___Kiratto_Pri☆chan_Movie__Kirakira_Memorial_Live'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 38804, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kiratto Pri☆chan 2nd Season', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/38804/Kiratto_Pri☆chan_2nd_Season'}]}	10	3.7
	10	14230	37662	Shinya! Tensai Bakabon		深夜！天才バカボン	['Late Night! Genius Bakabon']	TV	Manga	[]	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy']	['Pierrot Plus']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-07-11T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-09-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 11, 'month': 7, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 9, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Jul 11, 2018 to Sep 26, 2018'}	24	G - All Ages	6.1	592.0	7428.0	7200.0	2157.0	1.0	The pinnacle of gag manga as well as one of Akatsuka Fujio's most renowned works, "Tensai Bakabon" returns after 18 years since its last anime with Director Hosokawa Toru's new original story! Bakabon and his family, who made the phrase "This is how it should be" famous, are back along with the eccentric cast of Mr. Policeman, Rerere no Ojisan and Eel-Dog letting loose in a much more modern setting! The new frontier of "Bakabon" that'll take place in a late-night slot is about to begin, 10 years after Akatsuka Fujio's death. (Source: Crunchyroll)		2018	Wednesdays at 01:35 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 117290, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Shinya! Tensai Bakabon', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/117290/Shinya_Tensai_Bakabon'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 11268, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Ganso Tensai Bakabon', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/11268/Ganso_Tensai_Bakabon'}, {'mal_id': 38001, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Shinya! Tensai Bakabon Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/38001/Shinya_Tensai_Bakabon_Specials'}]}	11	1.0
	11	4261	6116	Mainichi Kaasan	Kaasan: Mom's Life	毎日かあさん	['Mainichi Kaa-san', 'Every Day Mom']	TV	Manga	['Nihon Ad Systems']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy']	[]	142.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2009-04-01T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2012-03-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 1, 'month': 4, 'year': 2009}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 3, 'year': 2012}}, 'string': 'Apr 1, 2009 to Mar 25, 2012'}	25	PG - Children	7.57	419.0	1457.0	7160.0	2183.0	24.0	Based on Rieko Saibara's humorous semi-autobiographical manga about her life raising her two children.		2009	Unknown	{}	12	15.666666666666666
	12	2589	3006	Atashin'chi	My Family	あたしンち	['Atashinchi']	TV	Manga	['TV Asahi', 'Yumeta Company']	['Comedy', 'Slice of Life']	['Shin-Ei Animation']	330.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2002-04-19T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2009-09-19T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 19, 'month': 4, 'year': 2002}, 'to': {'day': 19, 'month': 9, 'year': 2009}}, 'string': 'Apr 19, 2002 to Sep 19, 2009'}	25	G - All Ages	7.36	653.0	2221.0	7137.0	2208.0	22.0	Outrageous misadventures of an almost normal family with a housewife, her husband, and their two kids Yuusuke and Mikan. Wacky humor about this weird family's daily life. (Source: AniDB)		2002	Saturdays at 11:20 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 16621, 'type': 'manga', 'name': "Atashin'chi", 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/16621/Atashinchi'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 9795, 'type': 'anime', 'name': "Atashin'chi Movie", 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/9795/Atashinchi_Movie'}, {'mal_id': 9796, 'type': 'anime', 'name': "Atashin'chi 3D Movie: Jounetsu no Chou Chounouryoku Haha Dai Bousou", 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/9796/Atashinchi_3D_Movie__Jounetsu_no_Chou_Chounouryoku_Haha_Dai_Bousou'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 30649, 'type': 'anime', 'name': "Shin Atashin'chi", 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/30649/Shin_Atashinchi'}]}	13	10.153846153846153
	13	1386	1617	Massugu ni Ikou.		まっすぐにいこう。	['Go forward', "Let's Go Straight Ahead!", "Let's Walk Straight"]	TV	Manga	['Yomiuri Telecasting']	['Comedy', 'Josei', 'Romance', 'Slice of Life']	['Yumeta Company']	4.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2003-08-18T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2003-08-21T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 18, 'month': 8, 'year': 2003}, 'to': {'day': 21, 'month': 8, 'year': 2003}}, 'string': 'Aug 18, 2003 to Aug 21, 2003'}	21	PG - Children	6.6	647.0	5352.0	7103.0	2244.0	6.0	A talking dog is a beautiful story that you should have dreamt of as a child. But if you have forgotten about it, this is a reminder of that fable story. This is the story of a dog that talks, but ordinary people cannot hear his voice. The main character, Mametaro, is an adventurous crossbreed dog. He loves his owner, Iku-chan and his girlfriend Hanako-chan very much. However, he just cannot stand Iku-chan's friend, Akiyoshi. During this story, which will be told from Mametaro's point of view, the warm days of spring are finally here. The school and the riverbank, which is actually just an ordinary neighborhood for people, seems like a mysterious world that extends infinitely to little Mametaro and his friends. (Source: AniDB)		2003	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 48775, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Massugu ni Ikou.', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/48775/Massugu_ni_Ikou'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 3182, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Massugu ni Ikou. 2nd Season', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/3182/Massugu_ni_Ikou_2nd_Season'}]}	14	2.7142857142857144
	14	920	1083	Human Crossing	Human Crossing	人間交差点	['Human Scramble', 'Ningen Kousaten']	TV	Manga	['TV Tokyo', 'Shogakukan Productions']	['Drama', 'Slice of Life', 'Sports']	['A.C.G.T.']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2003-04-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2003-06-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 4, 'year': 2003}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 6, 'year': 2003}}, 'string': 'Apr 5, 2003 to Jun 28, 2003'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.42	492.0	6104.0	6976.0	2369.0	1.0	Though seemingly unconnected, the characters in HUMAN CROSSING all have something in common. They are dealing with the sometimes joyous, but often horrific realities of everyday life. Set in modern day Japan, this compilation of short stories explores the lives of people from all walks of life. The animation used here is subtle, with realistic renderings that fully express the range of emotions experienced by the film`s characters. HUMAN CROSSING taps into the dramatic potential of reality, focusing on the isolated, sometimes lonely nature of urban life. Ultimately, however, the film suggests that perhaps there is an inter-connectedness between people that binds even the most disparate strangers together. (Source: AniDB)		2003	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 27953, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Human Scramble', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/27953/Human_Scramble'}]}	15	1.5333333333333334
	15	9669	28835	Tesagure! Bukatsumono Spin-off Purupurun Sharumu to Asobou		てさぐれ！部活もの すぴんおふ プルプルんシャルムと遊ぼう	['Tesagure! Bukatsu-mono Spin-off Purupurun Sharumu to Asobou']	TV	Original	['Bouncy', 'Just Production', 'JP Room']	['Parody', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['Yaoyorozu']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2015-04-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2015-06-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 4, 'year': 2015}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 6, 'year': 2015}}, 'string': 'Apr 5, 2015 to Jun 28, 2015'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.01	910.0	3652.0	6514.0	2936.0	14.0	A spin-off of the Tesagure! Bukatsumono series.		2015	Sundays at 02:20 (JST)	{'Other': [{'mal_id': 19919, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Tesagure! Bukatsumono', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/19919/Tesagure_Bukatsumono'}, {'mal_id': 21851, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Tesagure! Bukatsumono Encore', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/21851/Tesagure_Bukatsumono_Encore'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 34960, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Tesapuru dayo! Schedule no Au Hito dake Shuugou!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34960/Tesapuru_dayo_Schedule_no_Au_Hito_dake_Shuugou'}]}	16	5.1875
	16	725	858	Gunparade Orchestra	Gunparade Orchestra	ガンパレード・オーケストラ	['GPO']	TV	Game	[]	['Drama', 'Mecha', 'Military', 'Romance', 'Sci-Fi', 'Slice of Life']	["Brain's Base"]	24.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2005-10-04T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2006-03-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 4, 'month': 10, 'year': 2005}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 3, 'year': 2006}}, 'string': 'Oct 4, 2005 to Mar 28, 2006'}	25	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	5.93	860.0	7887.0	6095.0	3449.0	3.0	The story focuses and revolves around the 108th Guard Squad, stationed in Aomori. A poorly equipped unit with very little military standing, it is often viewed as a 'reject camp' for pilots not making the grade for the elite units based in Hokkaido. The apparent helpless nature of this force is hardly a deterrent for the encroaching enemy armies, ever closing in on both the 108th and the rest of the empire. The young pilots of the 108th, who had dreamed on returning home, are plunged forcefully and unwillingly into a war. (Source: ANN)		2005	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 30305, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Gunparade Orchestra', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/30305/Gunparade_Orchestra'}], 'Alternative setting': [{'mal_id': 266, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Gunparade March: Arata Naru Kougunka', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/266/Gunparade_March__Arata_Naru_Kougunka'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 9445, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Gunparade Orchestra OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/9445/Gunparade_Orchestra_OVA'}]}	17	0.29411764705882354
	17	818	965	Yoshinaga-san'chi no Gargoyle	Gargoyle of Yoshinaga House	吉永さん家のガーゴイル	['The Gargoyle of the Yoshinagas']	TV	Unknown	[]	['Comedy', 'Fantasy', 'Slice of Life']	['Studio Hibari']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2006-04-02T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2006-06-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 2, 'month': 4, 'year': 2006}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 6, 'year': 2006}}, 'string': 'Apr 2, 2006 to Jun 25, 2006'}	24	PG - Children	6.85	1208.0	4232.0	5908.0	3751.0	4.0	When Yoshinaga Futaba wins the first prize in a lottery, the prize turns out to be a stone gargoyle. More surprising yet, the gargoyle turns out to be alive. (Source: ANN)		2006	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 59769, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Yoshinaga-san Chi no Gargoyle', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/59769/Yoshinaga-san_Chi_no_Gargoyle'}], 'Spin-off': [{'mal_id': 2464, 'type': 'anime', 'name': "Yoshinaga-san'chi no Gargoyle Specials", 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/2464/Yoshinaga-sanchi_no_Gargoyle_Specials'}]}	18	3.6666666666666665
	18	13934	37204	Aikatsu Friends!		アイカツフレンズ！	[]	TV	Game	['TV Tokyo', 'Dentsu']	['Music', 'School', 'Shoujo', 'Slice of Life']	['Bandai Namco Pictures']		Currently Airing	True	{'from': '2018-04-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': None, 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 4, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': None, 'month': None, 'year': None}}, 'string': 'Apr 5, 2018 to ?'}	24	PG - Children	7.17	694.0	2978.0	5390.0	4722.0	43.0	Aine Yuuki who is a regular student at Star Harmony Academy's normal division and meets Mio Minato from idol division who invites her to join Aikatsu to fulfill Aine's goal to make friends. She also befriends Maika Chouno and Ema Hinata who are also idols. Aine and Mio form a pair to become best friends to become the bright "Diamond Friends". Karen Kamishiro and Mirai Asuku are categorized as "Diamond Friends" and are in the Diamond Class! (Source: Wikipedia)		2018	Thursdays at 18:25 (JST)	{'Alternative setting': [{'mal_id': 15061, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Aikatsu!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/15061/Aikatsu'}, {'mal_id': 32717, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Aikatsu Stars!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/32717/Aikatsu_Stars'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 39078, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Aikatsu Friends!: Kagayaki no Jewel', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/39078/Aikatsu_Friends__Kagayaki_no_Jewel'}]}	19	5.2631578947368425
	19	9418	27741	Shounen Hollywood: Holly Stage for 50		少年ハリウッド-HOLLY STAGE FOR 50-	['Shonen Hollywood 2']	TV	Novel	['Starchild Records']	['Music', 'Slice of Life', 'Shoujo']	['Zexcs']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2015-01-10T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2015-04-04T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 10, 'month': 1, 'year': 2015}, 'to': {'day': 4, 'month': 4, 'year': 2015}}, 'string': 'Jan 10, 2015 to Apr 4, 2015'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.63	1474.0	5232.0	5345.0	4826.0	14.0	Second Season of Shounen Hollywood: Holly Stage for 49.		2015	Saturdays at 20:30 (JST)	{'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 23151, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Shounen Hollywood: Holly Stage for 49', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/23151/Shounen_Hollywood__Holly_Stage_for_49'}]}	20	2.1
	20	6627	12863	Pretty Rhythm: Dear My Future		プリティーリズム ディアマイフューチャー	[]	TV	Game	[]	['Slice of Life', 'Sports', 'Music', 'Shoujo']	['Tatsunoko Production', 'Dongwoo A&E']	51.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-04-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-03-30T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 4, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 30, 'month': 3, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Apr 7, 2012 to Mar 30, 2013'}	23	PG - Children	6.87	1531.0	4148.0	5339.0	4828.0	27.0	Three years after the events of "Pretty Rhythm: Aurora Dream," Aira, Mion, and Rizumu have grown up and tutor a new group of aspiring idols: Karin, Reina, Mia, and Ayami, who form the Prizmmy☆. Teenage girls from Korea, named Somin, Shiyoon, Haein, Chaekyung, and Jae Eun (who are the PURETTY), appear as a rival group.		2012	Saturdays at 10:00 (JST)	{'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 10257, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Pretty Rhythm: Aurora Dream', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10257/Pretty_Rhythm__Aurora_Dream'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 17249, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Pretty Rhythm: Rainbow Live', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/17249/Pretty_Rhythm__Rainbow_Live'}], 'Alternative version': [{'mal_id': 21707, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Pretty Rhythm Movie: All Star Selection - Prism Show☆Best Ten', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/21707/Pretty_Rhythm_Movie__All_Star_Selection_-_Prism_Show☆Best_Ten'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 22215, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Pretty Rhythm: All Star Selection', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/22215/Pretty_Rhythm__All_Star_Selection'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 36925, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Pretty All Friends', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36925/Pretty_All_Friends'}]}	21	3.2857142857142856
	21	12143	34290	Kirakira☆Precure A La Mode		キラキラ☆プリキュアアラモード	['Kirakira☆Precure À La Mode']	TV	Original	['Asatsu DK', 'Asahi Broadcasting', 'ABC Animation']	['Action', 'Fantasy', 'Magic', 'Shoujo', 'Slice of Life']	['Toei Animation']	49.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-02-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-01-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 2, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 1, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Feb 5, 2017 to Jan 28, 2018'}	24	G - All Ages	6.9	1326.0	4017.0	5088.0	5476.0	54.0	Ichika Usami is a second year high school student who loves sweets and wishes to work in a patisserie, but struggles to make anything good. One day, she encounters a fairy named Pekorin, who is able to detect "kirakiraru", an element residing in sweets that represent the feelings put into them. However, evil fairies start to steal the kirakiraru for themselves, leaving the sweets black and lifeless. Determined to protect the sweets, Ichika gains the power of the Legendary Patisserie and transforms into the Pretty Cure, Cure Whip, to protect the kirakiraru. Joined by five other Pretty Cures, Ichika opens up the mobile sweet shop, Kirakira Patisserie, and spends her days making sweets while fighting against those who seek to steal kirakiraru and bring misfortune to the world. (Source: Wikipedia)		2017	Sundays at 08:30 (JST)	{'Alternative setting': [{'mal_id': 603, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Futari wa Precure', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/603/Futari_wa_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 1534, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Futari wa Precure: Splash☆Star', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1534/Futari_wa_Precure__Splash☆Star'}, {'mal_id': 1929, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Futari wa Precure: Max Heart', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1929/Futari_wa_Precure__Max_Heart'}, {'mal_id': 1932, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yes! Precure 5', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1932/Yes_Precure_5'}, {'mal_id': 3692, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yes! Precure 5 GoGo!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/3692/Yes_Precure_5_GoGo'}, {'mal_id': 5684, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Fresh Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/5684/Fresh_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 7645, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Heartcatch Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/7645/Heartcatch_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 9893, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Suite Precure♪', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/9893/Suite_Precure♪'}, {'mal_id': 12191, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Smile Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/12191/Smile_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 16419, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Dokidoki! Precure', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/16419/Dokidoki_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 21407, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Happiness Charge Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/21407/Happiness_Charge_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 28669, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Go! Princess Precure', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/28669/Go_Princess_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 31884, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mahoutsukai Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/31884/Mahoutsukai_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 36593, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hug tto! Precure', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36593/Hug_tto_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 38578, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Star☆Twinkle Precure', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/38578/Star☆Twinkle_Precure'}], 'Spin-off': [{'mal_id': 34302, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Precure Dream Stars! Movie', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34302/Precure_Dream_Stars_Movie'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 35206, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kirakira☆Precure A La Mode Movie: Paritto! Omoide no Mille-Feuille!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/35206/Kirakira☆Precure_A_La_Mode_Movie__Paritto_Omoide_no_Mille-Feuille'}, {'mal_id': 36995, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Precure Super Stars! Movie', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36995/Precure_Super_Stars_Movie'}]}	22	3.272727272727273
	22	456	533	Sensei no Ojikan: Doki Doki School Hours	Teacher's Time	せんせいのお時間	['Doki Doki School Hours']	TV	4-koma manga	[]	['Comedy', 'Slice of Life']	['J.C.Staff']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2004-04-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2004-06-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 4, 'year': 2004}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 6, 'year': 2004}}, 'string': 'Apr 5, 2004 to Jun 28, 2004'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.75	2293.0	4685.0	4878.0	6029.0	14.0	Meet Suzuki Mika, teacher at Okitsu High School. Mika-sensei is a good teacher, but she has a small problem... literally. Although she's 27, she is only 148 cm tall, and has the face of a child. As a result, it is often difficult for Mika-sensei to get anyone to take her seriously. (Source: ANN)		2004	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 18083, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Sensei no Ojikan', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/18083/Sensei_no_Ojikan'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 6068, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Sensei no Ojikan: Doki Doki School Hours OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/6068/Sensei_no_Ojikan__Doki_Doki_School_Hours_OVA'}]}	23	2.391304347826087
	23	10944	31884	Mahoutsukai Precure!	Maho Girls Precure!	魔法つかいプリキュア！	[]	TV	Original	['ABC Animation']	['Action', 'Slice of Life', 'Magic', 'Fantasy', 'School', 'Shoujo']	['Toei Animation']	50.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-02-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-01-29T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 2, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 29, 'month': 1, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Feb 7, 2016 to Jan 29, 2017'}	24	G - All Ages	7.1	1610.0	3294.0	4685.0	6717.0	48.0	Mirai is a 13-year-old girl who lives in the human world. One day she witnesses a mysterious object fall from the sky into the park. Excitedly, she brings her stuffed bear Mofurun with her to see what it was. When she gets there she sees a girl named Riko flying on a broom. Riko is of the same age and from the magical world. Mirai has a lot of questions, and Riko explains that she's searching for a jewel with strong powers called "Link Stone Emerald." Then Batti, an ally of the dark magic users Dokurokushi, appears before them and demands that Riko hand over the "Link Stone Emerald," which Riko herself had been looking for. To make things worse, Batti uses dark magic to create a monster known as a Yokubaru! Mirai and Riko join hands and with the magic words "Cure-up Rapapa!" they transform into the legendary Pretty Cure.		2016	Sundays at 08:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 106725, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Mahoutsukai Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/106725/Mahoutsukai_Precure'}], 'Alternative setting': [{'mal_id': 603, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Futari wa Precure', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/603/Futari_wa_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 1534, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Futari wa Precure: Splash☆Star', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1534/Futari_wa_Precure__Splash☆Star'}, {'mal_id': 1929, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Futari wa Precure: Max Heart', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1929/Futari_wa_Precure__Max_Heart'}, {'mal_id': 1932, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yes! Precure 5', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1932/Yes_Precure_5'}, {'mal_id': 3692, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yes! Precure 5 GoGo!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/3692/Yes_Precure_5_GoGo'}, {'mal_id': 5684, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Fresh Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/5684/Fresh_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 7645, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Heartcatch Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/7645/Heartcatch_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 9893, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Suite Precure♪', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/9893/Suite_Precure♪'}, {'mal_id': 12191, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Smile Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/12191/Smile_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 16419, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Dokidoki! Precure', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/16419/Dokidoki_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 21407, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Happiness Charge Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/21407/Happiness_Charge_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 28669, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Go! Princess Precure', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/28669/Go_Princess_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 34290, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kirakira☆Precure A La Mode', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34290/Kirakira☆Precure_A_La_Mode'}, {'mal_id': 36593, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hug tto! Precure', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36593/Hug_tto_Precure'}], 'Spin-off': [{'mal_id': 32160, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Precure All Stars Movie: Minna de Utau♪ - Kiseki no Mahou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/32160/Precure_All_Stars_Movie__Minna_de_Utau♪_-_Kiseki_no_Mahou'}, {'mal_id': 34302, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Precure Dream Stars! Movie', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34302/Precure_Dream_Stars_Movie'}, {'mal_id': 34303, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Minna Atsumare! Precure Festival Precure on Miracle Magical ☆ Stage', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34303/Minna_Atsumare_Precure_Festival_Precure_on_Miracle_Magical_☆_Stage'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 33183, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mahoutsukai Precure! Movie: Kiseki no Henshin! Cure Mofurun!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33183/Mahoutsukai_Precure_Movie__Kiseki_no_Henshin_Cure_Mofurun'}, {'mal_id': 33669, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Cure Miracle to Mofurun no Mahou Lesson', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33669/Cure_Miracle_to_Mofurun_no_Mahou_Lesson'}]}	24	3.9583333333333335
	24	802	943	Yume Tsukai		夢使い	['Dream Users']	TV	Manga	['Pony Canyon', 'Happinet Pictures']	['Drama', 'Fantasy', 'Magic', 'Slice of Life']	['Madhouse']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2006-04-09T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2006-06-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 9, 'month': 4, 'year': 2006}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 6, 'year': 2006}}, 'string': 'Apr 9, 2006 to Jun 25, 2006'}	24	PG - Children	6.49	1918.0	5853.0	4666.0	6743.0	11.0	When people dream, they express their utmost desires and emotions within the confines of their mind; but when their strong emotions cross the border into reality, the dream can turn into an uncontrollable nightmare. Touko and Rinko are sisters known as "yume tsukai" (dream users), and their job is to take care of these nightmares. Using toys as weapons, the girls must both destroy the nightmare and return the dream to its rightful owner before the nightmare does any sort of serious damage. Have no fear, Touko and Rinko are here! (Source: Anime-Planet)		2006	Sundays at 02:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 5682, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Yume Tsukai', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/5682/Yume_Tsukai'}]}	25	1.08
	25	657	776	Nanaka 6/17		ななか６／１７	['Nanaka Juu-nanabun no Roku']	TV	Manga	['Genco']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'Shounen']	['J.C.Staff']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2003-01-09T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2003-03-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 9, 'month': 1, 'year': 2003}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 3, 'year': 2003}}, 'string': 'Jan 9, 2003 to Mar 27, 2003'}	25	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.7	2788.0	4895.0	4665.0	6760.0	15.0	Seventeen-year-old Nanaka Kirisato is a high school student serious about her studies and goals in life. She frequently criticizes her best friend, Nenji Nagihara, for being a childish delinquent who spends his time fighting other boys. Then one day, after a heated argument with Nenji, she falls off a flight of stairs and suffers a brain injury, resulting in her mind reverting to that of a six-year-old. With this in mind, Nanaka's father and Nenji must keep her injury a secret as she struggles to live a normal life and grow up all over again. (Source: ANN)		2003	Thursdays at 02:35 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 4084, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Nanaka 6/17', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/4084/Nanaka_6_17'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 5865, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Nanaka 6/17 Special', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/5865/Nanaka_6_17_Special'}]}	26	2.0
	26	588	685	To Heart: Remember My Memories		トゥハート ~remember my memories~	[]	TV	Visual novel	['Rondo Robe']	['Drama', 'Harem', 'Romance', 'School', 'Sci-Fi', 'Slice of Life']	['OLM', 'AIC A.S.T.A.']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2004-10-02T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2004-12-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 2, 'month': 10, 'year': 2004}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 12, 'year': 2004}}, 'string': 'Oct 2, 2004 to Dec 25, 2004'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.51	2503.0	5759.0	4654.0	6773.0	4.0	Time flies by; Hiroyuki and Akari are 12th-graders now. Both of them and their friends have grown up gradually in someway, physically or mentally, but one of their best friends is missing: the lifelike android Multi. To their surprise, Multi is brought to their campus again without notice, yet she is no longer the same Multi they have known. (Source: ANN)		2004	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 21258, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'To Heart ~remember my memories~', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/21258/To_Heart_remember_my_memories'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 472, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'To Heart', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/472/To_Heart'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 686, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'To Heart: Remember My Memories Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/686/To_Heart__Remember_My_Memories_Specials'}]}	27	1.1111111111111112
	27	266	328	Piano (TV)	Piano: The Melody of a Young Girl's Heart	PIANO	[]	TV	Original	['animate Film', 'Kids Station', 'Pioneer LDC']	['Music', 'Slice of Life', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'Shoujo']	['OLM']	10.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2002-11-11T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2003-01-13T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 11, 'month': 11, 'year': 2002}, 'to': {'day': 13, 'month': 1, 'year': 2003}}, 'string': 'Nov 11, 2002 to Jan 13, 2003'}	24	G - All Ages	6.06	2442.0	7542.0	4645.0	6798.0	6.0	When Miu was young, she was fascinated by the piano and took up lessons. When the show opens, Miu is in middle school. She is shy, a soft-spoken girl who doesn't have a lot of confidence in herself. Her friends would describe her as "sweet" and "quiet." At this point, Miu has been taking piano lessons for some time and while people have told her that she's gotten very good over the years, Miu herself feels she's not really good at anything—including the piano. Her teacher, Mr. Shirakawa, is often frustrated with her playing. Although she plays every note exactly correct, her heart just isn't in it... Meanwhile, Miu's come of the age when she's noticing boys and this shy young lady has noticed the handsome Kazuya Takahashi—even if he hasn't noticed her. This is Miu's story. The story of a young girl who is on a journey to discover the melody within her own heart and the courage to express it. (Source: RightStuf)		2002	Mondays at 20:00 (JST)	{'Side story': [{'mal_id': 23177, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Piano (TV) Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/23177/Piano_TV_Specials'}]}	28	0.2857142857142857
	28	13831	37036	Binan Koukou Chikyuu Boueibu Happy Kiss!		美男高校地球防衛部HAPPY KISS!	[]	TV	Original	[]	['Comedy', 'Magic', 'Parody', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['Studio Comet']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-04-09T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-07-02T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 9, 'month': 4, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 2, 'month': 7, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Apr 9, 2018 to Jul 2, 2018'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.57	1638.0	5475.0	4627.0	6896.0	28.0	In the northern Kanto area in Japan, there is Binan City… At Binan High School, as per usual, the “Earth Defense Club (lol)” was a club that did nothing. The club members Kyoutarou Shuzenji, Ryouma Kirishima, Nanao Wakura, Taishi Manza, and Ichiro Dogou nonchalantly enjoyed tea while having pointless conversations that amount to nothing. All of them have now gathered at Kurotama Bath after school. When Ryouma pulls Kyoutarou Shuzenji by his arm out of water that he claims feels too good, together with his towel comes a pretty boy in strange clothing. These five boys are then dragged into a battle for the heir of the magical kingdom, Honila Land... (Source: KA)		2018	Mondays at 01:35 (JST)	{'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 35182, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Binan Koukou Chikyuu Boueibu LOVE! LOVE! LOVE!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/35182/Binan_Koukou_Chikyuu_Boueibu_LOVE_LOVE_LOVE'}]}	29	1.206896551724138
	29	114	148	Kita e.: Diamond Dust Drops	Diamond Daydreams	北へ。 ～Diamond Dust Drops～	['Northward: Diamond Dust Drops']	TV	Visual novel	[]	['Drama', 'Romance', 'Slice of Life']	['Studio Deen']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2004-01-20T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2004-04-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 20, 'month': 1, 'year': 2004}, 'to': {'day': 5, 'month': 4, 'year': 2004}}, 'string': 'Jan 20, 2004 to Apr 5, 2004'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.7	1991.0	4889.0	4624.0	6865.0	8.0	If a couple sees the diamond dust together, then they will certainly find eternal happiness. Or so it is said. This is a drama about the romances, friendships and conflicts of six girls from Hokkaido and how the diamond dust affects them and eventually links them together in the search for happiness. (Source: ANN)		2004	Unknown	{'Side story': [{'mal_id': 7571, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kita e.: Diamond Dust Drops Special', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/7571/Kita_e__Diamond_Dust_Drops_Special'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 18643, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kita e: Pure Session', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/18643/Kita_e__Pure_Session'}]}	30	1.7
	30	7404	17249	Pretty Rhythm: Rainbow Live		プリティーリズム・レインボーライブ	[]	TV	Game	['TV Tokyo']	['Slice of Life', 'Sports', 'Music', 'Shoujo']	['Tatsunoko Production', 'Dongwoo A&E']	51.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2013-04-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-03-29T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 4, 'year': 2013}, 'to': {'day': 29, 'month': 3, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Apr 6, 2013 to Mar 29, 2014'}	21	PG - Children	7.7	2187.0	1117.0	4549.0	7197.0	133.0	Naru Ayase is an 8th grader who can see the colors of music when she listens to it. For Naru, who is extremely good at decorating, becoming the owner of a shop like Dear Crown was her dream. One day, she finds out that the manager of a newly-opened shop is recruiting middle school girls who can do Prism Dance, and immediately applies. Naru begins to Prism Dance at the audition, and an aura she's never experienced spreads out in front of her. At that moment, a mysterious girl named Rinne asks her if she can see "rainbow music." (Source: ANN)		2013	Saturdays at 10:00 (JST)	{'Alternative setting': [{'mal_id': 10257, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Pretty Rhythm: Aurora Dream', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10257/Pretty_Rhythm__Aurora_Dream'}, {'mal_id': 12863, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Pretty Rhythm: Dear My Future', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/12863/Pretty_Rhythm__Dear_My_Future'}], 'Alternative version': [{'mal_id': 21707, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Pretty Rhythm Movie: All Star Selection - Prism Show☆Best Ten', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/21707/Pretty_Rhythm_Movie__All_Star_Selection_-_Prism_Show☆Best_Ten'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 22215, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Pretty Rhythm: All Star Selection', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/22215/Pretty_Rhythm__All_Star_Selection'}], 'Spin-off': [{'mal_id': 31762, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'King of Prism by Pretty Rhythm', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/31762/King_of_Prism_by_Pretty_Rhythm'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 36925, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Pretty All Friends', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36925/Pretty_All_Friends'}]}	31	7.129032258064516
	31	9628	28669	Go! Princess Precure		Go! プリンセスプリキュア	[]	TV	Original	[]	['Action', 'Comedy', 'Fantasy', 'Magic', 'School', 'Shoujo', 'Slice of Life']	['Toei Animation']	50.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2015-02-01T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-01-31T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 1, 'month': 2, 'year': 2015}, 'to': {'day': 31, 'month': 1, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Feb 1, 2015 to Jan 31, 2016'}	24	G - All Ages	7.78	2707.0	927.0	4245.0	8522.0	177.0	Once upon a time, there was a little girl who desperately wanted to become a princess just like the ones in her picture book. Other children made fun of her childish wishes, but she never stopped believing. One day, a boy who looked like a prince appeared, asking her if she would like to be a princess. He gave the girl magical charm to make her wish come true. That little girl, Haruka Haruno, is now a thirteen-year-old attending Noble Academy, a junior high boarding school. Her school life is interrupted by two fairies, Pafu and Aroma, who give her a Princess Perfume, which mysteriously matches the charm she was given eight years ago! Turns out, Haruka is one of the Princess Precures, and must team up with Cure Mermaid and Cure Twinkle in Go! Princess Precure in order to defeat the dark witch Dyspear before she brings the the Hope Kingdom and Haruka's world to a nightmareish end!		2015	Sundays at 08:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 97716, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Go! Princess Precure', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/97716/Go_Princess_Precure'}], 'Alternative setting': [{'mal_id': 603, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Futari wa Precure', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/603/Futari_wa_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 1534, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Futari wa Precure: Splash☆Star', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1534/Futari_wa_Precure__Splash☆Star'}, {'mal_id': 1929, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Futari wa Precure: Max Heart', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1929/Futari_wa_Precure__Max_Heart'}, {'mal_id': 1932, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yes! Precure 5', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1932/Yes_Precure_5'}, {'mal_id': 3692, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yes! Precure 5 GoGo!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/3692/Yes_Precure_5_GoGo'}, {'mal_id': 5684, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Fresh Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/5684/Fresh_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 7645, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Heartcatch Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/7645/Heartcatch_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 9893, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Suite Precure♪', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/9893/Suite_Precure♪'}, {'mal_id': 12191, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Smile Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/12191/Smile_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 16419, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Dokidoki! Precure', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/16419/Dokidoki_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 21407, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Happiness Charge Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/21407/Happiness_Charge_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 31884, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mahoutsukai Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/31884/Mahoutsukai_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 34290, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kirakira☆Precure A La Mode', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34290/Kirakira☆Precure_A_La_Mode'}, {'mal_id': 36593, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hug tto! Precure', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36593/Hug_tto_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 38578, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Star☆Twinkle Precure', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/38578/Star☆Twinkle_Precure'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 29868, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Go! Princess Precure Movie: Go! Go!! Gouka 3-bondate!!!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/29868/Go_Princess_Precure_Movie__Go_Go_Gouka_3-bondate'}], 'Spin-off': [{'mal_id': 34302, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Precure Dream Stars! Movie', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34302/Precure_Dream_Stars_Movie'}, {'mal_id': 34303, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Minna Atsumare! Precure Festival Precure on Miracle Magical ☆ Stage', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34303/Minna_Atsumare_Precure_Festival_Precure_on_Miracle_Magical_☆_Stage'}]}	32	7.28125
	32	1715	2004	Hanada Shounen-shi		花田少年史	['Hanada Shonen-Shi']	TV	Manga	['VAP', 'Nippon Television Network']	['Supernatural', 'Comedy', 'Slice of Life', 'Drama']	['Madhouse']	25.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2002-10-02T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2003-03-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 2, 'month': 10, 'year': 2002}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 3, 'year': 2003}}, 'string': 'Oct 2, 2002 to Mar 26, 2003'}	25	R - 17+ (violence & profanity)	8.11	2616.0	429.0	4157.0	8929.0	94.0	Young Ichiro Hanada lives with his parents and grandfather in a quiet rural town. He is a little brat who constantly teases his sister, insults his mother, fights with everybody, and eats a lot. Ichiro has a near-death experience when he is hit by a truck, and when he wakes up he can see and talk to spirits. The spirits of people who have just died but who cannot pass on yet seek him out. They have some unresolved issue in their lives that is holding them back, and Ichiro must help them out.	In 2003, the anime received the Tokyo International Anime Festival Grand Prize for the TV Anime category.	2002	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 5505, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Hanada Shounen-shi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/5505/Hanada_Shounen-shi'}]}	33	8.454545454545455
	33	12428	34800	Action Heroine Cheer Fruits	Action Heroine Cheer Fruits	アクションヒロイン チアフルーツ	[]	TV	Original	['TBS', 'Nippon Columbia', 'KlockWorx', 'Hobby Japan', 'Glovision', 'RAY', 'Nichion', 'GYAO!', 'Production Ace']	['Comedy', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['Diomedea']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-07-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-09-29T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 7, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 29, 'month': 9, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Jul 7, 2017 to Sep 29, 2017'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.57	2514.0	5467.0	4093.0	9367.0	14.0	After a "local action heroine" gains popularity in a particular town, elevating her and the region to national fame, small towns all across the country begin cultivating their own local heroines, sparking a boom in staged action heroine shows. Meanwhile, in the city of Hinano, a fruit-producing region, high school teen Misaki Shirogane is encouraged by her aunt and regional governor to produce her own local heroine theatrical troupe so that the town can ride the cultural wave before it's too late. (Source: TBS Global Business)		2017	Fridays at 02:28 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 107244, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Action Heroine Cheer Fruits', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/107244/Action_Heroine_Cheer_Fruits'}]}	34	1.0
	34	14106	37481	Ongaku Shoujo (TV)	Music Girls	音楽少女	[]	TV	Original	['King Records']	['Music', 'Slice of Life']	['Studio Deen']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-07-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-09-21T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 7, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 21, 'month': 9, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Jul 6, 2018 to Sep 21, 2018'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	5.98	2252.0	7796.0	4068.0	9503.0	5.0	There are eleven girls that consist the C-class Ongaku Shoujo idol unit under Pine Records. Despite generating red sales marks and not being very popular, Producer Ikebashi and the members are trying their very best to up their levels. Nevertheless, Ikebashi suggests recruiting a new member for Ongaku Shoujo; someone who can act as a catalyst for the success of the group. Thus, an audition was opened, leading to the soon-to-be legendary group's meeting to a girl named Hanako. (Source: MAL News)		2018	Fridays at 23:00 (JST)	{'Other': [{'mal_id': 29511, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Ongaku Shoujo', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/29511/Ongaku_Shoujo'}]}	35	0.17142857142857143
	35	4074	5684	Fresh Precure!		フレッシュプリキュア！	['Fresh Pretty Cure']	TV	Original	[]	['Action', 'Slice of Life', 'Fantasy', 'Magic', 'Comedy', 'Shoujo']	['Toei Animation']	50.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2009-02-01T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2010-01-30T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 1, 'month': 2, 'year': 2009}, 'to': {'day': 30, 'month': 1, 'year': 2010}}, 'string': 'Feb 1, 2009 to Jan 30, 2010'}	25	G - All Ages	7.42	3235.0	1961.0	4053.0	9521.0	117.0	Love Momozono is a 14-year-old student at Yotsuba Junior Highschool that tends to care more for others than for herself. One day she visits a show of the famous dance unit "Trinity" and decides to become a dancer, too. On the same event, subordinates of the Labyrinth Kingdom show up who want to collect the unhappiness of the audience. Love gets the power to change into Cure Peach and fights them. Soon after, she is joined by her good friends Miki, who is Cure Berry, and Inori, who becomes Cure Pine. (Source: ANN)		2009	Sundays at 08:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 25927, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Fresh Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/25927/Fresh_Precure'}], 'Alternative setting': [{'mal_id': 603, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Futari wa Precure', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/603/Futari_wa_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 1534, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Futari wa Precure: Splash☆Star', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1534/Futari_wa_Precure__Splash☆Star'}, {'mal_id': 1929, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Futari wa Precure: Max Heart', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1929/Futari_wa_Precure__Max_Heart'}, {'mal_id': 1932, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yes! Precure 5', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1932/Yes_Precure_5'}, {'mal_id': 3692, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yes! Precure 5 GoGo!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/3692/Yes_Precure_5_GoGo'}, {'mal_id': 7645, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Heartcatch Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/7645/Heartcatch_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 9893, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Suite Precure♪', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/9893/Suite_Precure♪'}, {'mal_id': 12191, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Smile Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/12191/Smile_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 16419, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Dokidoki! Precure', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/16419/Dokidoki_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 21407, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Happiness Charge Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/21407/Happiness_Charge_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 28669, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Go! Princess Precure', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/28669/Go_Princess_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 31884, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mahoutsukai Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/31884/Mahoutsukai_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 34290, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kirakira☆Precure A La Mode', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34290/Kirakira☆Precure_A_La_Mode'}, {'mal_id': 36593, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hug tto! Precure', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36593/Hug_tto_Precure'}], 'Spin-off': [{'mal_id': 5753, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Precure All Stars Movie DX: Minna Tomodachi☆Kiseki no Zenin Daishuugou!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/5753/Precure_All_Stars_Movie_DX__Minna_Tomodachi☆Kiseki_no_Zenin_Daishuugou'}, {'mal_id': 8133, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Precure All Stars Movie DX2: Kibou no Hikari☆Rainbow Jewel wo Mamore!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/8133/Precure_All_Stars_Movie_DX2__Kibou_no_Hikari☆Rainbow_Jewel_wo_Mamore'}, {'mal_id': 9979, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Precure All Stars Movie DX3: Mirai ni Todoke! Sekai wo Tsunagu☆Nijiiro no Hana', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/9979/Precure_All_Stars_Movie_DX3__Mirai_ni_Todoke_Sekai_wo_Tsunagu☆Nijiiro_no_Hana'}, {'mal_id': 12221, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Precure All Stars Movie New Stage: Mirai no Tomodachi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/12221/Precure_All_Stars_Movie_New_Stage__Mirai_no_Tomodachi'}, {'mal_id': 34302, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Precure Dream Stars! Movie', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34302/Precure_Dream_Stars_Movie'}, {'mal_id': 34303, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Minna Atsumare! Precure Festival Precure on Miracle Magical ☆ Stage', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34303/Minna_Atsumare_Precure_Festival_Precure_on_Miracle_Magical_☆_Stage'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 6527, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Fresh Precure! Movie: Omocha no Kuni wa Himitsu ga Ippai!?', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/6527/Fresh_Precure_Movie__Omocha_no_Kuni_wa_Himitsu_ga_Ippai'}]}	36	4.055555555555555
	36	13583	36654	Tsukumogami Kashimasu	We Rent Tsukumogami	つくもがみ貸します	[]	TV	Novel	['TMS Entertainment', 'NHK']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Historical', 'Demons', 'Supernatural']	['Telecom Animation Film']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-07-23T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-10-15T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 23, 'month': 7, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 15, 'month': 10, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Jul 23, 2018 to Oct 15, 2018'}	25	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.75	2270.0	4693.0	4036.0	9724.0	5.0	The series is set during the Edo period, in the Fukagawa ward of old Edo (present-day Tokyo). Because the area is prone to fire and flooding, residents rent everyday items like pots, futons, and clothing from shops instead of purchasing them, so as not to impede them when they flee. Obeni and Seiji, an older sister and younger brother, run one such rental shop called Izumoya. However, mixed in with their inventory are tsukumogami, objects that have turned into spirits after a hundred years of existence. The siblings sometimes lend these sentient items to customers. Both Obeni and Seiji can see and talk to these spirits, and other tsukumogami often come to the store after hearing of the famed siblings. (Source: ANN)		2018	Mondays at 00:10 (JST)	{}	37	1.5135135135135136
	37	11270	32717	Aikatsu Stars!		アイカツスターズ！	[]	TV	Original	['TV Tokyo']	['Music', 'School', 'Shoujo', 'Slice of Life']	['Bandai Namco Pictures']	100.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-04-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-03-29T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 4, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 29, 'month': 3, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Apr 7, 2016 to Mar 29, 2018'}	24	PG - Children	7.76	1679.0	965.0	3969.0	10031.0	182.0	Yume Nijino has been accepted into Four Stars academy, home of the beautiful and talented S4 idol group. She and the other newcomers are determined to discover their talent, with a choice of specializing in beauty, singing, dancing, or drama. A tough road lies ahead of them, and they must rely on each other to overcome their weaknesses and develop their unique strengths. At the first-years' opening performances, Yume performs stellarly but faints and is unable to remember being on stage at all. Struggling to find her talent, she meets Rola "Laura" Sakuraba and the two develop a friendly rivalry, working together to learn and improve. Though they have their differences, all the students share the same goal: to become the next S4 idol. But hard work and determination, along with teamwork, are needed if they want to join the elite S4. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2016	Thursdays at 18:25 (JST)	{'Alternative setting': [{'mal_id': 15061, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Aikatsu!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/15061/Aikatsu'}, {'mal_id': 37204, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Aikatsu Friends!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/37204/Aikatsu_Friends'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 31485, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Aikatsu Stars! Movie', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/31485/Aikatsu_Stars_Movie'}]}	38	6.052631578947368
	38	11655	33362	Starmyu 2nd Season		高校星歌劇［スタミュ］	['Koukou Hoshi Kageki 2nd Season', 'High School Star Musical 2nd Season', 'Starmu']	TV	Original	['NBCUniversal Entertainment Japan']	['Music', 'Slice of Life', 'School']	['C-Station']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-04-04T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-06-20T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 4, 'month': 4, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 20, 'month': 6, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Apr 4, 2017 to Jun 20, 2017'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.48	3423.0	1755.0	3862.0	10644.0	53.0	Second season of the Starmyu.		2017	Tuesdays at 00:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 96042, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Starmyu', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/96042/Starmyu'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 33033, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Starmyu OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33033/Starmyu_OVA'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 35774, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Starmyu 2nd Season Special', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/35774/Starmyu_2nd_Season_Special'}, {'mal_id': 36537, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Starmyu in Halloween', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36537/Starmyu_in_Halloween'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 36536, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Starmyu 3rd Season', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36536/Starmyu_3rd_Season'}]}	39	4.282051282051282
	39	2527	2931	Mokke		もっけ	[]	TV	Manga	['Kodansha', 'Nagoya Broadcasting Network']	['Slice of Life', 'Supernatural', 'Mystery']	['Madhouse', 'Tezuka Productions']	24.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2007-10-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2008-03-16T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 10, 'year': 2007}, 'to': {'day': 16, 'month': 3, 'year': 2008}}, 'string': 'Oct 3, 2007 to Mar 16, 2008'}	24	PG - Children	7.13	1999.0	3160.0	3826.0	10863.0	18.0	This is a story about two sisters: Shizuru, is a high school student who is able to see ghosts while her younger sister, Mizuki, is haunted by these apparitions. Frustrated by their abilities, their parents decided to entrust the sisters into the care of their grandparents who live in the countryside. As they adapt to life in the countryside, Shizuru and Mizuki begin to learn about the importance of coexisting nature with these apparitions. (Source: ANN)		2007	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 4561, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Mokke', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/4561/Mokke'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 4202, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mokke Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/4202/Mokke_Specials'}]}	40	2.425
	40	1300	1524	Fuujin Monogatari	Windy Tales	風人物語	[]	TV	Original	['Tohokushinsha Film Corporation']	['Slice of Life', 'Fantasy', 'Supernatural', 'School', 'Drama']	['Production I.G']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2004-09-11T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2005-02-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 11, 'month': 9, 'year': 2004}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 2, 'year': 2005}}, 'string': 'Sep 11, 2004 to Feb 26, 2005'}	25	G - All Ages	7.29	2680.0	2505.0	3750.0	11400.0	67.0	Nao, an 8th grader, is one of the only two members of a Digital Camera Club, where she also serves as the manager. It's a mystery that she shoots nothing else but the skies and clouds. One day, she finds a cat on a rooftop where she usually shoots her camera. It's a cat that knows how to manipulate the flow of a wind. Shocked to find a strange animal, Nao loses her footing and falls off from the rooftop! Miki is the other member of the club, and also Nao's best friend. Mr. Taiki is the teacher who's taught the cat how to manipulate the flow of a wind. Ryoko is a girl who has a huge crush on Mr. Taiki. And there's Jun, who helps Nao and Miki look for a cat that can fly. Then, there's Yukio, who is the widow of Mr. Taiki's deceased brother. On the outskirts of this big city, a town off the "Wind Handlers," has been formed—and a mysterious Wind Festival is about to begin... (Source: Production I.G)		2004	Unknown	{}	41	3.0
	41	209	261	Happy☆Lesson: Advance		HAPPY☆LESSON ADVANCE	['Happy Lesson: Advance']	TV	Manga	['KSS', 'Studio Jack']	['Comedy', 'Harem', 'Romance', 'Slice of Life']	['Studio Hibari']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2003-07-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2003-09-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 7, 'year': 2003}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 9, 'year': 2003}}, 'string': 'Jul 3, 2003 to Sep 28, 2003'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.93	5188.0	3904.0	3721.0	11604.0	8.0	Hitotose Chitose is now living together with his 5 teachers as his mothers when a mysterious girl appears and becomes their neighbor which turns out that that person is Nagatsuki Kuron who wants Mu-chan to be her mother so another sibling rivalry ensues as to who would end up as Mu-chan's child. (Source: ANN)		2003	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1785, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Happy★Lesson: Mama Sensei wa Saikou!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1785/Happy★Lesson__Mama_Sensei_wa_Saikou'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 260, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Happy☆Lesson (TV)', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/260/Happy☆Lesson_TV'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 262, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Happy☆Lesson: The Final', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/262/Happy☆Lesson__The_Final'}]}	42	1.8333333333333333
	42	8636	23135	PriPara		プリパラ	['Puri Para', 'Pri Para', 'PuriPara', 'Prism Paradise']	TV	Game	['TV Tokyo']	['Music', 'Slice of Life', 'School', 'Shoujo']	['Tatsunoko Production', 'Dongwoo A&E']	140.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-07-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-03-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 7, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 3, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Jul 5, 2014 to Mar 28, 2017'}	23	PG - Children	7.62	1892.0	1325.0	3647.0	12288.0	247.0	Every little girl waits for the day she'll get her special ticket, one that will grant her entry into the world of PriPara (Prism Paradise). PriPara is a world of music, fashion, and daily auditions for a chance to become a pop idol. Laala Manaka's friends and classmates aspire to become idols, but her school forbids elementary school students from participating in the idol competitions. Luckily, Laala is only interested in watching the idol shows. Yet somehow despite all this, she manages to bumble her way into the PriPara world, and debut as a fresh new talent. After being told all her life that she's too loud, Laala has finally found a place where she can be as loud as she wants and sing from her heart. And not only that, but there's a possibility that she might be the legendary Prism Voice. Adventure, fashion, and music awaits as Laala climbs her way to the top, on her way to become the cutest and most beloved pop idol in the world of PriPara!		2014	Tuesdays at 17:55 (JST)	{'Alternative setting': [{'mal_id': 10257, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Pretty Rhythm: Aurora Dream', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10257/Pretty_Rhythm__Aurora_Dream'}], 'Character': [{'mal_id': 21707, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Pretty Rhythm Movie: All Star Selection - Prism Show☆Best Ten', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/21707/Pretty_Rhythm_Movie__All_Star_Selection_-_Prism_Show☆Best_Ten'}, {'mal_id': 22215, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Pretty Rhythm: All Star Selection', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/22215/Pretty_Rhythm__All_Star_Selection'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 25857, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'PriPara Movie: Mi~nna Atsumare! Prism☆Tours', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/25857/PriPara_Movie__Minna_Atsumare_Prism☆Tours'}, {'mal_id': 31055, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Tobidasu PriPara: Mi~nna de Mezase! Idol☆Grand Prix', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/31055/Tobidasu_PriPara__Minna_de_Mezase_Idol☆Grand_Prix'}, {'mal_id': 31919, 'type': 'anime', 'name': "PriPara Movie: Mi~nna no Akogare♪ Let's Go☆Prix Paris", 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/31919/PriPara_Movie__Minna_no_Akogare♪_Lets_Go☆Prix_Paris'}, {'mal_id': 34304, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'PriPara Movie: Mi~nna de Kagayake! Kirarin☆Star Live!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34304/PriPara_Movie__Minna_de_Kagayake_Kirarin☆Star_Live'}, {'mal_id': 37398, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'PriPara & Kiratto Pri☆chan Movie: Kirakira Memorial Live', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/37398/PriPara___Kiratto_Pri☆chan_Movie__Kirakira_Memorial_Live'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 34787, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Idol Time PriPara', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34787/Idol_Time_PriPara'}]}	43	4.72093023255814
	43	8639	23151	Shounen Hollywood: Holly Stage for 49		少年ハリウッド-HOLLY STAGE FOR 49-	['Shonen Hollywood']	TV	Novel	[]	['Music', 'Slice of Life', 'Shoujo']	['Zexcs']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-07-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-09-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 7, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 9, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Jul 6, 2014 to Sep 27, 2014'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.14	3160.0	7276.0	3619.0	12533.0	25.0	The anime tells an original story set 15 years after the novel's story. It takes place at a fictional theater called Hollywood Tokyo in Harajuku, where members of the idol group "Shounen Hollywood" develop their talents with diligent work and studying. (Source: ANN)		2014	Unknown	{'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 27741, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Shounen Hollywood: Holly Stage for 50', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/27741/Shounen_Hollywood__Holly_Stage_for_50'}]}	44	0.2727272727272727
	44	5919	10257	Pretty Rhythm: Aurora Dream		プリティーリズム オーロラドリーム	[]	TV	Game	[]	['Slice of Life', 'Sports', 'Music', 'Shoujo']	['Tatsunoko Production']	51.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2011-04-09T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2012-03-31T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 9, 'month': 4, 'year': 2011}, 'to': {'day': 31, 'month': 3, 'year': 2012}}, 'string': 'Apr 9, 2011 to Mar 31, 2012'}	23	PG - Children	7.54	3877.0	1554.0	3592.0	12755.0	123.0	Prism Stars are performers on the new popular ice show, Prism Show. They are superidols whose techniques, singing and fashion sense are a cut above all others. Aira and Rizumu are two Prism Stars whose goal is to become the best, the Prism Queen; however, the road to success is bumpy. (Source: AniDB)		2011	Saturdays at 10:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 33967, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Pretty Rhythm', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/33967/Pretty_Rhythm'}, {'mal_id': 36403, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Pretty Rhythm: Aurora Dream', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/36403/Pretty_Rhythm__Aurora_Dream'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 11911, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Pretty Rhythm: Aurora Dream - Prism Shougekijou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/11911/Pretty_Rhythm__Aurora_Dream_-_Prism_Shougekijou'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 12863, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Pretty Rhythm: Dear My Future', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/12863/Pretty_Rhythm__Dear_My_Future'}], 'Alternative version': [{'mal_id': 21707, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Pretty Rhythm Movie: All Star Selection - Prism Show☆Best Ten', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/21707/Pretty_Rhythm_Movie__All_Star_Selection_-_Prism_Show☆Best_Ten'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 22215, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Pretty Rhythm: All Star Selection', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/22215/Pretty_Rhythm__All_Star_Selection'}], 'Alternative setting': [{'mal_id': 23135, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'PriPara', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/23135/PriPara'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 36925, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Pretty All Friends', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36925/Pretty_All_Friends'}]}	45	4.0
	45	7091	15731	Tamayura: More Aggressive		たまゆら ～もあぐれっしぶ～	[]	TV	Original	['RAY']	['Comedy', 'Drama', 'Slice of Life']	['TYO Animations']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2013-07-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-09-18T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 7, 'year': 2013}, 'to': {'day': 18, 'month': 9, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Jul 3, 2013 to Sep 18, 2013'}	24	G - All Ages	7.55	4844.0	1534.0	3480.0	13778.0	44.0	The second season of Tamayura: Hitotose. It's the beginning of a new school year for Fuu and friends. With a new year comes new challenges as Fuu tries to open a photography club at her school. (Source: ANN)		2013	Wednesdays at 21:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 62039, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Tamayura: Hitotose', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/62039/Tamayura__Hitotose'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 10232, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Tamayura: Hitotose', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10232/Tamayura__Hitotose'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 21737, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Tamayura: More Aggressive - Tsuitachi dake no Shuugakuryokou, Nanode', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/21737/Tamayura__More_Aggressive_-_Tsuitachi_dake_no_Shuugakuryokou_Nanode'}, {'mal_id': 25169, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Tamayura: More Aggressive Picture Drama', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/25169/Tamayura__More_Aggressive_Picture_Drama'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 25729, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Tamayura: Sotsugyou Shashin Part 1 - Kizashi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/25729/Tamayura__Sotsugyou_Shashin_Part_1_-_Kizashi'}]}	46	3.9565217391304346
	46	2206	2564	Code-E		CODE-E	[]	TV	Original	['Nagoya Broadcasting Network']	['Comedy', 'Romance', 'School', 'Sci-Fi', 'Slice of Life']	['Studio Deen']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2007-07-04T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2007-09-19T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 4, 'month': 7, 'year': 2007}, 'to': {'day': 19, 'month': 9, 'year': 2007}}, 'string': 'Jul 4, 2007 to Sep 19, 2007'}	24	G - All Ages	6.48	6032.0	5858.0	3413.0	14370.0	19.0	Chinami Ebihara is girl with a strange ability to generate electromagnetic waves when her emotions run high. However, since this "ability" affects anything electrical, it resulted in her having to transfer from school to school when she was younger. As Chinami, now 18 years of age, transfers to a new school, she once again affects the electronic devices in the school, but this time, when another student, Kotaro Kannagi, sees her do this, he becomes obsessed in studying her "TYPE-E" ability. (Source: ANN)		2007	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 12134, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Code-Ex', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/12134/Code-Ex'}, {'mal_id': 83183, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Code-E: Harukanaru Sasayaki', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/83183/Code-E__Harukanaru_Sasayaki'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 4209, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mission-E', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/4209/Mission-E'}]}	47	0.5106382978723404
	47	389	456	Gokujou Seitokai	Best Student Council	極上生徒会	['Gokujo Seitokai']	TV	Original	['Konami']	['Comedy', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['J.C.Staff']	26.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2005-04-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2005-09-29T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 4, 'year': 2005}, 'to': {'day': 29, 'month': 9, 'year': 2005}}, 'string': 'Apr 7, 2005 to Sep 29, 2005'}	25	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.02	5023.0	3592.0	3373.0	14744.0	57.0	Randou Rino is a young girl with a head full of air and a talking puppet on her hand. She is accepted into the illustrious Gokujou all-girl's school, and is summarily, almost curiously, accepted as part of the even more illustrious Gokujou Student Council, who has more power and business ventures than most large businesses. Now a part of the student council, she befriends the talented members of the Gokujou Student Council, leaving one to wonder how a girl with seemingly no talents or redeeming qualities would get chosen for such a group. (Source: ANN)		2005	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 4116, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Gokujou Seitokai', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/4116/Gokujou_Seitokai'}]}	48	1.75
	48	3091	3750	Maria-sama ga Miteru 4th	Maria Watches Over Us Season 4	マリア様がみてる〜４th〜	['MariMite 4', 'La Vierge Marie Vous Regarde', 'The Virgin Mary is Watching Over You']	TV	Light novel	[]	['School', 'Shoujo', 'Shoujo Ai', 'Slice of Life']	['Studio Deen']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2009-01-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2009-03-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 1, 'year': 2009}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 3, 'year': 2009}}, 'string': 'Jan 3, 2009 to Mar 28, 2009'}	25	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.9	6673.0	704.0	3371.0	14752.0	69.0	Yumi and the Yamayuri Council have found two new helpers in Kanako and Toko. Unfortunately, their assistance comes with tension, as neither girl is particularly fond of the other and both seem likely candidates to be Yumi's petite soeur. Will either be a good fit for Yumi? As the school year marches on, the work for the Yamayuri Council piles up, and pressure begins to mount for Yumi to make her final decision. (Source: RightStuf)		2009	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 4177, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Maria-sama ga Miteru', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/4177/Maria-sama_ga_Miteru'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 1729, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Maria-sama ga Miteru 3rd', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1729/Maria-sama_ga_Miteru_3rd'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 6299, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Maria-sama ga Miteru 4th Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/6299/Maria-sama_ga_Miteru_4th_Specials'}]}	49	5.224489795918367
	49	1035	1214	Binbou Shimai Monogatari		貧乏姉妹物語	['Poor Sisters Story']	TV	Manga	['TV Asahi']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Drama', 'Seinen']	['Toei Animation']	10.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2006-06-30T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2006-09-15T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 30, 'month': 6, 'year': 2006}, 'to': {'day': 15, 'month': 9, 'year': 2006}}, 'string': 'Jun 30, 2006 to Sep 15, 2006'}	24	G - All Ages	6.92	5021.0	3936.0	3309.0	15305.0	20.0	The Yamada sisters, Kyou (15) and Asu (9), are students studying in secondary and primary schools respectively. Their mother passed away and their father ran away after incurring gambling debts. Despite the difficult circumstances, both of them decide to overcome the unhappiness and welcome their days with enthusiasm and pride. Fortunately, with the change in the law system several years ago, Kyou is able to study and simultaneously take temporary jobs (such as distributing newspapers and tutoring) to make ends meet. On the other hand, Asu takes charge of household chores, prepares meals, and manages the finances to assist her older sister. Surrounding them are also good and kind neighbors such as the novelist, Saegusa-san, and the aunt at the public bath who watch over them. Although life is difficult and at times painful, the sisters are happy to have each other. (Source: ANN)		2006	Fridays at 02:40 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 3714, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Binbou Shimai Monogatari', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/3714/Binbou_Shimai_Monogatari'}]}	50	1.5
	50	5768	9934	Nekogami Yaoyorozu	The Everyday Tales of a Cat God	猫神やおよろず	['Cat God']	TV	Manga	['Sotsu', 'AT-X', 'Marvelous AQL', 'Akita Shoten']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Supernatural', 'Seinen']	['AIC Plus+']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2011-07-09T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2011-09-24T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 9, 'month': 7, 'year': 2011}, 'to': {'day': 24, 'month': 9, 'year': 2011}}, 'string': 'Jul 9, 2011 to Sep 24, 2011'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.69	5128.0	4932.0	3303.0	15352.0	18.0	Koyama Yuzu is running an antique shop. Mayu, a cat god (nekogami), is living off Yuzu and leads an idle life playing games. Lots of other gods visit Mayu and enjoy merrymaking. (Source: ANN)		2011	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 10617, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Nekogami Yaoyorozu', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/10617/Nekogami_Yaoyorozu'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 10936, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Nekogami Yaoyorozu: Ohanami Ghostbusters', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10936/Nekogami_Yaoyorozu__Ohanami_Ghostbusters'}, {'mal_id': 13681, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Nekogami Yaoyorozu Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/13681/Nekogami_Yaoyorozu_Specials'}]}	51	0.9411764705882353
	51	4065	5670	GA: Geijutsuka Art Design Class		GA 芸術科アートデザインクラス	['GA: ADC']	TV	4-koma manga	['Houbunsha', 'Studio Jack']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'School', 'Seinen']	['AIC Plus+']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2009-07-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2009-09-22T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 7, 'year': 2009}, 'to': {'day': 22, 'month': 9, 'year': 2009}}, 'string': 'Jul 7, 2009 to Sep 22, 2009'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.19	4963.0	2899.0	3302.0	15360.0	54.0	The Ayanoi High School features the Geijutsuka Art Design Class (GA) that focuses on the arts. Five close friends — the energetic "hime"-prankster Noda Miki; the level-headed, cynical Nozaki Namiko; the intelligent, observant, and kind Oomichi Miyabi; the lively and mischievous tomboy Tomokane; and the curious, innocent, glasses-wearing Yamaguchi Kisaragi — attend this class with great enthusiasm, learning about the many art techniques. Every day seems to pose a new and interesting challenge, be it struggling with the latest assignment or when dealing with the daily strangeness of school life. (Source: AniDB)		2009	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 13634, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'GA: Geijutsuka Art Design Class', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/13634/GA__Geijutsuka_Art_Design_Class'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 6959, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'GA: Geijutsuka Art Design Class: Aozora ga Kakitai', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/6959/GA__Geijutsuka_Art_Design_Class__Aozora_ga_Kakitai'}]}	52	2.0
	52	1022	1198	Tsuyokiss		つよきす	['Tsuyokiss Cool x Sweet']	TV	Visual novel	['Three Fat Samurai', 'Sol Blade']	['Comedy', 'Romance', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['Trinet Entertainment', 'Studio Hibari']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2006-07-02T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2006-09-17T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 2, 'month': 7, 'year': 2006}, 'to': {'day': 17, 'month': 9, 'year': 2006}}, 'string': 'Jul 2, 2006 to Sep 17, 2006'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.67	6279.0	5031.0	3264.0	15724.0	21.0	Sunao Konoe starts her first day at a new school and is surprised to find that there is no drama club. So, she decides to make one of her own. But between a childhood friend showing up, the crazy student body, and the arrogant student council president blocking her at every turn, it seems that actually creating the club is going to be more difficult than she thought. (Source: ZomgAnime)		2006	Sundays at 02:05 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 17456, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Tsuyokiss', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/17456/Tsuyokiss'}]}	53	0.8679245283018868
	53	13481	36513	Rokuhoudou Yotsuiro Biyori		鹿楓堂よついろ日和	[]	TV	Manga	[]	['Seinen', 'Slice of Life']	['Zexcs']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-04-11T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-06-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 11, 'month': 4, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 6, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Apr 11, 2018 to Jun 27, 2018'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.64	5325.0	1268.0	3263.0	15884.0	77.0	Four men—Gure, Sui, Tokitaka, and Tsubaki—each help run a Japanese tea shop together called Rokuhoudou. When one visits the shop, they are greeted warmly, served with tea, and are often helped with any problems they may have. (Source: MAL News)		2018	Wednesdays at 00:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 111322, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Rokuhou-dou Yotsuirobiyori', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/111322/Rokuhou-dou_Yotsuirobiyori'}]}	54	3.7962962962962963
	54	6290	11239	Hidamari Sketch x Honeycomb		ひだまりスケッチ×ハニカム	['Hidamari Sketch x Hanikamu', 'Hidamari Sketch Dai Yon Ki', 'Hidamari Sketch Fourth Series', 'Hidamari Sketch 4th Season']	TV	4-koma manga	['Aniplex', 'Lantis', 'TBS', 'Movic', 'Houbunsha', 'Grooove']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'School', 'Seinen']	['Shaft']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-10-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2012-12-21T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 10, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 21, 'month': 12, 'year': 2012}}, 'string': 'Oct 5, 2012 to Dec 21, 2012'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.95	6997.0	631.0	3242.0	15961.0	110.0	Studying at the Yamabuki Arts High School has been a dream-come-true for Yuno, and she's learned so much already! And not just from her instructors, but from her friends and neighbors who've become her second family and made the Hidamari Apartments such a safe and nurturing home. But as the day of her "big sisters" Sae and Hiro's graduation draws slowly closer, it's time for Yuno to start seriously taking on the same role for Nazuna, Nori and the other budding young artists who've entered Hidamari's protective cocoon. And it's also time to tackle some really challenging artistic assignments. That doesn't mean there won't still be time for fun with Miyako and all the others, but it's definitely time to pencil in her plans for the future. And sometimes that means you have to put the art before the course! (Source: Sentai Filmworks)		2012	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1362, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Hidamari Sketch', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1362/Hidamari_Sketch'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 11237, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hidamari Sketch x SP', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/11237/Hidamari_Sketch_x_SP'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 17739, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hidamari Sketch: Sae Hiro Sotsugyou-hen', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/17739/Hidamari_Sketch__Sae_Hiro_Sotsugyou-hen'}]}	55	4.763636363636364
	55	1745	2035	Eikoku Koi Monogatari Emma: Molders-hen	Emma: A Victorian Romance Season Two	英國戀物語エマ ～メルダース編～	[]	TV	Manga	[]	['Slice of Life', 'Romance', 'Historical', 'Drama', 'Seinen']	['Ajia-Do']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2007-04-17T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2007-07-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 17, 'month': 4, 'year': 2007}, 'to': {'day': 3, 'month': 7, 'year': 2007}}, 'string': 'Apr 17, 2007 to Jul 3, 2007'}	25	G - All Ages	7.97	7759.0	599.0	3219.0	16147.0	72.0	In the faraway village of Haworth, a new chapter in Emma's life has begun. Now employed by the wealthy Molders family, Emma has resolved to put the past behind her. She'll have to adjust to a new house, a charming (but eccentric) new mistress, and a host of fellow servants, some with buried pasts of their own. Meanwhile, back in London, William is doing his best to uphold his father's wishes as the Jones family heir, but try as he might, he can't forget Emma. Yet, whenever he feels at his worst, Eleanor is always there to comfort him with a warm, shy smile. Could the answer to his broken heart be right before his eyes? (Source: RightStuf)		2007	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 729, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Emma', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/729/Emma'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 345, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Eikoku Koi Monogatari Emma', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/345/Eikoku_Koi_Monogatari_Emma'}]}	56	4.75
	56	12467	34863	Zoku Touken Ranbu: Hanamaru		続 刀剣乱舞-花丸-	[]	TV	Game	['Marvelous', 'Nitroplus', 'TOHO animation', 'Good Smile Company', 'DMM.com']	['Action', 'Comedy', 'Drama', 'Fantasy', 'Historical', 'Slice of Life']	['Doga Kobo']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-01-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-03-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 1, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 3, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Jan 8, 2018 to Mar 26, 2018'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.4	3705.0	2085.0	3209.0	16302.0	102.0	Sequel of Touken Ranbu: Hanamaru.		2018	Mondays at 00:00 (JST)	{'Alternative setting': [{'mal_id': 33018, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Katsugeki/Touken Ranbu', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33018/Katsugeki_Touken_Ranbu'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 33023, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Touken Ranbu: Hanamaru', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33023/Touken_Ranbu__Hanamaru'}]}	57	2.491228070175439
	57	404	471	To Heart 2	To Heart 2	トゥハート2	['ToHeart2']	TV	Visual novel	[]	['Comedy', 'Drama', 'Harem', 'Romance', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['OLM']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2005-10-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2005-12-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 10, 'year': 2005}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 12, 'year': 2005}}, 'string': 'Oct 3, 2005 to Dec 26, 2005'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.59	5585.0	5415.0	3207.0	16231.0	37.0	Following her graduation from middle school, Konomi Yuzuhara enters the same high school as Takaaki Kono, her childhood friend. As the new school year begins, they meet their childhood friend Tamaki Kosaka, as well as many new accquaintances. Unbeknownst to the group, their encounters with each other will soon lead to many memorable adventures. (Source: ANN)		2005	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 9990, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'To Heart 2', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/9990/To_Heart_2'}], 'Spin-off': [{'mal_id': 472, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'To Heart', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/472/To_Heart'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 1624, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'To Heart 2 Special', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1624/To_Heart_2_Special'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 1720, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'To Heart 2 OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1720/To_Heart_2_OVA'}], 'Alternative setting': [{'mal_id': 11773, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'To Heart 2: Dungeon Travelers', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/11773/To_Heart_2__Dungeon_Travelers'}]}	58	0.6206896551724138
	58	1467	1721	Hitohira		ひとひら	[]	TV	Manga	['Genco', 'Media Factory', 'AT-X', 'ASCII Media Works', 'Index', 'Futabasha', 'Gigno Systems']	['Drama', 'Romance', 'School', 'Seinen', 'Slice of Life']	['Xebec']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2007-03-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2007-06-13T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 28, 'month': 3, 'year': 2007}, 'to': {'day': 13, 'month': 6, 'year': 2007}}, 'string': 'Mar 28, 2007 to Jun 13, 2007'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.84	6172.0	4250.0	3202.0	16311.0	29.0	A transfer student Asai Mugi is a painfully shy girl. She is so shy that she can't speak when she becomes seriously nervous. However, for some reason, she is spotted and recruited as a member of the drama club. (Source: AnimeNfo)		2007	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1876, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Hitohira', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1876/Hitohira'}]}	59	1.1016949152542372
	59	14814	38544	Egao no Daika		エガオノダイカ	['The Cost of Smiles', 'The Price of Smiles']	TV	Original	[]	['Military', 'Slice of Life', 'Drama', 'Fantasy']	['Tatsunoko Production']	12.0	Currently Airing	True	{'from': '2019-01-04T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': None, 'prop': {'from': {'day': 4, 'month': 1, 'year': 2019}, 'to': {'day': None, 'month': None, 'year': None}}, 'string': 'Jan 4, 2019 to ?'}	23	None	6.07	2620.0	7536.0	3142.0	17037.0	21.0	On a planet far from Earth, there is a kingdom full of smiling faces. Princess Yuuki is 12 years old, and about to enter a sensitive age in a person's life. Everyday, she cries, laughs, and sometimes, her heart throbs with excitement. All the while, she lives merrily in the royal palace. Filling her days are her loyal vassals: her tutor Reira, Izana who assists in political affairs, the leader of the chivalry Harold … and then there is her childhood friend and aide Joshua. "Yuuki! If you have spirit and guts, you can do anything!" "…No, not this again! Joshua, be nobler!" Stella is 17 years old and a capable, reserved soldier. However, she is always smiling ... for smiling is essential to living. This is a story of two girls born on distant planets. (Source: ANN)		2019	Fridays at 21:30 (JST)	{}	60	0.15
	60	605	709	Mujin Wakusei Survive		無人惑星サヴァイヴ	['Uninhabited Planet Survive', 'Survivants', 'Survive! - Uninhabited Planet', 'Uninhabited Planet SURVIVE', 'Uninhabited Planet Survival']	TV	Original	[]	['Action', 'Adventure', 'Fantasy', 'Sci-Fi', 'Slice of Life']	['Madhouse', 'Telecom Animation Film']	52.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2003-10-16T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2004-10-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 16, 'month': 10, 'year': 2003}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 10, 'year': 2004}}, 'string': 'Oct 16, 2003 to Oct 28, 2004'}	25	G - All Ages	7.73	6301.0	1047.0	3133.0	17018.0	190.0	The story is set in the 22nd century where space travel, planet colonization and anti-gravity basketball are practically everyday things. Planet Earth has become uninhabitable, and therefore people live in colonies on the surrounding planets. On a school field trip, a mistake causes the protagonist, a young transfer student named Luna, her pet robot, and six of her classmates to be thrown through a gravity storm and crash land on a seemingly uninhabited planet. There, with Luna as their leader, the robot cat Chako, the lone wolf Kaoru, the spoiled rich boy Howard, the shy Sharla, the obedient Bell, the prideful musician Menori and the young genius Shingo must fight for their survival. But is the planet really uninhabited, or is there someone or something out there, waiting in the shadows? (Source: Wikipedia)		2003	Unknown	{}	61	3.6885245901639343
	61	6	17	Hungry Heart: Wild Striker		ハングリーハート Wild Striker	[]	TV	Manga	[]	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Sports', 'Shounen']	['Nippon Animation']	52.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2002-09-11T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2003-09-10T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 11, 'month': 9, 'year': 2002}, 'to': {'day': 10, 'month': 9, 'year': 2003}}, 'string': 'Sep 11, 2002 to Sep 10, 2003'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.67	9307.0	1186.0	3124.0	17145.0	210.0	Kyosuke Kano has lived under the shadow of his successful brother Seisuke all his life who is a professional soccer player. Tired of being compared and downgraded at, he abandoned playing soccer until a boy from his new highschool discovered him and asked him to join their team. Kyosuke joins it and befriends two other first year players named Rodrigo and Sakai with the dream of becoming professional soccer players themselves. (Source: ANN)		2002	Wednesdays at Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 4147, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Hungry Heart', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/4147/Hungry_Heart'}]}	62	3.370967741935484
	62	1366	1592	Hataraki Man		働きマン	['Working Man']	TV	Manga	['Kodansha', 'Fuji TV', 'Sony Music Entertainment']	['Comedy', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'Seinen', 'Slice of Life']	['Studio Gallop']	11.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2006-10-13T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2006-12-22T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 13, 'month': 10, 'year': 2006}, 'to': {'day': 22, 'month': 12, 'year': 2006}}, 'string': 'Oct 13, 2006 to Dec 22, 2006'}	21	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.09	5533.0	3317.0	3063.0	17847.0	37.0	Hiroko Matsukata is a woman who works for a magazine company. She puts all she has into her work, and is known as a strong, straight-forward working girl, who can at will turn herself into Hataraki man (working man) mode. Despite Hiroko's success at work, her life lacks romance. Even though a hard worker, she'd leave early anytime to go on a date. Too bad her boyfriend is even bigger a workaholic than Hiroko. (Source: ANN)	Hataraki Man aired on Fuji Television's noitaminA block.	2006	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 3068, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Hataraki Man', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/3068/Hataraki_Man'}]}	63	1.4603174603174602
	63	4895	7645	Heartcatch Precure!		ハートキャッチプリキュア!	['Heartcatch Pretty Cure!']	TV	Original	[]	['Action', 'Slice of Life', 'Fantasy', 'Magic', 'Comedy', 'School', 'Shoujo']	['Toei Animation']	49.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2010-02-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2011-01-30T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 2, 'year': 2010}, 'to': {'day': 30, 'month': 1, 'year': 2011}}, 'string': 'Feb 7, 2010 to Jan 30, 2011'}	24	G - All Ages	7.86	5884.0	785.0	3056.0	17964.0	386.0	2nd year middle school student Tsubomi Hanasaki has just moved with her family to the town of Kibougahana to live with her grandma. She is shy and introverted, but is determined to start off her new school life at Myoudou Academy as confidently as possible. Lately she has been having the same mysterious dream again and again, of Cure Moonlight's defeat at the Great Heart Tree. She wonders what it all means. Then suddenly, two fairies from the dream appear to her, and before she knows it, she is transformed into the legendary Pretty Cure, Cure Blossom! Later joined by her high energy classmate and new friend Erika Kurumi as Cure Marine, the two girls vow work hard to protect everyone's Heart Flowers from the evil gang, The Desert Messengers.		2010	Sundays at 08:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 25928, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Heartcatch Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/25928/Heartcatch_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 94223, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Heartcatch Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/94223/Heartcatch_Precure'}], 'Alternative setting': [{'mal_id': 603, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Futari wa Precure', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/603/Futari_wa_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 1534, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Futari wa Precure: Splash☆Star', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1534/Futari_wa_Precure__Splash☆Star'}, {'mal_id': 1929, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Futari wa Precure: Max Heart', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1929/Futari_wa_Precure__Max_Heart'}, {'mal_id': 1932, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yes! Precure 5', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1932/Yes_Precure_5'}, {'mal_id': 3692, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yes! Precure 5 GoGo!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/3692/Yes_Precure_5_GoGo'}, {'mal_id': 5684, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Fresh Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/5684/Fresh_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 9893, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Suite Precure♪', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/9893/Suite_Precure♪'}, {'mal_id': 12191, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Smile Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/12191/Smile_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 16419, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Dokidoki! Precure', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/16419/Dokidoki_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 21407, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Happiness Charge Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/21407/Happiness_Charge_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 28669, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Go! Princess Precure', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/28669/Go_Princess_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 31884, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mahoutsukai Precure!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/31884/Mahoutsukai_Precure'}, {'mal_id': 34290, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kirakira☆Precure A La Mode', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34290/Kirakira☆Precure_A_La_Mode'}, {'mal_id': 36593, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hug tto! Precure', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36593/Hug_tto_Precure'}], 'Spin-off': [{'mal_id': 8133, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Precure All Stars Movie DX2: Kibou no Hikari☆Rainbow Jewel wo Mamore!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/8133/Precure_All_Stars_Movie_DX2__Kibou_no_Hikari☆Rainbow_Jewel_wo_Mamore'}, {'mal_id': 9979, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Precure All Stars Movie DX3: Mirai ni Todoke! Sekai wo Tsunagu☆Nijiiro no Hana', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/9979/Precure_All_Stars_Movie_DX3__Mirai_ni_Todoke_Sekai_wo_Tsunagu☆Nijiiro_no_Hana'}, {'mal_id': 12221, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Precure All Stars Movie New Stage: Mirai no Tomodachi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/12221/Precure_All_Stars_Movie_New_Stage__Mirai_no_Tomodachi'}, {'mal_id': 34302, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Precure Dream Stars! Movie', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34302/Precure_Dream_Stars_Movie'}, {'mal_id': 34303, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Minna Atsumare! Precure Festival Precure on Miracle Magical ☆ Stage', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34303/Minna_Atsumare_Precure_Festival_Precure_on_Miracle_Magical_☆_Stage'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 9288, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Heartcatch Precure! Movie: Hana no Miyako de Fashion Show... Desu ka!?', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/9288/Heartcatch_Precure_Movie__Hana_no_Miyako_de_Fashion_Show_Desu_ka'}]}	64	3.84375
	64	403	470	Okusama wa Joshikousei (TV)	My Wife is a High School Girl	おくさまは女子高生	['Oku-sama wa Joshi Kousei', 'Oku-sama wa Joshikosei']	TV	Manga	[]	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Romance', 'Drama']	['Madhouse']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2005-07-02T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2005-09-24T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 2, 'month': 7, 'year': 2005}, 'to': {'day': 24, 'month': 9, 'year': 2005}}, 'string': 'Jul 2, 2005 to Sep 24, 2005'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.42	7378.0	6117.0	3033.0	18178.0	30.0	Asami Onohara is a seventeen-year old high-school student with a secret which has not been revealed to anyone: She is already married. Her husband, Kyosuke Ichimaru, is a Physics teacher in the same high school as her. However, even though they are officially a married couple, Asami's father forbids them to have any sexual contact until after Asami has graduated. Asami has to hide the fact that she is married to Kyosuke while trying desperately to further their relationship, and it does not help when there are so many interferences and obstacles from her father and other third parties. (Source: ANN)		2005	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 604, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Okusama wa Joshikousei', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/604/Okusama_wa_Joshikousei'}]}	65	0.3230769230769231
	65	1042	1221	Demashita! Powerpuff Girls Z	Powerpuff Girls Z	出ましたっ！パワパフガールズZ	['PPGZ']	TV	Other	['TV Tokyo', 'Aniplex', 'Sony Music Entertainment']	['Action', 'Comedy', 'Magic', 'School', 'Sci-Fi', 'Shoujo', 'Slice of Life', 'Super Power']	['Toei Animation']	52.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2006-07-01T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2007-06-30T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 1, 'month': 7, 'year': 2006}, 'to': {'day': 30, 'month': 6, 'year': 2007}}, 'string': 'Jul 1, 2006 to Jun 30, 2007'}	25	PG - Children	6.4	6493.0	6178.0	3003.0	18543.0	107.0	Based on the American cartoon, "The Powerpuff Girls." Professor Utonium and his son Ken are studying the strange Chemical X. When a mochi cake falls into the formula, it changes into Chemical Z. Ken fires a ray of Chemical Z at a glacier in Tokyo Bay, however that causes strange black and white lights to scatter. The black lights turn its victims into monsters, with emphasis on a black light hitting a zoo monkey and transforming him into Mojo Jojo. The white lights, however, aim at three normal girls, Momoko, Miyako, and Kaoru. This gives them the power to transform into superheroes, the Powerpuff Girls Z!		2006	Saturdays at 07:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 10027, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Demashita! Powerpuff Girls Z', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/10027/Demashita_Powerpuff_Girls_Z'}]}	66	0.30303030303030304
	66	10397	30652	Long Riders!	Long Riders!	ろんぐらいだぁす！	['Longriders!']	TV	Manga	['Lantis', 'DAX Production', 'NBCUniversal Entertainment Japan', 'Hakuhodo DY Music & Pictures', 'Ichijinsha', 'Bandai Channel']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Sports', 'Shounen']	['Actas']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-10-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-02-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 10, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 5, 'month': 2, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Oct 8, 2016 to Feb 5, 2017'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.64	5918.0	5167.0	2996.0	18734.0	37.0	Falling in love at first sight with a collapsible bicycle outside the station, Ami Kurata, first-year university student empties her account without a second thought and buys the bicycle. Now she enjoys weekend cycling trips with Aoi, her childhood friend, and Hinako, a senior at her university. "Owning a road bike may change your view of the world completely." Prompted by the comment, Ami purchased a road bike, and she is really impressed with the traveling performance. As soon as she places her feet on the pedals and presses down, everything about riding a road bicycle—the lightness of the pedal, the speed, the acceleration—is nothing like she has ever experienced. Ami's cycle life gets going with the new road cycle as her partner! (Source: Showgate, edited)		2016	Saturdays at 21:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 88595, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Long Riders!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/88595/Long_Riders'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 34367, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Long Riders! Recap', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34367/Long_Riders_Recap'}]}	67	0.6417910447761194
	67	3478	4483	Mahoutsukai ni Taisetsu na Koto: Natsu no Sora	Someday's Dreamers II: Sora	魔法遣いに大切なこと ～夏のソラ～	["Someday's Dreamers: Summer Skies"]	TV	Manga	['Geneon Universal Entertainment', 'TV Asahi']	['Slice of Life', 'Drama', 'Magic', 'Romance', 'Shounen']	['Hal Film Maker']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2008-07-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2008-09-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 7, 'year': 2008}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 9, 'year': 2008}}, 'string': 'Jul 3, 2008 to Sep 25, 2008'}	23	G - All Ages	7.35	5253.0	2273.0	2981.0	18782.0	55.0	Get ready for a second magical journey to the world of Someday's Dreamers, where spellcasting is a profession that requires both the proper training AND a license. It's to get that license and fulfill a promise made to her late father that young Sora Suzuki has made the long journey from her distant home in the countryside town of Biei to the big city of Tokyo. It's a daunting challenge, but she's got a little bit of talent, a charming personality and, most important of all, the promise of an internship! What she ISN'T expecting, though, is how different life in the city will be, especially the people themselves. While she gets along with the confident Asagi, Kuroda and the gentle Hiyori, she's completely confused with the mysterious boy Gouta. And yet, as a result of their internships they keep ending up in the same situations and slowly learning to understand more about each other than they ever imagined possible! (Source: Sentai Filmworks)		2008	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 5898, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Mahoutsukai ni Taisetsu na Koto: Natsu no Sora', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/5898/Mahoutsukai_ni_Taisetsu_na_Koto__Natsu_no_Sora'}], 'Parent story': [{'mal_id': 273, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mahoutsukai ni Taisetsu na Koto', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/273/Mahoutsukai_ni_Taisetsu_na_Koto'}]}	68	1.9264705882352942
	68	220	273	Mahoutsukai ni Taisetsu na Koto	Someday's Dreamers	魔法遣いに大切なこと	[]	TV	Manga	['Rondo Robe', 'Pioneer LDC', 'Daiei']	['Slice of Life', 'Drama', 'Magic', 'Shounen']	['J.C.Staff']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2003-01-10T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2003-03-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 10, 'month': 1, 'year': 2003}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 3, 'year': 2003}}, 'string': 'Jan 10, 2003 to Mar 28, 2003'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.82	5478.0	4334.0	2960.0	19007.0	34.0	Yume Kikuchi, a girl who can use magic, goes to Tokyo to be an apprentice mage to the handsome Masami Oyamada (a professional mage). In Tokyo, Yume learns about magic, helping people, and various other things on her way to being a mage. But she soon also finds out that even just magic alone isn't enough to make someone truly happy... (Source: ANN)		2003	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 440, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Mahoutsukai ni Taisetsu na Koto', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/440/Mahoutsukai_ni_Taisetsu_na_Koto'}], 'Spin-off': [{'mal_id': 4483, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mahoutsukai ni Taisetsu na Koto: Natsu no Sora', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/4483/Mahoutsukai_ni_Taisetsu_na_Koto__Natsu_no_Sora'}]}	69	0.8840579710144928
	69	4685	7062	Hidamari Sketch x ☆☆☆		ひだまりスケッチ×☆☆☆	['Hidamari Sketch x Hoshi Mittsu']	TV	4-koma manga	['Aniplex', 'Lantis', 'TBS', 'Movic', 'Houbunsha']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'School', 'Seinen']	['Shaft']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2010-01-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2010-03-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 1, 'year': 2010}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 3, 'year': 2010}}, 'string': 'Jan 8, 2010 to Mar 26, 2010'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.95	9365.0	630.0	2927.0	19435.0	136.0	The continuing stories of the daily life of the students of the Hidamari Apartments at Yamabuki High School. This time, a year has passed since the first season. Yuno and Miyako are second years, Sae and Hiro are third years, and two new students, Nori and Nazuna, move into the Hidamari Apartments. (Source: ANN)		2010	Fridays at 01:29 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1362, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Hidamari Sketch', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1362/Hidamari_Sketch'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 6984, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hidamari Sketch x 365 Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/6984/Hidamari_Sketch_x_365_Specials'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 9563, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hidamari Sketch x ☆☆☆ Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/9563/Hidamari_Sketch_x_☆☆☆_Specials'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 28915, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hidamari Sketch x ☆☆☆ Recap', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/28915/Hidamari_Sketch_x_☆☆☆_Recap'}]}	70	3.7714285714285714
	70	10727	31417	Binan Koukou Chikyuu Boueibu LOVE! LOVE!	Cute High Earth Defense Club LOVE! LOVE!	美男高校地球防衛部LOVE！LOVE！	['Binan Koukou Chikyuu Bouei-bu LOVE! 2nd Season', 'Cute High Earth Defense Club LOVE! 2nd Season']	TV	Original	['Pony Canyon']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Parody', 'Magic', 'School']	['Studio Comet']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-07-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-09-23T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 7, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 23, 'month': 9, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Jul 8, 2016 to Sep 23, 2016'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.17	6731.0	2983.0	2917.0	19687.0	93.0	After pulling the plug on the space reality TV show "Can I Destroy the Earth? 2," the Defense Club and the Conquest Club return to their peaceful high school lives. Time has passed since that fearsome battle, and it's now autumn. The five Defense Club members have stopped serving as the Battle Lovers, and are enjoying a soak in the Kurotama Bath like always, when the Conquest Club broaches a subject that will change a great deal about events to come... [Source: Crunchyroll]		2016	Fridays at 02:35 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 85057, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Binan Koukou Chikyuu Bouei-bu Love! Novel!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/85057/Binan_Koukou_Chikyuu_Bouei-bu_Love_Novel'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 27727, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Binan Koukou Chikyuu Boueibu LOVE!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/27727/Binan_Koukou_Chikyuu_Boueibu_LOVE'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 35182, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Binan Koukou Chikyuu Boueibu LOVE! LOVE! LOVE!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/35182/Binan_Koukou_Chikyuu_Boueibu_LOVE_LOVE_LOVE'}]}	71	1.4366197183098592
	71	208	260	Happy☆Lesson (TV)		HAPPY☆LESSON	['Happy Lesson']	TV	Manga	['KSS']	['Comedy', 'Drama', 'Harem', 'Romance', 'Slice of Life']	['Studio Hibari']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2002-04-01T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2002-06-30T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 1, 'month': 4, 'year': 2002}, 'to': {'day': 30, 'month': 6, 'year': 2002}}, 'string': 'Apr 1, 2002 to Jun 30, 2002'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.75	9425.0	4667.0	2844.0	20618.0	21.0	Hitotose Chitose was always alone and untrusting of people but when 5 female teachers appear and started living together with him in his family's house as his mothers, things started to change and pick up, together with Hazuki-nee and Minazuki (his 2 sisters) everyday is a lesson. (Source: ANN)		2002	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1785, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Happy★Lesson: Mama Sensei wa Saikou!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1785/Happy★Lesson__Mama_Sensei_wa_Saikou'}], 'Alternative version': [{'mal_id': 259, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Happy☆Lesson', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/259/Happy☆Lesson'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 261, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Happy☆Lesson: Advance', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/261/Happy☆Lesson__Advance'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 7579, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Happy☆Lesson: Hoka Hoka★Kanna to Futari Kiri', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/7579/Happy☆Lesson__Hoka_Hoka★Kanna_to_Futari_Kiri'}]}	72	0.75
	72	14518	38062	Endro~!		えんどろ～！	['Endoro~!']	TV	Original	['Egg Firm']	['Slice of Life', 'Magic', 'Fantasy']	['Studio Gokumi']	12.0	Currently Airing	True	{'from': '2019-01-13T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': None, 'prop': {'from': {'day': 13, 'month': 1, 'year': 2019}, 'to': {'day': None, 'month': None, 'year': None}}, 'string': 'Jan 13, 2019 to ?'}	23	None	6.85	2836.0	4208.0	2821.0	21056.0	36.0	Naral Island, a continent with swords and magic in which humans and monsters coexist. The terrible Demon King lives there. In ancient times, the first-generation hero defeated the Demon King. Over the many successive generations since then, the Demon King has been resurrected, and the hero who opposes him has likewise reappeared. Girls attend a school for adventurers in order to defeat the Demon King when he appears again. Though a bit absent-minded, Yusha has the body of a hero. The holy elf Seyla's trouble never ends because she is too serious. The cheerful warrior Fai loves to eat. Mei is a quiet otaku magician. As the four girls aim to be in the hero party, they live relaxed fantasy lives and show no sign of defeating the Demon King no matter how much time passes. (Source: ANN)		2019	Sundays at 01:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 114669, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Endro~!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/114669/Endro'}]}	73	0.9315068493150684
	73	2535	2942	Sketchbook: Full Color's	Sketchbook ~full color's~	スケッチブック ～full color's～	[]	TV	4-koma manga	['Media Factory', 'Shochiku', 'AT-X', 'TV Tokyo Music', 'TYO', 'Mag Garden']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy']	['Hal Film Maker']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2007-10-02T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2007-12-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 2, 'month': 10, 'year': 2007}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 12, 'year': 2007}}, 'string': 'Oct 2, 2007 to Dec 25, 2007'}	23	G - All Ages	7.43	6792.0	1940.0	2789.0	21449.0	155.0	Sora Kajiwara is a shy first year who joined the art club at her school. Sora slowly becomes less shy as she befriends everyone in the art club. She also grows artistically and learns how to sketch the beautiful world around her... and cats!		2007	Tuesdays at 02:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 4576, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Sketchbook', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/4576/Sketchbook'}, {'mal_id': 11264, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Sketchbook: Shucchouban', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/11264/Sketchbook__Shucchouban'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 6251, 'type': 'anime', 'name': "Sketchbook: Full Color's Picture Drama", 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/6251/Sketchbook__Full_Colors_Picture_Drama'}]}	74	1.9864864864864864
	74	13685	36800	Amanchu! Advance		あまんちゅ！～あどばんす～	['Amanchu! 2']	TV	Manga	[]	['Comedy', 'School', 'Shounen', 'Slice of Life']	['J.C.Staff']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-04-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-06-23T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 4, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 23, 'month': 6, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Apr 7, 2018 to Jun 23, 2018'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.21	7122.0	2806.0	2778.0	21797.0	27.0	Second season of Amanchu!.		2018	Saturdays at 23:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 11061, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Amanchu!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/11061/Amanchu'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 31771, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Amanchu!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/31771/Amanchu'}, {'mal_id': 33818, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Amanchu!: Yakusoku no Natsu to Atarashii Omoide no Koto', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33818/Amanchu__Yakusoku_no_Natsu_to_Atarashii_Omoide_no_Koto'}]}	75	1.48
	75	597	694	Canvas 2: Niji-iro no Sketch	Canvas 2: Rainbow Colored Sketch	Canvas2 ～虹色のスケッチ～	[]	TV	Visual novel	['DAX Production']	['Comedy', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'Slice of Life']	['Zexcs']	24.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2005-10-02T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2006-03-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 2, 'month': 10, 'year': 2005}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 3, 'year': 2006}}, 'string': 'Oct 2, 2005 to Mar 26, 2006'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.84	9529.0	4237.0	2740.0	22215.0	47.0	Kamikura Hiroki is an art student at the local school Nadesico Academy (High School and college level) whom intends to be an art teacher in the future. He is also the advisor to the high school arts society where his cousin, Housen Elis, attends. While Elis is a painter like Hiroki, Hiroki seems to have given up on his dreams and no longer paints. There appears to be some mysterious trauma in the both of their pasts which may have changed them. Meanwhile, the high school hires a new PE teacher, Kikyo Kiri. On the first day, she bumps into Hiroki and is stunned. Here is the boy she confessed to and he refused her... (Source: ANN)		2005	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 4105, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Canvas 2: Nijiiro no Sketch', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/4105/Canvas_2__Nijiiro_no_Sketch'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 695, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Canvas: Sepia-iro no Motif', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/695/Canvas__Sepia-iro_no_Motif'}]}	76	0.8421052631578947
	76	12227	34445	Yuuki Yuuna wa Yuusha de Aru: Yuusha no Shou	Yuki Yuna is a Hero: The Hero Chapter	結城友奈は勇者である -勇者の章-	[]	TV	Original	['Dentsu', 'Mainichi Broadcasting System', 'Pony Canyon', 'Movic', 'KlockWorx', 'Kadokawa']	['Drama', 'Fantasy', 'Magic', 'Slice of Life']	['Studio Gokumi']	6.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-11-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-01-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 25, 'month': 11, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 6, 'month': 1, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Nov 25, 2017 to Jan 6, 2018'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.69	7249.0	1145.0	2720.0	22607.0	136.0	Having fulfilled their destiny during the events of Yuuki Yuuna wa Yuusha de Aru, Sanshu Middle School's Hero Club—consisting of Yuuna Yuuki, Karin Miyoshi, and siblings Fuu and Itsuki Inubouzaki—is back in full swing, helping out those in need wherever they can. They have also gained a new member, a hero from the past named Sonoko Nogi. But eventually they notice that someone who should be among them, Mimori Tougou, is missing; any trace of her existence is completely gone, save for the girls' memories. With no leads on Tougou's whereabouts, the girls regain the ability to transform and begin the desperate search for their lost friend. But what they find is more shocking than any of them could ever have imagined, and the consequences of their actions begin to change life as they know it. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2017	Fridays at 01:55 (JST)	{'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 25519, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yuuki Yuuna wa Yuusha de Aru', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/25519/Yuuki_Yuuna_wa_Yuusha_de_Aru'}]}	77	2.857142857142857
	77	3003	3604	Hidamari Sketch x 365	Hidamari Sketch x 365	ひだまりスケッチ×365	[]	TV	4-koma manga	['Aniplex', 'Lantis', 'TBS', 'Movic', 'Houbunsha']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'School', 'Seinen']	['Shaft']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2008-07-04T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2008-09-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 4, 'month': 7, 'year': 2008}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 9, 'year': 2008}}, 'string': 'Jul 4, 2008 to Sep 26, 2008'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.86	11644.0	786.0	2676.0	23116.0	133.0	After passing her entrance exam, Yuno enrolls at Yamabuki High School as part of an art degree. She stays at the Hidamari Apartments along with best friend Miyako, and seniors Hiro and Sae. Each episode follows a day in her life as she mingles with her friends, close peers, overly hyper teachers and closely follows the mundane lives of the high school girls. (Source: ANN)		2008	Fridays at 01:25 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1362, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Hidamari Sketch', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1362/Hidamari_Sketch'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 3165, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hidamari Sketch Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/3165/Hidamari_Sketch_Specials'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 6984, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hidamari Sketch x 365 Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/6984/Hidamari_Sketch_x_365_Specials'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 20391, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hidamari Sketch: Chou Hidamatsuri Special', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/20391/Hidamari_Sketch__Chou_Hidamatsuri_Special'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 28913, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hidamari Sketch x 365 Recap', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/28913/Hidamari_Sketch_x_365_Recap'}]}	78	3.1666666666666665
	78	12217	34427	Frame Arms Girl		フレームアームズ・ガール	[]	TV	Other	['Frontier Works', 'Pony Canyon', 'Nippon Columbia', 'Bandai Namco Games', 'Kotobukiya']	['Action', 'Sci-Fi', 'Slice of Life', 'Mecha']	['Zexcs', 'Studio A-CAT']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-04-04T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-06-20T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 4, 'month': 4, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 20, 'month': 6, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Apr 4, 2017 to Jun 20, 2017'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.49	6630.0	5828.0	2666.0	23386.0	44.0	The story begins when Ao opens a package that arrives at her doorstep. Inside the package is Gourai, a Frame Arms Girl: a small robot capable of independent movement. Gourai is a newly-developed prototype: a Frame Arms Girl equipped with an "Artificial Self," an advanced AI that gives her a personality. Ao is the only one that has activated her. Gourai begins to gather both battle data and emotions, starting a day-to-day life with Ao, who knows nothing about Frame Arms Girls. (Source: ANN)		2017	Tuesdays at 01:05 (JST)	{'Other': [{'mal_id': 30010, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Frame Arms: A Violent Struggle', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/30010/Frame_Arms__A_Violent_Struggle'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 37600, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Frame Arms Girl Movie: Kyakkya Ufufu na Wonderland', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/37600/Frame_Arms_Girl_Movie__Kyakkya_Ufufu_na_Wonderland'}]}	79	0.3291139240506329
	79	1597	1858	Gakuen Utopia Manabi Straight!		がくえんゆーとぴあ まなびストレート！	['Manabi Straight!']	TV	Original	['Starchild Records', 'KlockWorx', 'ASCII Media Works']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'School']	['ufotable']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2007-01-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2007-03-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 1, 'year': 2007}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 3, 'year': 2007}}, 'string': 'Jan 8, 2007 to Mar 26, 2007'}	24	G - All Ages	7.32	8434.0	2383.0	2639.0	23772.0	89.0	Manabi Straight! follows the lives of a group of young high school girls living in the year 2035 while they attend the all-girl Seioh Private High School. Since the birth rate has dropped dramatically, schools are being closed down due to the sheer lack of students available to teach. Morale in schools has dropped dramatically, and Seioh is no exception. The story begins when the main character, Manami Amamiya, transfers to Seioh. After some initial hijinks involving a futuristic scooter and a swim meet, followed by an inspirational school song performance, she is inducted as the student council president. The story that follows pertains to Manami working with Mika Inamori, the only other student council member, and three other classmates named Mutsuki Uehara, Mei Etoh, and Momoha Odori, in student council matters. After some remodeling of the student council room, Manami and her friends set forth to plan for the upcoming student festival. (Source: Wikipedia, edited)		2007	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 4168, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Gakuen Utopia Manabi Straight!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/4168/Gakuen_Utopia_Manabi_Straight'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 3219, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Gakuen Utopia Manabi Straight! Special', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/3219/Gakuen_Utopia_Manabi_Straight_Special'}]}	80	1.5875
	80	7166	16123	Saki Zenkoku-hen	Saki: The Nationals	咲-Saki-全国編	[]	TV	Manga	['TV Tokyo', 'Square Enix', 'Lantis', 'Pony Canyon']	['Game', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['Studio Gokumi']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-01-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-04-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 1, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 7, 'month': 4, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Jan 6, 2014 to Apr 7, 2014'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.47	11048.0	1778.0	2607.0	24347.0	114.0	Sequel to the Saki series covering the Inter High School Mahjong Championships.		2014	Mondays at 01:35 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 6310, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Saki', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/6310/Saki'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 5671, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Saki', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/5671/Saki'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 10884, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Saki Achiga-hen: Episode of Side-A', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10884/Saki_Achiga-hen__Episode_of_Side-A'}, {'mal_id': 15989, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Saki Achiga-hen: Episode of Side-A Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/15989/Saki_Achiga-hen__Episode_of_Side-A_Specials'}]}	81	2.037037037037037
	81	12140	34284	Yuuki Yuuna wa Yuusha de Aru: Washio Sumi no Shou	Yuki Yuna is a Hero: The Washio Sumi Chapter	結城友奈は勇者である -鷲尾須美の章-	['WaSuYu']	TV	Light novel	['Dentsu', 'Mainichi Broadcasting System', 'Pony Canyon', 'Movic', 'KlockWorx', 'Kadokawa']	['Slice of Life', 'Drama', 'Magic', 'Fantasy']	['Studio Gokumi']	6.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-10-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-11-11T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 10, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 11, 'month': 11, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Oct 7, 2017 to Nov 11, 2017'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.67	7714.0	1201.0	2592.0	24573.0	105.0	Three girls have been chosen by the great Shinju-sama to be heroes and fight against the destructive beings known as Vertexes—enemies that threaten the harmony and safety of the world. Unsure of when they would be called to duty, Sumi Washio, Sonoko Nogi, and Gin Minowa spent their time idly. However, with the sudden appearance of a Vertex, they realize they have no idea how to fight together as magical girls when they are nearly bested. They manage to defeat their enemy by sheer determination, but in the aftermath of the battle, the three decide to fix their teamwork issues and improve their combat capabilities. But as more enemies appear—and requiring even more power to defeat their nemeses—the girls may find themselves irreversibly changed by the use of their magic. What price will they have to pay to ensure victory, and is it one worth paying if humanity will be saved? [Written by MAL Rewrite]	The first six episodes of the second season of TV anime "Yuuki Yuuna wa Yuusha de Aru" will adapt "Washio Sumi wa Yuusha de Aru." Prior to the broadcast, the episodes are being screened theatrically as three movies.	2017	Fridays at 01:55 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 83169, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Washio Sumi wa Yuusha de Aru', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/83169/Washio_Sumi_wa_Yuusha_de_Aru'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 25519, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yuuki Yuuna wa Yuusha de Aru', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/25519/Yuuki_Yuuna_wa_Yuusha_de_Aru'}, {'mal_id': 36798, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yuuki Yuuna wa Yuusha de Aru: Hidamari', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36798/Yuuki_Yuuna_wa_Yuusha_de_Aru__Hidamari'}], 'Alternative version': [{'mal_id': 34374, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yuuki Yuuna wa Yuusha de Aru: Washio Sumi no Shou 1 - Tomodachi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34374/Yuuki_Yuuna_wa_Yuusha_de_Aru__Washio_Sumi_no_Shou_1_-_Tomodachi'}, {'mal_id': 34375, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yuuki Yuuna wa Yuusha de Aru: Washio Sumi no Shou 2 - Tamashii', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34375/Yuuki_Yuuna_wa_Yuusha_de_Aru__Washio_Sumi_no_Shou_2_-_Tamashii'}, {'mal_id': 34376, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yuuki Yuuna wa Yuusha de Aru: Washio Sumi no Shou 3 - Yakusoku', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34376/Yuuki_Yuuna_wa_Yuusha_de_Aru__Washio_Sumi_no_Shou_3_-_Yakusoku'}]}	82	2.5853658536585367
	82	6996	15061	Aikatsu!		アイカツ！アイドルカツドウ！	['Aikatsu! Idol Katsudou! Idol ga Tsudou!', 'Aidoru ga Tsudou!', 'Aikatsu! 2', 'Idol ga Tsudou! 2']	TV	Original	['TV Tokyo', 'Bandai Visual', 'Dentsu']	['Music', 'School', 'Shoujo', 'Slice of Life']	['Sunrise', 'Bandai Namco Pictures']	178.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-10-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-03-31T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 10, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 31, 'month': 3, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Oct 8, 2012 to Mar 31, 2016'}	24	PG - Children	7.43	5293.0	1901.0	2563.0	24959.0	626.0	An idol's brilliance illuminates the dreams of humanity. Starlight Academy, a holy ground for celebrities in training, seeks to realize this belief. Behind its rigorous entrance requirements lie not only the top young stars in the entertainment business, but some of the best memories these students will ever have. Or so Aoi Kiriya believes. Alongside her best friend Ichigo, Aoi decides to apply for the prestigious private school in hopes of living up to the praise of the biggest idol in the world: Mizuki Kanzaki. As they journey through the numerous laughs, friendships, and heartbreaks that await them, can the two girls light up the lives of others as Mizuki has done for them? Whether it be chopping down Christmas trees, traversing obstacle courses, or even rock climbing, there's always a playful new adventure to be found in the world of Aikatsu!. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2012	Thursdays at 18:30 (JST)	{'Side story': [{'mal_id': 22819, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Aikatsu! Movie', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/22819/Aikatsu_Movie'}, {'mal_id': 30845, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Aikatsu! Music Award: Minna de Shou wo MoracchaimaShow!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/30845/Aikatsu_Music_Award__Minna_de_Shou_wo_MoracchaimaShow'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 28723, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Aikatsu!: Dai Starmiya Ichigo Matsuri Zenyasai!!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/28723/Aikatsu__Dai_Starmiya_Ichigo_Matsuri_Zenyasai'}], 'Alternative setting': [{'mal_id': 32717, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Aikatsu Stars!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/32717/Aikatsu_Stars'}, {'mal_id': 37204, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Aikatsu Friends!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/37204/Aikatsu_Friends'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 32806, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Aikatsu!: Nerawareta Mahou no Aikatsu! Card', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/32806/Aikatsu__Nerawareta_Mahou_no_Aikatsu_Card'}]}	83	1.8072289156626506
	83	12447	34839	Sanrio Danshi	Sanrio Boys	サンリオ男子	[]	TV	Original	['Pony Canyon', 'Sanrio', 'Pierrot Plus']	['Slice of Life', 'School']	['Studio Pierrot']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-01-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-03-24T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 1, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 24, 'month': 3, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Jan 6, 2018 to Mar 24, 2018'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.65	7095.0	5128.0	2550.0	25290.0	85.0	The project's premise follows Kouta Hasegawa, a high school boy that loves the yellow Pom Pom Purin dog. By mere coincidence, he ends up attending the same school as Yuu Mizuno, a boy who likes the bunny My Melody. Yuu tells Kouta that there's nothing to be ashamed of for liking Sanrio's cute characters. Together, Kouta, Yuu, Shunsuke Yoshino, Ryou Nishimiya, and Seiichirou Minamoto learn to accept their love of the characters instead of feeling embarrassed. (Source: ANN)		2018	Saturdays at 22:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 100026, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Sanrio Danshi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/100026/Sanrio_Danshi'}]}	84	0.5357142857142857
	84	7830	19257	Meganebu!	Meganebu!	メガネブ!	[]	TV	Other	['TOHO animation']	['Comedy', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['Studio Deen']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2013-10-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-12-23T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 10, 'year': 2013}, 'to': {'day': 23, 'month': 12, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Oct 7, 2013 to Dec 23, 2013'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.36	7132.0	6376.0	2517.0	25763.0	61.0	The story revolves around the daily misadventures of 5 glasses-wearing high school boys who are members of the "Glasses Club" and their antics resulting from their shared passion for eyewear, most especially, their ultimate goal to make functioning "X-ray glasses." (Source: Zinc-view, Wikipedia)		2013	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 71591, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Meganebu!: Sekai wa Lens Goshi ni Kagayaku!!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/71591/Meganebu__Sekai_wa_Lens_Goshi_ni_Kagayaku'}, {'mal_id': 71593, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Meganebu!: Seitokai yori Ai wo Komete', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/71593/Meganebu__Seitokai_yori_Ai_wo_Komete'}]}	85	0.18823529411764706
	85	5558	9441	Yume-iro Pâtissière SP Professional		夢色パティシエールSP（スペシャル）プロフェッショナル	['Yumeiro Patissiere SP Professional', 'YumePati Pro', 'Yume-iro Pâtissière 2', 'Dream-Colored Pastry Chef', 'Yumeiro Pâtissière SP Professional']	TV	Manga	['Shueisha']	['Slice of Life', 'Shoujo']	['Studio Pierrot']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2010-10-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2010-12-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 10, 'year': 2010}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 12, 'year': 2010}}, 'string': 'Oct 3, 2010 to Dec 26, 2010'}	24	G - All Ages	7.75	14886.0	1003.0	2495.0	26269.0	159.0	Upon her return to Japan after a two year study break in Paris, Ichigo Amano is met with news of Team Ichigo's separation, as each of the Sweets Princes takes a different path toward their dream. Now in her first year of high school, Henri Lucas has a project in store for her, enlisting the help of Ichigo, Makoto Kashino, and new members Lemon Yamagishi and Johnny McBeal to give rise to a new Team Ichigo. As the four work together on this project, Ichigo and Makoto continue to grow closer, though Johnny and the unrelenting Miya Koshiro will not idly sit by; with Johnny's eye on Ichigo and Miya still after Makoto, it definitely seems like love won't come easily. With Ichigo's time at St. Marie Academy, she is now ever closer to her dream of starting her very own pâtisserie. However, she will soon realize that it takes more than just making delicious sweets to open up a shop. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2010	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 10386, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Yume-iro Pâtissière', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/10386/Yume-iro_Pâtissière'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 6586, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yume-iro Pâtissière', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/6586/Yume-iro_Pâtissière'}]}	86	2.6511627906976742
	86	6203	10884	Saki Achiga-hen: Episode of Side-A	Saki Episode of Side A	咲-Saki-阿知賀編 episode of side-A	['Saki Achiga-hen: Episode of Side-A']	TV	Manga	['TV Tokyo', 'Square Enix', 'Sotsu', 'Lantis', 'Pony Canyon']	['Game', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['Studio Gokumi']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-04-09T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2012-07-02T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 9, 'month': 4, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 2, 'month': 7, 'year': 2012}}, 'string': 'Apr 9, 2012 to Jul 2, 2012'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.37	11969.0	2208.0	2446.0	26995.0	115.0	The Achiga Girls' Academy in Nara once defeated regional mahjong powerhouse Bansei High School. It advanced into the national team semifinals but lost to the eventual champion, and the mahjong club was later disbanded. Six years later, elementary school student Shizuno Takakamo befriends transfer student Nodoka Haramura. The two eventually enter Achiga Girls', but Nodoka transfers out of the school in the second year. When Shizuno sees Nodoka on television the following year as the national middle school individual mahjong champion, she decides to revive Achiga's mahjong club.		2012	Mondays at 01:05 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 29859, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Saki: Achiga-hen - Episode of Side-A', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/29859/Saki__Achiga-hen_-_Episode_of_Side-A'}], 'Parent story': [{'mal_id': 5671, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Saki', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/5671/Saki'}, {'mal_id': 16123, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Saki Zenkoku-hen', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/16123/Saki_Zenkoku-hen'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 15989, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Saki Achiga-hen: Episode of Side-A Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/15989/Saki_Achiga-hen__Episode_of_Side-A_Specials'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 30292, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Saki Achiga-hen: Episode of Side-A - Kuro no Tanjoubi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/30292/Saki_Achiga-hen__Episode_of_Side-A_-_Kuro_no_Tanjoubi'}]}	87	1.5517241379310345
	87	729	863	Joshikousei: Girl's High	High School Girls	女子高生 GIRL'S HIGH	["Joshi Kousei: Girl's High"]	TV	Manga	['Genco', 'Showgate', 'Futabasha']	['Comedy', 'Drama', 'Ecchi', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['Arms']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2006-04-04T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2006-06-20T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 4, 'month': 4, 'year': 2006}, 'to': {'day': 20, 'month': 6, 'year': 2006}}, 'string': 'Apr 4, 2006 to Jun 20, 2006'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.64	11581.0	5162.0	2418.0	27512.0	61.0	Eriko and her friends Yuma and Ayano are excited about entering high school. Their excitement leads to their breaking of the rules when they toured the school before the opening ceremony. They find out their preconceptions about the all female school may not be as true as they had first thought. Despite that, Eriko and her friends are joined by new friends. They aim to get through high school life together. (Source: ANN)		2006	Tuesdays at 01:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1667, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Joshikousei: Girls-High', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1667/Joshikousei__Girls-High'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 6657, 'type': 'anime', 'name': "Joshikousei: Girl's High Specials", 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/6657/Joshikousei__Girls_High_Specials'}]}	88	0.5
	88	196	242	Gokusen	The Gokusen	ごくせん	[]	TV	Manga	['VAP', 'Studio Jack']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Drama', 'School', 'Josei']	['Madhouse']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2004-01-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2004-03-30T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 1, 'year': 2004}, 'to': {'day': 30, 'month': 3, 'year': 2004}}, 'string': 'Jan 6, 2004 to Mar 30, 2004'}	23	R - 17+ (violence & profanity)	7.46	14226.0	1808.0	2397.0	27997.0	180.0	Kumiko Yamaguchi is smart, enthusiastic, and ready to start her dream job as a math teacher at Shirokin Academy. But as her first day opens on atrocious students and cowering teachers, Kumiko realizes that the all-boys high school is a cesspool of delinquents with no intention of improving themselves. However, what her rowdy students don't know is that behind her dorky facade, Kumiko is the acting head of a powerful yakuza clan, and she has the skills to prove it! Capable of overpowering even the strongest of gangsters in seconds, Kumiko must keep her incredible strength and criminal influence a secret in order to keep her job. Unfortunately, with the vice principal constantly trying to get her fired and Shin Sawada, the leader of her class of delinquents, suspecting she's stronger than she lets on, Kumiko has a difficult teaching career ahead of her. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2004	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1092, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Gokusen', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1092/Gokusen'}]}	89	1.7752808988764044
	89	11194	32555	Stella no Mahou	Magic of Stella	ステラのまほう	[]	TV	4-koma manga	['Kadokawa Shoten', 'AT-X', 'flying DOG', 'Houbunsha', 'Hakuhodo DY Music & Pictures']	['Game', 'Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'School']	['Silver Link.']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-10-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-12-19T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 10, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 19, 'month': 12, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Oct 3, 2016 to Dec 19, 2016'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.91	9355.0	3998.0	2391.0	28239.0	37.0	Upon enrolling in high school, Tamaki Honda joins a club for making doujin games known as the SNS Club. Joined by programmer Shiina, writer Ayame, and composer Kayo, Tamaki begins working as an illustrator for the club's next game. (Source: Wikipedia)		2016	Mondays at 22:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 75079, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Stella no Mahou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/75079/Stella_no_Mahou'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 35522, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Stella no Mahou Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/35522/Stella_no_Mahou_Specials'}]}	90	0.8222222222222222
	90	14452	37993	Watashi ni Tenshi ga Maiorita!	Wataten! An Angel Flew Down to Me	私に天使が舞い降りた！	[]	TV	4-koma manga	[]	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Shoujo Ai']	['Doga Kobo']	12.0	Currently Airing	True	{'from': '2019-01-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': None, 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 1, 'year': 2019}, 'to': {'day': None, 'month': None, 'year': None}}, 'string': 'Jan 8, 2019 to ?'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.1	4462.0	3313.0	2351.0	29222.0	92.0	One day, fifth-grader Hinata Hoshino brings her friend Hana Shirosaki to her house, and Hinata's sister Miyako, a college student, falls in love with Hana at first sight. Miyako manages to get along with Hana somehow, but her clumsy behavior and shyness make Hana wary. Even so, Hana gradually opens up to Miyako, who wants to become closer to her. (Source: Japanese Wikipedia)		2019	Tuesdays at 22:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 106175, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Watashi ni Tenshi ga Maiorita!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/106175/Watashi_ni_Tenshi_ga_Maiorita'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 38999, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Watashi ni Tenshi ga Maiorita! Special', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/38999/Watashi_ni_Tenshi_ga_Maiorita_Special'}]}	91	1.032967032967033
	91	4162	5914	Kanamemo		かなめも	[]	TV	4-koma manga	['Starchild Records', 'TV Tokyo Music', 'Houbunsha']	['Ecchi', 'Comedy', 'Slice of Life', 'Shoujo Ai']	['feel.']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2009-07-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2009-09-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 7, 'year': 2009}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 9, 'year': 2009}}, 'string': 'Jul 6, 2009 to Sep 28, 2009'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.96	11587.0	3804.0	2339.0	29338.0	71.0	Nakamachi Kana is a junior high school girl, but when her grandmother passes away she is left all alone. Stuck for somewhere to live, she finds a newspaper carrier station and starts working for her room and board, alongside other female workers that make every day as fun as the last.		2009	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 12242, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Kanamemo', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/12242/Kanamemo'}]}	92	0.8586956521739131
	92	6896	14237	Busou Shinki	Busou Shinki: Armored War Goddess	武装神姫	[]	TV	Other	[]	['Action', 'Sci-Fi', 'Slice of Life', 'Mecha']	['8bit']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-10-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2012-12-21T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 10, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 21, 'month': 12, 'year': 2012}}, 'string': 'Oct 5, 2012 to Dec 21, 2012'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.36	10305.0	6367.0	2311.0	29977.0	41.0	The slice-of-life battle story is set in a future that has neither World War III nor an alien invasion—just an ordinary future set after our current age. In this world, robots are part of everyday life, and they contribute in various aspects of society. "Shinki" are 15-centimeter-tall (about 6-inch-tall) cute partners made to assist humans. Equipped with intelligence and emotions, they devote themselves to serving their "Masters." These Shinki can even be equipped with weapons and armor to fight each other. Such Shinki are named "Busou Shinki" (literally, "armed divine princesses"). In particular, the Shinki Ann (Arnval), Aines (Altines), and Lene (Altlene) serve a high school freshman named Masato. Things change when a new Shinki, the bellicose Strarf, joins them. (Source: ANN)		2012	Fridays at 01:55 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 72135, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Busou Shinki', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/72135/Busou_Shinki'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 11103, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Busou Shinki Moon Angel', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/11103/Busou_Shinki_Moon_Angel'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 16614, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Busou Shinki: Install x Dream', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/16614/Busou_Shinki__Install_x_Dream'}]}	93	0.1827956989247312
	93	4200	5984	Ristorante Paradiso		リストランテパラディーゾ	[]	TV	Manga	['Fuji TV', 'Fuji Pacific Music Publishing', 'Sony PCL']	['Drama', 'Josei', 'Romance', 'Slice of Life']	['David Production']	11.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2009-04-09T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2009-06-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 9, 'month': 4, 'year': 2009}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 6, 'year': 2009}}, 'string': 'Apr 9, 2009 to Jun 25, 2009'}	22	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.43	9253.0	1932.0	2310.0	29931.0	125.0	When Nicoletta was a little girl, her mother, Olga, abandoned her and ran off to Rome to remarry. Now, 15 years later and a young woman, she travels to Rome with the intention of ruining her mother's life. She tracks Olga down to a restaurant called Casetta dell'Orso, but the second Nicoletta steps through its door, everything changes. It's a peculiar place staffed entirely by mature gentlemen wearing spectacles, and like their clientele, she is helpless against their wise smiles and warm voices. Before Nicoletta realizes it, her plans for vengeance start to fade, and she's swept up in the sweet romance of everyday Italian life. (Source: Right Stuf)		2009	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 12386, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Ristorante Paradiso', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/12386/Ristorante_Paradiso'}, {'mal_id': 12400, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Gente: Ristorante no Hitobito', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/12400/Gente__Ristorante_no_Hitobito'}]}	94	1.627659574468085
	94	10286	30375	Starmyu	Starmyu	高校星歌劇［スタミュ］	['Koukou Hoshi Kageki', 'High School Star Musical', 'Starmu']	TV	Original	['NBCUniversal Entertainment Japan']	['Music', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['C-Station']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2015-10-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2015-12-22T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 10, 'year': 2015}, 'to': {'day': 22, 'month': 12, 'year': 2015}}, 'string': 'Oct 6, 2015 to Dec 22, 2015'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.07	10998.0	3415.0	2274.0	30907.0	251.0	The series tells the story of the five students; Yuuta Hoshitani, Tooru Nayuki, Kaito Tsukigami, Kakeru Tengenji, and Shuu Kuga as they struggle to enter the musical department of Ayanagi Academy, a school focusing on music. They need to be accepted to the Star Frame Class, which is directly taught by the members of Kaou-kai, the most talented from the musical department who stand at the top of the pecking order within the academy. Luckily, they are spotted by Itsuki Ootori, one of Kaou-kai members. (Source: Wikipedia)		2015	Tuesdays at 00:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 96042, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Starmyu', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/96042/Starmyu'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 33033, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Starmyu OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33033/Starmyu_OVA'}]}	95	0.9368421052631579
	95	9004	24855	Girlfriend (Kari)	Girl Friend Beta	ガールフレンド(仮)	['GF Kari', 'Girlfriend Beta']	TV	Game	['TV Tokyo', 'VAP', 'Age Global Networks']	['School', 'Slice of Life']	['Silver Link.']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-10-13T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-12-29T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 13, 'month': 10, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 29, 'month': 12, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Oct 13, 2014 to Dec 29, 2014'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.0	8490.0	7723.0	2257.0	31335.0	46.0	A TV anime adaptation of the Girlfriend (Kari) a mobile game where players can have girlfriends through playing the game. Shiina Kokomi is a hard working but even tempered high school girl who is the lead performer in her school's rhythmic gymnastics club. The story follows her and her growing circle of friends as they support each other through the various trials and situations that comprise high school life. (Source: ANN)		2014	Mondays at 01:35 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 88620, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Girlfriend (Kari): Chloe Lemaire-hen - Chloe to Nihon to Mirai no Tobira', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/88620/Girlfriend_Kari__Chloe_Lemaire-hen_-_Chloe_to_Nihon_to_Mirai_no_Tobira'}, {'mal_id': 88621, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Girlfriend (Kari): Shiina Kokomi-hen - Koishite Madonna', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/88621/Girlfriend_Kari__Shiina_Kokomi-hen_-_Koishite_Madonna'}, {'mal_id': 88622, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Girlfriend (Kari): Sakurai Akane-hen - Kokoro wo Komete, Yuuki no On Air!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/88622/Girlfriend_Kari__Sakurai_Akane-hen_-_Kokoro_wo_Komete_Yuuki_no_On_Air'}, {'mal_id': 88623, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Girlfriend (Kari): Murakami Fumio-hen - Secret Smile', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/88623/Girlfriend_Kari__Murakami_Fumio-hen_-_Secret_Smile'}, {'mal_id': 88624, 'type': 'manga', 'name': "Girlfriend (Kari): Seiou Gakuen Girl's Diary", 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/88624/Girlfriend_Kari__Seiou_Gakuen_Girls_Diary'}, {'mal_id': 88625, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Girlfriend (Kari): Dengeki Comic Anthology', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/88625/Girlfriend_Kari__Dengeki_Comic_Anthology'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 33808, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Girlfriend (Note)', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33808/Girlfriend_Note'}]}	96	0.07291666666666667
	96	5905	10232	Tamayura: Hitotose		たまゆら～hitotose～	[]	TV	Original	['BIGLOBE', 'RAY']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Drama']	['TYO Animations']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2011-10-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2011-12-19T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 10, 'year': 2011}, 'to': {'day': 19, 'month': 12, 'year': 2011}}, 'string': 'Oct 3, 2011 to Dec 19, 2011'}	24	G - All Ages	7.32	9311.0	2407.0	2208.0	32495.0	113.0	As a little girl, Fuu Sawatari’s father taught her to love photography. They took pictures everywhere they went. But after he passed away, seeing those photographs only served as a reminder of her loss, so she locked them away to be forgotten. Years later, her brother Kou finds their father’s picture album, and as he flips through its pages, the pictures remind Fuu of all the happy memories of her father that she will carry with her forever. Now, as the shy Fuu enters her first year of high school, she once again takes up her father’s old camera, determined to take wonderful pictures that will bring joy and happiness to others. (Source: Nozomi Entertainment)		2011	Mondays at 09:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 62039, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Tamayura: Hitotose', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/62039/Tamayura__Hitotose'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 9055, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Tamayura', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/9055/Tamayura'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 11793, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Tamayura: Hitotose - Attakai Kaze no Omoide, Nanode', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/11793/Tamayura__Hitotose_-_Attakai_Kaze_no_Omoide_Nanode'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 15731, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Tamayura: More Aggressive', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/15731/Tamayura__More_Aggressive'}]}	97	1.3195876288659794
	97	5588	9510	Mitsudomoe Zouryouchuu!		みつどもえ増量中！	['Mitsudomoe Dai Ni Ki', 'Mitsudomoe 2-ki']	TV	Unknown	['Lantis', 'Cospa', 'Studio Mausu']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'School']	['Bridge']	8.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2011-01-09T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2011-02-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 9, 'month': 1, 'year': 2011}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 2, 'year': 2011}}, 'string': 'Jan 9, 2011 to Feb 27, 2011'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.78	19542.0	937.0	2179.0	33219.0	74.0	Second season of Mitsudomoe.		2011	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 17641, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Mitsudomoe', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/17641/Mitsudomoe'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 7627, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mitsudomoe', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/7627/Mitsudomoe'}]}	98	2.3979591836734695
	98	6472	12119	Natsu-iro Kiseki		夏色キセキ	['Natsuiro Kiseki']	TV	Original	['Aniplex', 'Lantis', 'Mainichi Broadcasting System', 'Atelier Musa', "Music Ray'n"]	['School', 'Slice of Life', 'Supernatural']	['Sunrise']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-04-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2012-06-29T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 4, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 29, 'month': 6, 'year': 2012}}, 'string': 'Apr 6, 2012 to Jun 29, 2012'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.04	11741.0	3521.0	2164.0	33493.0	71.0	Yuka, Rinko, Saki, and Natsumi are childhood friends and classmates nearing the end of their second year of middle school and eagerly awaiting their summer break. Unfortunately, it's a bittersweet time for this close-knit group, as Saki is transferring to another school. The girls are determined to keep the spirit of their friendship alive, even if only for this summer. They reminisce about a large stone the four of them used to visit, tucked away in an old Shinto shrine, and the belief that if four friends gathered around it and made a single wish, it would come true. Now, much to their surprise, they discover that old folktale is true. Natsu-iro Kiseki follows the magical events the girls go through during this last summer they’ll all spend together. As friendships get tested, and fantasies are fulfilled, the four classmates will end up learning a great deal about themselves and each other on the path to forging a summer that they’ll never forget.		2012	Fridays at 02:25 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 44299, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Natsu-iro Kiseki', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/44299/Natsu-iro_Kiseki'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 15431, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Natsu-iro Kiseki: 15-kaime no Natsuyasumi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/15431/Natsu-iro_Kiseki__15-kaime_no_Natsuyasumi'}]}	99	0.8787878787878788
	99	576	670	Lamune		ラムネ	[]	TV	Visual novel	['Radix']	['Drama', 'Romance', 'Slice of Life']	['Trinet Entertainment', 'Picture Magic']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2005-10-11T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2005-12-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 11, 'month': 10, 'year': 2005}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 12, 'year': 2005}}, 'string': 'Oct 11, 2005 to Dec 27, 2005'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.9	14871.0	4018.0	2159.0	33551.0	66.0	Lamune tells the story of a boy named Kenji and his childhood friend Nanami. Although, everyone seems to know that they have a relationship, neither are determined to push it anymore than close friends. The story goes through flashbacks, explaining why they are such close friends and any action doesn't seem to push them apart, but draw them closer. (Source: ANN)		2005	Tuesdays at 02:00 (JST)	{}	100	0.73
	100	13227	36094	Hakumei to Mikochi	Hakumei and Mikochi	ハクメイとミコチ	['Tiny Little Life in the Woods']	TV	Manga	['Lantis', 'AT-X', 'Sony Music Communications', 'Kadokawa Media House', 'Kadokawa']	['Slice of Life', 'Fantasy', 'Seinen']	['Lerche']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-01-12T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-03-30T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 12, 'month': 1, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 30, 'month': 3, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Jan 12, 2018 to Mar 30, 2018'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.64	9159.0	1250.0	2158.0	33741.0	140.0	Nine centimeters (3.5 inches) tall, tiny girls Hakumei and Mikochi live in the forest. Living in a tiny house in a tree, riding insects and birds, and making umbrellas out of leaves, these tiny girls live a tiny life. Follow their tiny but lovely lives as they live their day-to-day in a fantastic world of tiny people and gods. (Source: MangaHelpers)		2018	Fridays at 21:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 80841, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Hakumei to Mikochi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/80841/Hakumei_to_Mikochi'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 37109, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hakumei to Mikochi: Neji to Bed to Irori to Bakuchi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/37109/Hakumei_to_Mikochi__Neji_to_Bed_to_Irori_to_Bakuchi'}]}	101	2.0396039603960396
	101	283	345	Eikoku Koi Monogatari Emma	Emma: A Victorian Romance	英國戀物語エマ	[]	TV	Manga	['Pony Canyon', 'TBS', 'Toshiba Entertainment', 'Fuji Creative']	['Slice of Life', 'Historical', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'Seinen']	['Studio Pierrot']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2005-04-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2005-06-19T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 4, 'year': 2005}, 'to': {'day': 19, 'month': 6, 'year': 2005}}, 'string': 'Apr 3, 2005 to Jun 19, 2005'}	25	G - All Ages	7.75	11051.0	987.0	2155.0	33631.0	217.0	In 19th-century London, class lines are sharply drawn, and the social standing to which people are born dictates the path their lives will follow. Emma, an honest and hardworking young maid, never felt her place in life to be a burden. But then she met William, a member of the gentry and the eldest son of a wealthy family. His warm smile and earnest affection threaten to capture her heart... but can love truly conquer all? (Source: RightStuf)		2005	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 729, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Emma', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/729/Emma'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 2035, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Eikoku Koi Monogatari Emma: Molders-hen', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/2035/Eikoku_Koi_Monogatari_Emma__Molders-hen'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 2517, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Eikoku Koi Monogatari Emma: Intermission', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/2517/Eikoku_Koi_Monogatari_Emma__Intermission'}]}	102	2.2254901960784315
	102	8406	22189	Futsuu no Joshikousei ga [Locodol] Yattemita.	Locodol	普通の女子校生が【ろこどる】やってみた。	['Futsuu no Joshikousei ga [Local Idol] Yattemita.', 'Futsuu no Joshikousei ga [Rokodoru] Yattemita.']	TV	4-koma manga	['TBS', 'DAX Production', 'Nippon Columbia', 'Overlap', 'Fuji Creative', 'Ichijinsha']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Seinen']	['feel.']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-07-04T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-09-19T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 4, 'month': 7, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 19, 'month': 9, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Jul 4, 2014 to Sep 19, 2014'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.93	12905.0	3903.0	2144.0	33955.0	59.0	In the town of Nagarekawa, Nanako Usami, an ordinary high school girl, is approached by her uncle to become a local idol or "Locodol," partnering with upperclassman Yukari Kohinata to form the idol unit, Nagarekawa Girls. As the girls use their talent to promote Nagarekawa and their businesses, they are joined by Yui Mikoze, who acts as the local mascot, and Mirai Nazukari, who serves as Yui's substitute. (Source: Wikipedia)		2014	Fridays at 02:16 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 66085, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Futsuu no Joshikousei ga [LocoDol] Yattemita.', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/66085/Futsuu_no_Joshikousei_ga_LocoDol_Yattemita'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 25719, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Futsuu no Joshikousei ga [Locodol] Yattemita.: Nagarekawa, Annai Shitemita.', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/25719/Futsuu_no_Joshikousei_ga_Locodol_Yattemita__Nagarekawa_Annai_Shitemita'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 30988, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Futsuu no Joshikousei ga [Locodol] Yattemita. OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/30988/Futsuu_no_Joshikousei_ga_Locodol_Yattemita_OVA'}]}	103	0.7378640776699029
	103	4256	6098	Sora no Manimani	At The Mercy of The Sky	宙のまにまに	['Chuu no Manimani']	TV	Manga	['Sony Pictures Entertainment', 'Marvelous', 'Lantis', 'Pony Canyon', 'AT-X', 'Delfi Sound']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Romance', 'School', 'Seinen']	['Studio Comet']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2009-07-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2009-09-22T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 7, 'year': 2009}, 'to': {'day': 22, 'month': 9, 'year': 2009}}, 'string': 'Jul 7, 2009 to Sep 22, 2009'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.14	14153.0	3131.0	2132.0	34306.0	63.0	Saku Ooyagi returns to his hometown after seven years and is soon reacquainted with his childhood friend, Mihoshi Akeno. The reunion is far from merry since the last memory they have of each other is of her falling off a tree and him saving her. In any case, Mihoshi is determined to improve their relationship and forces Saku to join the astronomy club she founded.		2009	Tuesdays at 10:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 12137, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Sora no Manimani', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/12137/Sora_no_Manimani'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 6885, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Sora no Manimani Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/6885/Sora_no_Manimani_Specials'}]}	104	0.9519230769230769
	104	14585	38145	Doukyonin wa Hiza, Tokidoki, Atama no Ue.	My Roommate is a Cat	同居人はひざ、時々、頭のうえ。	[]	TV	Web manga	[]	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy']	['Zero-G']	12.0	Currently Airing	True	{'from': '2019-01-09T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': None, 'prop': {'from': {'day': 9, 'month': 1, 'year': 2019}, 'to': {'day': None, 'month': None, 'year': None}}, 'string': 'Jan 9, 2019 to ?'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.54	5282.0	1544.0	2107.0	35262.0	73.0	Novelist Subaru Mikazuki, who is shy and not good with other people, and Haru, the cat that has been living a severe stray life. This is a story of them suddenly living together and describes the happiness of living together from both point of views. (Source: MAL News)		2019	Wednesdays at 23:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 99391, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Doukyonin wa Hiza, Tokidoki, Atama no Ue.', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/99391/Doukyonin_wa_Hiza_Tokidoki_Atama_no_Ue'}]}	105	1.7047619047619047
	105	9733	29163	Sore ga Seiyuu!	Seiyu's Life!	それが声優！	['That is a Voice Actor!']	TV	Web manga	['Evil Line Records']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy']	['Gonzo']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2015-07-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2015-09-29T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 7, 'year': 2015}, 'to': {'day': 29, 'month': 9, 'year': 2015}}, 'string': 'Jul 7, 2015 to Sep 29, 2015'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.09	13137.0	3338.0	2076.0	36097.0	62.0	Dreaming of becoming a top-tier professional in the fast-paced, competitive world of voice acting, rookie Futaba Ichinose frantically scurries around, searching for auditions and performance sessions. Rubbing elbows with some of the biggest names in the industry, she tries to find her own unique voice and style. Along the way, she befriends two important allies: Ichigo Moesaki, an aspiring idol who claims to be a princess from another planet, and Rin Kohana, a cheerful child actress who tries her best to balance her career and school at the same time. Together, the girls brave the ups and downs of the entertainment industry—but as for Futaba, whose performance assessment at her agency is just around the corner, her career might be over sooner than expected! Sore ga Seiyuu! is a humorous and sincere celebration of the industry that gives anime its voice. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Sore ga Seiyuu was created by an actual voice actress, who makes a cameo appearance in the anime. A number of other well known Japanese voice acting talent appear in the series under their own names, with each episode featuring one special guest seiyuu.	2015	Tuesdays at 23:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 33143, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Sore ga Seiyuu!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/33143/Sore_ga_Seiyuu'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 32993, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Sore ga Seiyuu!: Petit Uchiage', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/32993/Sore_ga_Seiyuu__Petit_Uchiage'}]}	106	0.8773584905660378
	106	12083	34177	Tenshi no 3P!	Angel's 3Piece!	天使の3P！〈スリーピース〉	['Tenshi no Three Piece!']	TV	Light novel	['Sotsu', 'Lantis', 'AT-X', 'Barnum Studio', 'KlockWorx', 'GAGA', 'ASCII Media Works', 'Studio Mausu', 'Showgate', 'Happinet Pictures', 'Hakuhodo DY Music & Pictures']	['Music', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['Project No.9']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-07-10T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-09-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 10, 'month': 7, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 9, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Jul 10, 2017 to Sep 25, 2017'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.77	12654.0	4589.0	2050.0	37042.0	52.0	Since entering high school, Kyou Nukui has not attended a single class. Instead, he spends his days locked in his bedroom composing music and posting it on the internet accompanied by his only friend's drawings, an artist with the pseudonym "Kiriyume." One day, Kyou hesitantly uploads his newest composition, and first departure from his typical style, TR03. Additionally, he does not upload under his usual handle "HibikiP," but simply under the name "me," and without a drawing from his mysterious friend. Shortly after, Kyou receives a very polite email, not only praising his music but also somehow discerning that he is, in fact, the composer behind TR03. The e-mail also asks for a meetup in a nearby park, to which he cautiously decides to go. To his surprise, however, he finds three elementary school girls at the meeting place! Suddenly, Jun Gotou, Nozomi Momijidani, and Sora Kaneshiro ask for his help to hold a concert in their home, an old church now used as an orphanage. And though Kyou is reluctant at first, after seeing their musical abilities, he eventually decides to accept their proposal. Based on the light novel of the same name by the award-winning Sagu Aoyama, Tenshi no 3P! follows Kyou as these three angels change his life. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2017	Mondays at 20:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 55265, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Tenshi no 3P!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/55265/Tenshi_no_3P'}]}	107	0.5420560747663551
	107	3508	4550	Hyakko		ヒャッコ	[]	TV	Manga	['Flex Comix']	['Comedy', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['Nippon Animation']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2008-10-02T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2008-12-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 2, 'month': 10, 'year': 2008}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 12, 'year': 2008}}, 'string': 'Oct 2, 2008 to Dec 25, 2008'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.3	16608.0	2468.0	2048.0	36944.0	109.0	On their first day of high school shy Ayumi Nonomura and taciturn Tatsuki Iizuka become lost on the immense campus of Kamizono Academy. An irresistible force of nature named Torako Kageyama accompanied by her best friend Suzume Saotome appears in front of them. Led, sometimes pushed, by Torako, the girls and their classmates work through problems of school, home and adolescence.		2008	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 8482, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Hyakko', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/8482/Hyakko'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 6958, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hyakko OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/6958/Hyakko_OVA'}]}	108	1.1481481481481481
	108	1308	1532	Suki na Mono wa Suki Dakara Shou ga Nai!!	Sukisho	好きなものは好きだからしょうがない！！	['Sukisyo', 'I like what I like', 'so there!']	TV	Visual novel	['Bandai Visual', 'Lantis', 'Movic']	['Comedy', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'Shoujo', 'Shounen Ai', 'Slice of Life']	['Zexcs']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2005-01-09T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2005-03-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 9, 'month': 1, 'year': 2005}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 3, 'year': 2005}}, 'string': 'Jan 9, 2005 to Mar 27, 2005'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.87	18166.0	4149.0	2046.0	36988.0	232.0	Hashiba Sora has fallen from a 4th story window and has lost all of his memories. When Fujimori Sunao comes to his school as his new room mate, Fujimori tells Hashiba that he is called Ran. Fujimori and Hashiba both have a split personality which they developed in their youth. Their split personalities, Yoru and Ran, are deeply in love. Even though it creeps Fujimori and Hashiba out what their other selves do with each other at night, they also start to fall for each other. Because of their relationship, Hashiba Sora finds out a lot of shocking facts about their youth.		2005	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 4024, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Suki na Mono wa Suki dakara Shouganai!!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/4024/Suki_na_Mono_wa_Suki_dakara_Shouganai'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 32684, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Suki na Mono wa Suki Dakara Shou ga Nai!!: Onsen ni Ikou!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/32684/Suki_na_Mono_wa_Suki_Dakara_Shou_ga_Nai__Onsen_ni_Ikou'}]}	109	0.6422018348623854
	109	12769	35298	Ramen Daisuki Koizumi-san	Ms. Koizumi Loves Ramen Noodles	ラーメン大好き小泉さん	[]	TV	Manga	['Sotsu', 'KlockWorx', 'flying DOG', 'Grooove', 'Cygames', 'Crunchyroll SC Anime Fund']	['Comedy', 'Slice of Life']	['Studio Gokumi', 'AXsiZ']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-01-04T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-03-22T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 4, 'month': 1, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 22, 'month': 3, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Jan 4, 2018 to Mar 22, 2018'}	22	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.52	12349.0	5724.0	2039.0	37300.0	52.0	From standing in the sun for hours to traveling miles away from home, gorgeous high school student Koizumi stops at nothing to fulfill her desire for ramen. But these previously solo trips soon change when Koizumi's classmate Yuu Oosawa develops an infatuation with her, and begins to join Koizumi uninvitedly on her adventures. As Yuu continues to be shocked by Koizumi's enormous appetite, she learns about the endless variety of ramen from, arguably, its greatest connoisseur ever! [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2018	Thursdays at 20:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 82773, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Ramen Daisuki Koizumi-san', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/82773/Ramen_Daisuki_Koizumi-san'}]}	110	0.2818181818181818
	110	7684	18495	Kitakubu Katsudou Kiroku	Chronicles of the Going Home Club	帰宅部活動記録	[]	TV	Manga	['VAP', 'Nippon Television Network']	['Comedy', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['Nomad']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2013-07-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-10-11T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 7, 'year': 2013}, 'to': {'day': 11, 'month': 10, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Jul 5, 2013 to Oct 11, 2013'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.82	12123.0	4327.0	2035.0	37349.0	92.0	When a friend asks Natsuki what high school club she's going to join, she cheerfully responds "the go-home club" (meaning, she's not going to join any of them). However, she soon realizes that this club actually exists at her high school, and she's just expressed interest in joining it! Before she knows it, she ends up as one of the two new members of "the go-home club," which is a small group of eccentric school girls. One of the girls likes fighting bears, while another is ridiculously rich. But what exactly constitutes the activities of "the go-home club"? (Source: MangaHelpers)		2013	Fridays at 02:43 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 30307, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Kitakubu Katsudou Kiroku', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/30307/Kitakubu_Katsudou_Kiroku'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 23367, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kitakubu Katsudou Kiroku: Miniature Theater', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/23367/Kitakubu_Katsudou_Kiroku__Miniature_Theater'}]}	111	0.5585585585585585
	111	7676	18465	Genshiken Nidaime	Genshiken Second Season	げんしけん 二代目	['The Society for the Study of Modern Visual Culture', 'Genshiken Second Generation']	TV	Manga	['Starchild Records']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Parody']	['Production I.G']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2013-07-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-09-29T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 7, 'year': 2013}, 'to': {'day': 29, 'month': 9, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Jul 7, 2013 to Sep 29, 2013'}	24	R - 17+ (violence & profanity)	7.51	17109.0	1636.0	2030.0	37438.0	89.0	Another college semester begins and the returning members of Genshiken attempt to recruit new club members. Three new members join the club, attracted by Ogiue's BL drawings. She welcomes the new members but fears the club will become a "fujoshi" haven for yaoi fans and is getting a bit too far removed from its original purpose. (Source: ANN)		2013	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 348, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Genshiken', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/348/Genshiken'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 19159, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Genshiken Nidaime OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/19159/Genshiken_Nidaime_OVA'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 19889, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Genshiken Nidaime Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/19889/Genshiken_Nidaime_Specials'}]}	112	1.5267857142857142
	112	12034	34076	Uchouten Kazoku 2	The Eccentric Family 2	有頂天家族2	['Uchoten Kazoku 2']	TV	Novel	['Lantis', 'KBS', 'Good Smile Company', 'Docomo Anime Store', 'Yomiuri TV Enterprise', 'DMM.com', 'Cygames']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Demons', 'Drama', 'Fantasy']	['P.A. Works']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-04-09T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-06-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 9, 'month': 4, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 6, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Apr 9, 2017 to Jun 25, 2017'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.2	15004.0	328.0	2007.0	38118.0	184.0	Second season of Uchouten Kazoku.		2017	Sundays at 22:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 57789, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Uchouten Kazoku', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/57789/Uchouten_Kazoku'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 17909, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Uchouten Kazoku', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/17909/Uchouten_Kazoku'}]}	113	2.575221238938053
	113	573	667	Kashimashi: Girl Meets Girl	Girl Meets Girl	かしまし〜ガール・ミーツ・ガール〜	['Kasimasi: Girl Meets Girl']	TV	Manga	['Bandai Visual', 'Lantis']	['Comedy', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'School', 'Shoujo Ai', 'Slice of Life']	['Studio Hibari']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2006-01-12T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2006-03-30T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 12, 'month': 1, 'year': 2006}, 'to': {'day': 30, 'month': 3, 'year': 2006}}, 'string': 'Jan 12, 2006 to Mar 30, 2006'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.74	18348.0	4718.0	2003.0	38074.0	171.0	Hazumu was a shy boy who enjoyed gardening, collecting herbs, and long walks in the mountains. One day he finally worked up the courage to confess his love to Yasuna, but she rejected him. Depressed, he wandered up Mt. Kashimayama, the place where they first met, to reconsider his feelings. After getting lost, he wished upon a shooting star and received a bizarre twist of fate. Now he is a she, and she stumbles headfirst back into social life and relationships only to find that the entire landscape has changed! (Source: Media Blasters)		2006	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 779, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Kashimashi: Girl Meets Girl', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/779/Kashimashi__Girl_Meets_Girl'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 1654, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kashimashi: Girl Meets Girl - Shoujo wa Shoujo ni Koi wo Shita', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1654/Kashimashi__Girl_Meets_Girl_-_Shoujo_wa_Shoujo_ni_Koi_wo_Shita'}]}	114	0.4649122807017544
	114	11423	32947	Battery		バッテリー	[]	TV	Novel	['Aniplex', 'Dentsu', 'Kadokawa Shoten', 'Fuji TV', 'Kyoraku Industrial Holdings', 'Kansai Telecasting']	['Slice of Life', 'Sports', 'Drama']	['Zero-G']	11.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-07-15T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-09-23T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 15, 'month': 7, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 23, 'month': 9, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Jul 15, 2016 to Sep 23, 2016'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	5.78	13792.0	8296.0	1991.0	38625.0	39.0	At only 12 years old, Takumi Harada is already hailed as a prodigious baseball pitcher. But when his family moves to the backwater town of Nitta, Takumi has no choice but to join his new school's unskilled baseball team. This development has little effect on the boy, as he believes it is more interesting if this no-name club becomes a powerhouse due to his presence. However, due to his overwhelming talent, Takumi is in need of a catcher able to keep up with his pitches. His worries are soon put to rest after meeting Gou Nagakura. As his fan and fellow student, Gou is eager to prove that he is not a simple braggart, but rather a player skillful enough to catch Takumi's pitches. Amid struggling to form a "battery" with Gou, Takumi comes into conflict with his new teammates due to his irreverent personality but grapples to find the true joy of the sport under his grandfather's guidance. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2016	Fridays at 00:55 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 98654, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Battery', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/98654/Battery'}]}	115	0.034782608695652174
	115	11678	33417	Super Lovers 2	Super Lovers 2	SUPER LOVERS（スーパーラヴァーズ）  2	['Super Lovers Second Season']	TV	Manga	['Kadokawa Shoten', 'Movic', 'AT-X', 'DAX Production', 'Nippon Columbia', 'KlockWorx', 'Sony Music Communications', 'Tokyo MX', 'Lawson HMV Entertainment', 'TV Saitama']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'Shounen Ai']	['Studio Deen']	10.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-01-12T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-03-16T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 12, 'month': 1, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 16, 'month': 3, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Jan 12, 2017 to Mar 16, 2017'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.67	17225.0	1193.0	1979.0	39107.0	281.0	Second season of Super Lovers.		2017	Thursdays at 23:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 17706, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Super Lovers', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/17706/Super_Lovers'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 31680, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Super Lovers', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/31680/Super_Lovers'}]}	116	1.8448275862068966
	116	6922	14511	Minami-ke Tadaima		みなみけ ただいま	['Minami-ke 4th Season']	TV	Manga	[]	['Comedy', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['feel.']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2013-01-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-03-31T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 1, 'year': 2013}, 'to': {'day': 31, 'month': 3, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Jan 6, 2013 to Mar 31, 2013'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.75	18902.0	996.0	1925.0	40804.0	62.0	The everyday lives of the Minami sisters continue. Chiaki, the youngest, continues to call people idiots while worshipping her eldest sister. Kana, the middle, still can't figure out that Fujioka's feelings for her are a crush, not a grudge. Haruka, the eldest, still unknowingly avoids Hosaka's advances to invite her to the volleyball team, and after a long day of excitement, the sisters enjoy sitting at the table at their home. (Source: ANN)		2013	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 2629, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Minami-ke', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/2629/Minami-ke'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 14575, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Minami-ke Omatase', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/14575/Minami-ke_Omatase'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 20221, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Minami-ke Natsuyasumi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/20221/Minami-ke_Natsuyasumi'}]}	117	1.9572649572649572
	117	5299	8726	Soredemo Machi wa Mawatteiru	And Yet The Town Moves	それでも町は廻っている	['SoreMachi']	TV	Manga	['Pony Canyon', 'TBS', 'Movic', 'Magic Bus', 'Studio Pastoral', 'flying DOG', 'Memory-Tech']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Seinen']	['Shaft']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2010-10-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2010-12-24T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 10, 'year': 2010}, 'to': {'day': 24, 'month': 12, 'year': 2010}}, 'string': 'Oct 8, 2010 to Dec 24, 2010'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.47	15434.0	1786.0	1923.0	40878.0	147.0	Hotori Arashiyama loves mysteries, but there's one she just can't solve: why does the solution to one problem inevitably seem to lead to another? Like how when Hotori has to start working at the Seaside Maid Cafe after school to pay off a debt and her friend Toshiko fortunately knows exactly how a Maid Cafe should be run. Which is fortunate since Hotori has no clue. Except that, unfortunately, Toshiko has no interest in working at the cafe—until she discovers that Hotori's childhood friend Hiroyuki is a regular. Which SEEMS fortunate. Except that Hotori doesn't know that, while Toshiko likes Hiroyuki, Hiroyuki secretly likes Hotori, while Hotori secretly has a crush on... No, no more spoilers! But if that's not enough drama, there's work, angst with a certain math teacher, table tennis between her classmates, her younger brother versus the school's bad girl... And yet, even though everything seems like it's going to crash at any moment, somehow Hotori's life keeps going hilariously forward. (Source: Sentai Filmworks)		2010	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 3042, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Soredemo Machi wa Mawatteiru', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/3042/Soredemo_Machi_wa_Mawatteiru'}]}	118	1.38135593220339
	118	7664	18411	Gingitsune	Gingitsune: Messenger Fox of the Gods	ぎんぎつね	['Silver Fox']	TV	Manga	['TV Tokyo', 'Lantis', 'MediaNet', 'Pony Canyon', 'Movic', 'AT-X', 'KlockWorx', 'Glovision', 'Shueisha']	['Seinen', 'Slice of Life', 'Supernatural']	['Diomedea']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2013-10-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-12-23T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 10, 'year': 2013}, 'to': {'day': 23, 'month': 12, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Oct 7, 2013 to Dec 23, 2013'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.21	17965.0	2814.0	1883.0	42534.0	89.0	Gintarou is a fox spirit that has been protecting the small Inari temple since the Edo era. Saeki Makoto's family possesses the power to see the gods' agent, but the ability is limited to one living relative at a time. When Makoto's mother passed away while she was still young, Makoto inherited the ability as the sole remaining family member. With the help of fox spirit's power, Makoto and Gintarou help the people of their community, in spite of their many differences. (Source: MangaHelpers, edited)		2013	Mondays at 01:05 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 24298, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Gingitsune', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/24298/Gingitsune'}]}	119	0.9495798319327731
	119	419	489	Kamichu!	Kamichu!	かみちゅ!	['Kami-chu!: Kami-sama wa Chuugakusei', 'The Goddess is a Middle School Student']	TV	Original	['Aniplex']	['Comedy', 'Drama', 'Slice of Life', 'Supernatural']	["Brain's Base"]	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2005-06-29T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2005-09-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 29, 'month': 6, 'year': 2005}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 9, 'year': 2005}}, 'string': 'Jun 29, 2005 to Sep 27, 2005'}	26	G - All Ages	7.46	13187.0	1811.0	1878.0	42572.0	207.0	Yurie Hitotsubashi was just an average middle school student living in the city of Onomichi on Japan's inland sea in the easygoing times of the 1980s. She spent her days worrying about exams and trying to get Kenji, the clueless boy she likes, to notice her. Then during lunch one day she suddenly announces to her friend Mitsue that the night before she had become a goddess. Their classmate Matsuri quickly latches on to Yurie's newfound divinity as a way to promote her family's bankrupt Shinto shrine. She hopes that replacing their hapless local god, Yashima-sama, with Yurie will make the shrine more popular (and profitable). Now, with Matsuri as her manager, Yurie has to grant wishes, cure curses, meet aliens, and attend god conventions. All the while attending school and working-up the courage to confess to Kenji. The DVD/BD box set includes the Kamichu! Specials episodes. For a complete list of episodes and the order they're included in the box set, see the More Info tab.	The series won an Excellence Prize for animation at the 2005 Japan Media Arts Festival.	2005	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1690, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Kamichu!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1690/Kamichu'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 3449, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kamichu! Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/3449/Kamichu_Specials'}]}	120	1.325
	120	12717	35220	Youkai Apartment no Yuuga na Nichijou	Elegant Yokai Apartment Life	妖怪アパートの幽雅な日常	[]	TV	Novel	['TMS Entertainment', 'Kodansha', 'Asmik Ace', 'East Japan Marketing & Communications', 'Sumitomo']	['Slice of Life', 'Mystery', 'Supernatural']	['Shin-Ei Animation']	26.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-07-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-12-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 7, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 12, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Jul 3, 2017 to Dec 25, 2017'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.19	14422.0	2933.0	1872.0	43039.0	139.0	Inaba Yuushi's parents died in his first year of middle school, and he moved in with his relatives. Though they did care for him, he could tell he was a burden. After he graduated, he happily prepared to move to a high school with a dormitory. Unfortunately, the dormitory burned to the ground before he could move in! Yuushi doesn't want to live with his grudging relatives, but it's rough finding lodging as an orphaned student with little money. He finally finds a room in a nice old building which seems too good to be true. The catch is that it is a Monster House, a place where humans and supernatural creatures—ghosts, mononoke, etc.—live together. Another high schooler lives there, a cute girl named Akine, and she's completely unfazed by the monsters. In fact, she can even exorcise evil spirits! Yuushi's high school life just got much stranger than he ever bargained for! (Source: MangaHelpers)		2017	Mondays at 23:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 48271, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Youkai Apartment no Yuuga na Nichijou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/48271/Youkai_Apartment_no_Yuuga_na_Nichijou'}]}	121	0.8512396694214877
	121	124	158	Maria-sama ga Miteru	Maria Watches Over Us	マリア様がみてる	['MariMite', 'La Vierge Marie Vous Regarde', 'The Virgin Mary is Watching You']	TV	Light novel	['Rondo Robe', 'TV Tokyo Music']	['Slice of Life', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'Shoujo', 'Shoujo Ai']	['Studio Deen']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2004-01-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2004-04-01T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 1, 'year': 2004}, 'to': {'day': 1, 'month': 4, 'year': 2004}}, 'string': 'Jan 8, 2004 to Apr 1, 2004'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.43	14842.0	1923.0	1859.0	43233.0	594.0	When Yumi Fukuzawa entered the Lillian Girls' Academy, a prestigious all-girls Catholic school in Tokyo, she never imagined she would catch the eye of beautiful and demure Sachiko Ogasawara, one of the school's most popular students. Now Sachiko has offered to be Yumi's soeur, her "sister" and guide for all her years at the academy. The whole idea has Yumi completely flustered—after all, they hardly know each other! The entire campus is abuzz with rumors about the two of them, but Yumi is conflicted over accepting Sachiko's offer. While she admires Sachiko, being her soeur would also mean constantly being at the center of the entire school's attention! (Source: RightStuf)		2004	Thursdays at Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 4177, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Maria-sama ga Miteru', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/4177/Maria-sama_ga_Miteru'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 444, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Maria-sama ga Miteru: Haru', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/444/Maria-sama_ga_Miteru__Haru'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 3468, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Maria-sama ga Miteru Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/3468/Maria-sama_ga_Miteru_Specials'}]}	122	1.221311475409836
	122	10792	31564	Sansha Sanyou	Three Leaves, Three Colors	三者三葉	[]	TV	4-koma manga	['AT-X', 'DAX Production', 'Houbunsha', 'TOHO animation', 'RAY']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'School']	['Doga Kobo']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-04-11T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-06-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 11, 'month': 4, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 6, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Apr 11, 2016 to Jun 27, 2016'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.17	14968.0	3006.0	1849.0	43790.0	101.0	Having gone from pampered to poor after the bankruptcy of her father's company, Youko Nishikawa struggles to drop her princess-like persona and make friends at her all-girls high school. One day, while eating alone in a nearby forest, she has a chance encounter with Futaba Odagiri, the super-energetic transfer student, and Teru Hayama, an innocent-looking girl with a surprisingly direct and sometimes mean personality. Despite their differing personalities, the three girls who all have the kanji for "leaf" in their name begin an unlikely friendship as they try to navigate through an amusing and spontaneous adventure known as high school life. Sansha Sanyou is a cheerful, cute series revolving around three close but very different friends as they try to balance the everyday challenges that school and adolescence have to offer. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2016	Mondays at 00:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 20140, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Sansha Sanyou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/20140/Sansha_Sanyou'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 33173, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Sansha Sanyou Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33173/Sansha_Sanyou_Specials'}]}	123	0.8211382113821138
	123	12859	35434	Konbini Kareshi	Convenience Store Boy Friends	コンビニカレシ	['Convenience Store Boyfriends']	TV	Original	['VAP', 'Dentsu', 'TBS', 'chara-ani.com', 'Pierrot Plus', 'Being', 'Gzbrain', 'Cocoro Free', 'Tosho Printing']	['Slice of Life', 'Romance']	['Studio Pierrot']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-07-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-09-29T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 7, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 29, 'month': 9, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Jul 7, 2017 to Sep 29, 2017'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.39	14760.0	6247.0	1841.0	44007.0	71.0	Six high school students' lives around the convenience store on their way from school; they talk about their lives and meet girls they end up falling for. (Source: MAL News)		2017	Fridays at 01:58 (JST)	{}	124	0.1532258064516129
	124	10453	30795	Bakuon!!	Bakuon!!	ばくおん!!	[]	TV	Manga	['Lantis', 'DAX Production', 'NBCUniversal Entertainment Japan', 'Akita Shoten', 'eBooK Initiative Japan']	['Comedy', 'Seinen', 'Slice of Life']	['TMS Entertainment']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-04-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-06-21T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 4, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 21, 'month': 6, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Apr 5, 2016 to Jun 21, 2016'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.51	16284.0	5734.0	1839.0	43998.0	74.0	Every day Hane Sakura makes the arduous trip to school, cycling up a large hill on her bicycle. After encountering the motorcycle enthusiast Onsa Amano one morning, she is introduced to the motorcycle club, led by the ever-silent Raimu Kawasaki. New to motorcycles, Sakura experiences firsthand the difficulty of learning to ride again. However, through this, she hopes to once again recreate her first biking experience, which was filled with both horror and exhilaration. Alongside Baita, the talking motorcycle; Rin Suzunoki, a Suzuki model enthusiast; Hijiri Minowa, a wealthy girl who dreams of being a thug; and professional racer Chisame Nakano, Sakura strives toward getting her bike license and experiencing the joys and hardships of motorcycles. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2016	Tuesdays at 00:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 31337, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Bakuon!!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/31337/Bakuon'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 31883, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Bakuon!! OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/31883/Bakuon_OVA'}, {'mal_id': 34623, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Bakuon!! no Kobeya', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34623/Bakuon_no_Kobeya'}]}	125	0.232
	125	14177	37579	Tonari no Kyuuketsuki-san	Ms. vampire who lives in my neighborhood.	となりの吸血鬼さん	[]	TV	4-koma manga	['Nippon Columbia']	['Comedy', 'Shoujo Ai', 'Slice of Life', 'Supernatural', 'Vampire']	['Studio Gokumi', 'AXsiZ']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-10-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-12-21T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 10, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 21, 'month': 12, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Oct 5, 2018 to Dec 21, 2018'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.2	14633.0	2882.0	1829.0	44356.0	154.0	The modern-day vampire comedy centers on high school girl Amano, who was saved from a strange incident by a vampire girl named Sophie Twilight, and has been interested in her ever since. Akari arrives at her house uninvited and the two start to live together. Although a vampire, Sophie never attacks humans, but purchases blood and anime goods via mail and lives a modern life. (Source: MAL News)		2018	Fridays at 21:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 93269, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Tonari no Kyuuketsuki-san', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/93269/Tonari_no_Kyuuketsuki-san'}]}	126	0.8492063492063492
	126	12928	35540	Slow Start	Slow Start	スロウスタート	[]	TV	4-koma manga	['Aniplex', 'Houbunsha', 'Kansai Telecasting', 'Lawson', 'Kinoshita Group Holdings', 'Drecom']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'School']	['CloverWorks']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-01-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-03-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 1, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 3, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Jan 7, 2018 to Mar 25, 2018'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.11	15202.0	3264.0	1808.0	45055.0	111.0	Hana Ichinose is a normal 16-year-old high school student. However, there is something different about her: She enrolled in high school one year late! Her classmates are unaware of this, and Hana will have to work hard to catch up with everyone else. (Source: MAL News)		2018	Sundays at 00:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 89972, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Slow Start', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/89972/Slow_Start'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 37104, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Slow Start: Web Yokoku Movie', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/37104/Slow_Start__Web_Yokoku_Movie'}]}	127	0.7559055118110236
	127	332	394	Ai Yori Aoshi: Enishi	Ai Yori Aoshi: Enishi	藍より青し～縁～	['Bluer Than Indigo: Fate']	TV	Manga	['Geneon Universal Entertainment', 'Rondo Robe', 'Movic', 'Cosmic Ray']	['Comedy', 'Drama', 'Harem', 'Romance', 'Slice of Life']	['J.C.Staff']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2003-10-13T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2003-12-29T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 13, 'month': 10, 'year': 2003}, 'to': {'day': 29, 'month': 12, 'year': 2003}}, 'string': 'Oct 13, 2003 to Dec 29, 2003'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.22	25471.0	2760.0	1797.0	45119.0	71.0	Two years after meeting Aoi, Kaoru and gang are still up to their normal habits. Kaoru now in grad school and the tenants being as rowdy as ever what will become of Aoi and Kaoru's love. Two years has passed since Aoi and Kaoru were freed from the bonds of their families. They continue to live their normal lives with their usual friends in their house.		2003	Unknown	{'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 53, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Ai Yori Aoshi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/53/Ai_Yori_Aoshi'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 3266, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Ai Yori Aoshi: Enishi - Miyuki', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/3266/Ai_Yori_Aoshi__Enishi_-_Miyuki'}]}	128	0.890625
	128	5771	9938	Ikoku Meiro no Croisée The Animation	Croisée in a Foreign Labyrinth The Animation	異国迷路のクロワーゼ The Animation	['Ikoku Meiro no Croisee The Animation', 'La croisée dans un labyrinthe étranger Special']	TV	Manga	['Media Factory', 'AT-X', 'flying DOG', 'Sony Music Communications', 'Bushiroad', 'Good Smile Company', 'Aoni Entertainment']	['Slice of Life', 'Historical', 'Seinen']	['Satelight']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2011-07-04T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2011-09-19T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 4, 'month': 7, 'year': 2011}, 'to': {'day': 19, 'month': 9, 'year': 2011}}, 'string': 'Jul 4, 2011 to Sep 19, 2011'}	23	G - All Ages	7.47	19030.0	1770.0	1768.0	46255.0	145.0	The story takes place in the second half of the 19th century, as Japanese culture gains popularity in the West. A young Japanese girl, Yune, accompanies a French traveler, Oscar, on his journey back to France, and offers to help at the family's ironwork shop in Paris. Oscar's nephew and shop-owner Claude reluctantly accepts to take care of Yune, and we learn how those two, who have so little in common, get to understand each other and live together in the Paris of the 1800s.		2011	Mondays at 00:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 6979, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Ikoku Meiro no Croisée', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/6979/Ikoku_Meiro_no_Croisée'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 10804, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Ikoku Meiro no Croisée The Animation: Ongakkai "Récital"', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10804/Ikoku_Meiro_no_Croisée_The_Animation__Ongakkai_Récital'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 10832, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Ikoku Meiro no Croisée: Yune & Alice', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10832/Ikoku_Meiro_no_Croisée__Yune___Alice'}, {'mal_id': 10905, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Ikoku Meiro no Croisée Picture Drama', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10905/Ikoku_Meiro_no_Croisée_Picture_Drama'}]}	129	1.255813953488372
	129	11049	32175	Shounen Maid	Shonen Maid	少年メイド	['Boy Maid']	TV	Manga	['Kadokawa Shoten', 'TBS', 'DAX Production', 'Nippon Columbia', 'Sony Music Communications', 'Lawson', 'NichiNare']	['Comedy', 'Shoujo', 'Slice of Life']	['8bit']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-04-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-07-01T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 4, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 1, 'month': 7, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Apr 8, 2016 to Jul 1, 2016'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.39	19501.0	2124.0	1727.0	47922.0	174.0	After the sudden death of his mother, elementary school student Chihiro Komiya is left with no home and no family. But this changes when he encounters a rich and frivolous stranger who turns out to be his long-lost uncle, Madoka Takatori. Madoka offers to take Chihiro in, but upon arriving at his uncle's high-class mansion, the young boy is greeted by a plethora of dust and garbage. As Chihiro's neatfreak instincts kick in, he sets about cleaning the entire residence. Shounen Maid is a lighthearted comedy that follows Chihiro as he finds himself dressed in a frilly uniform (handmade by his uncle), receiving a salary, and working as maid of the house. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2016	Fridays at 01:58 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 17257, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Shounen Maid', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/17257/Shounen_Maid'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 33491, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Shounen Maid: Onna wa Dokyou, Otoko wa Aikyou?', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33491/Shounen_Maid__Onna_wa_Dokyou_Otoko_wa_Aikyou'}]}	130	1.0846153846153845
	130	13698	36817	Sunohara-sou no Kanrinin-san	Miss caretaker of Sunohara-sou	すのはら荘の管理人さん	[]	TV	4-koma manga	['flying DOG', 'Ichijinsha']	['Comedy', 'Slice of Life']	['Silver Link.']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-07-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-09-20T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 7, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 20, 'month': 9, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Jul 5, 2018 to Sep 20, 2018'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.07	14391.0	3419.0	1713.0	48618.0	173.0	Shiina Aki is constantly being treated like a girl due to his feminine looks so he decides to move to Tokyo to attend middle school in an attempt to change himself. However, what awaits him in his new home, Sunohara-sou, is the kind-hearted caretaker, Sunohara Ayaka. Along with the three female members of Aki's new middle school's student council, Yukimoto Yuzu, Yamanashi Sumire, and Kazami Yuri. And so begins Aki's new life in Tokyo living with four girls.		2018	Thursdays at 21:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 90632, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Sunohara-sou no Kanrinin-san', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/90632/Sunohara-sou_no_Kanrinin-san'}]}	131	0.6946564885496184
	131	111	144	Kanon		カノン	['Kanon (2002)']	TV	Visual novel	['Movic', 'Fuji TV', 'Fuji Pacific Music Publishing']	['Drama', 'Romance', 'Slice of Life', 'Supernatural']	['Toei Animation']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2002-01-31T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2002-03-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 31, 'month': 1, 'year': 2002}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 3, 'year': 2002}}, 'string': 'Jan 31, 2002 to Mar 28, 2002'}	24	G - All Ages	7.2	20807.0	2861.0	1699.0	49004.0	245.0	It’s been 7 years since Yuuichi Aizawa visited his aunt Akiko, but now that his parents have gone to Africa to pursue their careers, he is finally back in the little northern town. Yuuichi is not really overjoyed with the prospect of living here though, because all of his memories of this place and the people living in it have mysteriously vanished. His cute cousin Nayuki seems like a stranger as well, even though he used to play with her all the time when they were younger. On the day of moving into his new home, Yuuichi starts unpacking the boxes and stumbles upon a red headband that no one seems to recognize. This is one of the first clues that will make Yuuichi take a stroll through the snow-covered town and make him start recalling fragments of his past, broken promises and buried secrets. Yuuichi soon realizes that there is something supernatural going on, and all of his new female acquaintances seem to have links to his forgotten past.		2002	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1822, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Kanon', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1822/Kanon'}, {'mal_id': 68927, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Kanon', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/68927/Kanon'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 704, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kanon Kazahana', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/704/Kanon_Kazahana'}], 'Alternative version': [{'mal_id': 1530, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kanon (2006)', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1530/Kanon_2006'}]}	132	0.803030303030303
	132	12611	35078	Mitsuboshi Colors	Mitsuboshi Colors	三ツ星カラーズ	[]	TV	Manga	['Frontier Works', 'Movic', 'AT-X', 'Grooove', 'Hakuhodo DY Music & Pictures', 'Kadokawa Media House', 'Kadokawa']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Shounen']	['Silver Link.']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-01-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-03-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 1, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 3, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Jan 7, 2018 to Mar 25, 2018'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.49	15563.0	1703.0	1697.0	49190.0	183.0	The "Colors" are three cute little girls who hang out together and protect the peace of their city. They have lots of fun together, doing stuff like playing games, solving puzzles, and going to the zoo. This anime follows their largely happy daily life. (Source: MangaHelpers, edited)		2018	Sundays at 22:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 81467, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Mitsuboshi Colors', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/81467/Mitsuboshi_Colors'}]}	133	1.2706766917293233
	133	13090	35828	Miira no Kaikata	How to Keep a Mummy	ミイラの飼い方	['How to keep a mummy']	TV	Web manga	['TBS', 'Grooove', 'Nichion', 'Exit Tunes', 'ONEMUSIC', 'Crunchyroll SC Anime Fund']	['Comedy', 'Slice of Life', 'Supernatural']	['8bit']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-01-12T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-03-30T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 12, 'month': 1, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 30, 'month': 3, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Jan 12, 2018 to Mar 30, 2018'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.52	18045.0	1609.0	1664.0	50612.0	213.0	When high school student Sora Kashiwagi finds himself staring down a mysterious oversized package sent to him by his self-proclaimed "adventurer" father, the last thing he expects is for it to be opened from the inside... by a little mummy so small it can fit in the palm of his hand! (Source: TBS Global Business)		2018	Fridays at 01:58 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 99256, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Miira no Kaikata', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/99256/Miira_no_Kaikata'}]}	134	1.291044776119403
	134	8667	23269	Hello!! Kiniro Mosaic	Hello!! KINMOZA!	ハロー!!きんいろモザイク	['Kiniro Mosaic 2nd Season', 'KINMOZA! 2nd Season', 'Kinmosa 2nd Season', 'Golden Mosaic 2nd Season']	TV	4-koma manga	['Genco', 'flying DOG', 'Showgate']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'School', 'Seinen']	['Studio Gokumi']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2015-04-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2015-06-22T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 4, 'year': 2015}, 'to': {'day': 22, 'month': 6, 'year': 2015}}, 'string': 'Apr 6, 2015 to Jun 22, 2015'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.59	23576.0	1396.0	1660.0	50757.0	218.0	Second season of Kiniro Mosaic.		2015	Mondays at 00:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 26036, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Kiniro Mosaic', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/26036/Kiniro_Mosaic'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 16732, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kiniro Mosaic', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/16732/Kiniro_Mosaic'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 33034, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kiniro Mosaic: Pretty Days', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33034/Kiniro_Mosaic__Pretty_Days'}]}	135	1.4296296296296296
	135	10602	31080	Anne Happy♪	Anne-Happy	あんハピ♪	['Unhappy Go Lucky!']	TV	Manga	['Sotsu', 'AT-X', 'KlockWorx', 'Asmik Ace', 'Houbunsha', 'BS Fuji', 'DIVE II Entertainment', 'Grooove', 'Avex Pictures', 'Contents Seed', 'Furyu']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'School']	['Silver Link.']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-04-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-06-23T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 4, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 23, 'month': 6, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Apr 7, 2016 to Jun 23, 2016'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.06	21165.0	3424.0	1654.0	50954.0	225.0	Tennomifune Academy is an elite institution for the best and the brightest, with the exception of Class 1-7, the so-called "Happiness Class." Each member of the classroom copes with personal misfortunes, and the special class is geared to help them move past their issues and find true happiness. After being accepted into the academy, An Hanakoizumi, Ruri Hibarigaoka, and Botan Kumegawa find themselves placed into the Happiness Class, plagued by dreadful luck, love problems, and bad health respectively. Alongside their classmates, they do their best to overcome the difficulties they are faced with in pursuit of a life filled with joy. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2016	Thursdays at 21:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 85191, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Anne Happy♪', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/85191/Anne_Happy♪'}]}	136	0.6470588235294118
	136	11784	33654	Hitorijime My Hero	Hitorijime My Hero	ひとりじめマイヒーロー	['My Very Own Hero']	TV	Manga	['Sotsu', 'AT-X', 'Tokyo MX', 'Avex Pictures', 'Q-Tec', 'Docomo Anime Store', 'Marine Entertainment', 'Kanon Sound', 'Contents Seed', 'Ichijinsha', 'BS NTV']	['Drama', 'Romance', 'School', 'Shounen Ai', 'Slice of Life']	['Encourage Films']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-07-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-09-23T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 7, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 23, 'month': 9, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Jul 8, 2017 to Sep 23, 2017'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.61	21174.0	1339.0	1653.0	51062.0	624.0	Masahiro Setagawa is a hopeless teenager who is often used by the neighborhood bullies as an errand boy. Defenseless, Masahiro knows that nobody will ever save him. However, his life drastically changes when he meets Kousuke Ooshiba, a man known as the "Bear Killer," who takes down neighborhood gangs. A year later, Masahiro and his former friend, Kensuke Ooshiba, attend high school, only to find that Kousuke is their math teacher. While the three grow closer, Masahiro starts to view Kousuke as his "hero," and Kousuke develops an urging desire to protect Masahiro. However, their normal lives take a turn when Kensuke's childhood friend, Asaya Hasekura, returns, seeing Kensuke as more than just a friend, much to his surprise. Will the three boys be able to live a regular high school life? Or will forbidden love keep them apart forever? [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2017	Sundays at 01:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 43889, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Hitorijime Boyfriend', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/43889/Hitorijime_Boyfriend'}, {'mal_id': 44111, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Hitorijime My Hero', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/44111/Hitorijime_My_Hero'}]}	137	1.4598540145985401
	137	14274	37722	Uchi no Maid ga Uzasugiru!	UzaMaid!	うちのメイドがウザすぎる！	['UzaMaid']	TV	Manga	['AT-X', 'Sony Music Communications', 'Futabasha', 'Kadokawa Media House', 'NTT Plala', 'Kadokawa']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Shoujo Ai']	['Doga Kobo']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-10-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-12-21T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 10, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 21, 'month': 12, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Oct 5, 2018 to Dec 21, 2018'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.21	18969.0	2840.0	1645.0	51536.0	123.0	Having lost her mother at a young age, Misha Takanashi, a second grader who is half-Russian and half-Japanese, now lives with her Japanese father. Tsubame Kamoi, formerly a Japan Air Self-Defense Force, JASDF officer, comes to the Takanashi household as a housekeeper. This is a home comedy where Kamoi, a hardcore lolicon, attempts to get near Misha as she tries to fight against her.		2018	Fridays at 23:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 100615, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Uchi no Maid ga Uzasugiru', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/100615/Uchi_no_Maid_ga_Uzasugiru'}]}	138	0.8115942028985508
	138	815	962	Aria The Natural	Aria The Natural	ARIA The NATURAL	['Aria 2']	TV	Manga	['TV Tokyo', 'Shochiku', 'Mag Garden']	['Fantasy', 'Sci-Fi', 'Shounen', 'Slice of Life']	['Hal Film Maker']	26.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2006-04-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2006-09-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 4, 'year': 2006}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 9, 'year': 2006}}, 'string': 'Apr 3, 2006 to Sep 25, 2006'}	24	G - All Ages	8.25	19010.0	283.0	1639.0	51182.0	639.0	Akari Mizunashi continues her training to become a Prima Undine (a professional tour guide gondolier) along with her friends Aika and Alice in the peaceful city of Neo Venezia. Despite the fact that these three girls are from competing companies, they are constantly together, learning more about how to become better tour guides and more about the mysteries of Neo Venezia. As the group continues to meet interesting and unforgettable people through their daily routines, they will also come closer to the secrets that make the enigmatic and ever beautiful city of Neo Venezia so warm and alive. Welcome back to Neo Venezia: the city where miracles can be created by hand. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2006	Mondays at 01:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 81, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Aria', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/81/Aria'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 477, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Aria The Animation', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/477/Aria_The_Animation'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 2563, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Aria The OVA: Arietta', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/2563/Aria_The_OVA__Arietta'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 5244, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Aria The Natural: Sono Futatabi Deaeru Kiseki ni...', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/5244/Aria_The_Natural__Sono_Futatabi_Deaeru_Kiseki_ni'}]}	139	2.129496402877698
	139	8632	23121	Jinsei	JINSEI -Life Consulting-	人生相談テレビアニメーション「人生」	['Life']	TV	Light novel	['VAP', 'Yomiuri Telecasting']	['Comedy', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['feel.']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-07-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-09-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 7, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 9, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Jul 6, 2014 to Sep 28, 2014'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.55	18038.0	5570.0	1632.0	51550.0	61.0	Yuuki Akamatsu lives a normal high school life... that is until his cousin, Ayaka Nikaidou, convinces him to join the Journalism Club as a life consultant! His new job is to manage the advice column for the school's weekly newspaper to help him become more social. Soon, Yuuki is joined by three girls: the smart and shy Rino Endou, the athletic and outgoing Ikumi Suzuki, and the cultured and sweet Fumi Kujou. Together, they solve the personal problems of those who anonymously ask for advice. Although each of the new life consultants has their own unique perspective, they are able to reach solutions together by holding debates and social experiments throughout the week. However, as time goes on, the four slowly come to realize that they have not only been guiding other students through their troubles, but also working through problems of their own as well. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Jinsei adapts the first 5 novels of Ougyo Kawashigi's light novel series of the same title.	2014	Sundays at 22:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 56741, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Jinsei', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/56741/Jinsei'}]}	140	0.22857142857142856
	140	13616	36704	Free!: Dive to the Future		Free!-Dive to the Future-	['Free! 3rd Season']	TV	Original	[]	['Comedy', 'Drama', 'School', 'Slice of Life', 'Sports']	['Kyoto Animation', 'Animation Do']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-07-12T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-09-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 12, 'month': 7, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 9, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Jul 12, 2018 to Sep 27, 2018'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.7	14827.0	1104.0	1626.0	52047.0	240.0	In the new series, Haruka, who is attending college in Tokyo, meets Asahi again and reawakens his memories from his middle school years, including those of Ikuya. Makoto is working toward a new dream while he is in Tokyo together with Haruka. Rin has an unexpected meeting in Sydney. As they await their new futures, will they see a new fight ahead? Or will they instead confront the past they left behind? (Source: ANN)		2018	Thursdays at 00:00 (JST)	{'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 22265, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Free!: Eternal Summer', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/22265/Free__Eternal_Summer'}, {'mal_id': 35191, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Free! Movie 2: Timeless Medley - Yakusoku', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/35191/Free_Movie_2__Timeless_Medley_-_Yakusoku'}, {'mal_id': 38027, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Free!: Dive to the Future Episode 0', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/38027/Free__Dive_to_the_Future_Episode_0'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 38400, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Free! (2020)', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/38400/Free_2020'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 39014, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Free!: Dive to the Future Movie', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/39014/Free__Dive_to_the_Future_Movie'}]}	141	1.574468085106383
	141	4447	6574	Hanamaru Youchien	Hanamaru Kindergarten	はなまる幼稚園	[]	TV	Manga	['Starchild Records', 'Omnibus Japan', 'TV Tokyo Music']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Seinen']	['Gainax']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2010-01-11T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2010-03-29T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 11, 'month': 1, 'year': 2010}, 'to': {'day': 29, 'month': 3, 'year': 2010}}, 'string': 'Jan 11, 2010 to Mar 29, 2010'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.39	23622.0	2096.0	1608.0	52674.0	159.0	Anzu goes to a kindergarten with her friends, the shy Koume and the eccentric Hiiragi. Together they try to attract attention from their caretaker Tsuchida. However, he is clearly more interested in the pretty Yamamoto who supervises the class next door.		2010	Mondays at 01:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 8950, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Hanamaru Youchien', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/8950/Hanamaru_Youchien'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 16646, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hanamaru Youchien: Panda Neko Taisou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/16646/Hanamaru_Youchien__Panda_Neko_Taisou'}], 'Alternative setting': [{'mal_id': 16648, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Youchien Senshi: Hanamaru Girls', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/16648/Youchien_Senshi__Hanamaru_Girls'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 16740, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hanamaru Youchien Special Preview', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/16740/Hanamaru_Youchien_Special_Preview'}]}	142	0.9859154929577465
	142	3792	5162	Minami-ke Okaeri		みなみけ おかえり	[]	TV	Manga	[]	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'School']	['Asread']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2009-01-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2009-03-30T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 1, 'year': 2009}, 'to': {'day': 30, 'month': 3, 'year': 2009}}, 'string': 'Jan 5, 2009 to Mar 30, 2009'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.63	28643.0	1290.0	1597.0	53201.0	63.0	A year has passed since Okawari and the three sisters have grown up. Their likings and moods are almost the same. Haruka, the older sister, is a love-giving mother to the younger sisters and a discipline follower. Kana, the middle one, leaves everything to the last possible moment and always gives trouble to the trio. Chiaki, the little one, is the calculating and manipulating one; she likes to be admired and loved by Haruka and always gives trouble to the less blessed Kana. Despite being an unbalanced family, they love each other with all their heart. The family's daily life is as funny as ever; trouble and love are always present. Now it's time to see if they'll survive this age change since Haruka is now a young adult; she has even more responsibilities, having to watch over the young while integrating into the adult life. (Source: ANN)		2009	Mondays at 01:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 2629, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Minami-ke', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/2629/Minami-ke'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 3225, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Minami-ke Okawari', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/3225/Minami-ke_Okawari'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 5713, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Minami-ke Betsubara', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/5713/Minami-ke_Betsubara'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 14575, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Minami-ke Omatase', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/14575/Minami-ke_Omatase'}]}	143	1.4265734265734267
	143	13154	35983	Harukana Receive	Harukana Receive	はるかなレシーブ	[]	TV	Manga	[]	['Sports', 'Slice of Life']	['C2C']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-07-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-09-21T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 7, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 21, 'month': 9, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Jul 6, 2018 to Sep 21, 2018'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.85	17873.0	4212.0	1596.0	53458.0	75.0	The story takes place in Okinawa, where Haruka forms a beach volleyball pair with Kanata. Kanata, who couldn't handle the pressure put on her by her short height, had given up on beach volleyball already but is convinced by Haruka to step back on the sand once again and aim for the junior tournament. (Source: MU)		2018	Fridays at 21:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 100450, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Harukana Receive', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/100450/Harukana_Receive'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 38067, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Harukana Receive: Yokoku', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/38067/Harukana_Receive__Yokoku'}]}	144	0.4652777777777778
	144	12268	34525	Centaur no Nayami	A Centaur's Life	セントールの悩み	["Centaur's Worries"]	TV	Manga	['Tokuma Shoten', 'MAGES.', 'Yomiuri TV Enterprise', 'Kanon Sound', 'Emon', 'RAY', 'NichiNare', 'Top Marshal', 'Crunchyroll SC Anime Fund']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Fantasy', 'School', 'Seinen']	['Haoliners Animation League']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-07-09T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-09-24T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 9, 'month': 7, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 24, 'month': 9, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Jul 9, 2017 to Sep 24, 2017'}	23	R+ - Mild Nudity	6.56	20407.0	5524.0	1595.0	53432.0	88.0	Himeno is a sweet, shy little centaur girl. In her world, everyone seems to be a supernatural creature, and all her classmates have some kind of horns, wings, tails, halos, or other visible supernatural body part. Despite their supernatural elements, Himeno and her best friends, Nozomi and Kyouko, have a fun and mostly normal daily school life! (Source: MangaHelpers)		2017	Sundays at 22:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 43449, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Centaur no Nayami', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/43449/Centaur_no_Nayami'}]}	145	0.22758620689655173
	145	12738	35249	Uma Musume: Pretty Derby		ウマ娘 プリティーダービー	[]	TV	Game	['Lantis', 'TOHO animation', 'Kansai Telecasting', 'Cygames']	['Comedy', 'Slice of Life', 'Sports']	['P.A. Works']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-04-02T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-06-18T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 2, 'month': 4, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 18, 'month': 6, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Apr 2, 2018 to Jun 18, 2018'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.47	18287.0	1792.0	1593.0	53538.0	208.0	In a world very much like our own, great race horses of the past have a chance to be reborn as "horse girls"—girls with the ears and tails of horses as well as their speed and endurance. The best of these horse girls go to train at Tokyo's Tracen Academy, hopefully moving on to fame and fortune as both racers and idols. Special Week, a high school horse girl from the countryside, has just transferred to Tracen, and she's determined to fulfill her promise to her mother to become the best horse girl in Japan. On her way to school, she takes a pit stop at the race track and instantly falls in love with Silence Suzuka's style, becoming determined to race on the same team as her. (Source: ANN)		2018	Mondays at 00:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 106804, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Starting Gate!: Uma Musume Pretty Derby', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/106804/Starting_Gate__Uma_Musume_Pretty_Derby'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 34453, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Uma Musume: Pretty Derby PV', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34453/Uma_Musume__Pretty_Derby_PV'}, {'mal_id': 38835, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Umayon', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/38835/Umayon'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 37916, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Uma Musume: Pretty Derby - BNW no Chikai', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/37916/Uma_Musume__Pretty_Derby_-_BNW_no_Chikai'}]}	146	1.1369863013698631
	146	3926	5420	Kemono no Souja Erin	Erin	獣の奏者エリン	['Kemono no Soujya Erin', 'Kemono no Sou-ja Erin', 'The Beast Player Erin']	TV	Novel	['NHK']	['Drama', 'Fantasy', 'Slice of Life']	['Production I.G', 'Trans Arts']	50.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2009-01-10T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2009-12-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 10, 'month': 1, 'year': 2009}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 12, 'year': 2009}}, 'string': 'Jan 10, 2009 to Dec 26, 2009'}	25	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.41	13199.0	166.0	1592.0	53416.0	1177.0	In the land of Ryoza, the neighboring provinces of Shin-Ou and Tai-Kou have been at peace. Queen Shinou is the ruler of Ryoza and her greatest general, Grand Duke Taikou, defends the kingdom with his army of powerful war-lizards known as the "Touda." Although the two regions have enjoyed a long-standing alliance, mounting tensions threaten to spark a fierce civil war. Within Ake, a village in Tai-Kou tasked with raising the Grand Duke's army, lives Erin, a bright girl who spends her days watching the work of her mother Soyon, the village's head Touda doctor. But while under Soyon's care, a disastrous incident befalls the Grand Duke's strongest Touda, and the peace that Erin and her mother had been enjoying vanishes as Soyon is punished severely. In a desperate attempt to save her mother, Erin ends up falling in a river and is swept towards Shin-Ou. Unable to return home, Erin must learn to lead a new life with completely different people, all while hunting for the truth of both beasts and humanity itself, with tensions between the two regions constantly escalating. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2009	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 11028, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Kemono no Souja', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/11028/Kemono_no_Souja'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 7904, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kemono no Souja Erin Recap', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/7904/Kemono_no_Souja_Erin_Recap'}]}	147	2.108843537414966
	147	11455	33023	Touken Ranbu: Hanamaru	Touken Ranbu - Hanamaru	刀剣乱舞-花丸-	[]	TV	Game	['Marvelous', 'Nitroplus', 'Delfi Sound', 'TOHO animation', 'Good Smile Company', 'DMM.com']	['Action', 'Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Historical', 'Drama', 'Fantasy']	['Doga Kobo']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-10-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-12-19T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 10, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 19, 'month': 12, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Oct 3, 2016 to Dec 19, 2016'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.89	10992.0	4071.0	1592.0	53547.0	395.0	In the year 2205, a special sage known as Saniwa has the ability to breathe life into inanimate objects. At the same time, dark forces have initiated a plot to travel back in time and change the course of history—and the only ones capable of stopping them are the Saniwa and their strongest animations: historical Japanese swords, in the form of handsome young men. Touken Ranbu: Hanamaru opens on the life of Yamatonokami Yasusada, Souji Okita's beloved uchigatana, as he begins his first day at the Saniwa's citadel. Soon reuniting with his old friend, Kashuu Kiyomitsu, the two are caught up in the daily antics of their fellow sword warriors. They never miss an opportunity to have fun, whether it be through wild snowball fights or introducing their newest comrades to the citadel. Of course, when the government calls, the swords are always ready to fulfill their mission of protecting history. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2016	Mondays at 00:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 107676, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Touken Ranbu: Hanamaru', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/107676/Touken_Ranbu__Hanamaru'}], 'Alternative setting': [{'mal_id': 33018, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Katsugeki/Touken Ranbu', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33018/Katsugeki_Touken_Ranbu'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 34863, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Zoku Touken Ranbu: Hanamaru', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34863/Zoku_Touken_Ranbu__Hanamaru'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 36444, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Touken Ranbu: Hanamaru - Makuai Kaisouroku', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36444/Touken_Ranbu__Hanamaru_-_Makuai_Kaisouroku'}]}	148	0.4797297297297297
	148	12535	34973	Love Live! Sunshine!! 2nd Season	Love Live! Sunshine!! Season 2	ラブライブ！サンシャイン!! 第2期	['Love Live! School Idol Project: Sunshine!!']	TV	Original	['Bandai Visual', 'Lantis', 'ASCII Media Works', 'Bushiroad']	['Music', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['Sunrise']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-10-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-12-30T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 10, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 30, 'month': 12, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Oct 7, 2017 to Dec 30, 2017'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.74	22948.0	1018.0	1582.0	54459.0	927.0	Having decided to walk down a path separate from their inspirations as idols, the girls of Aqours are more determined than ever to shine brilliantly as school idols. With their previous performance marginally increasing the number of prospective students for their endangered school, they look to carry the momentum of their small step forward into the school's upcoming open house and the next Love Live competition. Hoping to use these events to bring more attention to their school, the nine girls look to give their best performances yet. Unfortunately, these small steps forward are not enough to convince Mari Ohara's father from changing his plans. Undeterred by Mari's pleas for reconsideration, the decision to close down the school is made official, putting an end to Uranohoshi Girls' High School's student recruitment, including the open house. Though all hope seems to be lost, the school idols refuse to give up. Faced with impossible odds, Aqours sings, dances, and shines in the hopes of bringing about a miracle. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2017	Saturdays at 22:30 (JST)	{'Other': [{'mal_id': 15051, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Love Live! School Idol Project', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/15051/Love_Live_School_Idol_Project'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 32526, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Love Live! Sunshine!!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/32526/Love_Live_Sunshine'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 37027, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Love Live! Sunshine!! The School Idol Movie: Over the Rainbow', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/37027/Love_Live_Sunshine_The_School_Idol_Movie__Over_the_Rainbow'}]}	149	1.516778523489933
	149	1591	1852	Hidamari Sketch	Hidamari Sketch	ひだまりスケッチ	[]	TV	4-koma manga	['Aniplex', 'Lantis', 'TBS', 'Movic', 'Houbunsha']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'School', 'Seinen']	['Shaft']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2007-01-12T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2007-03-30T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 12, 'month': 1, 'year': 2007}, 'to': {'day': 30, 'month': 3, 'year': 2007}}, 'string': 'Jan 12, 2007 to Mar 30, 2007'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.47	18631.0	1767.0	1558.0	55287.0	763.0	For years, Yuno has dreamed of attending Yamabuki Arts High School, but now that she's been accepted, it means the scary prospect of moving away from her home and family for the first time! Fortunately, Yuno quickly learns that if her new neighbors at the eclectic Hidamari (Sunshine) Apartments aren't technically family, at least the majority share the bond of being fellow art students. From second year students like Hiro and Sae, who try to behave like helpful older sisters (mostly successfully) to her hyperactive new neighbor, classmate and best friend Miyako (who has the scariest apartment ever) Yuno begins to build the support network she'll need for dealing with strange characters like her oddly masculine landlady, her cosplay obsessed home room teacher, her tooth-chattering principal and all of the other odd denizens who inhabit her chosen world of art. (Source: Sentai Filmworks)		2007	Fridays at 01:25 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1362, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Hidamari Sketch', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1362/Hidamari_Sketch'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 3165, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hidamari Sketch Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/3165/Hidamari_Sketch_Specials'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 20391, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hidamari Sketch: Chou Hidamatsuri Special', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/20391/Hidamari_Sketch__Chou_Hidamatsuri_Special'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 28911, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hidamari Sketch Recap', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/28911/Hidamari_Sketch_Recap'}]}	150	1.0933333333333333
	150	11979	33948	Hinako Note	Hinako Note	ひなこのーと	[]	TV	4-koma manga	['Media Factory', 'AT-X', 'Enterbrain', 'Sony Music Communications']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy']	['Passione']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-04-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-06-23T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 4, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 23, 'month': 6, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Apr 7, 2017 to Jun 23, 2017'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.8	17199.0	4428.0	1544.0	56228.0	119.0	Hinako lives in the countryside and is poor at speaking. She wants to improve her speech to be able to talk to people fluently, so she moves to Tokyo and plans to join the drama club in high school. When she arrives, however, it turns out her boarding house is a secondhand bookstore, and a beautiful girl who eats books lives there. (Source: MAL News)		2017	Fridays at 21:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 87962, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Hinako Note', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/87962/Hinako_Note'}]}	151	0.3973509933774834
	151	10912	31804	Kuma Miko	Kumamiko: Girl Meets Bear	くまみこ	[]	TV	Manga	['AT-X', 'Sony Music Communications']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Seinen']	['Kinema Citrus', 'EMT²']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-04-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-06-19T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 4, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 19, 'month': 6, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Apr 3, 2016 to Jun 19, 2016'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.33	22346.0	6525.0	1534.0	56867.0	73.0	What does a bear know about life in the big city? For Machi Amayadori's sake, hopefully a lot! The young shrine maiden has spent her whole life in the rural mountains with Natsu, her talking guardian bear. Now, at fourteen, she wants to take a chance and attend high school in the big city. Can Natsu really prepare her for city life? Or will his wacky trials be too much for even Machi to bear? (Source: FUNimation)		2016	Sundays at 23:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 63295, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Kuma Miko', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/63295/Kuma_Miko'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 33118, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kuma Miko Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33118/Kuma_Miko_Specials'}]}	152	0.09210526315789473
	152	1363	1589	Bartender	Bartender	バーテンダー	[]	TV	Manga	['Fuji TV', 'Sony Music Entertainment', 'Fuji Pacific Music Publishing', 'Atelier Musa', 'Fuji Creative']	['Drama', 'Seinen', 'Slice of Life']	['Palm Studio']	11.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2006-10-15T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2006-12-31T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 15, 'month': 10, 'year': 2006}, 'to': {'day': 31, 'month': 12, 'year': 2006}}, 'string': 'Oct 15, 2006 to Dec 31, 2006'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.45	17946.0	1824.0	1510.0	58135.0	390.0	Hidden in the backstreets of the Ginza district is Eden Hall, a lone bar operated by Ryuu Sasakura, the prodigy bartender who is said to mix the most incredible cocktails anyone has ever tasted. However, not just anyone can find Eden Hall; rather, it is Eden Hall that must find you. Customers of varying backgrounds, each plagued with their own troubles, wander into this bar. Nevertheless, Ryuu always knows the ideal cocktail to console and guide each distraught soul. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2006	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 3713, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Bartender', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/3713/Bartender'}]}	153	1.0130718954248366
	153	6388	11739	Kimi to Boku. 2	You and Me 2	君と僕。2	['You and Me. Second Season', 'Kimi to Boku. 2nd Season']	TV	Manga	['TV Tokyo', 'Aniplex', 'Square Enix', 'Nihon Ad Systems', 'Movic']	['Comedy', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'School', 'Shounen', 'Slice of Life']	['J.C.Staff']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-04-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2012-06-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 4, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 6, 'year': 2012}}, 'string': 'Apr 3, 2012 to Jun 26, 2012'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.06	29134.0	491.0	1509.0	58265.0	317.0	"No matter how many years go by, I'm sure we'll still be laughing together." Twins Yuta and Yuki, Kaname, and Shun have been childhood friends since kindergarten. When transfer student Chizuru joins them, their five man school life becomes all the more lively. Through the changing seasons, the boys will find laughter, surprises, love, and new encounters waiting for them. The second season of the boys growing a little every day of their invaluable daily lives is about to begin! (Source: Crunchyroll)		2012	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 8557, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Kimi to Boku.', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/8557/Kimi_to_Boku'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 10460, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kimi to Boku.', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10460/Kimi_to_Boku'}]}	154	1.7792207792207793
	154	547	634	Koi Kaze		恋風	['Koikaze', 'Love Wind']	TV	Manga	['Geneon Universal Entertainment', 'TV Asahi', 'Rondo Robe']	['Drama', 'Psychological', 'Romance', 'Seinen', 'Slice of Life']	['A.C.G.T.']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2004-04-02T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2004-06-18T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 2, 'month': 4, 'year': 2004}, 'to': {'day': 18, 'month': 6, 'year': 2004}}, 'string': 'Apr 2, 2004 to Jun 18, 2004'}	24	R - 17+ (violence & profanity)	7.25	20872.0	2664.0	1505.0	58239.0	404.0	Saeki Koushirou works as a wedding planner, but his own love life is a shambles. His background makes it difficult for him to commit himself wholeheartedly to love. The child of a divorced couple, he lives with his father. He has a mother and a sister, but he has not seen them in years. After being dumped by his girlfriend, a chance encounter with a female high school student shakes Koushirou's calm and awakens new feelings in him—but he learns that the girl is in fact his sister, who will now be staying with his father and him. Yet, the feelings in Koushirou's heart... (Source: ANN)		2004	Fridays at 02:12 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1331, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Koi Kaze', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1331/Koi_Kaze'}]}	155	0.7483870967741936
	155	2735	3225	Minami-ke Okawari		みなみけ～おかわり～	['Minamike: Okawari']	TV	Manga	['Starchild Records', 'Magic Capsule', 'TV Tokyo Music']	['Comedy', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['Asread']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2008-01-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2008-03-31T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 1, 'year': 2008}, 'to': {'day': 31, 'month': 3, 'year': 2008}}, 'string': 'Jan 7, 2008 to Mar 31, 2008'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.4	33161.0	2064.0	1496.0	58976.0	59.0	The second season of Minami-Ke. It picks up where the first season left off, and just like the first season, it's about the daily lives of the three Minami sisters, Haruka, Kana and Chiaki, and their school friends.		2008	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 2629, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Minami-ke', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/2629/Minami-ke'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 2963, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Minami-ke', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/2963/Minami-ke'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 5162, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Minami-ke Okaeri', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/5162/Minami-ke_Okaeri'}]}	156	0.9166666666666666
	156	9416	27727	Binan Koukou Chikyuu Boueibu LOVE!	Cute High Earth Defense Club LOVE!	美男高校地球防衛部LOVE!	[]	TV	Original	['Sotsu', 'Pony Canyon']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Parody', 'Magic', 'School']	['Diomedea']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2015-01-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2015-03-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 1, 'year': 2015}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 3, 'year': 2015}}, 'string': 'Jan 7, 2015 to Mar 25, 2015'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.02	22081.0	3584.0	1491.0	59224.0	481.0	Why should girls get to have all the fun? These magical boys are here to save the world from the loveless... at least that's what the pink wombat who gives them their magical powers wants them to do. In Binan Koukou Chikyuu Bouei-bu Love!, the main characters are the members of the "Earth Defense Club" at the Binan High School, though all they really want to do is hang out, goof off, and relax at the nearby Kurotama Bath. One fateful day, though, a pink wombat appears out of nowhere and forces these five high school students to become "Battle Lovers" and protect Earth from a trio of villains who are taking orders from a green hedgehog. Over the course of the series, the Battle Lovers will take on a variety of fiends, including the chikuwabu monster, a chopstick phantom, a monster remote control, and plenty more strange enemies! Will the heirs to the throne of love be able to protect Earth from those who want to destroy love? Or will the Earth Conquest Club fill the world with hate?		2015	Wednesdays at 01:40 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 85057, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Binan Koukou Chikyuu Bouei-bu Love! Novel!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/85057/Binan_Koukou_Chikyuu_Bouei-bu_Love_Novel'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 31417, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Binan Koukou Chikyuu Boueibu LOVE! LOVE!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/31417/Binan_Koukou_Chikyuu_Boueibu_LOVE_LOVE'}]}	157	0.5477707006369427
	157	8085	20555	SoniAni: Super Sonico The Animation	Soni-Ani: Super Sonico The Animation	そにアニ -SUPER SONICO THE ANIMATION-	[]	TV	Other	['Genco', 'Pony Canyon', 'Movic', 'Half H.P Studio', 'AT-X', 'Nitroplus', 'KlockWorx', 'Showgate', 'Good Smile Company']	['Music', 'Slice of Life']	['White Fox']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-01-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-03-24T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 1, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 24, 'month': 3, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Jan 6, 2014 to Mar 24, 2014'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.19	19928.0	7087.0	1488.0	59358.0	151.0	Super Sonico is a clutzy, adorable, and well-endowed 18-year old girl. She's a complete sucker for anything cute, especially stray cats, all of which she giddily adopts. However, though Sonico should be enjoying a carefree and simple lifestyle as a young college student, her life is really anything but easy: she must balance being a professional model, working part-time at her grandmother's restaurant, and practicing guitar and performing concerts with her friends Suzu Fujimi and Fuuri Watanuki in their band, First Astronomical Velocity—all while attending college. SoniAni: Super Sonico the Animation follows Sonico as she faces daunting challenges in her search for her place in the world, even when her days are brimming with love and happiness. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2014	Unknown	{'Character': [{'mal_id': 10519, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mahou Shoujo Sonico★Magica', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10519/Mahou_Shoujo_Sonico★Magica'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 35329, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Ultrasonico', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/35329/Ultrasonico'}]}	158	0.08227848101265822
	158	8950	24629	Koufuku Graffiti	Gourmet Girl Graffiti	幸腹グラフィティ	['Happy Cooking Graffiti']	TV	4-koma manga	['TBS', 'flying DOG']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Seinen']	['Shaft']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2015-01-09T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2015-03-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 9, 'month': 1, 'year': 2015}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 3, 'year': 2015}}, 'string': 'Jan 9, 2015 to Mar 27, 2015'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.82	20882.0	4332.0	1484.0	59657.0	129.0	The path to becoming a fine wife begins with being an accomplished cook—at least, that is what Ryou Machiko's late grandmother had led her to believe. For a middle schooler, Ryou's cooking skills are incomparable; but recently, though Ryou's food looks appetizing and smells inviting, the taste has not been delicious. Just when the dejected art student comes to terms with the possibility that she might continue living alone for the rest of her life, her aunt tells her that Kirin Morino—Ryou's second cousin—will begin staying with her every weekend since the younger girl has joined a cram school in Tokyo and aims to attend the same school as Ryou. Surprisingly, with her cousin's arrival, Ryou finds that her cooking has vastly improved—apparently, it is not her prowess in the kitchen, but the sharing of the experience with those closest to her that seems to make the flavors shine. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2015	Fridays at 01:46 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 73865, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Koufuku Graffiti', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/73865/Koufuku_Graffiti'}]}	159	0.39622641509433965
	159	4283	6164	Aoi Hana	Sweet Blue Flowers	青い花	['Aoihana', 'Blue Flower']	TV	Manga	['Fuji TV', 'Fuji Pacific Music Publishing']	['Romance', 'Slice of Life', 'Shoujo Ai']	['J.C.Staff']	11.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2009-07-02T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2009-09-10T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 2, 'month': 7, 'year': 2009}, 'to': {'day': 10, 'month': 9, 'year': 2009}}, 'string': 'Jul 2, 2009 to Sep 10, 2009'}	22	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.23	23328.0	2725.0	1472.0	60467.0	340.0	Fumi Manjoume, an introverted, bookish teenage girl, is beginning her first year of high school at Matsuoka Girls' High School. She enters the school year with her heart broken by a previous relationship. At about the same time, she reconnects with her best friend from ten years ago, Akira Okudaira, who is now attending Fujigatani Girls' Academy as a first-year high school student. As they reconnect, they both deal with their own respective romantic problems, and help each other get through them. (Source: ANN)		2009	Thursdays at 02:08 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1363, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Aoi Hana', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1363/Aoi_Hana'}]}	160	0.71875
	160	6619	12815	Shirokuma Cafe	Polar Bear Cafe	しろくまカフェ	['Polar Bear Café', 'Shirokuma Café']	TV	Manga	['TV Tokyo', 'Avex Entertainment']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Josei']	['Studio Pierrot']	50.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-04-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-03-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 4, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 3, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Apr 5, 2012 to Mar 28, 2013'}	24	G - All Ages	8.0	10940.0	574.0	1469.0	60580.0	754.0	Situated near the local zoo and owned by the charismatic polar bear Shirokuma, Shirokuma Cafe is a popular spot for animals and humans alike, allowing them to sit back and relax after a hard day of work. Whether it's a cold beverage or the latest item on his menu, Shirokuma finds joy in being able to serve his customers, often striking up conversations about various subjects. Together with the sarcastic Penguin and the clumsy Panda, they form an odd trio who get themselves caught up in all sorts of misadventures with their other friends such as Grizzly, a bar owner, and Sasako, a human who works at the cafe. From dealing with unrequited love, outdoor camping trips, karaoke sessions, and even the secret to brewing delicious coffee, there's always something bound to be happening in Shirokuma Cafe! [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2012	Thursdays at 17:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 35695, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Shirokuma Café', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/35695/Shirokuma_Café'}]}	161	1.6770186335403727
	161	5974	10378	Shinryaku!? Ika Musume	The Squid Girl 2	侵略!?イカ娘	['The Invader Comes From the Bottom of the Sea!', 'Shinryaku! Ika Musume 2']	TV	Manga	['TV Tokyo', 'Lantis', 'Pony Canyon', 'TV Tokyo Music', 'Studio Jack']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Shounen']	['Diomedea']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2011-09-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2011-12-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 27, 'month': 9, 'year': 2011}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 12, 'year': 2011}}, 'string': 'Sep 27, 2011 to Dec 25, 2011'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.58	31686.0	1438.0	1453.0	61754.0	130.0	After regaining her squid-like abilities, Ika Musume plans to resume her self-appointed mission to destroy all of humanity. However, her carefree job as a waitress in the Lemon beach house meant she cannot help but laze around during her spare time! On top of that, she is saddled with many problems, such as being pursued by a group of alien-obsessed individuals and catching the interest of a crazy girl. Picking up after the conclusion of the first season, Shinryaku!? Ika Musume follows the hilarious life of Ika Musume as she plots her next invasion of the surface world. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2011	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 12671, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Shinryaku! Ika Musume', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/12671/Shinryaku_Ika_Musume'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 8557, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Shinryaku! Ika Musume', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/8557/Shinryaku_Ika_Musume'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 13267, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Shinryaku!! Ika Musume', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/13267/Shinryaku_Ika_Musume'}]}	162	1.1666666666666667
	162	11424	32948	Fune wo Amu	The Great Passage	舟を編む	[]	TV	Novel	['Aniplex', 'Dentsu', 'Fuji TV', 'Kyoraku Industrial Holdings', 'Kansai Telecasting', 'Kobunsha']	['Slice of Life', 'Drama', 'Romance']	['Zexcs']	11.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-10-14T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-12-23T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 14, 'month': 10, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 23, 'month': 12, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Oct 14, 2016 to Dec 23, 2016'}	22	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.68	22393.0	1148.0	1441.0	62444.0	233.0	Kouhei Araki, a veteran editor of the dictionary editorial division at Genbu Publishing, plans to retire in order to better care for his ailing wife. However, before retiring, he must find a replacement to complete his latest project: a new dictionary called "The Great Passage." But no matter where he looks, he cannot find anyone suitable, as making a dictionary requires a wealth of patience, time, and dedication. Mitsuya Majime works in Genbu Publishing's sales division, yet he has poor social skills and an inability to read the mood in most situations. In spite of this, he excels at having an enthusiasm for words thanks to his love of reading and careful personality. It is these skills that draw Araki to him and prompt him to offer Majime a position in the dictionary editorial department. As Majime accepts his new position, he finds himself unsure of his abilities and questioning whether he will fit in with his new co-workers. Yet amid the vast sea of words, The Great Passage will bring them together. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2016	Fridays at 00:55 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 108290, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Fune wo Amu', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/108290/Fune_wo_Amu'}]}	163	1.3312883435582823
	163	9180	25867	Rolling☆Girls	The Rolling Girls	ローリング☆ガールズ	[]	TV	Original	['Dentsu', 'Shochiku', 'Mainichi Broadcasting System', 'Pony Canyon', 'Movic']	['Action', 'Adventure', 'Slice of Life', 'Super Power']	['Wit Studio']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2015-01-11T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2015-03-29T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 11, 'month': 1, 'year': 2015}, 'to': {'day': 29, 'month': 3, 'year': 2015}}, 'string': 'Jan 11, 2015 to Mar 29, 2015'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.63	20728.0	5229.0	1429.0	63680.0	174.0	In a dystopian future where Japan's political organization has crumbled after the Great Tokyo War, Japan is broken up into 10 independent nations, with each nation controlled by a gang led by a "Best," a human-proclaimed prophet with destructive superpowers. Nozomi Moritomo is a "Rest"—a normal girl that has just started out as a rookie in the local gang. She wants to help the Best Masami Utoku, her childhood friend and role model, in the ongoing territorial dispute. When Masami becomes severely injured and unable to fight, Nozomi decides to go on a mission to complete the requests sent to Masami from all over Japan. Along the way, she meets Yukina Kosaka, a shy girl with no sense of direction; Ai Hibiki, an upbeat girl who loves eating; and Chiaya Misono, a quiet and mysterious girl that wears a gas mask. Together, the four girls travel all over the country on their motorcycles while getting involved in territorial wars, disagreements, and even suspicious conspiracies. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Rolling☆Girls utilizes music from the late 80s to early 90s punk rock band The Blue Hearts as an influence within the series. The opening and closing songs are covers of The Blue Hearts tracks and several of the episodes are named after songs written by the band.	2015	Sundays at 01:58 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 81423, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Rolling☆Girls', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/81423/Rolling☆Girls'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 30499, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Rolling☆Girls: Chibi☆Rolling☆Girls Korokoro Gekijou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/30499/Rolling☆Girls__Chibi☆Rolling☆Girls_Korokoro_Gekijou'}]}	164	0.23780487804878048
	164	348	412	Kore ga Watashi no Goshujinsama	He is My Master	これが私の御主人様	["That's My Master"]	TV	Manga	['Geneon Universal Entertainment', 'TBS', 'DAX Production', 'Memory-Tech']	['Comedy', 'Ecchi', 'Slice of Life']	['Gainax', 'Shaft']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2005-04-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2005-06-30T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 4, 'year': 2005}, 'to': {'day': 30, 'month': 6, 'year': 2005}}, 'string': 'Apr 7, 2005 to Jun 30, 2005'}	24	R+ - Mild Nudity	6.63	32523.0	5220.0	1417.0	64169.0	134.0	Izumi Sawatari and her younger sister, Mitsuki Sawatari, have run away from home and are in need of employment. The only jobs available are as maids in the mansion of 14-year-old millionaire, Yoshitaka Nakabayashi. What seems like simple work is soon revealed to be far more than the girls bargained for when they find Yoshitaka to be an authoritative employer who demands they call him "Master". (Source: Sentai Filmworks)		2005	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1448, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Kore ga Watashi no Goshujinsama', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1448/Kore_ga_Watashi_no_Goshujinsama'}]}	165	0.24848484848484848
	165	2153	2508	Genshiken 2	Genshiken 2	げんしけん2	['Gendai Shikaku Bunka Kenkyuukai 2']	TV	Manga	['Genco', 'Lantis', 'Media Factory', 'Kids Station', 'Magic Capsule', 'Palm Studio', 'Showgate']	['Comedy', 'Parody', 'Slice of Life']	['Arms']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2007-10-10T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2007-12-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 10, 'month': 10, 'year': 2007}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 12, 'year': 2007}}, 'string': 'Oct 10, 2007 to Dec 26, 2007'}	24	R - 17+ (violence & profanity)	7.82	36182.0	861.0	1402.0	64861.0	193.0	The Society for the Study of Modern Visual Culture, otherwise known as Genshiken, is now under the charge of a more confident Sasahara. Things have changed in between semesters, and the otaku club now has a new otaku-hating member named Ogiue. Sasahara's initial goal of starting a doujin circle and selling those fan-made magazines at the next Comic Festival becomes a reality, but reality is a cruel master... who apparently crossplays. Afterward, the club is abuzz with talk about Tanaka and Ohno's relationship, which takes a hesitant step forward. (Source: Media Blasters)		2007	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 348, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Genshiken', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/348/Genshiken'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 1813, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Genshiken OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1813/Genshiken_OVA'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 7882, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Ramen Tenshi Pretty Menma', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/7882/Ramen_Tenshi_Pretty_Menma'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 19159, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Genshiken Nidaime OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/19159/Genshiken_Nidaime_OVA'}]}	166	1.4698795180722892
	166	10489	30895	HaruChika: Haruta to Chika wa Seishun suru	Haruchika: Haruta & Chika	ハルチカ ～ハルタとチカは青春する～	[]	TV	Novel	['Lantis', 'Glovision']	['Music', 'Slice of Life', 'Mystery', 'Romance', 'School']	['P.A. Works']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-01-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-03-24T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 1, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 24, 'month': 3, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Jan 7, 2016 to Mar 24, 2016'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.42	21672.0	6111.0	1395.0	65432.0	122.0	Chika Homura begins her high school career with a goal: to develop a "cute girl" persona. After quitting the volleyball team despite her all-star status, Chika decides to join her school's underrated Wind Instrument Club and play the flute, believing it to be the most delicate and feminine instrument. For the first time in nine years, Chika reunites with her childhood friend and total opposite, Haruta Kamijou. Unfortunately for Chika, Haruta is not fooled by her efforts to become more endearing. But this does not deter Chika, and she develops a crush on the band instructor, Shinjirou Kusakabe—but so does Haruta! However, Chika's high school life just won't go according to plan, as mysteries begin appearing around her and her friends. The club members must work together to solve the mysteries plaguing the school, all while trying to find more members to compete in musical competitions. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2016	Thursdays at 01:35 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 92803, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'HaruChika', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/92803/HaruChika'}]}	167	0.1317365269461078
	167	10850	31680	Super Lovers	Super Lovers	SUPER LOVERS（スーパーラヴァーズ）	[]	TV	Manga	['Kadokawa Shoten', 'DAX Production', 'Nippon Columbia']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'Shounen Ai']	['Studio Deen']	10.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-04-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-06-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 4, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 8, 'month': 6, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Apr 6, 2016 to Jun 8, 2016'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.47	33973.0	1790.0	1371.0	67291.0	839.0	Upon hearing news that his mother was on verge of death, Haru Kaidou—the eldest son of the family—flies all the way to Canada. The moment he arrives, he learns that not only did his mother fool him, but he is also supposed to take care of his adoptive brother, Ren Kaidou, an antisocial kid who feels more comfortable around dogs than people. Due to his new brother's distrustful nature, Haru initially has a hard time reaching out to Ren but their relationship eventually grows. He makes a promise to Ren: they will live together in Japan after Haru graduates from high school. However, due to an unfortunate accident, Haru loses all memories of the summer they spent together, including the promise he made. Five years later, expecting Haru to keep his promise, Ren arrives in Tokyo; but to Haru, Ren is just a random boy claiming to be his brother. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2016	Wednesdays at 23:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 17706, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Super Lovers', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/17706/Super_Lovers'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 33013, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Super Lovers OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33013/Super_Lovers_OVA'}, {'mal_id': 33417, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Super Lovers 2', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33417/Super_Lovers_2'}]}	168	0.9583333333333334
	168	10900	31771	Amanchu!		あまんちゅ！	[]	TV	Manga	['Production I.G', 'Frontier Works', 'Shochiku', 'AT-X', 'flying DOG', 'Tokyo MX', 'Mag Garden']	['Comedy', 'School', 'Shounen', 'Slice of Life']	['J.C.Staff']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-07-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-09-23T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 7, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 23, 'month': 9, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Jul 8, 2016 to Sep 23, 2016'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.34	23399.0	2300.0	1363.0	67858.0	279.0	Originally from a big city, Futaba Ooki spends most days cataloguing her life through pictures on her phone. Upon moving to a seaside town, she gazes out over the vast expanse of sea and quickly becomes captivated by its endless possibilities. Unbeknownst to Futaba, her quiet contemplation catches the attention of local diving enthusiast Hikari Kohinata. Finding herself in the same class as Futaba the next day, Hikari is drawn to her quiet and shy demeanor and affectionately nicknames her Teko, sparking a tender friendship. Struggling to adapt to the change of pace in her life, Futaba finds herself strung along by Hikari's vast energy and passion for diving. Together, they join the school diving club, led by their homeroom teacher Mato Katori. With Hikari by her side, Futaba works to earn her diving certification while experiencing new friendships and possibilities. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2016	Fridays at 23:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 11061, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Amanchu!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/11061/Amanchu'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 33818, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Amanchu!: Yakusoku no Natsu to Atarashii Omoide no Koto', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33818/Amanchu__Yakusoku_no_Natsu_to_Atarashii_Omoide_no_Koto'}, {'mal_id': 36800, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Amanchu! Advance', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36800/Amanchu_Advance'}]}	169	0.7692307692307693
	169	8653	23209	Sora no Method	Celestial Method	天体のメソッド	[]	TV	Original	['Bandai Visual', 'Sotsu', 'Lantis', 'Showgate', 'Good Smile Company', 'Infinite']	['Slice of Life', 'Drama', 'Fantasy', 'School']	['Studio 3Hz']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-10-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-12-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 10, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 12, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Oct 5, 2014 to Dec 28, 2014'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.79	22152.0	4488.0	1357.0	68150.0	213.0	It's been seven years since an unusual saucer mysteriously appeared in the sky above Kiriya Lake. With no one knowing what this strange object was or where it came from, concern and panic spread amongst the people. But as time went on this occurrence went from oddity to tourist attraction. Before long, the world lost interest entirely, and the saucer remained nearly forgotten in the sky. Now, former resident Nonoka Komiya returns to the small town after seven years in Tokyo. With only vague memories of her time in the town, the appearance of a spritely girl named Noel causes Nonoka to slowly remember wishes she and four of her friends made in an old observatory. (Source: Sentai Filmworks)		2014	Sundays at 22:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 79803, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Sora no Method', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/79803/Sora_no_Method'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 30919, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Sora no Method: Aru Shoujo no Kyuujitsu★', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/30919/Sora_no_Method__Aru_Shoujo_no_Kyuujitsu★'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 38891, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Sora no Method (Shinsaku Episode)', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/38891/Sora_no_Method_Shinsaku_Episode'}]}	170	0.34705882352941175
	170	4066	5671	Saki		咲-Saki-	['Saki']	TV	Manga	['TV Tokyo', 'Square Enix', 'Sotsu', 'Lantis', 'Pony Canyon', 'KlockWorx', 'TV Tokyo Music', 'Kiyosumi High School Mahjong Club', 'Sotsu Music Publishing']	['Game', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['Gonzo', 'Picture Magic']	25.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2009-04-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2009-09-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 4, 'year': 2009}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 9, 'year': 2009}}, 'string': 'Apr 6, 2009 to Sep 28, 2009'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.54	27898.0	1555.0	1352.0	68124.0	759.0	Saki Miyanaga is a high school freshman who doesn't like mahjong. Ever since she was a child, she would lose her New Year's gift money during her family mahjong game. If she won, her parents would be upset, and if she lost, well, she lost. As a result, she's learned to play in such a way that her score differential always remains ±0: not good enough to win, but not bad enough to lose. When we meet her, she's being dragged to her school's mahjong club by an old friend. How will a girl who hates mahjong, yet has become adept at the game as a result of her upbringing, survive in this environment? (Sources: ANN and AniDB)		2009	Mondays at 02:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 6310, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Saki', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/6310/Saki'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 7759, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Saki Picture Drama', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/7759/Saki_Picture_Drama'}, {'mal_id': 10884, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Saki Achiga-hen: Episode of Side-A', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10884/Saki_Achiga-hen__Episode_of_Side-A'}, {'mal_id': 27709, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Saki Biyori Animation', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/27709/Saki_Biyori_Animation'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 16123, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Saki Zenkoku-hen', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/16123/Saki_Zenkoku-hen'}]}	171	1.0350877192982457
	171	502	584	Noein: Mou Hitori no Kimi e	Noein: to your other self	ノエイン もうひとりの君へ	['Noein: Toward Another You']	TV	Original	['Lantis', 'Media Factory', 'Rikuentai', 'Toshiba Entertainment', 'Bandai Channel']	['Adventure', 'Drama', 'Sci-Fi', 'Slice of Life']	['Satelight']	24.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2005-10-12T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2006-03-29T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 12, 'month': 10, 'year': 2005}, 'to': {'day': 29, 'month': 3, 'year': 2006}}, 'string': 'Oct 12, 2005 to Mar 29, 2006'}	25	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.69	23610.0	1137.0	1345.0	68418.0	704.0	In the near future, a violent battle takes place between the dimension La'cryma (protector of humanity) and the dimension Shangri-La, bent on the annihilation of all space-time. A group known as the Dragon Calvary is dispatched through space and time, searching for the only thing that can stop the invasion: the Dragon's Torque. In the present, twelve-year old Haruka and her friend Yuu, are contemplating running away from home when they meet a member of the Dragon Calvary named Karasu (Crow). He believes that Haruka possesses the Dragon's Torque and claims to be Yuu from fifteen years in the future... (Source: DVD Complete Series Box Set)		2005	Wednesdays at 01:30 (JST)	{}	172	1.2732558139534884
	172	12132	34262	Oushitsu Kyoushi Heine	The Royal Tutor	王室教師ハイネ	['Oushitsu Kyoushi Haine']	TV	Manga	['TV Tokyo', 'Square Enix', 'Sotsu', 'TV Osaka', 'AT-X', 'DAX Production', 'TV Tokyo Music', 'Avex Pictures', 'BS Japan', 'Dai Nippon Printing', 'Contents Seed', 'A-Sketch']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Historical', 'Shounen']	['Bridge']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-04-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-06-21T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 4, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 21, 'month': 6, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Apr 5, 2017 to Jun 21, 2017'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.58	29227.0	1436.0	1335.0	69235.0	496.0	Equally charming and stern, Heine Wittgenstein is a brilliant man who commands respect, despite his short, childlike stature. Thus, the king of Grannzreich has called upon Heine to undertake a daunting task that has driven away many before him—become the new royal tutor to four princes who are in line for the throne. The four heirs each have very distinct and troublesome personalities: Licht, the flirtatious youngest prince; his immature older brother Leonhard; Bruno the studious third prince; and Kai, the oldest of the four and the most reserved. Hilarity ensues as Heine attempts to connect with each of the princes in order to groom them for the throne. However, Heine's mysterious past and dark undercurrents in the present may threaten the harmony within the kingdom. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2017	Wednesdays at 02:05 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 75243, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Oushitsu Kyoushi Heine', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/75243/Oushitsu_Kyoushi_Heine'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 38313, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Oushitsu Kyoushi Heine Movie', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/38313/Oushitsu_Kyoushi_Heine_Movie'}]}	173	1.0982658959537572
	173	9944	29787	Gochuumon wa Usagi Desu ka??	Is the Order a Rabbit??	ご注文はうさぎですか??	['Gochuumon wa Usagi desu ka? 2', 'GochiUsa 2']	TV	4-koma manga	['Frontier Works', 'AT-X', 'Magic Capsule', 'Bushiroad', 'Showgate', 'Houbunsha', 'NBCUniversal Entertainment Japan', 'i0+', 'Hakuhodo DY Music & Pictures', 'RAY']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy']	['Kinema Citrus', 'White Fox']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2015-10-10T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2015-12-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 10, 'month': 10, 'year': 2015}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 12, 'year': 2015}}, 'string': 'Oct 10, 2015 to Dec 26, 2015'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.93	31098.0	654.0	1324.0	69729.0	660.0	With a new year comes new adventures, especially at the Rabbit House! Since her arrival at the café, Kokoa Hoto has become accustomed to her new life as a waitress even though the Rabbit House isn't the rabbit paradise she initially envisioned it to be. Life is pleasant, and she enjoys spending time both working and playing with her friends and fellow waitresses Chino Kafuu, a cute middle school student with a fuzzy bunny companion named Tippy, and Rize Tedeza, the pig-tailed daughter of a soldier who is readily armed for any scenario. Together with Chiya Ujimatsu and Sharo Kirima, who also work at neighboring cafés in town, the Rabbit House crew gets involved in all sorts of crazy adventures. Throughout these adventures, the girls encounter troubled novelists, rival cafes, secret treasure, and... alcoholic chocolates? [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2015	Saturdays at 21:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 49835, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Gochuumon wa Usagi desu ka?', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/49835/Gochuumon_wa_Usagi_desu_ka'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 21273, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Gochuumon wa Usagi Desu ka?', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/21273/Gochuumon_wa_Usagi_Desu_ka'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 33280, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Gochuumon wa Usagi Desu ka??: Dear My Sister', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33280/Gochuumon_wa_Usagi_Desu_ka__Dear_My_Sister'}]}	174	1.4885057471264367
	174	11254	32673	Udon no Kuni no Kiniro Kemari	Poco's Udon World	うどんの国の金色毛鞠	['Gaogao-chan to Aoi Sora']	TV	Manga	['VAP', 'Nippon Television Network', 'Nippon Television Music', 'Nishinippon Broadcasting', 'Dai Nippon Printing', 'Shinchosha']	['Slice of Life', 'Fantasy', 'Seinen']	['LIDENFILMS']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-10-09T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-12-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 9, 'month': 10, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 12, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Oct 9, 2016 to Dec 25, 2016'}	22	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.79	27952.0	919.0	1322.0	69819.0	348.0	Taking a break from the hustle and bustle of Tokyo, Souta Tawara returns to his hometown in Kagawa. Though his parents are no longer around, his former home and family-owned udon restaurant reminds him of the times his family was still together. Reminiscing about his childhood, Souta enters the udon restaurant and discovers a grimy young boy sleeping. At first, Souta thinks nothing of the chance encounter and provides the boy with food and clothing. However, to his surprise, the boy suddenly sprouts a furry pair of ears and a tail! Souta soon learns that the nameless boy is actually the rumored shapeshifting tanuki that has been inhabiting Kagawa for many years. Thinking that the boy has been living a lonely life, he decides to take him in and name him Poko. Udon no Kuni no Kiniro Kemari follows the heartwarming relationship between Souta and Poko, and through the time they spend together, Souta recalls his own past, the place he left behind for the city, and the relationship he had with his father. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2016	Sundays at 01:55 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 88142, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Udon no Kuni no Kiniro Kemari', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/88142/Udon_no_Kuni_no_Kiniro_Kemari'}]}	175	1.3657142857142857
	175	7130	15911	Yuyushiki	Yuyushiki	ゆゆ式	['Yuyu-shiki']	TV	4-koma manga	['Geneon Universal Entertainment', 'Magic Capsule', 'Showgate', 'Houbunsha', 'Exit Tunes']	['Comedy', 'School', 'Seinen', 'Slice of Life']	['Kinema Citrus']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2013-04-10T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-06-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 10, 'month': 4, 'year': 2013}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 6, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Apr 10, 2013 to Jun 26, 2013'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.43	27600.0	1945.0	1293.0	71225.0	503.0	The story follows the school life of the three girls, Yuzuko, Yukari, and Yui, who join their high school's Data Processing Club. The odd friendship between the three make for wacky humor in even the most mundane of events.		2013	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 45353, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Yuyushiki', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/45353/Yuyushiki'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 19029, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yuyushiki: Nyanyashiki', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/19029/Yuyushiki__Nyanyashiki'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 33035, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yuyushiki: Komarasetari, Komarasaretari', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33035/Yuyushiki__Komarasetari_Komarasaretari'}]}	176	0.8579545454545454
	176	12718	35222	Gakuen Babysitters	School Babysitters	学園ベビーシッターズ	[]	TV	Manga	['Bandai Visual', 'Lantis', 'Nihon Ad Systems', 'Hakusensha', 'Banpresto', 'Marui Group']	['Comedy', 'School', 'Shoujo', 'Slice of Life']	["Brain's Base"]	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-01-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-03-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 1, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 3, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Jan 7, 2018 to Mar 25, 2018'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.9	31017.0	696.0	1289.0	71825.0	556.0	After losing both parents in a fatal plane crash, teenager Ryuuichi Kashima must adjust to his new life as the guardian of his younger brother Kotarou. Although Ryuuichi is able to maintain a friendly and kindhearted demeanor, Kotarou is a reserved toddler still too young to understand the reality of the situation. At their parents' funeral, they are approached by Youko Morinomiya, the stern chairman of an elite academy, who decides to take them under her care. However, there is one condition Ryuuichi must fulfill in exchange for a roof over their heads and enrolment in the school—he must become the school's babysitter. In an effort to support the female teachers at the academy, a babysitter's club was established to look after their infant children; unfortunately, the club is severely short-staffed, so now not only is Ryuuichi responsible for his little brother, but also a handful of toddlers who possess dynamic personalities. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2018	Sundays at 23:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 16922, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Gakuen Babysitters', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/16922/Gakuen_Babysitters'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 37959, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Gakuen Babysitters Special', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/37959/Gakuen_Babysitters_Special'}]}	177	1.4350282485875707
	177	12733	35241	Konohana Kitan	Konohana Kitan	このはな綺譚	[]	TV	Manga	['Genco', 'Lantis', 'AT-X', 'GAGA', 'Memory-Tech', 'Studio Mausu', 'DeNA', 'Kadokawa', 'Melonbooks']	['Slice of Life', 'Fantasy', 'Seinen', 'Shoujo Ai']	['Lerche']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-10-04T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-12-20T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 4, 'month': 10, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 20, 'month': 12, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Oct 4, 2017 to Dec 20, 2017'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.67	23975.0	1184.0	1271.0	72920.0	354.0	In a bustling village of spirits, Yuzu, a cheerful fox girl, starts her first job as an attendant at the traditional hot springs inn Konohanatei. Though Yuzu has no experience working at such a high-class establishment, Kiri, the affable and reliable head attendant, immediately puts her to work learning the basics. While Yuzu's eagerness initially proves to be more of a hindrance than a blessing, her playful nature brings a unique charm to the inn, as both customers and her fellow workers quickly warm up to her clumsy yet well-meaning mistakes. Under the guidance of the other foxes—the rigid Satsuki, the carefree Natsume, the critical Ren, and the quiet Sakura—Yuzu steadily learns the trade of an inn attendant while learning to love the magical world surrounding her. Konohana Kitan presents the heartwarming tale of a simple fox girl forging bonds with others and finding a home amidst the mysterious, beautiful world of spirits. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2017	Wednesdays at 20:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 93399, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Konohana Kitan', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/93399/Konohana_Kitan'}]}	178	1.1797752808988764
	178	6587	12679	Joshiraku	Joshiraku	じょしらく	['Rakugo Girls']	TV	Manga	['Starchild Records', 'Mainichi Broadcasting System', 'Kodansha', 'KlockWorx']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Shounen']	['J.C.Staff']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-07-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2012-09-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 7, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 9, 'year': 2012}}, 'string': 'Jul 6, 2012 to Sep 28, 2012'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.53	23051.0	1577.0	1267.0	73389.0	344.0	Joshiraku follows the conversations of five rakugo storyteller girls relating the odd things that happen to them each day. Their comedic and satirical chatting covers all kinds of topics, from pointless observations of everyday life, to politics, manga, and more. Each girl has something new to add to the discussion, and the discourse never ends in the same place it began. Each of the rakugo girls has their own unique personality, with the energetic but immature Marii Buratei; the seemingly cute Kigurumi Haroukitei; the inherently lucky and carefree Tetora Bouhatei; the calm and violent Gankyou Kuurubiyuutei; and the pessimistic and unstable Kukuru Anrakutei. These girls—and their mysterious friend in a wrestling mask—give their observations to the audience, either backstage at the rakugo theater or in various famous locations around Tokyo. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2012	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 16104, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Joshiraku', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/16104/Joshiraku'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 15591, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Joshiraku OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/15591/Joshiraku_OVA'}]}	179	0.9720670391061452
	179	13056	35756	Comic Girls		こみっくがーるず	[]	TV	4-koma manga	['Houbunsha', 'Kansai Telecasting', 'BS11', 'My Theater D.D.']	['Comedy', 'Slice of Life']	['Nexus']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-04-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-06-21T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 4, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 21, 'month': 6, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Apr 5, 2018 to Jun 21, 2018'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.56	28683.0	1478.0	1260.0	74260.0	388.0	Moeta Kaoruko ia a 15-year-old high school student and manga creator, who uses the pen name Chaos. After ranking at the bottom of a reader survey, Kaoruko's editor recommends that she enter an all-female dormitory for manga creators. Kaoruko's roommates are shoujo manga creator Koizuka Koyume, teen romance manga creator Irokawa Ruki, and shounen manga creator Katsuki Tsubasa. The girls support each other as they work to become better manga creators. (Source: Anime News Network)		2018	Thursdays at 23:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 96240, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Comic Girls', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/96240/Comic_Girls'}]}	180	1.0222222222222221
	180	10240	30279	Yuru Yuri San☆Hai!		ゆるゆり さん☆ハイ！	['Yuru Yuri 3rd Season', 'Yuru Yuri Third Season', 'Yuru Yuri-san High!: YuruYuri S3']	TV	Manga	['Sotsu', 'Pony Canyon']	['Comedy', 'School', 'Shoujo Ai', 'Slice of Life']	['TYO Animations']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2015-10-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2015-12-22T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 10, 'year': 2015}, 'to': {'day': 22, 'month': 12, 'year': 2015}}, 'string': 'Oct 6, 2015 to Dec 22, 2015'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.02	39408.0	551.0	1260.0	73891.0	568.0	Third season of Yuru Yuri.		2015	Tuesdays at 02:05 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 11593, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Yuru Yuri', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/11593/Yuru_Yuri'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 30902, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yuru Yuri Nachuyachumi!+', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/30902/Yuru_Yuri_Nachuyachumi_'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 37773, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yuru Yuri,', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/37773/Yuru_Yuri'}]}	181	1.5082872928176796
	181	4890	7627	Mitsudomoe	Mitsudomoe	みつどもえ	['Three Way Struggle']	TV	Manga	['Aniplex', 'Lantis', 'Cospa', 'Studio Mausu', 'Akita Shoten']	['Comedy', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['Bridge']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2010-07-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2010-09-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 7, 'year': 2010}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 9, 'year': 2010}}, 'string': 'Jul 3, 2010 to Sep 26, 2010'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.68	31442.0	1161.0	1254.0	74245.0	523.0	The 11-year-old Marui triplets could not be any more different. The oldest one, Mitsuba, is sadistic and kind of mature for her age. The middle one, Futaba, is perverted and very athletic and has the strength of a full-grown man. The youngest one, Hitoha, is generally very quiet and gentle but when push comes to shove, she might just be the strongest, the most perverted and the most sadistic out of the three. The three are all in the same class, led by the newly graduated teacher Yabe Satoshi. He usually gets pushed around by the girls and, on occasion, abused but the triplets also try to lead him and the new school nurse, the clumsy Kuriyama Aiko, together. However, Yabe had no intention of dating Aiko and the methods the triplets use to accomplish their goal are highly unorthodox...	The first two episodes were shown to a select audience at a special preview airing held in Tokyo on June 20, 2010. The normal broadcast started on July 3, 2010.	2010	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 17641, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Mitsudomoe', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/17641/Mitsudomoe'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 9396, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mitsudomoe: Oppai Ippai Mama Genki', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/9396/Mitsudomoe__Oppai_Ippai_Mama_Genki'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 9510, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mitsudomoe Zouryouchuu!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/9510/Mitsudomoe_Zouryouchuu'}]}	182	1.1813186813186813
	182	11220	32607	Gi(a)rlish Number	Girlish Number	ガーリッシュ ナンバー	[]	TV	Original	['Frontier Works', 'TBS', 'DAX Production', 'ASCII Media Works', 'NBCUniversal Entertainment Japan', 'i0+', 'Medicos Entertainment', 'NichiNare']	['Slice of Life']	['Diomedea']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-10-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-12-23T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 10, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 23, 'month': 12, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Oct 7, 2016 to Dec 23, 2016'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.96	26080.0	3803.0	1254.0	74349.0	139.0	College student Chitose Karasuma is determined not to do boring things as she enters the adult world. To this end, this bad-mannered beauty barges into a facility that trains would-be voice actors and actresses, somehow landing a job at "Number One Produce," a seiyuu agency managed by her older brother, Gojou. In Chitose's mind, she's poised for greatness, but finds herself at a loss when she continues to only get minor roles. As she clashes with other girls in the agency, including a cunning airhead and a girl with a Kansai accent, Chitose is about to learn that there's more to succeeding in this competitive industry than she imagined. (Source: ANN)		2016	Fridays at 02:28 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 96413, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Gi(a)rlish Number', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/96413/Giarlish_Number'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 35380, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Gi(a)rlish Number Shura', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/35380/Giarlish_Number_Shura'}]}	183	0.4262295081967213
	183	975	1142	Hachimitsu to Clover II	Honey and Clover II	ハチミツとクローバー II	['Honey and Clover 2', 'Honey & Clover II']	TV	Manga	['Genco', 'Fuji TV', 'Sony Music Entertainment', 'Shueisha']	['Drama', 'Josei', 'Romance', 'Slice of Life']	['J.C.Staff']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2006-06-30T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2006-09-15T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 30, 'month': 6, 'year': 2006}, 'to': {'day': 15, 'month': 9, 'year': 2006}}, 'string': 'Jun 30, 2006 to Sep 15, 2006'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.32	40337.0	222.0	1230.0	75771.0	878.0	The sequel and final installment to the highly popular series once again delves into the life stories and love lives of Takemoto Yuuta, Mayama Takumi and Morita Shinobu. The story continues where the first season left off, after Takemoto's self-discovery journey around Japan. Of course, the love triangles and tribulations they face will continue, and eventually decide the paths to their future. (Source: ANN)	Hachimitsu to Clover II aired on Fuji Television's noitaminA block.	2006	Fridays at 00:45 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1009, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Hachimitsu to Clover', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1009/Hachimitsu_to_Clover'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 16, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hachimitsu to Clover', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/16/Hachimitsu_to_Clover'}, {'mal_id': 644, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hachimitsu to Clover Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/644/Hachimitsu_to_Clover_Specials'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 38864, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Lion meets HachiClo', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/38864/Lion_meets_HachiClo'}]}	184	1.6358695652173914
	184	5682	9776	A-Channel	A-Channel	Aチャンネル	['A-Channel: The Animation']	TV	4-koma manga	['Aniplex', 'Dentsu', 'Mainichi Broadcasting System']	['Comedy', 'School', 'Seinen', 'Slice of Life']	['Studio Gokumi']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2011-04-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2011-06-24T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 4, 'year': 2011}, 'to': {'day': 24, 'month': 6, 'year': 2011}}, 'string': 'Apr 8, 2011 to Jun 24, 2011'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.02	33207.0	3582.0	1229.0	75985.0	296.0	Tooru and Run have been best friends forever, so when Tooru learns that she's managed to get into the same high school as Run, she runs to tell her... only to find Run in a compromising position with yet another girl, Yuko. Needless to say, that makes things a bit awkward at school, with Tooru fending off those who might be interested in Run while Yuko and their other girlfriend, Nagi, have to deal with Run's own penchant for drama. (Source: Sentai Filmworks)	Pre-aired on April 6, 2011. The regular TV broadcast started on April 8, 2011.	2011	Fridays at 01:40 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 20855, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'A-Channel', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/20855/A-Channel'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 10737, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'A-Channel: +A-Channel', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10737/A-Channel___A-Channel'}, {'mal_id': 35285, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'A-Channel: Nabe wo Tabeyou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/35285/A-Channel__Nabe_wo_Tabeyou'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 11339, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'A-Channel+smile', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/11339/A-Channel_smile'}]}	185	0.4594594594594595
	185	9382	27525	Fate/kaleid liner Prisma☆Illya 2wei Herz!	Fate/Kaleid Liner Prisma Illya 2Wei Herz!	Fate/kaleid liner プリズマ☆イリヤ ツヴァイ ヘルツ！	['Prisma Illya 2wei! Herz']	TV	Manga	['Lantis', 'Kadokawa Shoten', 'AT-X', 'DAX Production', 'KlockWorx', 'Tokyo MX', 'Kadokawa Media House']	['Action', 'Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Magic', 'Fantasy']	['Silver Link.']	10.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2015-07-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2015-09-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 25, 'month': 7, 'year': 2015}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 9, 'year': 2015}}, 'string': 'Jul 25, 2015 to Sep 26, 2015'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.36	38832.0	2230.0	1224.0	76431.0	179.0	Based on the Fate/Kaleid Liner Prisma☆Illya 2wei! manga by Hiroshi Hiroyama, which is a spin-off of the Fate/stay night erotic visual novel by Type-Moon.		2015	Saturdays at 01:40 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 13856, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Fate/kaleid liner Prisma☆Illya 2wei!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/13856/Fate_kaleid_liner_Prisma☆Illya_2wei'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 20509, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Fate/kaleid liner Prisma☆Illya 2wei!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/20509/Fate_kaleid_liner_Prisma☆Illya_2wei'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 31056, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Fate/kaleid liner Prisma☆Illya 2wei Herz! Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/31056/Fate_kaleid_liner_Prisma☆Illya_2wei_Herz_Specials'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 31706, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Fate/kaleid liner Prisma☆Illya 3rei!!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/31706/Fate_kaleid_liner_Prisma☆Illya_3rei'}]}	186	0.7204301075268817
	186	2782	3297	Aria The Origination	Aria The Origination	ARIA The ORIGINATION	['Aria Season 3']	TV	Manga	['TV Tokyo', 'Shochiku', 'Mag Garden']	['Fantasy', 'Sci-Fi', 'Shounen', 'Slice of Life']	['Hal Film Maker']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2008-01-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2008-04-01T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 1, 'year': 2008}, 'to': {'day': 1, 'month': 4, 'year': 2008}}, 'string': 'Jan 8, 2008 to Apr 1, 2008'}	24	G - All Ages	8.57	19206.0	80.0	1216.0	76432.0	3098.0	In the 24th century on the planet Aqua, three girls—Akari Mizunashi, Alice Carroll, and Aika S. Granzchesta—continue to work hard toward achieving their goal of becoming Prima Undines: professional tour guide gondoliers. Luckily, the girls have the guidance of the three best Prima Undines in Neo-Venezia—Alicia Florence, Athena Glory, and Akira E. Ferrari—who are known as the "Water Fairies" in honor of their skill. With their help, the young apprentices train hard and work to overcome any situations that they find themselves in. Aria The Origination follows the hardships and daily lives of these three young girls, who are doing their best to improve as tour gondoliers in Neo-Venezia, a terraformed replica of Venice. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2008	Tuesdays at 02:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 81, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Aria', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/81/Aria'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 2563, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Aria The OVA: Arietta', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/2563/Aria_The_OVA__Arietta'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 4772, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Aria The Origination: Sono Choppiri Himitsu no Basho ni...', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/4772/Aria_The_Origination__Sono_Choppiri_Himitsu_no_Basho_ni'}, {'mal_id': 5196, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Aria The Origination Picture Drama', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/5196/Aria_The_Origination_Picture_Drama'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 29893, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Aria The Avvenire', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/29893/Aria_The_Avvenire'}]}	187	1.7219251336898396
	187	8293	21681	Hanayamata	Hanayamata	ハナヤマタ	[]	TV	Manga	['TV Tokyo', 'Avex Entertainment', 'Sotsu', 'Movic', 'AT-X', 'DIVE II Entertainment', 'Bandai Namco Games']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'School']	['Madhouse']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-07-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-09-23T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 7, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 23, 'month': 9, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Jul 8, 2014 to Sep 23, 2014'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.38	27351.0	2149.0	1206.0	77509.0	301.0	Naru Sekiya is an average 14-year-old girl with average intelligence, average athleticism, and average talents. She once had hopes that starting high school would change all that. Unfortunately, the reality could not be further from the truth and she remains a wallflower. Why can't real life be like fairy tales where a handsome prince lifts a poor girl from obscurity and transforms her into a dazzling princess? Her average student life changes when she meets a blonde girl dancing on top of a gate to a shrine. Naru assumes the girl is a fairy, but it turns out she's just a regular girl, too. But it also just so happens that she's a transfer student named Hana from America who fell in love with yosakoi, a type of dance, and came to Japan with the intention to start her own club! Excited that she's classmates with the girl she met the night before, Hana tries to recruit Naru to become the first member of the brand new yosakoi club. Too bad the thought of dancing in front of everyone terrifies her! Can Hana convince Naru to join the club? Will Naru fall in love with yosakoi? Find out in Hanayamata!		2014	Tuesdays at 01:35 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 34977, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Hanayamata', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/34977/Hanayamata'}]}	188	0.7287234042553191
	188	5168	8426	Hourou Musuko	Wandering Son	放浪息子	['The Transient Son']	TV	Manga	['Aniplex', 'AIC', 'Dentsu', 'Fuji TV', 'Magic Capsule', 'Enterbrain', 'Fuji Pacific Music Publishing']	['Drama', 'Romance', 'School', 'Seinen', 'Slice of Life']	['AIC Classic']	11.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2011-01-14T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2011-04-01T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 14, 'month': 1, 'year': 2011}, 'to': {'day': 1, 'month': 4, 'year': 2011}}, 'string': 'Jan 14, 2011 to Apr 1, 2011'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.79	26484.0	910.0	1184.0	78831.0	778.0	Effeminate fifth grader Shuuichi Nitori is considered by most to be one of the prettiest girls in school, but much to her dismay, she is actually biologically male. Fortunately, Shuuichi has a childhood friend who has similar feelings of discomfort related to gender identity: the lanky tomboy Yoshino Takatsuki, who, though biologically female, does not identify as a girl. These two friends share a similar secret and find solace in one another; however, their lives become even more complicated when they must tread the unfamiliar waters of a new school, attempt to make new friends, and struggle to maintain old ones. Faced with nearly insurmountable odds, they must learn to deal with the harsh realities of growing up, transexuality, relationships, and acceptance. Lauded as a decidedly serious take on gender identity and LGBT struggles, Takako Shimura's Hourou Musuko is about Shuuichi and Yoshino's attempts to discover their true selves as they enter puberty, make friends, fall in love, and face some very real and difficult choices. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Please note that this series was 11 episodes when aired on TV but 12 episodes when it was released on BD & DVD. See more info for further details.Hourou Musuko won the Best Animated Broadcast Release at the 65th Motion Picture and Television Engineering Society of Japan Awards in 2012.	2011	Fridays at 01:15 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 585, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Hourou Musuko', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/585/Hourou_Musuko'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 10935, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hourou Musuko Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10935/Hourou_Musuko_Specials'}]}	189	1.253968253968254
	189	13116	35905	Ryuuou no Oshigoto!	The Ryuo's Work is Never Done!	りゅうおうのおしごと！	[]	TV	Light novel	['AT-X', 'Magic Capsule', 'Nippon Columbia', 'KlockWorx', 'BS Fuji', 'Tokyo MX', 'Hakuhodo DY Music & Pictures', 'Radio Osaka', 'Aquamarine']	['Slice of Life', 'Game', 'Comedy']	['Project No.9']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-01-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-03-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 1, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 3, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Jan 8, 2018 to Mar 26, 2018'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.07	32698.0	3414.0	1165.0	80387.0	173.0	The story is about a teenage boy who happens to be a shougi master. One day, a nine-year-old girl turns up at his house, requesting to be taken as his disciple. From there, all kinds of wacky hijinks ensue. (Source: ANN, edited)		2018	Mondays at 22:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 92231, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Ryuuou no Oshigoto!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/92231/Ryuuou_no_Oshigoto'}]}	190	0.47368421052631576
	190	11409	32924	Urara Meirochou	Urara Meirocho	うらら迷路帖	[]	TV	4-koma manga	['TBS', 'Magic Capsule', 'Houbunsha', 'NBCUniversal Entertainment Japan', 'Nichion']	['Comedy', 'Fantasy', 'Seinen', 'Slice of Life']	['J.C.Staff']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-01-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-03-24T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 1, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 24, 'month': 3, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Jan 6, 2017 to Mar 24, 2017'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.19	23493.0	2927.0	1160.0	80549.0	326.0	The little town of Meirochou is populated by fortune tellers dubbed "Uraras" who congregate to wield mysterious powers and help people find their way in life. Arriving in town one day is a girl named Chiya who grew up among animals in the mountains but lacks basic common knowledge as a human. There, she meets other girls her age, such as Kon and Koume, who like Chiya, enter a fortune telling shop called Natsumeya where they also meet a shy girl named Nono. Together, the four girls begin a life of training to become top "uraras" and the adventures begin. (Source: TBS Global Business)		2017	Fridays at 01:58 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 86327, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Urara Meirochou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/86327/Urara_Meirochou'}]}	191	0.5497382198952879
	191	12298	34591	Natsume Yuujinchou Roku	Natsume's Book of Friends Season 6	夏目友人帳 陸	['Natsume Yuujinchou Season 6', "Natsume's Book of Friends Six"]	TV	Manga	['TV Tokyo', 'Aniplex', 'Nihon Ad Systems', 'Hakusensha']	['Drama', 'Fantasy', 'Shoujo', 'Slice of Life', 'Supernatural']	['Shuka']	11.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-04-12T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-06-21T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 12, 'month': 4, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 21, 'month': 6, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Apr 12, 2017 to Jun 21, 2017'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.72	29574.0	40.0	1146.0	81739.0	620.0	Takashi Natsume has grown accustomed to his encounters with youkai through the Book of Friends, which contains the names of youkai whom his grandmother, Reiko Natsume, has sealed in contracts. These encounters allow Natsume to better understand the youkai, Reiko, and himself. The Book of Friends is a powerful tool that can be used to control youkai; it is sought after by both youkai and exorcists alike. Natsume just wants to live out his daily life in peace but is constantly disrupted by these experiences. If he is to end this torment, Natsume must explore more about the book and the world of exorcism, as well as begin to open his heart to those who can help him. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2017	Wednesdays at 01:35 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1859, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Natsume Yuujinchou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1859/Natsume_Yuujinchou'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 32983, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Natsume Yuujinchou Go', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/32983/Natsume_Yuujinchou_Go'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 36275, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Natsume Yuujinchou Roku Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36275/Natsume_Yuujinchou_Roku_Specials'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 36538, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Natsume Yuujinchou Movie: Utsusemi ni Musubu', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36538/Natsume_Yuujinchou_Movie__Utsusemi_ni_Musubu'}]}	192	1.71875
	192	30	53	Ai Yori Aoshi	Ai Yori Aoshi	藍より青し	['Bluer Than Indigo']	TV	Manga	['Movic', 'Fuji TV', 'Pioneer LDC', 'Cosmic Ray']	['Harem', 'Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Drama', 'Romance']	['J.C.Staff']	24.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2002-04-11T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2002-09-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 11, 'month': 4, 'year': 2002}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 9, 'year': 2002}}, 'string': 'Apr 11, 2002 to Sep 26, 2002'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.2	40592.0	2844.0	1139.0	81572.0	415.0	Kaoru Hanabishi, a college student who lives alone, met a beautiful but bewildered girl dressed in a kimono at a train station. He volunteered to guide her way to the address she was looking for, which happened to be in his neighborhood, but turned out to be an empty lot. Not knowing what to do next, Kaoru invited the devastated girl to his apartment and asked for any additional clues to her destination. She supplied him with a photo of two children whom Kauru immediately identified as himself and Aoi Sakuraba, his childhood friend. It turned out that the girl in front of him is Aoi Sakuraba herself, his betrothed fiancee who came all the way to Tokyo to marry him. Her revelation was not only surprising but also reminded the deepest part of Kaoru's memory for why he left the Hanabishi family in the first place.		2002	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 75, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Ai yori Aoshi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/75/Ai_yori_Aoshi'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 394, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Ai Yori Aoshi: Enishi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/394/Ai_Yori_Aoshi__Enishi'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 6709, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Ai Yori Aoshi: Yumegatari', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/6709/Ai_Yori_Aoshi__Yumegatari'}]}	193	0.5647668393782384
	193	1686	1965	Sola		sola	['Sky']	TV	Manga	['Lantis']	['Drama', 'Romance', 'Slice of Life', 'Supernatural']	['Nomad']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2007-04-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2007-06-30T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 4, 'year': 2007}, 'to': {'day': 30, 'month': 6, 'year': 2007}}, 'string': 'Apr 7, 2007 to Jun 30, 2007'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.29	38372.0	2527.0	1120.0	82662.0	416.0	Yorito Morimiya is obsessed with the sky. He especially loves taking pictures of its array of different faces—sunrises, sunsets, clouds. On one of his early-morning excursions to photograph the sunrise, Yorito meets a strange girl engaged in an argument with a vending machine. By the time that Yorito forces the girl's tomato juice out of the machine, she's vanished without a trace. Sola follows the story of Yorito, his sister Aono, and their childhood friends Mana and Koyori Ishizuki, as well as that of a mysterious girl who appears and disappears, and who seems to harbor a dark secret. In a world where magic and the supernatural are never far below the surface and no one is who they seem to be, love and loneliness vie for supremacy beneath Yorito's sky.	Sola was the first anime written by Hisaya Naoki after leaving game publisher Key.	2007	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1665, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Sola', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1665/Sola'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 3174, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Sola Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/3174/Sola_Specials'}]}	194	0.6288659793814433
	194	8861	24031	Denki-gai no Honya-san	Denki-gai	デンキ街の本屋さん	['Denki Machi no Honya-san', 'Denkigai no Honya-san']	TV	Manga	['Sotsu', 'Pony Canyon', 'DAX Production', 'Comic Umenohone', 'Mobcast']	['Comedy', 'Seinen', 'Slice of Life']	['Shin-Ei Animation']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-10-02T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-12-18T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 2, 'month': 10, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 18, 'month': 12, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Oct 2, 2014 to Dec 18, 2014'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.26	36813.0	2613.0	1075.0	87831.0	228.0	Umio is a shy kid who just started his part time job at a manga store smack dab in the middle of the city. But his lifestyle isn't as glamorous as the neon lights that illuminate the city. Umio's closest friends are his co-workers who are all unique characters, to say the least, and although they're nice people, they have their quirks. They are a tight knit group of friends, have nicknames for each other and spend their weekends inside, sheltered from the extravagant scene happening on the outside. (Source: MU)	The first half of Episode 1 was streamed in advance as a preview on September 23, 2014. on Niconico Live. Regular broadcasting began on October 2, 2014.	2014	Thursdays at 22:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 42289, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Denki-gai no Honya-san', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/42289/Denki-gai_no_Honya-san'}]}	195	0.6051282051282051
	195	9338	26351	Nagato Yuki-chan no Shoushitsu	The Disappearance of Nagato Yuki-chan	長門有希ちゃんの消失	['The Vanishing of Nagato Yuki-chan']	TV	Manga	['Lantis', 'Kadokawa Shoten', 'AT-X', 'KlockWorx', 'chara-ani.com', 'Tokyo MX', 'Sankyo Planning', 'Docomo Anime Store', 'Kadokawa Media House']	['Comedy', 'Romance', 'School', 'Seinen', 'Slice of Life']	['Satelight']	16.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2015-04-04T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2015-07-18T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 4, 'month': 4, 'year': 2015}, 'to': {'day': 18, 'month': 7, 'year': 2015}}, 'string': 'Apr 4, 2015 to Jul 18, 2015'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.76	32994.0	4629.0	1074.0	87819.0	208.0	In an alternate universe, shy, awkward Yuki Nagato attempts to court her crush, Kyon, with the help of her best friend and neighbor, the perky and indomitable Ryoko Asakura. Together, the trio defends their high school literature club from extermination…and from the pestering of their over-the-top classmate Tsuruya and her friend and minion Mikuru. (Source: FUNimation, edited)	Episode 1 was previewed at a screening at Kadokawa Cinema Shinjuku on March 22, 2015. Regular broadcasting began on April 4, 2015.	2015	Saturdays at 01:40 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 13544, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Nagato Yuki-chan no Shoushitsu', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/13544/Nagato_Yuki-chan_no_Shoushitsu'}], 'Spin-off': [{'mal_id': 849, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Suzumiya Haruhi no Yuuutsu', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/849/Suzumiya_Haruhi_no_Yuuutsu'}, {'mal_id': 4382, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Suzumiya Haruhi no Yuuutsu (2009)', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/4382/Suzumiya_Haruhi_no_Yuuutsu_2009'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 30379, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Nagato Yuki-chan no Shoushitsu: Owarenai Natsuyasumi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/30379/Nagato_Yuki-chan_no_Shoushitsu__Owarenai_Natsuyasumi'}]}	196	0.29081632653061223
	196	3474	4477	Nodame Cantabile: Paris-hen		のだめカンタービレ 巴里編	['Nodame Cantabile Paris Chapter', 'Nodame Cantabile Pari-hen']	TV	Manga	['Fuji TV', 'Asmik Ace', 'Sony Music Entertainment']	['Music', 'Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Romance', 'Josei']	['J.C.Staff']	11.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2008-10-10T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2008-12-19T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 10, 'month': 10, 'year': 2008}, 'to': {'day': 19, 'month': 12, 'year': 2008}}, 'string': 'Oct 10, 2008 to Dec 19, 2008'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.23	56663.0	301.0	1041.0	90661.0	292.0	Having been given the opportunity to study in Paris, Noda accompanies Chiaki to Europe as he strives to become the accomplished conductor he always dreamt to be. (Source: ANN)		2008	Fridays at 00:45 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 419, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Nodame Cantabile', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/419/Nodame_Cantabile'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 1698, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Nodame Cantabile', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1698/Nodame_Cantabile'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 5656, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'PuriGorota: Uchuu no Yuujou Daibouken', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/5656/PuriGorota__Uchuu_no_Yuujou_Daibouken'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 6187, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Nodame Cantabile OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/6187/Nodame_Cantabile_OVA'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 8038, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Nodame Cantabile Finale Special', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/8038/Nodame_Cantabile_Finale_Special'}]}	197	1.49746192893401
	197	11438	32983	Natsume Yuujinchou Go	Natsume's Book of Friends Season 5	夏目友人帳 伍	['Natsume Yuujinchou Season 5', "Natsume's Book of Friends Five"]	TV	Manga	['TV Tokyo', 'Aniplex', 'Nihon Ad Systems', 'Hakusensha']	['Slice of Life', 'Supernatural', 'Drama', 'Fantasy', 'Shoujo']	['Shuka']	11.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-10-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-12-21T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 10, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 21, 'month': 12, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Oct 5, 2016 to Dec 21, 2016'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.63	36328.0	67.0	1035.0	91856.0	512.0	Season 5 of Natsume Yuujinchou.		2016	Wednesdays at 01:35 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1859, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Natsume Yuujinchou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1859/Natsume_Yuujinchou'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 11665, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Natsume Yuujinchou Shi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/11665/Natsume_Yuujinchou_Shi'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 34534, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Natsume Yuujinchou Go Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34534/Natsume_Yuujinchou_Go_Specials'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 34591, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Natsume Yuujinchou Roku', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34591/Natsume_Yuujinchou_Roku'}]}	198	1.6414141414141414
	198	11500	33094	WWW.Working!!	WWW.WAGNARIA!!	WWW.WORKING!!	[]	TV	Web manga	['Aniplex', 'Yomiuri Telecasting', 'Lawson']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy']	['A-1 Pictures']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-10-01T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-12-24T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 1, 'month': 10, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 24, 'month': 12, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Oct 1, 2016 to Dec 24, 2016'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.53	43823.0	1591.0	1034.0	91958.0	225.0	Daisuke Higashida is a serious first-year student at Higashizaka High School. He lives a peaceful everyday life even though he is not satisfied with the family who doesn't laugh at all and makes him tired. However, his father's company goes bankrupt one day, and he can no longer afford allowances, cellphone bills, and commuter tickets. When his father orders him to take up a part-time job, Daisuke decides to work at a nearby family restaurant in order to avoid traveling 15 kilometers to school by bicycle.		2016	Saturdays at 23:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 91866, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Working!! Web-ban', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/91866/Working_Web-ban'}], 'Alternative setting': [{'mal_id': 6956, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Working!!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/6956/Working'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 10532, 'type': 'anime', 'name': "Working'!! Announcement Specials", 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10532/Working_Announcement_Specials'}]}	199	0.8844221105527639
	199	12253	34494	Sakura Quest	Sakura Quest	サクラクエスト	[]	TV	Original	['AT-X', 'Houbunsha', 'TOHO animation', 'BS11', 'ABC Animation', 'Sony PCL']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy']	['P.A. Works']	25.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-04-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-09-21T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 4, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 21, 'month': 9, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Apr 6, 2017 to Sep 21, 2017'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.46	26054.0	1819.0	1027.0	92687.0	338.0	Tired of her rural home, recent college graduate Yoshino Koharu is desperate to lead a more exciting life in Tokyo. After a fruitless job hunt, she finally receives a part-time offer as queen of the bizarre "Kingdom of Chupakabura," a rundown mini-attraction in the small agricultural town of Manoyama. However, Yoshino discovers upon her arrival in Manoyama that she was mistaken for a celebrity and the job offer was a mistake. Left with no other options, Yoshino reluctantly agrees to take on the role and aid the Board of Tourism in their efforts to revitalize Manoyama. Determined to bring excitement to the dying town with the help of local residents, the queen enacts a series of projects to highlight the beauty and charm of Manoyama's culture. Sakura Quest delves into the story of a tight-knit community that is struggling to balance change while also maintaining the rich traditions and bonds which define their identity. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2017	Thursdays at 00:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 104273, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Sakura Quest', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/104273/Sakura_Quest'}]}	200	0.8
	200	7846	19363	Gin no Saji 2nd Season	Silver Spoon 2nd Season	銀の匙2ndシーズン	['Gin no Saji 2nd Season']	TV	Manga	['Aniplex', 'Dentsu', 'Fuji TV', 'Kyoraku Industrial Holdings']	['Comedy', 'School', 'Shounen', 'Slice of Life']	['A-1 Pictures']	11.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-01-10T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-03-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 10, 'month': 1, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 3, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Jan 10, 2014 to Mar 28, 2014'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.33	58681.0	215.0	1009.0	94790.0	487.0	As the new semester begins at Ooezo Agricultural High School, Hachiken is now used to the tough lifestyle of a rural, agricultural high school. While Hachiken still wonders what he will do in the future, he continues to discover both the harsh and the beautiful realities of the countryside. (Source: ANN)		2014	Fridays at 00:50 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 25096, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Gin no Saji', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/25096/Gin_no_Saji'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 16918, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Gin no Saji', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/16918/Gin_no_Saji'}]}	201	1.5124378109452736
	201	102	133	Green Green	Green Green	グリーングリーン	['Green Green TV', 'Guri Guri']	TV	Visual novel	['Pony Canyon', 'Memory-Tech', 'Studio Jack']	['Comedy', 'Ecchi', 'Romance', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['Studio Matrix']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2003-07-12T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2003-09-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 12, 'month': 7, 'year': 2003}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 9, 'year': 2003}}, 'string': 'Jul 12, 2003 to Sep 27, 2003'}	24	R+ - Mild Nudity	6.34	55059.0	6465.0	1001.0	95049.0	250.0	Kanenone Gakuen is an all-male boarding school located in the countryside of Japan. Although an all-male school is nothing new, life can become quite difficult when there are no female students for miles around. In order to help the psychological health of everyone involved, the school board has decided to try and merge with the nearest all-girl boarding school in order to become co-ed. The boys of Kanenone are more than thrilled at the prospect, and the girls are curious as to how interesting school life might become if there were more boys around. Before any serious decisions are made, the girls have been invited to stay at Kanenone for one month as a test. Green Green follows Yuusuke Takazaki and his naughty room mates called the Baka (Idiot) Trio, and their ability to talk to the girls without making complete fools of themselves. But as soon as the school bus with the girls arrives, things become weird, hormonal, and hysterical. In particular, a girl named Midori Chitose leaps off the bus and immediately embraces a very confused Yuusuke. Is he a natural ladies' man, or do the two of them have a shared history that he is not aware of?		2003	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 92381, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Green Green', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/92381/Green_Green'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 651, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Green Green Thirteen: Erolutions', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/651/Green_Green_Thirteen__Erolutions'}], 'Alternative version': [{'mal_id': 881, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Green Green OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/881/Green_Green_OVA'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 1679, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Green Green Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1679/Green_Green_Specials'}]}	202	0.07425742574257425
	202	9126	25519	Yuuki Yuuna wa Yuusha de Aru	Yuki Yuna is a Hero	結城友奈は勇者である	['Yuki Yuna wa Yusha de Aru', 'Yuuki Yuuna is a Hero', 'YuYuYu']	TV	Original	['Dentsu', 'Mainichi Broadcasting System', 'Pony Canyon', 'Movic', 'KlockWorx']	['Slice of Life', 'Psychological', 'Drama', 'Magic', 'Fantasy']	['Studio Gokumi']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-10-17T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-12-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 17, 'month': 10, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 12, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Oct 17, 2014 to Dec 26, 2014'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.45	35363.0	1857.0	1000.0	95371.0	960.0	In her everyday life, Yuuna Yuuki is a hero. As proof, she is in her middle school's Hero Club, where she does her best to help others and bring a smile to everyone's face. But Yuuna, always up to any task, is about to become an even bigger hero. Mysterious destructive forces called Vertexes begin threatening the world she loves, and the Hero Club is called upon by a strange phone app to save it. Along with her best friend Mimori Tougou, as well as sisters Fuu and Itsuki Inubouzaki, they must transform into magical girls in order to battle the Vertexes. In between studying and putting on shows for kids, Yuuna and the Hero Club must fight for the very existence of their world and face the harsh truths behind their own powers, all the while discovering what it truly means to be a hero. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2014	Fridays at 02:19 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 82411, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Yuuki Yuuna wa Yuusha de Aru', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/82411/Yuuki_Yuuna_wa_Yuusha_de_Aru'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 32826, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yuuki no Baton', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/32826/Yuuki_no_Baton'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 34284, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yuuki Yuuna wa Yuusha de Aru: Washio Sumi no Shou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34284/Yuuki_Yuuna_wa_Yuusha_de_Aru__Washio_Sumi_no_Shou'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 34445, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yuuki Yuuna wa Yuusha de Aru: Yuusha no Shou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34445/Yuuki_Yuuna_wa_Yuusha_de_Aru__Yuusha_no_Shou'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 36798, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yuuki Yuuna wa Yuusha de Aru: Hidamari', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36798/Yuuki_Yuuna_wa_Yuusha_de_Aru__Hidamari'}]}	203	0.7684729064039408
	203	11186	32526	Love Live! Sunshine!!	Love Live! Sunshine!!	ラブライブ！サンシャイン!!	['Love Live! School Idol Project: Sunshine!!']	TV	Other	['Bandai Visual', 'Lantis', 'Magic Capsule', 'ASCII Media Works', 'Bushiroad']	['Music', 'Slice of Life', 'School']	['Sunrise']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-07-02T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-09-24T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 2, 'month': 7, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 24, 'month': 9, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Jul 2, 2016 to Sep 24, 2016'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.52	46627.0	1606.0	981.0	98871.0	2082.0	Chika Takami, a self-proclaimed normal girl, has never been involved in any clubs and lacked any notable talents. However, after a visit to Tokyo, she discovers a stage where even an ordinary girl like her could shine—the world of school idols. Inspired by the former superstar school idol group μ's, Chika is determined to start her own school idol club in her seaside hometown at Uranohoshi Girl's High School. But even before gathering any students to join the group, the aspiring school idol finds her greatest obstacle to be student council president Dia Kurosawa who stands firmly against the creation of the club. Just when it seems there is no hope, Chika meets Riko Sakurauchi, a transfer student from Otonokizaka High School, home of μ's. Somewhat shy but a talented piano player, Chika believes her to be a promising recruit, though convincing her to join is easier said than done. In spite of that, Chika chooses to charge forward and overcome the obstacles keeping her from forming a school idol group that shines as bright as the nine that came before her. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2016	Saturdays at 22:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 99529, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Love Live! Sunshine!!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/99529/Love_Live_Sunshine'}, {'mal_id': 105573, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Love Live! Sunshine!! School Idol Diary', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/105573/Love_Live_Sunshine_School_Idol_Diary'}], 'Alternative setting': [{'mal_id': 15051, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Love Live! School Idol Project', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/15051/Love_Live_School_Idol_Project'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 31780, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kimi no Kokoro wa Kagayaiteru kai?', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/31780/Kimi_no_Kokoro_wa_Kagayaiteru_kai'}, {'mal_id': 32953, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Koi ni Naritai Aquarium', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/32953/Koi_ni_Naritai_Aquarium'}, {'mal_id': 35006, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Happy Party Train', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/35006/Happy_Party_Train'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 34973, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Love Live! Sunshine!! 2nd Season', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34973/Love_Live_Sunshine_2nd_Season'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 36473, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Love Live! Sunshine!! Recap', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36473/Love_Live_Sunshine_Recap'}]}	204	0.8431372549019608
	204	12612	35079	Kino no Tabi: The Beautiful World - The Animated Series	Kino's Journey -the Beautiful World- the Animated Series	キノの旅 -the Beautiful World- the Animated Series	[]	TV	Light novel	['Movic', 'Magic Capsule', 'ASCII Media Works', 'NBCUniversal Entertainment Japan', 'Egg Firm', 'Crunchyroll SC Anime Fund']	['Action', 'Adventure', 'Slice of Life']	['Lerche']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-10-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-12-22T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 10, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 22, 'month': 12, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Oct 6, 2017 to Dec 22, 2017'}	23	R - 17+ (violence & profanity)	7.61	38440.0	1342.0	957.0	101456.0	516.0	When 15-year-old Kino is feeling weighed down by heavy thoughts, one thing always manages to cheer her up: traveling. Nothing fills her heart with joy like exploring the beautiful, wonderful world around her and the fascinating ways people find to live. However, Kino is not as helpless as her cute appearance and courteous demeanor suggest. Armed with "Cannon" and "Woodsman," her trusted handguns, Kino isn’t afraid to kill anyone who would dare to get in her way. Always by her side is her best friend and loyal companion Hermes, a sentient motorcycle, who supports Kino through the sorrows and hardships of their journey. Together, they travel the vast countryside with the shared goal of always moving forward, and a single rule: never stay in one country for more than three days. As Kino and Hermes encounter new people and learn the rules of their civilizations, they grow and find out more about their own values and virtues. But as Kino slowly discovers the world around her, she also finds herself facing dangers that linger within the vast unknown. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	At a stage event at the Dengeki Bunko Festival 2017, it was announced that this new adaptation will prioritize the fan favorite stories. These were selected from a "favorite country" poll carried out among light novel readers in 2015.
(Source: Crunchyroll)	2017	Fridays at 22:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 399, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Kino no Tabi: The Beautiful World', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/399/Kino_no_Tabi__The_Beautiful_World'}], 'Alternative version': [{'mal_id': 486, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kino no Tabi: The Beautiful World', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/486/Kino_no_Tabi__The_Beautiful_World'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 38179, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kino no Tabi: The Beautiful World - The Animated Series - Haikyo no Kuni - On Your Way', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/38179/Kino_no_Tabi__The_Beautiful_World_-_The_Animated_Series_-_Haikyo_no_Kuni_-_On_Your_Way'}]}	205	0.9804878048780488
	205	6288	11235	Amagami SS+ Plus	Amagami SS+ plus	アマガミSS+ plus	['Amagami SS Dai Ni Ki', 'Amagami SS Second Season', 'Amagami SS 2nd Season']	TV	Visual novel	['TBS']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Romance', 'School']	['AIC']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-01-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2012-03-30T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 1, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 30, 'month': 3, 'year': 2012}}, 'string': 'Jan 6, 2012 to Mar 30, 2012'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.55	57904.0	1506.0	949.0	101936.0	287.0	In the aftermath of Amagami SS, high school student Junichi Tachibana continues his relationships with the girls at his school. Amagami SS+ Plus offers a glimpse into what happened after the resolution of each girl's individual story. New events begin to take place between each of the girls and Junichi. Tsukasa Ayatsuji, the class representative, runs for student council president; Rihoko Sakurai, who has taken over the Tea Club with Junichi, still wants to confess her feelings to him; Ai Nanasaki questions the future of her relationship with Junichi when he leaves for college; Kaoru Tanamachi wonders if her relationship with Junichi will ever go any further; Sae Nakata and Junichi deal with classmates who still can't believe that someone so cute is his girlfriend; and Haruka Morishima wants to take their relationship to the next level and get married. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2012	Unknown	{'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 8676, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Amagami SS', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/8676/Amagami_SS'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 12669, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Amagami SS+ Plus Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/12669/Amagami_SS__Plus_Specials'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 15951, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Amagami SS+ Plus Picture Drama', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/15951/Amagami_SS__Plus_Picture_Drama'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 33836, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Seiren', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33836/Seiren'}]}	206	0.8786407766990292
	206	9559	28387	Joukamachi no Dandelion	Castle Town Dandelion	城下町のダンデライオン	[]	TV	4-koma manga	['Pony Canyon', 'TBS', 'DAX Production', 'Houbunsha', 'TC Entertainment', 'Docomo Anime Store', 'Nichion']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Super Power', 'Seinen']	['Production IMS']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2015-07-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2015-09-18T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 7, 'year': 2015}, 'to': {'day': 18, 'month': 9, 'year': 2015}}, 'string': 'Jul 3, 2015 to Sep 18, 2015'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.3	41592.0	2467.0	945.0	103485.0	324.0	The Sakurada siblings live a normal life in a typical Japanese household. Well, that's what their father, the king, wants for them at least. As members of the royal family, each sibling possesses a unique ability, and over two thousand security cameras have been placed around town to make sure the children are safe and sound. Moreover, all nine of them have been designated as a potential successor to the throne with the decision that the next ruler will be selected through an election. However, for the timid Akane Sakurada, the third eldest daughter who wields the power to manipulate gravity, all of this attention is a complete nightmare. With all the cameras constantly monitoring the candidates and even broadcasting their actions on the Sakurada-dedicated news channel, she decides that if she becomes king, the cameras have got to go. But just how will she convince the public that she is the most suited to rule if she can't even overcome her own shyness?! Election season is in full swing as the search for the next king begins in Joukamachi no Dandelion. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Since the source material for the series was still ongoing, the Joukamachi no Dandelion anime was given an original ending.	2015	Fridays at 02:16 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 77163, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Joukamachi no Dandelion', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/77163/Joukamachi_no_Dandelion'}]}	207	0.6086956521739131
	207	8757	23623	Non Non Biyori Repeat	Non Non Biyori Repeat	のんのんびより りぴーと	['Non Non Biyori 2nd Season', 'Non Non Biyori Second Season']	TV	Manga	['TV Tokyo', 'Lantis']	['Comedy', 'School', 'Seinen', 'Slice of Life']	['Silver Link.']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2015-07-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2015-09-22T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 7, 'year': 2015}, 'to': {'day': 22, 'month': 9, 'year': 2015}}, 'string': 'Jul 7, 2015 to Sep 22, 2015'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.22	50519.0	307.0	944.0	103334.0	905.0	Far from the hustle and bustle of urban life, and with only a single candy store and bus route to its name, the rural Asahigaoka is certainly not a place for everyone. Nevertheless, the village's children still manage to cheerfully spend their days exploring and having fun in the wilderness around them. One such child, Renge Miyauchi, the youngest of the group, looks forward to the entrance ceremony of the upcoming school year, signalling her entry into first grade and the beginning of her elementary school life. Attending the only school in town, Renge and her friends, seventh grader Natsumi Koshigaya and her eighth grade sister Komari, make the most out of their rural lifestyle, playing and studying everyday. Meanwhile, fifth grader Hotaru Ichijou has just moved to Asahigaoka from Tokyo, unaware of the numerous adventures and memories that await her. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Episode 1 was previewed at a screening at Hibiya Kokaido in Tokyo on June 14, 2015. Regular broadcasting began on July 7, 2015.	2015	Tuesdays at 02:05 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 17552, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Non Non Biyori', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/17552/Non_Non_Biyori'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 17549, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Non Non Biyori', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/17549/Non_Non_Biyori'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 32547, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Non Non Biyori Repeat: Hotaru ga Tanoshinda', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/32547/Non_Non_Biyori_Repeat__Hotaru_ga_Tanoshinda'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 36990, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Non Non Biyori Movie: Vacation', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36990/Non_Non_Biyori_Movie__Vacation'}]}	208	1.4086538461538463
	208	7618	18195	Little Busters!: Refrain	Little Busters! ~Refrain~	リトルバスターズ！～Refrain～	['LB!: Refrain']	TV	Visual novel	['Warner Bros. Japan', 'Showgate']	['Comedy', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'School', 'Slice of Life', 'Supernatural']	['J.C.Staff']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2013-10-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-12-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 10, 'year': 2013}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 12, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Oct 5, 2013 to Dec 28, 2013'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.31	50990.0	241.0	942.0	103581.0	1708.0	Riki and his friends have been managing to form a complete team for the Little Busters baseball team and after overcoming some of its new members' internal conflicts, Riki and Rin slowly approach the "secret of this world." Will they be ready for the truth? In this world devoid of logic, something has started to move and soon will come the time when the lives of the Little Busters will change forever. (Source: Koi-nya, edited)		2013	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 55065, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Little Busters!: End of Refrain', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/55065/Little_Busters__End_of_Refrain'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 13655, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Little Busters!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/13655/Little_Busters'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 20517, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Little Busters!: EX', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/20517/Little_Busters__EX'}]}	209	1.430622009569378
	209	6737	13333	Tari Tari	Tari Tari	TARI TARI	[]	TV	Original	['Bandai Visual', 'Dentsu', 'Sotsu', 'Lantis', 'Pony Canyon', 'Showgate', 'Good Smile Company', 'Infinite']	['Music', 'Slice of Life', 'School']	['P.A. Works']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-07-01T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2012-09-23T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 1, 'month': 7, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 23, 'month': 9, 'year': 2012}}, 'string': 'Jul 1, 2012 to Sep 23, 2012'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.38	43006.0	2169.0	923.0	107243.0	472.0	At Shirahamazaka High School, a special recital is held every year in which music students are able to showcase their talents in front of professionals and other prestigious guests. A third year, Konatsu Miyamoto desperately wants to sing in her last high school recital, but because she screwed up the year before, the vice principal has barred her from participating. That's when Konatsu comes up with a new plan to get involved; instead of joining the official choir, she'll form her own singing club with her friends! Unfortunately this proves to be harder than she imagined. Her friend Wakana Sakai, has given up on singing, for one, and Konatsu needs more than just two members. With only a month left until the recital, will Konatsu be able to find enough members for her club and actually be ready to sing at one of the most important events of the school year and graduate without regrets?		2012	Sundays at 22:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 39849, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Tari Tari', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/39849/Tari_Tari'}], 'Character': [{'mal_id': 21103, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Utopia', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/21103/Utopia'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 27419, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Tari Tari: Kumottari, Kagayaitari, Mata Itsuka Utattari', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/27419/Tari_Tari__Kumottari_Kagayaitari_Mata_Itsuka_Utattari'}]}	210	0.6571428571428571
	210	12820	35376	Himouto! Umaru-chan R		干物妹！うまるちゃんR	['Himouto! Umaru-chan 2nd Season', 'My Two-Faced Little Sister R']	TV	Manga	['AT-X', 'Flex Comix', 'TOHO animation', 'Good Smile Company', 'Shueisha', 'bilibili', 'BS11', 'Jinnan Studio', 'RAY']	['Comedy', 'School', 'Seinen', 'Slice of Life']	['Doga Kobo']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-10-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-12-24T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 10, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 24, 'month': 12, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Oct 8, 2017 to Dec 24, 2017'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.48	45645.0	1741.0	913.0	108623.0	349.0	Umaru Doma is a model student who has a hidden side: when she gets home each day, she puts on her hamster hoodie and turns into a sluggish otaku fond of junk food. As Umaru continues these daily antics, the friendship between her and her classmates—Nana Ebina, Kirie Motoba, and Sylphinford Tachibana—deepens, and more and more interesting events begin to unfold. Of course, these events give rise to numerous questions. What did Nana ask of Umaru's brother Taihei? Who is the mysterious girl with the diamond hairpin? And most important of all: why does this girl seem to know Umaru? These questions and more will be answered in Himouto! Umaru-chan R! [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2017	Sundays at 23:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 50133, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Himouto! Umaru-chan', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/50133/Himouto_Umaru-chan'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 28825, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Himouto! Umaru-chan', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/28825/Himouto_Umaru-chan'}]}	211	0.7962085308056872
	211	6533	12431	Uchuu Kyoudai	Space Brothers	宇宙兄弟	['Uchuu Kyodai']	TV	Manga	['Aniplex', 'Dentsu', 'YTV', 'Trinity Sound']	['Comedy', 'Sci-Fi', 'Seinen', 'Slice of Life', 'Space']	['A-1 Pictures']	99.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-04-01T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-03-22T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 1, 'month': 4, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 22, 'month': 3, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Apr 1, 2012 to Mar 22, 2014'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.55	28840.0	88.0	909.0	108761.0	2679.0	On a fateful summer night in 2006, Mutta Nanba and his younger brother Hibito witness what they believe to be a UFO flying toward the Moon. This impressing and unusual phenomenon leads both siblings vowing to become astronauts, with Hibito aiming for the Moon and Mutta, convinced that the eldest brother has to be one step ahead, for Mars. Now an adult, life hasn't turned out how Mutta had pictured it: he is diligently working in an automotive company, whereas Hibito is on his way to be the very first Japanese man to step on the Moon. However, after losing his job, Mutta is presented with an unexpected opportunity to catch up to his younger brother when the Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency, commonly known as JAXA, accepts his application to participate in the next astronaut selection. Despite self-doubts about his prospects, Mutta is unwilling to waste this chance of a lifetime, and thus embarks on an ambitious journey to fulfill the promise made 19 years ago. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2012	Sundays at 07:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 14483, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Uchuu Kyoudai', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/14483/Uchuu_Kyoudai'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 13479, 'type': 'anime', 'name': "Uchuu Kyoudai: Apo's Dream", 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/13479/Uchuu_Kyoudai__Apos_Dream'}, {'mal_id': 17573, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Planetarium Uchuu Kyoudai: Itten no Hikari', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/17573/Planetarium_Uchuu_Kyoudai__Itten_no_Hikari'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 22583, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Uchuu Kyoudai: Number Zero', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/22583/Uchuu_Kyoudai__Number_Zero'}]}	212	1.5141509433962264
	212	7557	17909	Uchouten Kazoku	The Eccentric Family	有頂天家族	['Uchoten Kazoku']	TV	Novel	['Bandai Visual', 'Yomiuri Telecasting', 'Lantis', 'Kids Station', 'Magic Capsule', 'Good Smile Company']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Demons', 'Drama', 'Fantasy']	['P.A. Works']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2013-07-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-09-29T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 7, 'year': 2013}, 'to': {'day': 29, 'month': 9, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Jul 7, 2013 to Sep 29, 2013'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.94	37004.0	648.0	888.0	110429.0	1160.0	Kyoto has been populated by groups of tanuki and tengu for years, living alongside humans who are oblivious to the existence of these creatures. Yasaburou Shimogamo is the third son of an influential tanuki family who spends his carefree days taking care of an old tengu, observing humans through his ability to shapeshift, and dealing with the mysterious woman named Benten. Behind the peace and tranquility, however, is a painful memory from long ago as Yasaburou's father, head of the tanuki community, was killed and eaten by a group of humans known as the Friday Fellows. Uchouten Kazoku follows the trials and tribulations of the Shimogamo brothers as they struggle to avoid their own grisly demise while coming ever closer to unraveling the truth behind their father's death. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2013	Sundays at 22:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 57789, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Uchouten Kazoku', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/57789/Uchouten_Kazoku'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 34076, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Uchouten Kazoku 2', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34076/Uchouten_Kazoku_2'}]}	213	1.2253521126760563
	213	261	322	Paradise Kiss	Paradise Kiss	Paradise kiss	['ParaKiss']	TV	Manga	['Aniplex', 'Fuji TV']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'Josei']	['Madhouse']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2005-10-14T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2005-12-30T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 14, 'month': 10, 'year': 2005}, 'to': {'day': 30, 'month': 12, 'year': 2005}}, 'string': 'Oct 14, 2005 to Dec 30, 2005'}	24	R - 17+ (violence & profanity)	7.89	55443.0	726.0	862.0	112741.0	2151.0	Third-year high school student Yukari Hayasaka has no time for frivolous things. She needs to study hard and attend cram school so she can do well on her university exams. She doesn't care which university she gets into; she just wants to leave the town she's grown bored of. Too bad her parents have other opinions on the subject. One day, while Yukari is walking down the street, a guy with multiple piercings and bleached hair flags her down. Suspicious of the stranger, she tries to get away from him but fails and ultimately ends up meeting his friends: a group of third-year fashion design students at a prestigious art school. They want her to be their model for their final project, but Yukari thinks it will only get in the way of her studies. But the more she gets to know them, the more she grows to admire the way they go after their dreams. Will modeling for this eccentric group of would-be fashion designers give Yukari a much-needed push to strive for her own goals? And what about her attraction to the group's leader, George Koizumi? Can a relationship between them work? Watch Paradise Kiss to find out!	Paradise Kiss aired on Fuji Television's noitaminA block.	2005	Fridays at 00:35 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 29, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Paradise Kiss', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/29/Paradise_Kiss'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 852, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Gokinjo Monogatari', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/852/Gokinjo_Monogatari'}]}	214	1.1822429906542056
	214	4553	6802	So Ra No Wo To	Sound of the Sky	ソ・ラ・ノ・ヲ・ト	['So-Ra-No-Wo-To', 'Soranowoto', 'Sora no Woto']	TV	Original	['TV Tokyo', 'Aniplex']	['Military', 'Sci-Fi', 'Music', 'Slice of Life']	['A-1 Pictures']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2010-01-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2010-03-23T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 1, 'year': 2010}, 'to': {'day': 23, 'month': 3, 'year': 2010}}, 'string': 'Jan 5, 2010 to Mar 23, 2010'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.59	40315.0	1417.0	852.0	114025.0	1277.0	On the outskirts of the country of Helvetia rests the tranquil town of Seize. Upon its cobbled streets, citizens go about their daily lives, undisturbed by the increasingly tense military relations between Helvetia and the neighboring Roman Empire. It is under these circumstances that the 1121st platoon of the Helvetian army, stationed at the Clocktower Fortress in Seize, receives a new recruit in the young and spirited Kanata Sorami. Having joined the military to fulfill her dream of learning to play the bugle, she excitedly accepts the tutelage of the Sergeant Major, Rio Kazumiya, who happens to be a skilled trumpeter. Working alongside them are the aloof mechanic, Noël Kannagi, the feisty gunner, Kureha Suminoya, and the compassionate Captain Felicia Heideman; together, they experience the beauty of life in Seize and the lasting joy of a community that has persevered in spite of the crumbling world around them. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Alongside  and , So Ra No Wo To was part of the "Anime no Chikara" project, a project to create more original anime, not based on any existing media.	2010	Tuesdays at 01:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 17513, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'So Ra No Wo To', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/17513/So_Ra_No_Wo_To'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 8197, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'So Ra No Wo To Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/8197/So_Ra_No_Wo_To_Specials'}]}	215	0.8930232558139535
	215	13460	36470	Tada-kun wa Koi wo Shinai	Tada Never Falls in Love	多田くんは恋をしない	["Tada Doesn't Fall in Love"]	TV	Original	['Media Factory', 'AT-X', 'Docomo Anime Store', 'BS11']	['Comedy', 'Romance', 'Slice of Life']	['Doga Kobo']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-04-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-06-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 4, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 6, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Apr 5, 2018 to Jun 28, 2018'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.6	44222.0	1378.0	840.0	115861.0	486.0	Love has never really been a concern for Mitsuyoshi Tada, and as the aspiring photographer enters his second year of high school, it truthfully couldn't be further from his mind. However, things just might change after he meets a bright and bubbly foreigner named Teresa Wagner while he was taking pictures of a cherry blossom tree. Nevertheless, after she asks him to photograph her, the two soon separate... only to meet each other again twice more that same day! Finding Teresa just as she is caught in a sudden downpour, Tada invites her to his family's coffee shop to dry off. There, she explains that she was separated from her traveling companion, a no-nonsense redhead named Alexandra ''Alec'' Magritte. When Alec reunites with Teresa shortly after, they say their goodbyes, expecting to part ways for good—but the two unexpectedly show up as transfer students in his class the next day. Teresa and Alec quickly get used to their lives at Koinohoshi High School and decide to join Tada in the photography club, along with his narcissistic friend Kaoru Ijuuin, the idol-obsessed Hajime Sugimoto, serious class rep Hinako Hasegawa, and the dog-like Kentarou Yamashita. With these two peculiar additions to his equally eccentric group of friends, Tada's second year of high school is about to get even livelier, and he might need to start rethinking his approach to love. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2018	Thursdays at 21:00 (JST)	{}	216	0.9166666666666666
	216	6007	10460	Kimi to Boku.	You and Me.	君と僕。	['Kimi to Boku.']	TV	Manga	['TV Tokyo', 'Aniplex', 'Square Enix', 'Nihon Ad Systems', 'Movic']	['Comedy', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'School', 'Shounen', 'Slice of Life']	['J.C.Staff']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2011-10-04T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2011-12-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 4, 'month': 10, 'year': 2011}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 12, 'year': 2011}}, 'string': 'Oct 4, 2011 to Dec 27, 2011'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.79	41557.0	912.0	836.0	115952.0	1155.0	The high school students in Kimi to Boku. consider their school life to be anything but exciting. A repetitive journey through classes, arguments, and orientations for future careers that seem way too distant. But with the right group of friends, time can be made to move a little faster. Four high school boys, who have known each other since childhood, hang out together in school every day. There's the handsome twins Yuuki and Yuuta Asaba, the gentle Shun Matsuoka, and the calm class head Kaname Tsukahara. Although they have become used to a lack of excitement in their lives, the addition of a new transfer student, Chizuru Tachibana, who is half German and half Japanese, may add a little more adventure to their routine. With his energetic personality and stories from a distant country, Chizuru may be able to light up the dull atmosphere of the group.		2011	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 8557, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Kimi to Boku.', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/8557/Kimi_to_Boku'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 11739, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kimi to Boku. 2', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/11739/Kimi_to_Boku_2'}]}	217	1.096774193548387
	217	6634	12883	Tsuritama	tsuritama	つり球	['Fishing Ball']	TV	Original	['Aniplex', 'Dentsu', 'Fuji TV', 'Sakura Create']	['Comedy', 'Sci-Fi', 'Slice of Life', 'Sports']	['A-1 Pictures']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-04-13T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2012-06-29T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 13, 'month': 4, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 29, 'month': 6, 'year': 2012}}, 'string': 'Apr 13, 2012 to Jun 29, 2012'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.78	43990.0	944.0	834.0	116067.0	2074.0	Yuki Sanada is a socially awkward young man who lives with his grandmother. Due to her job, they must move around a lot. This means Yuki has difficulty forming lasting relationships with his peers, or relationships at all, for that matter. His fear of social interaction is so great that when asked to make a greeting or parting speech in his classes, Yuki often freezes. As if drowning, he blacks out from the present, only able to focus on his certain ridicule. However, Yuki's life changes forever when he moves to Enoshima and meets an odd boy named Haru—who claims to be an alien. Haru wields a questionable water gun and fish bowl, and has a tendency to speak with the beta fish inside it. He immediately latches onto Yuki as a friend, completely disregarding any complaints Yuki might have about this. Haru is like a force of nature, unheeding of other people's resistance to his antics. Together, Haru and Yuki also snowball a fellow classmate and fisherman named Natsuki Usami into Haru’s schemes. What out-of-this-world adventures lie ahead for this unique bunch? Find out in Tsuritama!	Pre-airing event on April 7, 2012. The anime officially aired on April 13, 2012.	2012	Fridays at 01:15 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 51733, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Tsuritama', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/51733/Tsuritama'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 31581, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Tsuritama: Harikitte Contest', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/31581/Tsuritama__Harikitte_Contest'}]}	218	1.073394495412844
	218	12308	34612	Saiki Kusuo no Ψ-nan 2	The Disastrous Life of Saiki K. 2	斉木楠雄のΨ難 2	['Saiki Kusuo no Psi Nan 2']	TV	Manga	['TV Tokyo', 'Shogakukan Productions', 'Nippon Columbia', 'KlockWorx', 'Asmik Ace', 'Bandai Namco Entertainment', 'Shueisha', "Toy's Factory", 'Dear Stage inc.']	['Comedy', 'School', 'Shounen', 'Slice of Life', 'Supernatural']	['J.C.Staff', 'Egg Firm']	24.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-01-17T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-06-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 17, 'month': 1, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 6, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Jan 17, 2018 to Jun 27, 2018'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.65	52975.0	59.0	831.0	117798.0	1307.0	The disastrous life of the gifted psychic Kusuo Saiki continues, despite his utmost effort to live an ordinary life. Although he has certainly grown accustomed to dealing with his troublesome friends—who are his biggest hurdle to achieving a peaceful life—he still has a long way to go. Also joining the usual oddballs are a few new faces whose shenanigans add to Saiki's misery, making his dreams of a hassle-free life a distant fantasy. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2018	Wednesdays at 01:35 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 37755, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Saiki Kusuo no Ψ-nan', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/37755/Saiki_Kusuo_no_Ψ-nan'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 33255, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Saiki Kusuo no Ψ-nan', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33255/Saiki_Kusuo_no_Ψ-nan'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 38249, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Saiki Kusuo no Ψ-nan: Kanketsu-hen', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/38249/Saiki_Kusuo_no_Ψ-nan__Kanketsu-hen'}]}	219	1.4931506849315068
	219	6528	12403	Yuru Yuri♪♪	YuruYuri: Happy Go Lily ♪♪	ゆるゆり♪♪	['Yuru Yuri S2']	TV	Manga	['Sotsu', 'Pony Canyon', 'DAX Production']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'School', 'Shoujo Ai']	['Doga Kobo']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-07-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2012-09-18T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 7, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 18, 'month': 9, 'year': 2012}}, 'string': 'Jul 3, 2012 to Sep 18, 2012'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.91	68366.0	693.0	816.0	118559.0	804.0	The girls of the Amusement Club return in Yuru Yuri♪♪, finding new ways to make passing time even more enjoyable. Their members consist of the always energetic Kyouko Toshinou; calm and sensible Yui Funami; polite but often overlooked Akari Akaza; and Chinatsu Yoshikawa, who stumbled upon the others while looking for the Tea Ceremony Club. Together they are the Amusement Club, which has the deceptively simple task of keeping its members entertained. Along with the Student Council and the odd family member, they strive to enjoy their youth to the fullest. Whether it's a trip to a hot spring or finishing overdue homework, their lives are never dull, and they will always find an excuse to spend time together. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2012	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 11593, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Yuru Yuri', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/11593/Yuru_Yuri'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 10495, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yuru Yuri', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10495/Yuru_Yuri'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 23225, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yuru Yuri Nachuyachumi!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/23225/Yuru_Yuri_Nachuyachumi'}]}	220	1.1681818181818182
	220	7291	16732	Kiniro Mosaic	KINMOZA!	きんいろモザイク	['Kinmosa', 'Golden Mosaic']	TV	4-koma manga	['Media Factory', 'Showgate']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'School', 'Seinen']	['Studio Gokumi']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2013-07-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-09-21T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 7, 'year': 2013}, 'to': {'day': 21, 'month': 9, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Jul 6, 2013 to Sep 21, 2013'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.34	44275.0	2318.0	814.0	118967.0	708.0	Shinobu Oomiya once left Japan to participate in a homestay in England. During her time there, she became close friends with Alice Cartelet, the daughter of the family she was living with. However, when it was time for Shinobu to return to Japan, the two were able to express their sorrow despite the language barrier between them. Five years later, now a first year student in high school, Shinobu receives a letter by air mail in a language she does not understand. This letter is penned by none other than Alice, detailing her own homestay in Japan. In fact, Alice will be attending Shinobu's high school and living with her! Alongside their friends Youko Inokuma, Aya Komichi, and Karen Kujou, the five girls attend school together and learn about what their different cultures have to offer, day after day. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Characters and songs from this series also appear in the rhythm game Miracle Girls Festival, which was released on the PlayStation Vita in December 2015.
The conversation school Coco Juku directed the series' English segments.	2013	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 26036, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Kiniro Mosaic', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/26036/Kiniro_Mosaic'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 23269, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hello!! Kiniro Mosaic', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/23269/Hello_Kiniro_Mosaic'}]}	221	0.583710407239819
	221	6961	14811	GJ-bu	GJ Club	GJ部	['Good Job-bu']	TV	Light novel	['VAP', 'DAX Production', 'Nippon Television Network']	['Comedy', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['Doga Kobo']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2013-01-10T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-03-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 10, 'month': 1, 'year': 2013}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 3, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Jan 10, 2013 to Mar 28, 2013'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.42	53084.0	1963.0	803.0	119971.0	641.0	Shinomiya Kyouya is forced to become a new member of the GJ, an unidentified club that dwells in a room of the former building of a certain school. Here he meets the club leader, Mao, a short girl with a big attitude; Mao's younger sister, Megumi, who has the heart of a bipolar angel; the recognized genius with a lack of common sense, Shion; and the always-hungry and mysterious Kirara. Time flies with these unique girls around.		2013	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 47811, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'GJ-bu', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/47811/GJ-bu'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 21635, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'GJ-bu@', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/21635/GJ-bu'}]}	222	0.6531531531531531
	222	12701	35180	3-gatsu no Lion 2nd Season	March Comes In Like A Lion 2nd Season	3月のライオン 第2シリーズ	['Sangatsu no Lion Second Season']	TV	Manga	['Aniplex', 'Dentsu', 'NHK', 'Hakusensha', 'Asmik Ace', "Toy's Factory"]	['Drama', 'Game', 'Seinen', 'Slice of Life']	['Shaft']	22.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-10-14T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-03-31T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 14, 'month': 10, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 31, 'month': 3, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Oct 14, 2017 to Mar 31, 2018'}	25	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	9.04	50559.0	9.0	798.0	121004.0	3868.0	Now in his second year of high school, Rei Kiriyama continues pushing through his struggles in the professional shogi world as well as his personal life. Surrounded by vibrant personalities at the shogi hall, the school club, and in the local community, his solitary shell slowly begins to crack. Among them are the three Kawamoto sisters—Akari, Hinata, and Momo—who forge an affectionate and familial bond with Rei. Through these ties, he realizes that everyone is burdened by their own emotional hardships and begins learning how to rely on others while supporting them in return. Nonetheless, the life of a professional is not easy. Between tournaments, championships, and title matches, the pressure mounts as Rei advances through the ranks and encounters incredibly skilled opponents. As he manages his relationships with those who have grown close to him, the shogi player continues to search for the reason he plays the game that defines his career. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2017	Saturdays at 23:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1224, 'type': 'manga', 'name': '3-gatsu no Lion', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1224/3-gatsu_no_Lion'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 31646, 'type': 'anime', 'name': '3-gatsu no Lion', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/31646/3-gatsu_no_Lion'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 38864, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Lion meets HachiClo', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/38864/Lion_meets_HachiClo'}]}	223	1.5022421524663676
	223	8623	23079	Glasslip	Glasslip	グラスリップ	[]	TV	Original	['Sotsu', 'Lantis', 'Pony Canyon', 'Showgate', 'Infinite']	['Romance', 'Slice of Life', 'Supernatural']	['P.A. Works']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-07-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-09-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 7, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 9, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Jul 3, 2014 to Sep 25, 2014'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	5.53	57217.0	8859.0	792.0	122043.0	197.0	What if you hold the power to hear the voices or see fragments of images from the future? Would that be a good thing or a bad thing? Glasslip follows the life of Touko Fukami, an aspiring glass artist born from a glass artisan family. She enjoys her worry-free life in Fukui, save for the fragments of images that she sees on occasion. On her 18th summer, she meets the transfer student Kakeru Okikura at her school, and then again at her favorite café called Kazemichi together with all four of her friends. The voices from the future lead Kakeru to Touko, and his arrival disrupts her mediocre existence. All six of the friends must face their most unforgettable summer full of hope, affection, and heartache.		2014	Thursdays at 22:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 78167, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Glasslip', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/78167/Glasslip'}, {'mal_id': 78169, 'type': 'manga', 'name': "Hina's Lip", 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/78169/Hinas_Lip'}]}	224	0.004464285714285714
	224	6917	14397	Chihayafuru 2		ちはやふる 2	['Chihayafull 2']	TV	Manga	['VAP', 'Nippon Television Network']	['Drama', 'Game', 'Josei', 'School', 'Slice of Life', 'Sports']	['Madhouse']	25.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2013-01-12T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-06-29T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 12, 'month': 1, 'year': 2013}, 'to': {'day': 29, 'month': 6, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Jan 12, 2013 to Jun 29, 2013'}	22	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.47	68382.0	120.0	769.0	125327.0	1225.0	Chihaya Ayase is obsessed with developing her school's competitive karuta club, nursing daunting ambitions like winning the national team championship at the Omi Jingu and becoming the Queen, the best female karuta player in Japan—and in extension, the world. As their second year of high school rolls around, Chihaya and her fellow teammates must recruit new members, train their minds and bodies alike, and battle the formidable opponents that stand in their way to the championship title. Meanwhile, Chihaya's childhood friend, Arata Wataya, the prodigy who introduced her to karuta, rediscovers his lost love for the old card game. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2013	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 13245, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Chihayafuru', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/13245/Chihayafuru'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 10800, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Chihayafuru', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10800/Chihayafuru'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 18745, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Chihayafuru 2: Waga Miyo ni Furu Nagamese Shima ni', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/18745/Chihayafuru_2__Waga_Miyo_ni_Furu_Nagamese_Shima_ni'}]}	225	1.4
	225	5226	8557	Shinryaku! Ika Musume	The Squid Girl	侵略!イカ娘	['The Invader Comes From the Bottom of the Sea!']	TV	Manga	['TV Tokyo', 'Lantis', 'Pony Canyon', 'Studio Jack']	['Comedy', 'Shounen', 'Slice of Life']	['Diomedea']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2010-10-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2010-12-21T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 10, 'year': 2010}, 'to': {'day': 21, 'month': 12, 'year': 2010}}, 'string': 'Oct 5, 2010 to Dec 21, 2010'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.54	59839.0	1557.0	753.0	128180.0	804.0	From the depth of the seas rises an evil monster, bent on taking over the human world: Ika Musume. She's ruthless. She's menacing. She's... an adorably non-threatening little girl who makes an awesome squid-ink spaghetti? Ika Musume has come out of her home in the ocean on a quest to punish humanity for polluting her waters. With squid tentacles for hair and some pretty useful ink-spitting skills, Ika Musume is sure she'll have no trouble invading Earth. What she didn't account for were the Aizawa sisters, rough and tumble Eiko and deceptively mellow Chizuru, who immediately bully her into working as a waitress in their seafood restaurant by the shore. Ika Musume decides to take this chance to learn more about the human world, having silly adventures, meeting lots of strange characters, and never once letting world domination out of her sights. Will Ika Musume be able to exact her revenge on the human race that had wronged her? Or will she learn to enjoy the company of these foolish air-breathers and let bygones be bygones?		2010	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 12671, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Shinryaku! Ika Musume', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/12671/Shinryaku_Ika_Musume'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 9888, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Shinryaku! Ika Musume Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/9888/Shinryaku_Ika_Musume_Specials'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 10378, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Shinryaku!? Ika Musume', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10378/Shinryaku_Ika_Musume'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 10849, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Shinryaku! Ika Musume: Ika Ice Tabena-ika?', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10849/Shinryaku_Ika_Musume__Ika_Ice_Tabena-ika'}, {'mal_id': 15453, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Shinryaku! Ika Musume: Kore ga Umi e no Ai Jana-ika!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/15453/Shinryaku_Ika_Musume__Kore_ga_Umi_e_no_Ai_Jana-ika'}]}	226	0.7876106194690266
	226	7606	18119	Servant x Service	Servant x Service	サーバント×サービス	[]	TV	4-koma manga	['Aniplex', 'Half H.P Studio', 'Asahi Broadcasting']	['Comedy', 'Seinen', 'Slice of Life']	['A-1 Pictures']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2013-07-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-09-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 7, 'year': 2013}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 9, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Jul 5, 2013 to Sep 27, 2013'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.76	58915.0	979.0	746.0	128684.0	527.0	Frustrating, insufficient, and irritating is how most citizens would describe civil servants. However, three new employees are about to discover what really happens behind the scenes. Lucy Yamagami, bent on revenge against the civil servant who allowed her comically long name to be put on her birth certificate; Yutaka Hasebe, an easygoing guy always on the lookout for a place to slack off; and Saya Miyoshi, a nervous first-time worker, are about to experience the underwhelming satisfaction of being government employees. They are supposed to be trained by Taishi Ichimiya, but he has no idea how to do so, even though he has worked there for eight years. With an incompetent senior colleague and unfavorable confrontations with clients, the trio starts to lose faith in their chosen occupation but encourage each other to do their best. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2013	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 49097, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Servant x Service', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/49097/Servant_x_Service'}]}	227	1.0176211453744493
	227	194	240	Genshiken	Genshiken	げんしけん	['The Society for the Study of Modern Visual Culture']	TV	Manga	['Genco', 'Lantis', 'Kids Station', 'Toshiba Entertainment']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Parody']	['Palm Studio']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2004-10-10T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2004-12-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 10, 'month': 10, 'year': 2004}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 12, 'year': 2004}}, 'string': 'Oct 10, 2004 to Dec 26, 2004'}	25	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.71	55702.0	1088.0	745.0	128591.0	1220.0	Kanji Sasahara is an introverted college freshman just looking for a place to fit in. One day, he happens to stumble upon the club known as the Society for the Study of Modern Visual Culture—otherwise known as Genshiken—that serves to bring the full spectrum of otaku culture together. His first visit to the club, however, does not end well as Sasahara's pride is crushed by his senior, Harunobu Madarame, and he leaves the meeting in full denial of his otaku nature. However, after befriending club member Makoto Kousaka, who turns out to be a hardcore otaku despite his looks, Sasahara becomes more involved with club activities which include obsessing over their favorite anime, reading doujinshi, and attending conventions. There, he meets other interesting people like Kousaka's vehemently non-otaku girlfriend Saki Kasukabe, who strives to turn her boyfriend into a "normal guy." While Saki struggles to understand otaku culture and her boyfriend's love for it, Sasahara finds himself enjoying his time at Genshiken, gradually shedding any denial he once had about being an otaku and immersing himself in an otaku lifestyle. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2004	Sundays at Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 348, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Genshiken', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/348/Genshiken'}], 'Spin-off': [{'mal_id': 669, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kujibiki Unbalance', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/669/Kujibiki_Unbalance'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 1813, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Genshiken OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1813/Genshiken_OVA'}]}	228	0.9780701754385965
	228	2555	2963	Minami-ke		みなみけ	['Minamike', 'The Minami Family']	TV	Manga	['Starchild Records', 'Magic Capsule', 'Eye Move', 'Sunny Side Up']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'School']	['Daume']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2007-10-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2007-12-31T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 10, 'year': 2007}, 'to': {'day': 31, 'month': 12, 'year': 2007}}, 'string': 'Oct 8, 2007 to Dec 31, 2007'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.76	56701.0	975.0	733.0	130392.0	1119.0	The Minami residence is home to three sisters: the strict and diligent eldest sister Haruka; air-headed and lively Kana; and the youngest, Chiaki, whose sharp tongue spares no one. Living without adult supervision, the sisters share the workload of cooking and laundry, as well as the occasional romantic adventure. From combating chronic laziness to hanging out with friends, there is never a boring day in the Minami household. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2007	Mondays at Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 2629, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Minami-ke', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/2629/Minami-ke'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 3225, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Minami-ke Okawari', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/3225/Minami-ke_Okawari'}]}	229	1.0131004366812226
	229	6280	11179	Papa no Iukoto wo Kikinasai!	Listen to Me, Girls. I Am Your Father!	パパのいうことを聞きなさい！	['Papakiki', 'Listen to Me', 'Girls', "I'm Your Father!"]	TV	Light novel	['Starchild Records', 'KlockWorx', 'PPP', 'Studio Mausu', 'Shueisha']	['Comedy', 'Romance', 'Slice of Life']	['feel.']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-01-11T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2012-03-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 11, 'month': 1, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 3, 'year': 2012}}, 'string': 'Jan 11, 2012 to Mar 28, 2012'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.43	71785.0	1926.0	729.0	131311.0	537.0	Yuuta Segawa has just started his freshman year of university. One day, his sister Yuri, who raised him after their parents died, asks him to take care of her daughters Hina, Sora and Miu while she and her husband go overseas on a business trip. Yuuta grudgingly accepts, but tragedy strikes when their plane goes missing and all passengers are presumed dead. In an effort to prevent the three girls from being split up, Yuuta goes against their family and takes them in, just as his sister took him in when he had no one else. Now the four find themselves in a new and peculiar situation: Yuuta must learn how to balance his new responsibilities—as the newest member of the Street Observation Research Society, a club for people watching, and also as a father figure—while Sora, Miu, and Hina come to terms with the loss of their parents. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2012	Wednesdays at 01:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 22634, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Papa no Iukoto wo Kikinasai!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/22634/Papa_no_Iukoto_wo_Kikinasai'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 12673, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Papa no Iukoto wo Kikinasai!: Pokkapoka', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/12673/Papa_no_Iukoto_wo_Kikinasai__Pokkapoka'}]}	230	0.6608695652173913
	230	12496	34914	New Game!!	New Game!!	NEW GAME!!	[]	TV	4-koma manga	['Frontier Works', 'Media Factory', 'Movic', 'AT-X', 'Sony Music Communications', 'Houbunsha', 'MAGES.', 'Lawson']	['Game', 'Slice of Life', 'Comedy']	['Doga Kobo']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-07-11T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-09-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 11, 'month': 7, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 9, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Jul 11, 2017 to Sep 26, 2017'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.89	62777.0	724.0	725.0	132723.0	597.0	It has been a year since Aoba Suzukaze started working at the Eagle Jump game company. In that time, she and her eccentric coworkers in the character design department have worked hard to release the company's newest game: Fairies Story 3. With their latest title now complete, a new project must begin—starting with a contest to decide the character designs for the upcoming game. Through hard work, dedication, and some guidance from the previous character designer, Kou Yagami, Aoba wins the contest and begins her new role as lead character designer. However, her new job is not an easy one. In addition to having extra work and longer hours, Aoba questions whether she is the right fit for the job. New Game!! continues as Aoba overcomes her inexperience with the help of her friends and coworkers, willing to face any challenge to make Eagle Jump's newest creation, a cutesy game called Peco. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2017	Tuesdays at 21:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 62509, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'New Game!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/62509/New_Game'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 34277, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'New Game!: Watashi, Shain Ryokou tte Hajimete nano de...', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34277/New_Game__Watashi_Shain_Ryokou_tte_Hajimete_nano_de'}]}	231	1.0909090909090908
	231	11245	32648	Handa-kun	Handa-kun	はんだくん	[]	TV	Manga	['Square Enix', 'Lantis', 'TBS', 'DAX Production', 'Memory-Tech', 'TC Entertainment', 'Docomo Anime Store', 'NichiNare']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Shounen']	['Diomedea']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-07-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-09-23T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 7, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 23, 'month': 9, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Jul 8, 2016 to Sep 23, 2016'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.46	57162.0	1810.0	725.0	132584.0	420.0	Hated by everyone around him, Sei Handa goes about his high school life regarded as an outcast—or at least that's what he believes. In reality, Sei is the most popular student on campus, revered by all for his incomparable calligraphy skills, good looks, and cool personality. However, due an endless series of misunderstandings, Handa perceives the worship he receives from his legions of fans as bullying, leading the school's idol to shut himself off from the rest of his classmates. But distancing himself from his peers doesn't deter them from adoring him; in fact, his attempts at drawing attention away from himself often end up unintentionally converting even the most skeptical of students into believers. Fashion models, shut-in delinquents, obsessive fangirls, and more—none can stand against the brilliance that is Sei Handa. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2016	Fridays at 01:58 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 60801, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Handa-kun', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/60801/Handa-kun'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 22789, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Barakamon', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/22789/Barakamon'}]}	232	0.6767241379310345
	232	8967	24701	Mushishi Zoku Shou 2nd Season		蟲師 続章	['Mushishi Zoku Shou 2nd Season']	TV	Manga	['Aniplex', 'Kodansha', 'Delfi Sound']	['Adventure', 'Fantasy', 'Historical', 'Mystery', 'Seinen', 'Slice of Life', 'Supernatural']	['Artland']	10.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-10-19T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-12-21T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 19, 'month': 10, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 21, 'month': 12, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Oct 19, 2014 to Dec 21, 2014'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.81	54869.0	27.0	713.0	134353.0	791.0	Ghostly, primordial beings known as Mushi continue to cause mysterious changes in the lives of humans. The travelling Mushishi, Ginko, persists in trying to set right the strange and unsettling situations he encounters. Time loops, living shadows, and telepathy are among the overt effects of interference from Mushi, but more subtle symptoms that take years to be noticed also rouse Ginko's concern as he passes from village to village. Through circumstance, Ginko has become an arbiter, determining which Mushi are blessings and which are curses. But the lines that he seeks to draw are subjective. Some of his patients would rather exercise their new powers until they are utterly consumed by them; others desperately strive to rid themselves of afflictions which are in fact protecting their lives from devastation. Those who cross paths with Mushi must learn to accept seemingly impossible consequences for their actions, and heal wounds they did not know they had. Otherwise, they risk meeting with fates beyond their comprehension. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2014	Sundays at 00:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 418, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Mushishi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/418/Mushishi'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 21939, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mushishi Zoku Shou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/21939/Mushishi_Zoku_Shou'}, {'mal_id': 24687, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mushishi Zoku Shou: Odoro no Michi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/24687/Mushishi_Zoku_Shou__Odoro_no_Michi'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 28957, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mushishi Zoku Shou: Suzu no Shizuku', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/28957/Mushishi_Zoku_Shou__Suzu_no_Shizuku'}]}	233	1.4291845493562232
	233	8203	21273	Gochuumon wa Usagi Desu ka?	Is the Order a Rabbit?	ご注文はうさぎですか？	['GochiUsa']	TV	4-koma manga	['Frontier Works', 'Sotsu', 'Magic Capsule', 'Showgate', 'Houbunsha', 'NBCUniversal Entertainment Japan', 'RAY']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy']	['White Fox']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-04-10T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-06-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 10, 'month': 4, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 6, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Apr 10, 2014 to Jun 26, 2014'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.59	52287.0	1393.0	699.0	136620.0	1543.0	Kokoa Hoto is a positive and energetic girl who becomes friends with anyone in just three seconds. After moving in with the Kafuu family in order to attend high school away from home, she immediately befriends the shy and precocious granddaughter of Rabbit House cafe's founder, Chino Kafuu, who is often seen with the talking rabbit, Tippy, on her head. After beginning to work as a waitress in return for room and board, Kokoa also befriends another part-timer, Rize Tedeza, who has unusual behavior and significant physical capabilities due to her military upbringing; Chiya Ujimatsu, a waitress from a rival cafe who does everything at her own pace; and Sharo Kirima, another waitress at a different cafe who has the air of a noblewoman despite being impoverished. With fluffy silliness and caffeinated fun, Gochuumon wa Usagi Desu ka? is a heartwarming comedy about five young waitresses and their amusing adventures in the town they call home. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2014	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 49835, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Gochuumon wa Usagi desu ka?', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/49835/Gochuumon_wa_Usagi_desu_ka'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 29787, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Gochuumon wa Usagi Desu ka??', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/29787/Gochuumon_wa_Usagi_Desu_ka'}]}	234	0.8333333333333334
	234	13093	35838	Shoujo Shuumatsu Ryokou	Girls' Last Tour	少女終末旅行	['The End Girl Trip']	TV	Web manga	['AT-X', 'Shinchosha', 'Kadokawa Media House', 'Kadokawa']	['Adventure', 'Mystery', 'Sci-Fi', 'Slice of Life']	['White Fox']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-10-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-12-22T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 10, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 22, 'month': 12, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Oct 6, 2017 to Dec 22, 2017'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.19	49668.0	342.0	693.0	138928.0	2162.0	Amid the desolate remains of a once-thriving city, only the rumbling of a motorbike breaks the cold winter silence. Its riders, Chito and Yuuri, are the last survivors in the war-torn city. Scavenging old military sites for food and parts, the two girls explore the wastelands and speculate about the old world to pass the time. Chito and Yuuri each occasionally struggle with the looming solitude, but when they have each other, sharing the weight of being two of the last humans becomes a bit more bearable. Between Yuuri's clumsy excitement and Chito's calm composure, their dark days get a little brighter with shooting practice, new books, and snowball fights on the frozen battlefield. Among a scenery of barren landscapes and deserted buildings, Shoujo Shuumatsu Ryokou tells the uplifting tale of two girls and their quest to find hope in a bleak and dying world. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2017	Fridays at 21:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 72467, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Shoujo Shuumatsu Ryokou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/72467/Shoujo_Shuumatsu_Ryokou'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 36468, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Shoujo Shuumatsu Jugyou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36468/Shoujo_Shuumatsu_Jugyou'}]}	235	1.2340425531914894
	235	9185	25879	Working!!!	Wagnaria!!3	ワーキング!!!	['Working!! 3rd Season', 'Working!! Third Season']	TV	4-koma manga	['Aniplex']	['Comedy', 'Romance', 'Seinen', 'Slice of Life']	['A-1 Pictures']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2015-07-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2015-09-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 7, 'year': 2015}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 9, 'year': 2015}}, 'string': 'Jul 5, 2015 to Sep 27, 2015'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.12	73949.0	427.0	689.0	139154.0	758.0	As the stories of those connected to Wagnaria come to a close, only one thing is certain: the workplace is about to get crazier than ever before! Whether it be incredibly awkward romances, relentless searches for lost relatives, or even uncomfortable family reunions, lover of all things cute and tiny Souta Takanashi and his motley crew have plenty on their plates. With more Napoleon complexes, androphobia, and katana-wielding than you can shake a frying pan at, Working!!! delivers a final serving of the staff's hilarious misadventures working at everybody's favorite family restaurant. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Episode 1 was previewed at screenings at Sofmap, Toranoana, Animate, and Gamers stores throughout Japan on June 13, 2015. Regular broadcasting began on July 5, 2015.	2015	Sundays at 00:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 3044, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Working!!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/3044/Working'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 10521, 'type': 'anime', 'name': "Working'!!", 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10521/Working'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 31715, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Working!!!: Lord of the Takanashi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/31715/Working__Lord_of_the_Takanashi'}]}	236	1.1906779661016949
	236	7626	18245	White Album 2	White Album 2	ホワイトアルバム2	['White Album2', 'WA2']	TV	Visual novel	['Starchild Records']	['Drama', 'Music', 'Romance', 'Slice of Life']	['Satelight']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2013-10-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-12-29T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 10, 'year': 2013}, 'to': {'day': 29, 'month': 12, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Oct 6, 2013 to Dec 29, 2013'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.86	65800.0	798.0	664.0	143244.0	2567.0	Haruki Kitahara's light music club is on the verge of disbanding. At this rate, the third year's dream of performing at the school festival would never be realized. However, as his exhausted fingers drift through the chords of "White Album," the first song he would ever play, an angelic voice and mysterious piano begin harmonizing with his lonely guitar. It is a momentous performance that marks the beginning of everything for Haruki. White Album 2 orchestrates Haruki's final semester with complex romance and exhilarating music, as the curtains of the stage he so desired begin to open... [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2013	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 61753, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'White Album 2: Yuki ga Tsumugu Senritsu', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/61753/White_Album_2__Yuki_ga_Tsumugu_Senritsu'}, {'mal_id': 72323, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'White Album 2', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/72323/White_Album_2'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 4720, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'White Album', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/4720/White_Album'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 28227, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'White Album 2 Picture Drama', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/28227/White_Album_2_Picture_Drama'}]}	237	1.0548523206751055
	237	6364	11665	Natsume Yuujinchou Shi	Natsume's Book of Friends Season 4	夏目友人帳 肆	['Natsume Yuujinchou Four', 'Natsume Yuujinchou 4', 'Natsume Yujincho 4']	TV	Manga	['TV Tokyo', 'Aniplex', 'Nihon Ad Systems', 'Hakusensha', 'Sony Music Entertainment']	['Slice of Life', 'Supernatural', 'Drama', 'Fantasy', 'Shoujo']	["Brain's Base"]	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-01-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2012-03-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 1, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 3, 'year': 2012}}, 'string': 'Jan 3, 2012 to Mar 27, 2012'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.71	66778.0	45.0	656.0	144010.0	1465.0	Takashi Natsume, the timid youkai expert and master of the Book of Friends, continues his journey towards self-understanding and acceptance with the help of friends both new and old. His most important ally is still his gluttonous and sake-loving bodyguard, the arrogant but fiercely protective wolf spirit Madara—or Nyanko-sensei, as Madara is called when in his usual disguise of an unassuming, pudgy cat. Natsume, while briefly separated from Nyanko-sensei, is ambushed and kidnapped by a strange group of masked, monkey-like youkai, who have spirited him away to their forest as they desperately search for the Book of Friends. Realizing that his "servant" has been taken out from right under his nose, Nyanko-sensei enlists the help of Natsume's youkai friends and mounts a rescue operation. However, the forest of the monkey spirits holds many dangerous enemies, including the Matoba Clan, Natsume's old nemesis. Stretching from the formidable hideout of the Matoba to Natsume's own childhood home, Natsume Yuujinchou Shi is a sweeping but familiar return to a world of danger and friendship, where Natsume will finally confront the demons of his own past. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2012	Tuesdays at 01:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1859, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Natsume Yuujinchou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1859/Natsume_Yuujinchou'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 10379, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Natsume Yuujinchou San', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10379/Natsume_Yuujinchou_San'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 18849, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Natsume Yuujinchou: Nyanko-sensei to Hajimete no Otsukai', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/18849/Natsume_Yuujinchou__Nyanko-sensei_to_Hajimete_no_Otsukai'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 20651, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Natsume Yuujinchou: Itsuka Yuki no Hi ni', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/20651/Natsume_Yuujinchou__Itsuka_Yuki_no_Hi_ni'}, {'mal_id': 32983, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Natsume Yuujinchou Go', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/32983/Natsume_Yuujinchou_Go'}]}	238	1.3823529411764706
	238	5034	8129	Kuragehime	Princess Jellyfish	海月姫	['Kuragehime']	TV	Manga	['Fuji TV', 'Asmik Ace', 'Sony Music Entertainment', 'Sakura Create', 'Fuji Pacific Music Publishing']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Josei']	["Brain's Base"]	11.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2010-10-15T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2010-12-31T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 15, 'month': 10, 'year': 2010}, 'to': {'day': 31, 'month': 12, 'year': 2010}}, 'string': 'Oct 15, 2010 to Dec 31, 2010'}	22	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.2	72506.0	320.0	651.0	144186.0	3228.0	Ever since her late mother took her to an aquarium when she was young, Tsukimi Kurashita has been obsessed with jellyfish, comparing their flowing tentacles to a princess's white dress. Now living with five other unemployed otaku women, 19-year-old Tsukimi spends her days as a social outcast dreaming of becoming an illustrator. However, her life changes forever when one day, a beautiful woman unexpectedly helps her save a jellyfish in a local pet store. From then on, the stranger—confident, fashionable, and the complete opposite of Tsukimi and her roommates—begins to regularly visit the girls' building. This trendy hipster, though appearing shallow at first, harbors some secrets of her own, starting with the fact that "she" isn't really a girl at all, but a wealthy male college student named Kuranosuke Koibuchi! [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Kuragehime was simulcast on FUNimation in Fall 2010, and became available as a DVD and Blu-ray release the following year. Kuragehime was also briefly available for streaming on Netflix as Princess Jellyfish.	2010	Fridays at 00:45 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 17904, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Kuragehime', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/17904/Kuragehime'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 9754, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kuragehime: Eiyuu Retsuden☆', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/9754/Kuragehime__Eiyuu_Retsuden☆'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 10391, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kuragehime: Soreike! Amars Tankentai', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10391/Kuragehime__Soreike_Amars_Tankentai'}]}	239	1.2217573221757323
	239	8122	20847	Seitokai Yakuindomo*		生徒会役員共＊	['Seitokai Yakuindomo 2', 'SYD*']	TV	4-koma manga	['Starchild Records']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'School', 'Shounen']	['GoHands']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-01-04T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-03-30T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 4, 'month': 1, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 30, 'month': 3, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Jan 4, 2014 to Mar 30, 2014'}	23	R - 17+ (violence & profanity)	7.81	75274.0	882.0	631.0	149725.0	430.0	They say that the more things change, the more they stay the same, and those words could not be more true for the student council of Ousai Private Academy. Though an entire year has passed—bringing the senior members to their final year of high school—not much has changed. President Shino Amakusa is just as perverted as ever, Secretary Aria Shichijou still refuses to put on a pair of panties, Treasurer Suzu Hagimura has yet to grow an inch, and Vice President Takatoshi Tsuda is still stuck as the straight man to their crazy antics. Of course, limiting the fun to a four-way might get a little stale; although the group still messes around with the Judo Club and the Newspaper Club, more girls have come to get in on the excitement. Takatoshi's sister Kotomi, a new student at Ousai, is as perverse as the president, while Uomi, the aloof student council president of the nearby Eiryou High School, fits right in with the insanity at Ousai. With loads of absurdity and sexual humor that keeps on coming, Takatoshi needs to harden up if he is going to keep up with all the madness around him. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2014	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 14110, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Seitokai Yakuindomo', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/14110/Seitokai_Yakuindomo'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 10119, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Seitokai Yakuindomo OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10119/Seitokai_Yakuindomo_OVA'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 26123, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Seitokai Yakuindomo* OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/26123/Seitokai_Yakuindomo_OVA'}], 'Parent story': [{'mal_id': 34504, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Seitokai Yakuindomo Movie', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34504/Seitokai_Yakuindomo_Movie'}]}	240	1.0
	240	5975	10379	Natsume Yuujinchou San	Natsume's Book of Friends Season 3	夏目友人帳 参	['Natsume Yuujinchou Three', 'Natsume Yuujinchou 3', 'Natsume Yujincho 3']	TV	Manga	['Aniplex', 'Sakura Create']	['Drama', 'Fantasy', 'Shoujo', 'Slice of Life', 'Supernatural']	["Brain's Base"]	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2011-07-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2011-09-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 7, 'year': 2011}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 9, 'year': 2011}}, 'string': 'Jul 5, 2011 to Sep 27, 2011'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.64	73880.0	64.0	624.0	151027.0	1043.0	Natsume Yuujinchou San follows Takashi Natsume, a boy who is able to see youkai. Natsume and his bodyguard Madara, nicknamed Nyanko-sensei, continue on their quest to release youkai from their contracts in the "Book of Friends." Natsume comes to terms with his ability to see youkai and stops thinking of it as a curse. As he spends more time with his human and youkai friends, he realizes how much he values them both and decides he doesn't have to choose between the spirit and human worlds to be happy. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2011	Tuesdays at 01:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1859, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Natsume Yuujinchou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1859/Natsume_Yuujinchou'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 5300, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Zoku Natsume Yuujinchou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/5300/Zoku_Natsume_Yuujinchou'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 11665, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Natsume Yuujinchou Shi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/11665/Natsume_Yuujinchou_Shi'}]}	241	1.3526970954356847
	241	12986	35639	Just Because!	Just Because!	Just Because!	[]	TV	Original	['Sotsu', 'AT-X', 'BS Fuji', 'NBCUniversal Entertainment Japan', 'Tokyo MX', 'Moonbell', 'INCS toenter']	['Slice of Life', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'School']	['Pine Jam']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-10-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-12-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 10, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 12, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Oct 5, 2017 to Dec 28, 2017'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.39	57766.0	2100.0	619.0	152478.0	721.0	As another school year begins drawing to a close, the third-year high school students move steadily toward the next milestone of their lives: graduation. Among them are Mio Natsume, a girl burdened with lingering feelings; Hazuki Morikawa, a member of the concert band but distant from the others; and Haruto Souma, an athlete obsessed with baseball. Meanwhile, second-year student Ena Komiya seeks to revive the photography club to its former glory, refusing to let the organization be disbanded. Though this group lacks a strong connection with one another, their lives suddenly cross paths with the arrival of a third-year transfer student. While a transfer so close to graduation is unusual for most, it is business as usual for Eita Izumi. Due to his father's work, he has never been able to stay in one place for very long. But as luck would have it, their most recent relocation has returned Eita to his hometown for his final semester of high school. For better or worse, it also sparks the rekindling of old relationships left behind in the past. With graduation already causing its own share of anxieties, Eita's sudden arrival brings these students' carefree days to an abrupt end. Long-forgotten memories, deeply buried emotions, and inspiring new passions—everything is brought to light in their bittersweet final semester. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2017	Thursdays at 21:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 111275, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Just Because!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/111275/Just_Because'}]}	242	0.5743801652892562
	242	13872	37105	Grand Blue		ぐらんぶる	[]	TV	Manga	['Mainichi Broadcasting System', 'Kodansha', 'NBCUniversal Entertainment Japan', 'Avex Pictures', 'Q-Tec', 'East Japan Marketing & Communications', 'GYAO!']	['Comedy', 'Seinen', 'Slice of Life']	['Zero-G']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-07-14T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-09-29T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 14, 'month': 7, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 29, 'month': 9, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Jul 14, 2018 to Sep 29, 2018'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.42	69653.0	156.0	617.0	154190.0	2489.0	Among the seaside town of Izu's ocean waves and rays of shining sun, Iori Kitahara is just beginning his freshman year at Izu University. As he moves into his uncle's scuba diving shop, Grand Blue, he eagerly anticipates his dream college life, filled with beautiful girls and good friends. But things don't exactly go according to plan. Upon entering the shop, he encounters a group of rowdy, naked upperclassmen, who immediately coerce him into participating in their alcoholic activities. Though unwilling at first, Iori quickly gives in and becomes the heart and soul of the party. Unfortunately, this earns him the scorn of his cousin, Chisa Kotegawa, who walks in at precisely the wrong time. Undeterred, Iori still vows to realize his ideal college life, but will things go according to plan this time, or will his situation take yet another dive? [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2018	Saturdays at 02:55 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 70345, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Grand Blue', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/70345/Grand_Blue'}]}	243	1.2839506172839505
	243	7793	19111	Love Live! School Idol Project 2nd Season	Love Live! School Idol Project 2	ラブライブ! School idol project 2期	[]	TV	Other	['Bandai Visual', 'Lantis', 'Bushiroad']	['Music', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['Sunrise']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-04-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-06-29T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 4, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 29, 'month': 6, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Apr 6, 2014 to Jun 29, 2014'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.96	88017.0	620.0	615.0	153322.0	2582.0	Otonokizaka High School has been saved! Despite having to withdraw from the Love Live!, the efforts of μ's were able to garner enough interest in their school to prevent it from being shut down. What more, following the conclusion of the first, a second Love Live! is announced, this time on an even larger stage than before. Given a chance for redemption, the nine girls come together once more to sing their hearts out and claim victory. However, with the end of the school year approaching, the graduation of the third years draws near. As they attempt to reach the top of the Love Live!, they must also consider their future and choose what path the group will take. Though the question of whether to continue without the third years or disband weighs heavily on the minds of its members, μ's must quickly come to an answer with graduation right around the corner. Love Live! School Idol Project 2nd Season continues the story of the girls as they laugh, cry, sing, and dance in their journey to determine the future of their group and conquer the Love Live! in their last chance to win with all nine girls together. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	The series also has released a mobile rhythm game titled Love Live! School Idol Festival for iOS and Android, released in 2013 for Japan and in 2014 for English users.	2014	Sundays at 22:30 (JST)	{'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 15051, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Love Live! School Idol Project', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/15051/Love_Live_School_Idol_Project'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 24997, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Love Live! The School Idol Movie', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/24997/Love_Live_The_School_Idol_Movie'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 25897, 'type': 'anime', 'name': "Love Live! School Idol Project: μ's →NEXT LoveLive! 2014 - Endless Parade Makuai Drama", 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/25897/Love_Live_School_Idol_Project__μs_→NEXT_LoveLive_2014_-_Endless_Parade_Makuai_Drama'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 30829, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Love Live! School Idol Project 2nd Season Recap', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/30829/Love_Live_School_Idol_Project_2nd_Season_Recap'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 33106, 'type': 'anime', 'name': "Love Live! μ's Final Love Live! Opening Animation", 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33106/Love_Live_μs_Final_Love_Live_Opening_Animation'}]}	244	1.0860655737704918
	244	8254	21511	Kantai Collection: KanColle	KanColle: Kantai Collection	艦隊これくしょん -艦これ-	['Kankore']	TV	Card game	['flying DOG']	['Action', 'Military', 'Sci-Fi', 'Slice of Life', 'School']	['Diomedea']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2015-01-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2015-03-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 1, 'year': 2015}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 3, 'year': 2015}}, 'string': 'Jan 8, 2015 to Mar 26, 2015'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.0	63315.0	3675.0	611.0	154536.0	1341.0	With the seas under constant threat from the hostile "Abyssal Fleet," a specialized naval base is established to counter them. Rather than standard naval weaponry, however, the base is armed with "Kanmusu"—girls who harbor the spirits of Japanese warships—possessing the ability to don weaponized gear that allows them to harness the powerful souls within themselves. Fubuki, a young Destroyer-type Kanmusu, joins the base as a new recruit; unfortunately for her, despite her inexperience and timid nature, she is assigned to the famous Third Torpedo Squadron and quickly thrust into the heat of battle. When she is rescued from near annihilation, the rookie warship resolves to become as strong as the one who saved her. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2015	Thursdays at 01:05 (JST)	{'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 30455, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kantai Collection: KanColle Zoku-hen', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/30455/Kantai_Collection__KanColle_Zoku-hen'}, {'mal_id': 31418, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'KanColle Movie', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/31418/KanColle_Movie'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 31418, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'KanColle Movie', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/31418/KanColle_Movie'}]}	245	0.3346938775510204
	245	3875	5300	Zoku Natsume Yuujinchou	Natsume's Book of Friends Season 2	続 夏目友人帳	['Natsume Yuujinchou Two', 'Natsume Yuujinchou 2', 'Natsume Yujincho 2']	TV	Manga	['Aniplex', 'Nihon Ad Systems']	['Drama', 'Fantasy', 'Shoujo', 'Slice of Life', 'Supernatural']	["Brain's Base"]	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2009-01-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2009-03-31T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 1, 'year': 2009}, 'to': {'day': 31, 'month': 3, 'year': 2009}}, 'string': 'Jan 6, 2009 to Mar 31, 2009'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.61	82480.0	75.0	596.0	157919.0	1243.0	As with its prequel, Zoku Natsume Yuujinchou is about Takashi Natsume, a boy who has had the ability to see youkai since he was young, and his bodyguard youkai Madara, nicknamed Nyanko-sensei. Natsume attempts to return names written in his "Book of Friends" (which he inherited from his grandmother Reiko) to youkai in his village. Throughout these adventures, he meets some youkai that are friendly, some that want to steal the Book, and some that want to kill him, as Natsume learns about himself and his relationship with these mysterious beings along the way. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2009	Tuesdays at 01:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1859, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Natsume Yuujinchou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1859/Natsume_Yuujinchou'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 4081, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Natsume Yuujinchou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/4081/Natsume_Yuujinchou'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 10379, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Natsume Yuujinchou San', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10379/Natsume_Yuujinchou_San'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 19945, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Zoku Natsume Yuujinchou: 3D Nyanko-sensei Gekijou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/19945/Zoku_Natsume_Yuujinchou__3D_Nyanko-sensei_Gekijou'}]}	246	1.3170731707317074
	246	7998	20047	Sakura Trick	Sakura Trick	桜Trick	[]	TV	4-koma manga	['Pony Canyon', 'TBS']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Romance', 'School', 'Seinen', 'Shoujo Ai']	['Studio Deen']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-01-10T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-03-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 10, 'month': 1, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 3, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Jan 10, 2014 to Mar 28, 2014'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.13	72647.0	3165.0	592.0	159332.0	1235.0	Love is in the air when the story of Sakura Trick begins. Haruka Takayama and Yuu Sonoda were best friends in middle school, and are now attending Misato West High School together. They are assigned to the same class in their first year, but are given seats on opposite sides of the room! If that wasn't enough, it is announced at the entrance ceremony that the school will be closed in three years. This doesn't bother either of them, as they still plan on having lots of fun together during their high school years. Haruka gets jealous of Yuu making new friends though, so the two decide to deepen their bond. "Let's do something we'd never do with other girls," Yuu says, and they share a kiss in a vacant classroom after school one day. After that one kiss leads to many kisses, the two begin to realize that the relationship they share has changed completely. But what will happen to their relationship once a disapproving older sister begins to suspect that something is going on between the two?	Sakura Trick first premiered in Winter 2014 and was simulcast by Crunchyroll in the USA and Canada. It was later licensed for a North American home video release by Sentai Filmworks.	2014	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 52257, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Sakura Trick', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/52257/Sakura_Trick'}]}	247	0.3967611336032389
	247	12426	34798	Yuru Camp△	Laid-Back Camp	ゆるキャン△	['Yurukyan']	TV	Manga	['AT-X', 'Sony Music Communications', 'MAGES.', '81 Produce', 'BS11', 'Furyu', 'Crunchyroll SC Anime Fund']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy']	['C-Station']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-01-04T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-03-22T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 4, 'month': 1, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 22, 'month': 3, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Jan 4, 2018 to Mar 22, 2018'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.33	66236.0	221.0	586.0	161133.0	2969.0	While the perfect getaway for most girls her age might be a fancy vacation with their loved ones, Rin Shima's ideal way of spending her days off is camping alone at the base of Mount Fuji. From pitching her tent to gathering firewood, she has always done everything by herself, and has no plans of leaving her little solitary world. However, what starts off as one of Rin's usual camping sessions somehow ends up as a surprise get-together for two when the lost Nadeshiko Kagamihara is forced to take refuge at her campsite. Originally intending to see the picturesque view of Mount Fuji for herself, Nadeshiko's plans are disrupted when she ends up falling asleep partway to her destination. Alone and with no other choice, she seeks help from the only other person nearby. Despite their hasty introductions, the two girls nevertheless enjoy the chilly night together, eating ramen and conversing while the campfire keeps them warm. And even after Nadeshiko's sister finally picks her up later that night, both girls silently ponder the possibility of another camping trip together. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2018	Thursdays at 23:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 94376, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Yuru Camp△', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/94376/Yuru_Camp△'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 37341, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yuru Camp△ Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/37341/Yuru_Camp△_Specials'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 38474, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yuru Camp△ 2nd Season', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/38474/Yuru_Camp△_2nd_Season'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 38475, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yuru Camp△ Movie', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/38475/Yuru_Camp△_Movie'}, {'mal_id': 38476, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yuru Camp△ Specials 2', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/38476/Yuru_Camp△_Specials_2'}]}	248	1.221774193548387
	248	10712	31376	Flying Witch	Flying Witch	ふらいんぐうぃっち	[]	TV	Manga	['VAP', 'Kodansha', 'Magic Capsule', 'Nippon Television Network', 'RAB Aomori Broadcasting', 'Nippon Television Music']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Supernatural', 'Magic', 'Shounen']	['J.C.Staff']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-04-10T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-06-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 10, 'month': 4, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 6, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Apr 10, 2016 to Jun 26, 2016'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.59	64937.0	1391.0	584.0	160856.0	895.0	In the witches' tradition, when a practitioner turns 15, they must become independent and leave their home to study witchcraft. Makoto Kowata is one such apprentice witch who leaves her parents' home in Yokohama in pursuit of knowledge and training. Along with her companion Chito, a black cat familiar, they embark on a journey to Aomori, a region favored by witches due to its abundance of nature and affinity with magic. They begin their new life by living with Makoto's second cousins, Kei Kuramoto and his little sister Chinatsu. While Makoto may seem to be attending high school like any other teenager, her whimsical and eccentric involvement with witchcraft sets her apart from others her age. From her encounter with an anthropomorphic dog fortune teller to the peculiar magic training she receives from her older sister Akane, Makoto's peaceful everyday life is filled with the idiosyncrasies of witchcraft that she shares with her friends and family. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2016	Sundays at 02:25 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 46258, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Flying Witch', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/46258/Flying_Witch'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 32954, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Flying Witch Petit', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/32954/Flying_Witch_Petit'}, {'mal_id': 33681, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Flying Witch Petit Special', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33681/Flying_Witch_Petit_Special'}]}	249	0.7670682730923695
	249	417	486	Kino no Tabi: The Beautiful World	Kino's Journey	キノの旅 -the Beautiful World-	["Kino's Travels: The Beautiful World"]	TV	Light novel	['WOWOW', 'Genco', 'Pony Canyon', 'Studio Wombat', 'chara-ani.com', 'ASCII Media Works']	['Action', 'Adventure', 'Psychological', 'Slice of Life']	['A.C.G.T.']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2003-04-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2003-07-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 4, 'year': 2003}, 'to': {'day': 8, 'month': 7, 'year': 2003}}, 'string': 'Apr 8, 2003 to Jul 8, 2003'}	24	R - 17+ (violence & profanity)	8.41	55378.0	167.0	574.0	161520.0	4886.0	Based on a light novel series by Keiichi Sigsawa, the philosophical Kino no Tabi employs the time-honored motif of the road trip as a vehicle for self-discovery and universal truth. Deeply meditative and cooler than zero, the series follows the existential adventures of the apt markswoman Kino along with talking motorcycle Hermes as they travel the world and learn much about themselves in the process. Imaginative, thought-provoking, and sometimes disturbing, Kino's journey is documented in an episodic style with an emphasis on atmosphere rather than action or plot, though still prevalent.		2003	Tuesdays at 18:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 399, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Kino no Tabi: The Beautiful World', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/399/Kino_no_Tabi__The_Beautiful_World'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 1379, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kino no Tabi: Nanika wo Suru Tame ni - Life Goes On.', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1379/Kino_no_Tabi__Nanika_wo_Suru_Tame_ni_-_Life_Goes_On'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 2175, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kino no Tabi: The Beautiful World - Byouki no Kuni - For You', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/2175/Kino_no_Tabi__The_Beautiful_World_-_Byouki_no_Kuni_-_For_You'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 3466, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kino no Tabi: The Beautiful World - Tou no Kuni', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/3466/Kino_no_Tabi__The_Beautiful_World_-_Tou_no_Kuni'}], 'Character': [{'mal_id': 6628, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Dengeki Bunko 2007 Movie Festival Special', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/6628/Dengeki_Bunko_2007_Movie_Festival_Special'}], 'Alternative version': [{'mal_id': 35079, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kino no Tabi: The Beautiful World - The Animated Series', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/35079/Kino_no_Tabi__The_Beautiful_World_-_The_Animated_Series'}]}	250	1.244
	250	8342	21939	Mushishi Zoku Shou	MUSHI-SHI -Next Passage-	蟲師 続章	['Mushi-shi Zoku Shou', 'Mushishi: The Next Chapter']	TV	Manga	['Aniplex', 'Kodansha', 'Delfi Sound']	['Adventure', 'Slice of Life', 'Mystery', 'Historical', 'Supernatural', 'Fantasy', 'Seinen']	['Artland']	10.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-04-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-06-21T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 4, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 21, 'month': 6, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Apr 5, 2014 to Jun 21, 2014'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.76	66744.0	34.0	574.0	162229.0	1005.0	Perceived as strange and feared by man, over time the misshapen ones came to be known as Mushi. Although they harbor no ill intentions towards humans, many suffer from the side effects of their existence and strange nature; exploiting the Mushi without understanding them, even unintentionally, can lead to disaster and strife for any involved. Mushishi Zoku Shou continues the story of Mushishi Ginko on his journey to help the visible world to coexist with the Mushi. During his travels, Ginko discovers various gifted individuals—those cursed by circumstance and those maintaining a fragile symbiosis with the Mushi—inevitably confronting the question of whether humanity, talented and tortured alike, can manage the responsibility of the unseen. Moreover, as a Mushishi, Ginko must learn more about these strange beings and decide if he has the right to interfere with the complex relationships between Mushi and mankind. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2014	Saturdays at 00:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 418, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Mushishi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/418/Mushishi'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 457, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mushishi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/457/Mushishi'}, {'mal_id': 21329, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mushishi Special: Hihamukage', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/21329/Mushishi_Special__Hihamukage'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 24687, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mushishi Zoku Shou: Odoro no Michi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/24687/Mushishi_Zoku_Shou__Odoro_no_Michi'}, {'mal_id': 24701, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mushishi Zoku Shou 2nd Season', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/24701/Mushishi_Zoku_Shou_2nd_Season'}]}	251	1.3227091633466135
	251	1043	1222	Bokura ga Ita		僕等がいた	['Bokuraga Ita', 'We were there']	TV	Manga	['Marvelous', 'Pony Canyon', 'Delfi Sound']	['Slice of Life', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'Shoujo']	['Artland']	26.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2006-07-04T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2006-12-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 4, 'month': 7, 'year': 2006}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 12, 'year': 2006}}, 'string': 'Jul 4, 2006 to Dec 26, 2006'}	25	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.44	71370.0	1859.0	571.0	161672.0	2026.0	Going into her first year of high school, Nanami Takahashi is filled with the hope of making many new friends. After meeting the shy Yuri Yamamoto, she hears about a popular boy in their class: Yano Motoharu. Yuri cares little for Yano because of his past relationship with her older sister Nana, and at first, Nanami doesn't like his attitude either. However, Nanami soon begins to warm up to Yano and takes a liking to him. The two spend more of their time together and eventually decide to start dating. But their love is not without challenges; Yano has trouble opening up to Nanami, since his first girlfriend, Nana, died in a car accident the year before, and she had been with one of her ex-boyfriends at the time. Finding themselves living in the shadow of Yano's relationship with Nana, Nanami and Yano struggle to keep their relationship afloat amid misunderstandings and heartache with the certainty of their love for each other. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2006	Tuesdays at 02:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1031, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Bokura ga Ita', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1031/Bokura_ga_Ita'}]}	252	0.6111111111111112
	252	325	387	Haibane Renmei	Haibane Renmei	灰羽連盟	['Charcoal Feather Federation']	TV	Other	['Kadokawa Shoten', 'Fuji TV', 'Studio Tulip']	['Slice of Life', 'Mystery', 'Psychological', 'Drama', 'Fantasy']	['Radix']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2002-10-10T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2002-12-19T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 10, 'month': 10, 'year': 2002}, 'to': {'day': 19, 'month': 12, 'year': 2002}}, 'string': 'Oct 10, 2002 to Dec 19, 2002'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.02	64293.0	539.0	564.0	163895.0	4751.0	Born from a cocoon in the village of Old Home, a young Haibane—a being with a halo and small gray wings—awakens to a world she does not understand without memories of her past. Named Rakka for the dream of falling she had while inside the cocoon, she soon becomes accustomed to life in the strange town. However, there are strict rules for the Haibane, such as being forbidden to leave the village or go near the walls surrounding it. These, along with mysterious disappearances of their kind on their "Day of Flight," begin to unsettle Rakka and the others since they know almost nothing about their own kind. Haibane Renmei tells not only Rakka's story but also of those around her, as they live their lives with no memories of the past while trying to break free from their former pain and ultimately find salvation. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2002	Thursdays at 02:28 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 5356, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Old Home no Haibane-tachi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/5356/Old_Home_no_Haibane-tachi'}]}	253	1.075098814229249
	253	2923	3503	Kanokon	Kanokon: The Girl Who Cried Fox	かのこん	[]	TV	Light novel	['Media Factory', 'Movic', 'AT-X']	['Comedy', 'Ecchi', 'Harem', 'Romance', 'School', 'Shounen', 'Slice of Life', 'Supernatural']	['Xebec']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2008-04-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2008-06-21T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 4, 'year': 2008}, 'to': {'day': 21, 'month': 6, 'year': 2008}}, 'string': 'Apr 5, 2008 to Jun 21, 2008'}	24	R+ - Mild Nudity	6.63	82541.0	5219.0	557.0	166094.0	555.0	Kouta has girl troubles of the supernatural sort. For some reason, he keeps attracting the attention (and affections) of animal spirits! Having spent most of his life in the country, Kouta is understandably nervous when he moves in with his grandma to attend a high school in the big city. He hoped to make a good impression, but having Chizuru, a beautiful fox spirit, hanging off his arm didn't seem to be the sort of image he wanted to have. She's not alone in her love for Kouta, either. Nozomu, a wolf spirit, as well as other youkai have their sights set on the hapless country boy.	Kanokon adapts the first 6 novels of Katsumi Nishino's light novel series of the same title.	2008	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1687, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Kanokon', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1687/Kanokon'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 4760, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kanokon Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/4760/Kanokon_Specials'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 6791, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kanokon: Manatsu no Dai Shanikusai', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/6791/Kanokon__Manatsu_no_Dai_Shanikusai'}]}	254	0.15748031496062992
	254	11346	32828	Amaama to Inazuma	Sweetness & Lightning	甘々と稲妻	[]	TV	Manga	['Toei Video', 'Kodansha', 'Shin-Ei Animation', 'DAX Production', 'Asmik Ace', 'Yomiuri TV Enterprise', 'Sumitomo']	['Comedy', 'Slice of Life', 'Seinen']	['TMS Entertainment']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-07-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-09-20T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 7, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 20, 'month': 9, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Jul 5, 2016 to Sep 20, 2016'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.56	73987.0	1477.0	550.0	167897.0	609.0	Since the death of his wife, Kouhei Inuzuka has been caring for his young daughter Tsumugi to the best of his abilities. However, with his lack of culinary knowledge and his busy job as a teacher, he is left relying on ready-made meals from convenience stores to feed the little girl. Frustrated at his own incapability to provide a fresh, nutritious meal for his daughter, Kouhei takes up an offer from his student, Kotori Iida, to come have dinner at her family's restaurant. But on their very first visit, the father and daughter discover that the restaurant is often closed due to Kotori's mother being away for work and that Kotori often eats alone. After much pleading from his pupil, Kouhei decides to continue to go to the restaurant with Tsumugi to cook and share delicious homemade food with Kotori. Amaama to Inazuma follows the heartwarming story of a caring father trying his hardest to make his adorable little daughter happy, while exploring the meanings and values behind cooking, family, and the warm meals at home that are often taken for granted. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2016	Tuesdays at 01:05 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 63535, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Amaama to Inazuma', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/63535/Amaama_to_Inazuma'}]}	255	0.7294117647058823
	255	6036	10521	Working'!!	Wagnaria!!2	ワーキング’！！	['Working!! 2']	TV	4-koma manga	['Aniplex', 'Yomiuri Telecasting', 'Rakuonsha']	['Comedy', 'Romance', 'Seinen', 'Slice of Life']	['A-1 Pictures']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2011-10-01T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2011-12-24T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 1, 'month': 10, 'year': 2011}, 'to': {'day': 24, 'month': 12, 'year': 2011}}, 'string': 'Oct 1, 2011 to Dec 24, 2011'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.95	100071.0	640.0	546.0	169312.0	413.0	The exciting antics of Wagnaria return as more ridiculous incidents occur, friendships are deepened, and new feelings are discovered. In addition to Souta Takanashi and his wacky co-workers, more eccentric personalities join the family restaurant: Haruna, Hyougo Otoo's missing wife, who has a habit of getting hopelessly lost through the sewer system; Kirio Yamada, Aoi's older brother, who is able to withstand Mahiru Inami's deadly punches; and twins Youhei and Mitsuki Mashiba, Kyouko Shirafuji's juniors who do not get along. Absurdity, romance, and hilarity are all on the menu for the Wagnaria family restaurant! [Written by MAL Rewrite]	The first episode received a preview airing on September 3, 2011. The regular television airing started on October 1, 2011.	2011	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 3044, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Working!!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/3044/Working'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 6956, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Working!!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/6956/Working'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 10532, 'type': 'anime', 'name': "Working'!! Announcement Specials", 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10532/Working_Announcement_Specials'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 25879, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Working!!!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/25879/Working'}]}	256	1.02734375
	256	13108	35860	Karakai Jouzu no Takagi-san	Teasing Master Takagi-san	からかい上手の高木さん	['Skilled Teaser Takagi-san']	TV	Manga	['TMS Entertainment', 'Asatsu DK', 'Asmik Ace', 'TOHO animation', 'East Japan Marketing & Communications']	['Romance', 'Comedy', 'School', 'Slice of Life', 'Shounen']	['Shin-Ei Animation']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-01-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-03-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 1, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 3, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Jan 8, 2018 to Mar 26, 2018'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.9	74178.0	701.0	543.0	172268.0	1598.0	Having a friend that knows you inside out should be a good thing, but in Nishikata's case, the opposite is true. His classmate Takagi loves to tease him on a daily basis, and she uses her extensive knowledge of his behavior to predict exactly how he will react to her teasing, making it nearly impossible for Nishikata to ever make a successful comeback. Despite this, Nishikata vows to someday give Takagi a taste of her own medicine by making her blush out of embarrassment from his teasing. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2018	Mondays at 23:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 78537, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Karakai Jouzu no Takagi-san', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/78537/Karakai_Jouzu_no_Takagi-san'}, {'mal_id': 97699, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Ashita wa Doyoubi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/97699/Ashita_wa_Doyoubi'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 37621, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Karakai Jouzu no Takagi-san OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/37621/Karakai_Jouzu_no_Takagi-san_OVA'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 38993, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Karakai Jouzu no Takagi-san 2nd Season', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/38993/Karakai_Jouzu_no_Takagi-san_2nd_Season'}]}	257	0.9922178988326849
	257	5	16	Hachimitsu to Clover	Honey and Clover	ハチミツとクローバー	['HachiKuro', 'Honey & Clover']	TV	Manga	['Genco', 'Fuji TV', 'Shueisha']	['Comedy', 'Drama', 'Josei', 'Romance', 'Slice of Life']	['J.C.Staff']	24.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2005-04-15T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2005-09-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 15, 'month': 4, 'year': 2005}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 9, 'year': 2005}}, 'string': 'Apr 15, 2005 to Sep 27, 2005'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.12	57065.0	419.0	536.0	172274.0	3752.0	Yuuta, Takumi, and Shinobu share a six-tatami room apartment with no bath. The rent is low and it's perfect for poor college students such as themselves. Shinobu is a mysterious, quirky person, who does things on a whim. Takumi is passionate both in work and love, and Yuuta is a simple person with simple dreams and desires. That is, until he meets Hagumi, a petite girl with enormous amount of talent. Hagumi is fondly called Hagu by Shuuji, who serves as Hagu's guardian. Hagu meets Ayumi, nicknamed Ayu, and they become close friends almost instantly. Meanwhile, Ayu falls for one of the boys... The joys of falling in love, the pain of letting go, discovering one's self, and finding the courage to move on—these are some of the things that the characters in Hachimitsu to Clover experience as they take part in the play staged by fate.	Hachimitsu to Clover was the first anime to air on Fuji Television's noitaminA block.	2005	Fridays at 00:35 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1009, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Hachimitsu to Clover', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1009/Hachimitsu_to_Clover'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 644, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hachimitsu to Clover Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/644/Hachimitsu_to_Clover_Specials'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 1142, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hachimitsu to Clover II', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1142/Hachimitsu_to_Clover_II'}]}	258	1.0930232558139534
	258	7343	16918	Gin no Saji	Silver Spoon	銀の匙	[]	TV	Manga	['Aniplex', 'Dentsu', 'Fuji TV', 'Kyoraku Industrial Holdings']	['Comedy', 'School', 'Shounen', 'Slice of Life']	['A-1 Pictures']	11.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2013-07-12T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-09-20T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 12, 'month': 7, 'year': 2013}, 'to': {'day': 20, 'month': 9, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Jul 12, 2013 to Sep 20, 2013'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.15	81948.0	375.0	529.0	173750.0	1912.0	Yuugo Hachiken is studious, hard-working, and tired of trying to live up to expectations he just cannot meet. With the ushering in of a brand new school year, he decides to enrol in Ooezo Agricultural High School, a boarding school located in the Hokkaido countryside, as a means to escape from the stress brought upon by his parents. Initially convinced that he would do well at this institution, Hachiken is quickly proven wrong by his talented classmates, individuals who have been living on farms their entire lives and know just about everything when it comes to food, vegetables, and even the physiology of livestock! Whether it be waking up at five in the morning for strenuous labor or to take care of farm animals, Hachiken is a complete amateur when it comes to the harsh agricultural life. Gin no Saji follows the comedic story of a young student at as he tries to fit into a completely new environment, meeting many unique people along the way. As he struggles to appreciate his surroundings, Hachiken hopes to discover his dreams, so that he may lead a fulfilling life on his own terms. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Gin no Saji is an anime adaptation of Hiromu Arakawa's ongoing manga of the same name that has sold over 12 million copies in Japan alone and was honored with a nomination for the 19th annual Tezuka Osamu Cultural Prize. The series aired in 2013 on the famous Fuji Television noitaminA block, which has aired several prominent anime including Anohana, Nodame Cantabile and Psycho-Pass. Gin no Saji has been licensed by Aniplex of America for streaming and home video distribution in North America. The anime adaptation was followed by a live-action film adaptation, of the same source material, that premiered in 2014.	2013	Fridays at 00:45 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 25096, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Gin no Saji', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/25096/Gin_no_Saji'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 19363, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Gin no Saji 2nd Season', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/19363/Gin_no_Saji_2nd_Season'}]}	259	1.1042471042471043
	259	14126	37510	Mob Psycho 100 II	Mob Psycho 100	モブサイコ100 II	['Mob Psycho 100 2nd Season', 'Mob Psycho Hyaku', 'Mob Psycho One Hundred']	TV	Web manga	['Warner Bros. Japan', 'Shogakukan']	['Action', 'Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Supernatural']	['Bones']	13.0	Currently Airing	True	{'from': '2019-01-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': None, 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 1, 'year': 2019}, 'to': {'day': None, 'month': None, 'year': None}}, 'string': 'Jan 7, 2019 to ?'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.71	25702.0	43.0	489.0	187676.0	833.0	Second Season of ONE's Mob Psycho 100.		2019	Mondays at 23:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 60783, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Mob Psycho 100', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/60783/Mob_Psycho_100'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 32182, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mob Psycho 100', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/32182/Mob_Psycho_100'}]}	260	1.2615384615384615
	260	6802	13655	Little Busters!	Little Busters!	リトルバスターズ!	['LB!']	TV	Visual novel	['Warner Bros. Japan', 'Showgate']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Supernatural', 'Drama', 'School']	['J.C.Staff']	26.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-10-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-04-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 10, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 6, 'month': 4, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Oct 6, 2012 to Apr 6, 2013'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.6	70348.0	1368.0	488.0	187171.0	1726.0	As a child, Riki Naoe shut himself from the world, thanks to a diagnosis of narcolepsy following the tragic deaths of his parents. However, Riki is saved when, one fateful day, a boy named Kyousuke recruits him into a team who call themselves the Little Busters. Accompanied by Masato, Kengo, and Rin, these misfits spend their childhood fighting evil and enjoying their youth. Years pass, and even in high school, the well-knit teammates remain together. Kyousuke decides to re-ignite the Little Busters by forming a baseball team as it will be his last school year with them. They have a problem though: there aren't enough members! The tables have turned, for it is now Riki's turn to reach out and recruit new friends into the Little Busters, just like Kyousuke had once done for him. Then, an omen surfaces—Rin finds a strange letter attached to her cat, assigning them the duty of uncovering the "secret of this world" by completing specific tasks. Just what is this secret, and why is it being hidden? It's up to the Little Busters to find out! [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2012	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 8677, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Little Busters!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/8677/Little_Busters'}, {'mal_id': 93220, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Little Busters!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/93220/Little_Busters'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 17643, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Little Busters!: Sekai no Saitou wa Ore ga Mamoru!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/17643/Little_Busters__Sekai_no_Saitou_wa_Ore_ga_Mamoru'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 18195, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Little Busters!: Refrain', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/18195/Little_Busters__Refrain'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 35960, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kud Wafter', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/35960/Kud_Wafter'}]}	261	0.7547892720306514
	261	13513	36563	Megalo Box	MEGALOBOX	メガロボクス	[]	TV	Original	['TBS', 'Kodansha', 'Bandai Namco Arts']	['Action', 'Sci-Fi', 'Slice of Life', 'Sports', 'Drama']	['TMS Entertainment']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-04-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-06-29T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 4, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 29, 'month': 6, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Apr 6, 2018 to Jun 29, 2018'}	24	R - 17+ (violence & profanity)	8.07	88156.0	479.0	482.0	191547.0	1204.0	"To be quiet and do as you're told, that's the cowardly choice." These are the words of Junk Dog, an underground fighter of Megalo Box, an evolution of boxing that utilizes mechanical limbs known as Gear to enhance the speed and power of its users. Despite the young man's brimming potential as a boxer, the illegal nature of his participation forces him to make a living off of throwing matches as dictated by his boss Gansaku Nanbu. However, this all changes when the Megalo Box champion Yuuri enters his shabby ring under the guise of just another challenger. Taken out in a single round, Junk Dog is left with a challenge: "If you're serious about fighting me again, then fight your way up to me and my ring." Filled with overwhelming excitement and backed by the criminal syndicate responsible for his thrown matches, Junk Dog enters Megalonia: a world-spanning tournament that will decide the strongest Megalo Boxer of them all. Having no name of his own, he takes on the moniker of "Joe" as he begins his climb from the very bottom of the ranked list of fighters. With only three months left to qualify, Joe must face off against opponents the likes of which he has never fought in order to meet the challenge of his rival. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2018	Fridays at 01:28 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 112233, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Megalo Box: Shukumei no Souken', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/112233/Megalo_Box__Shukumei_no_Souken'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 2402, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Ashita no Joe', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/2402/Ashita_no_Joe'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 37703, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Megalo Box Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/37703/Megalo_Box_Specials'}]}	262	1.0534351145038168
	262	11022	32093	Tanaka-kun wa Itsumo Kedaruge	Tanaka-kun is Always Listless	田中くんはいつもけだるげ	[]	TV	Web manga	['Bandai Visual', 'Dentsu', 'Frontier Works', 'Lantis', 'Shochiku', 'Mainichi Broadcasting System', 'Movic', 'Yahoo! Japan', 'Grooove']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'School']	['Silver Link.']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-04-09T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-06-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 9, 'month': 4, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 6, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Apr 9, 2016 to Jun 25, 2016'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.01	86701.0	562.0	479.0	192563.0	2138.0	For high school student Tanaka, the act of being listless is a way of life. Known for his inattentiveness and ability to fall asleep anywhere, Tanaka prays that each day will be as uneventful as the last, seeking to preserve his lazy lifestyle however he can by avoiding situations that require him to exert himself. Along with his dependable friend Oota who helps him with tasks he is unable to accomplish, the lethargic teenager constantly deals with events that prevent him from experiencing the quiet and peaceful days he longs for. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2016	Saturdays at 22:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 59893, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Tanaka-kun wa Itsumo Kedaruge', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/59893/Tanaka-kun_wa_Itsumo_Kedaruge'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 33004, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Tanaka-kun wa Kyou mo Kedaruge', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33004/Tanaka-kun_wa_Kyou_mo_Kedaruge'}, {'mal_id': 33157, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Tanaka-kun wa Itsumo Kedaruge Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33157/Tanaka-kun_wa_Itsumo_Kedaruge_Specials'}]}	263	1.0304182509505704
	263	6505	12291	Acchi Kocchi (TV)	Place to Place	あっちこっち	['Acchi Kocchi']	TV	4-koma manga	['Pony Canyon', 'TBS', 'DAX Production', 'BS-TBS', 'Jumondo', 'Houbunsha']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Romance', 'School']	['AIC']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-04-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2012-06-29T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 4, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 29, 'month': 6, 'year': 2012}}, 'string': 'Apr 6, 2012 to Jun 29, 2012'}	25	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.6	88422.0	1355.0	471.0	192568.0	1940.0	Feelings may come and go, but true love always remains in the heart. Tsumiki Miniwa is in love with her best friend, Io Otonashi. For her, confessing is nearly impossible; but to her friends, they seem to be the perfect match. Cute and petite, Tsumiki comes off more as a friend, and Io's attitude toward her is friendlier than toward others. Despite the constant teasing and obvious hints that his friends have been dropping, Io always seems to miss the signs. Throughout her everyday school life, Tsumiki spends time with her friends and Io. Will she finally muster enough courage to confess her true feelings? [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2012	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 17775, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Acchi Kocchi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/17775/Acchi_Kocchi'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 16273, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Acchi Kocchi (TV): Place=Princess', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/16273/Acchi_Kocchi_TV__Place_Princess'}]}	264	0.7424242424242424
	264	13349	36296	Hinamatsuri		ヒナまつり	['Hina Festival']	TV	Manga	['Media Factory', 'Magic Capsule', 'Nippon Columbia', 'Kadokawa Media House']	['Comedy', 'Sci-Fi', 'Seinen', 'Slice of Life', 'Supernatural']	['feel.']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-04-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-06-22T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 4, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 22, 'month': 6, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Apr 6, 2018 to Jun 22, 2018'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.34	91475.0	211.0	469.0	194507.0	1832.0	While reveling in the successful clinching of a prized vase for his collection, Yoshifumi Nitta, a yakuza member, is rudely interrupted when a large, peculiar capsule suddenly materializes and falls on his head. He opens the capsule to reveal a young, blue-haired girl, who doesn't divulge anything about herself but her name—Hina—and the fact that she possesses immense powers. As if things couldn't get any worse, she loses control and unleashes an explosion if her powers remain unused. Faced with no other choice, Nitta finds himself becoming her caregiver. To let her use her powers freely, Nitta asks Hina to help out with a construction deal, which goes smoothly. But while this is happening, a rival yakuza group covertly attacks his boss. To Nitta's shock, his colleagues later pin the blame on him! Tasked with attacking the rival group in retaliation, Nitta steels himself and arrives at their hideout. But suddenly, Hina unexpectedly steps in and helps him wipe out the entire group. As it turns out, Hina might just become a valuable asset to Nitta and his yakuza business, provided she does not use her powers on him first! And so the strange life of this unusual duo begins. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2018	Fridays at 21:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 36413, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Hinamatsuri', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/36413/Hinamatsuri'}]}	265	1.150943396226415
	265	7216	16417	Tamako Market	Tamako Market	たまこまーけっと	[]	TV	Original	['Animax', 'Pony Canyon', 'TBS', 'Animation Do']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy']	['Kyoto Animation']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2013-01-10T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-03-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 10, 'month': 1, 'year': 2013}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 3, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Jan 10, 2013 to Mar 28, 2013'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.38	81277.0	2167.0	462.0	194473.0	801.0	Inside the Usagiyama Shopping District lies an eccentric but close-knit community of business owners. Tamako Kitashirakawa, a clumsy though adorable teenage girl, belongs to a family of mochi bakers who own a quaint shop called Tama-ya. One day, Tamako stumbles upon a talking bird that presents himself as royalty from a distant land. Dera Mochimazzi, as he calls himself, states that he’s seeking a bride for his country’s prince. Intent on his mission, Dera follows Tamako home and develops an addiction to mochi, becoming painfully overweight and subsequently unable to fly back to his homeland; thus, he takes up residence with Tamako's family and becomes the community’s beloved mascot. Meanwhile, Tamako's friend, Mochizou Ooji, continues to hide his true feelings for her. Their fathers are fierce mochi rivals, but will it be enough to drive a wedge between Tamako and Mochizou? And just what will happen to Dera's task of finding his prince’s destined bride? [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2013	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 55763, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Tamako Market', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/55763/Tamako_Market'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 17879, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Tamako Market Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/17879/Tamako_Market_Specials'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 21647, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Tamako Love Story', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/21647/Tamako_Love_Story'}, {'mal_id': 23399, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Minami no Shima no Dera-chan', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/23399/Minami_no_Shima_no_Dera-chan'}]}	266	0.5112781954887218
	266	34	57	Beck	Beck: Mongolian Chop Squad	ベック	['BECK']	TV	Manga	['Marvelous', 'Starchild Records', 'Asatsu DK', 'Kodansha']	['Comedy', 'Drama', 'Music', 'Shounen', 'Slice of Life']	['Madhouse']	26.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2004-10-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2005-03-31T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 10, 'year': 2004}, 'to': {'day': 31, 'month': 3, 'year': 2005}}, 'string': 'Oct 7, 2004 to Mar 31, 2005'}	25	R - 17+ (violence & profanity)	8.36	91614.0	197.0	448.0	198237.0	6022.0	Fourteen-year-old Yukio "Koyuki" Tanaka is a dispirited young boy with no goals in life. However, this all changes when Koyuki saves a strange-looking dog named Beck from being harassed by a group of local kids. The dog's owner, 16-year-old Ryuusuke "Ray" Minami, is an emerging guitarist and the former member of a popular rock band. After Koyuki meets Ray again in a diner, the older boy leads him to his former band's meeting place and dazzles Koyuki with his amazing guitar skills. Slowly becoming interested in the glamour of western rock culture, Koyuki decides to start playing the guitar while helping Ray achieve his dream of leading the ultimate rock band. Together with Ray's younger sister Maho and a few other members, the two boys launch their career into the world of rock by forming a band called BECK. Beck follows the group's struggles and successes as they spread their fame across Japan. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2004	Thursdays at 01:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 145, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Beck', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/145/Beck'}]}	267	1.146067415730337
	267	1306	1530	Kanon (2006)	Kanon	カノン (2006)	['Kanon Remake', 'Kanon 2006']	TV	Visual novel	['Pony Canyon', 'TBS', 'Movic']	['Slice of Life', 'Supernatural', 'Drama', 'Romance']	['Kyoto Animation']	24.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2006-10-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2007-03-16T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 10, 'year': 2006}, 'to': {'day': 16, 'month': 3, 'year': 2007}}, 'string': 'Oct 6, 2006 to Mar 16, 2007'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.09	105002.0	457.0	446.0	198741.0	4328.0	As a young child, Aizawa Yuuichi had often visited his cousin in the city; however, something drastic happened to keep him away for seven long years. Now, Yuuichi returns, his memories of those days are simply gone. Settling into the wintry town, Yuuichi comes across several young girls, all of whom are connected to his past. As he befriends them and continues to interact with them, the long forgotten memories from his childhood begin to resurface... [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2006	Fridays at 01:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1822, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Kanon', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1822/Kanon'}, {'mal_id': 68927, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Kanon', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/68927/Kanon'}], 'Alternative version': [{'mal_id': 144, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kanon', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/144/Kanon'}]}	268	1.0335820895522387
	268	8212	21327	Isshuukan Friends.	One Week Friends	一週間フレンズ。	[]	TV	4-koma manga	['Nihon Ad Systems', 'Pony Canyon', 'DAX Production', 'TOHO animation']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'School', 'Shounen']	["Brain's Base"]	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-04-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-06-23T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 4, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 23, 'month': 6, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Apr 7, 2014 to Jun 23, 2014'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.64	97461.0	1257.0	443.0	199915.0	1021.0	Sixteen-year-old Yuuki Hase finally finds the courage to speak to his crush and ask her if she wants to become friends. The object of his affection, Kaori Fujimiya, is a quiet and reserved girl who cuts herself off from everyone and does not spare him the same blunt rejection she gives everybody else. Some time after, Yuuki finds her eating lunch on the roof where she secludes herself during break. He decides to start meeting with Kaori every day in the hopes of beginning to understand her better. The more time they spend together, the more she begins to open up to him. However, nearing the end of the week, she starts to push him away once more. It is then revealed to him the reason for Kaori's cold front: at the end of the week, her memories of those close to her, excluding her family, are forgotten, as they are reset every Monday. The result of an accident in middle school, the once popular and kind Kaori is now unable to make friends in fear of hurting the people dear to her. Determined to become more than just one week friends, Yuuki asks her the exact same question each Monday: "Would you like to be friends?" Because he knows that deep down, Kaori wishes for that more than anything. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2014	Mondays at 00:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 43967, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Isshuukan Friends.', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/43967/Isshuukan_Friends'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 24821, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Isshuukan Friends. Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/24821/Isshuukan_Friends_Specials'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 30376, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Isshuukan Friends.: Tomodachi to no Omoide', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/30376/Isshuukan_Friends__Tomodachi_to_no_Omoide'}]}	269	0.7695167286245354
	269	5533	9379	Denpa Onna to Seishun Otoko	Ground Control to Psychoelectric Girl	電波女と青春男	['Electromagnetic Wave Woman and Adolescent Man']	TV	Light novel	['Starchild Records', 'TBS']	['Sci-Fi', 'Slice of Life', 'Comedy']	['Shaft']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2011-04-15T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2011-07-01T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 15, 'month': 4, 'year': 2011}, 'to': {'day': 1, 'month': 7, 'year': 2011}}, 'string': 'Apr 15, 2011 to Jul 1, 2011'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.25	90299.0	2652.0	430.0	204142.0	906.0	Makoto Niwa meticulously tallies the amount of positive and negative youthful experiences he engages in as if to grade his own life. When his parents go overseas, he moves to a new town to live with his aunt, welcoming the change and ready for a fresh start. However, as ordinary as he had imagined his adolescence to be, he could never have taken the existence of an enigmatic long-lost cousin into account. Upon moving into his aunt's house, he discovers the cousin he never knew about: Erio Touwa. Despite being Makoto's age, she couldn't be more different: Erio chooses to wrap herself in a futon all day rather than to go to school. She even claims to be an alien, and with a speech pattern and personality to back it up, any chance of Makoto's dreamt-of normal life is instantly tossed out the window. As he meets a string of other eccentric girls in town, Makoto must face the possibility of seeing his youth points in the red. However, he might be surprised by how thrilling an abnormal youth can be. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2011	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 21555, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Denpa Onna to Seishun Otoko', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/21555/Denpa_Onna_to_Seishun_Otoko'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 10638, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Denpa Onna to Seishun Otoko: Mayonaka no Taiyou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10638/Denpa_Onna_to_Seishun_Otoko__Mayonaka_no_Taiyou'}]}	270	0.43333333333333335
	270	5482	9289	Hanasaku Iroha	Hanasaku Iroha: Blossoms for Tomorrow	花咲くいろは	[]	TV	Original	['Bandai Visual', 'Sotsu', 'Yomiuri Telecasting', 'Lantis', 'Pony Canyon', 'Showgate', 'Infinite']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Drama']	['P.A. Works']	26.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2011-04-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2011-09-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 4, 'year': 2011}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 9, 'year': 2011}}, 'string': 'Apr 3, 2011 to Sep 25, 2011'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.0	87178.0	569.0	413.0	210421.0	2092.0	Ohana Matsumae is an energetic and wild teenager residing in Tokyo with her carefree single mother. Abruptly, her mother decides to run away with her new boyfriend from debt collectors, forcing the young girl to fend for herself—as per her mother's "rely only on yourself" philosophy—in rural Japan, where her cold grandmother runs a small inn. Driven to adapt to the tranquil lifestyle of the countryside, Ohana experiences and deals with the challenges of working as a maid, as well as meeting and making friends with enthralling people at her new school and the inn. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2011	Sundays at 22:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 25408, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Hanasaku Iroha', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/25408/Hanasaku_Iroha'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 14175, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hanasaku Iroha: Home Sweet Home', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/14175/Hanasaku_Iroha__Home_Sweet_Home'}], 'Character': [{'mal_id': 21103, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Utopia', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/21103/Utopia'}]}	271	0.992619926199262
	271	8081	20541	Mikakunin de Shinkoukei	Engaged to the Unidentified	未確認で進行形	[]	TV	4-koma manga	['Sotsu', 'DAX Production', 'TOHO animation', 'RAY', 'Ichijinsha']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Romance', 'School']	['Doga Kobo']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-01-09T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-03-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 9, 'month': 1, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 3, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Jan 9, 2014 to Mar 27, 2014'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.53	102344.0	1581.0	410.0	211414.0	828.0	Just an ordinary teenager, Kobeni Yonomori receives quite the surprise on her 16th birthday—a fiancé and a sister-in-law she never even knew she had. As a result of an arrangement that her late grandfather made, Hakuya Mitsumine and his younger sister Mashiro have moved from their countryside home to the Yonomori household in order to deepen their relationship with their new family members. Mikakunin de Shinkoukei follows Kobeni's "love life" with Hakuya as she tries her best to adjust to the abrupt changes forced upon her. However, as some extraordinary secrets regarding the siblings come to light, Kobeni will find her life changed forever. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Mikakunin de Shinkoukei originally premiered on Japan's ABC station, and also aired on Tokyo MX, BS11, and AT-X. The series was simulcast on Crunchyroll and several other websites outside of Japan. Sales for a six-volume DVD set of the series began March-August 2014.
Although the anime follows the manga closely, the final episode is original to the anime.	2014	Thursdays at 02:13 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 21097, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Mikakunin de Shinkoukei', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/21097/Mikakunin_de_Shinkoukei'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 22071, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mikakunin de Shinkoukei: Mite. Are ga Watashitachi no Tomatteiru Ryokan yo.', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/22071/Mikakunin_de_Shinkoukei__Mite_Are_ga_Watashitachi_no_Tomatteiru_Ryokan_yo'}, {'mal_id': 23227, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mikakunin de Shinkoukei: Kamoniku tte Midori-ppoi Aji ga Suru no ne.', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/23227/Mikakunin_de_Shinkoukei__Kamoniku_tte_Midori-ppoi_Aji_ga_Suru_no_ne'}]}	272	0.6433823529411765
	272	7471	17549	Non Non Biyori	Non Non Biyori	のんのんびより	[]	TV	Manga	['TV Tokyo', 'Lantis', 'Media Factory', 'Kadokawa Shoten', 'AT-X', 'Sony Music Communications']	['Comedy', 'School', 'Seinen', 'Slice of Life']	['Silver Link.']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2013-10-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-12-24T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 10, 'year': 2013}, 'to': {'day': 24, 'month': 12, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Oct 8, 2013 to Dec 24, 2013'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.0	91304.0	573.0	405.0	212335.0	3559.0	Asahigaoka might look like typical, boring countryside to most; however, no day in this village can ever be considered colorless thanks to five students of varying ages occupying the only class in the only school in town. The youngest student is first grader Renge Miyauchi, who brings an unadulterated wit, curiosity, and her characteristic catchphrase, "Nyanpasu!" Then there are the Koshigaya siblings consisting of the quiet ninth grader and elder brother Suguru, diminutive eighth grader Komari, and the mischievous seventh grader Natsumi. The recent arrival of Tokyo-raised fifth grader Hotaru Ichijou, who appears overdeveloped for her age and thus naturally holds an air of maturity, rounds out this lively and vibrant group of five classmates. Based on the manga penned and illustrated by Atto, Non Non Biyori chronicles the not-so-normal daily lives of this group of friends as they engage in their own brand of fun and frolic, and playfully struggle with the realities of living in a rural area. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Episode 1 was previewed at a screening in Tokyo on September 1, 2013. Regular broadcasting began on October 8, 2013.	2013	Tuesdays at 02:05 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 17552, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Non Non Biyori', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/17552/Non_Non_Biyori'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 21667, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Non Non Biyori: Okinawa e Ikukoto ni Natta', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/21667/Non_Non_Biyori__Okinawa_e_Ikukoto_ni_Natta'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 23623, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Non Non Biyori Repeat', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/23623/Non_Non_Biyori_Repeat'}]}	273	0.9816849816849816
	273	1451	1698	Nodame Cantabile	Nodame Cantabile	のだめカンタービレ	[]	TV	Manga	['Dentsu', 'Genco', 'Kodansha', 'Fuji TV', 'Magic Capsule', 'Sony Music Entertainment', 'Fuji Pacific Music Publishing']	['Music', 'Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'Josei']	['J.C.Staff']	23.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2007-01-12T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2007-06-15T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 12, 'month': 1, 'year': 2007}, 'to': {'day': 15, 'month': 6, 'year': 2007}}, 'string': 'Jan 12, 2007 to Jun 15, 2007'}	22	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.39	92020.0	178.0	404.0	212648.0	4555.0	Shinichi Chiaki is a first class musician whose dream is to play among the elites in Europe. Coming from a distinguished family, he is an infamous perfectionist—not only is he highly critical of himself, but of others as well. The only thing stopping Shinichi from leaving for Europe is his fear of flying. As a result, he's grounded in Japan. During his fourth year at Japan's top music university, Shinichi happens to meet Megumi Noda or, as she refers to herself, Nodame. On the surface, she seems to be an unkempt girl with no direction in life. However, when Shinichi hears Nodame play the piano for the first time, he is in awe of the kind of music she creates. Nevertheless, Shinichi is dismayed to discover that Nodame is his neighbor, and worse, she ends up falling head over heels in love with him. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2007	Fridays at Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 419, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Nodame Cantabile', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/419/Nodame_Cantabile'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 3965, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Nodame Cantabile Special', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/3965/Nodame_Cantabile_Special'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 4477, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Nodame Cantabile: Paris-hen', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/4477/Nodame_Cantabile__Paris-hen'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 5656, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'PuriGorota: Uchuu no Yuujou Daibouken', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/5656/PuriGorota__Uchuu_no_Yuujou_Daibouken'}, {'mal_id': 29823, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Channel 5.5 3rd Season', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/29823/Channel_55_3rd_Season'}]}	274	1.1277372262773722
	274	8420	22265	Free!: Eternal Summer	Free! - Eternal Summer	Free!-Eternal Summer-	['Free! - Iwatobi Swim Club 2', 'Free! 2nd Season']	TV	Original	['Lantis', 'Iwatobi High School Swimming Club', 'Asahi Broadcasting']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Sports', 'Drama', 'School']	['Kyoto Animation', 'Animation Do']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-07-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-09-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 7, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 9, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Jul 3, 2014 to Sep 25, 2014'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.84	118371.0	816.0	396.0	217780.0	2535.0	Even though it has been a year since the Iwatobi High School Swim Club has been created, new members have yet to join the club. Now that Haruka Nanase and Makoto Tachibana are senior students, along with their younger friends Nagisa Hazuki and Rei Ryuugazaki, they have to find a way to attract new members. If not, the club will be forced to close the following year due to a lack of membership. Meanwhile, with impending graduation, it is also time for the seniors to decide their plans for the future. Unlike their friend Rin Matsuoka, the new captain of Samezuka Academy Swim Club who is determined to fulfill his dream of being a professional swimmer, Haruka and Makoto are unsure about what career path they want to take. Further problems arise when an old friend of Rin's, Sousuke Yamazaki, comes to the city to study at Samezuka Academy; the recently scouted swimmer's arrival causes tension in the relationship among him, Rin, and Haruka. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	The series won the 2014 Animage's Anime Grand Prix Award.	2014	Thursdays at 00:00 (JST)	{'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 18507, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Free!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/18507/Free'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 26213, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Free!: Eternal Summer - Kindan no All Hard!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/26213/Free__Eternal_Summer_-_Kindan_no_All_Hard'}], 'Alternative version': [{'mal_id': 35191, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Free! Movie 2: Timeless Medley - Yakusoku', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/35191/Free_Movie_2__Timeless_Medley_-_Yakusoku'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 35198, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Free!: Take Your Marks', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/35198/Free__Take_Your_Marks'}, {'mal_id': 36704, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Free!: Dive to the Future', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36704/Free__Dive_to_the_Future'}]}	275	0.8909090909090909
	275	6022	10495	Yuru Yuri	YuruYuri: Happy Go Lily	ゆるゆり	['YRYR']	TV	Manga	['TV Tokyo', 'Daume', 'Sotsu', 'Pony Canyon', 'DAX Production', 'Studio Gram', 'PRA', 'Jumondo']	['Comedy', 'School', 'Shoujo Ai', 'Slice of Life']	['Doga Kobo']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2011-07-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2011-09-20T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 7, 'year': 2011}, 'to': {'day': 20, 'month': 9, 'year': 2011}}, 'string': 'Jul 5, 2011 to Sep 20, 2011'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.67	100327.0	1201.0	393.0	218029.0	3801.0	After a year in grade school without her childhood friends, first year student Akari Akaza is finally reunited with second years Yui Funami and Kyouko Toshinou at their all-girls' middle school. During the duo's first year, Yui and Kyouko formed the "Amusement Club" which occupies the now nonexistent Tea Club's room. Shortly after Akari joins, one of her fellow classmates, Chinatsu Yoshikawa, pays the trio a visit under the impression that they are the Tea Club; it is only once the three girls explain that the Tea Club has been disbanded that they can convince Chinatsu to join the Amusement Club—a group with no purpose other than to provide entertainment for its members. Based on the slice-of-life manga by Namori, Yuru Yuri is an eccentric comedy about a group of girls who spend their spare time drinking tea and fawning over each other, all while completely failing to even notice the supposed main character Akari amongst them. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2011	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 11593, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Yuru Yuri', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/11593/Yuru_Yuri'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 12403, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yuru Yuri♪♪', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/12403/Yuru_Yuri♪♪'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 12665, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yuru Yuri: Doushite, Tomaranai, Tokimeki, Dokidoki, Paradox, Eternal', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/12665/Yuru_Yuri__Doushite_Tomaranai_Tokimeki_Dokidoki_Paradox_Eternal'}]}	276	0.7717391304347826
	276	5272	8676	Amagami SS	Amagami SS	アマガミSS	[]	TV	Visual novel	['Pony Canyon', 'TBS', 'Movic']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Romance', 'School']	['AIC']	25.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2010-07-02T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2010-12-24T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 2, 'month': 7, 'year': 2010}, 'to': {'day': 24, 'month': 12, 'year': 2010}}, 'string': 'Jul 2, 2010 to Dec 24, 2010'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.49	100255.0	1685.0	390.0	219729.0	1724.0	Two years ago, Junichi Tachibana had a date on Christmas Eve but was stood up instead. Since then, he has had a hard time showing others his true feelings in fear of being rejected again. However, as luck would have it, Junichi may have a second chance at love when he meets several girls whom he becomes romantically interested in: Haruka Morishima, the energetic and popular upperclassman with a love for cute things; Kaoru Tanamachi, his childhood friend who harbors secret feelings for him; Sae Nakata, the timid transfer student who is shy around men; Ai Nanasaki, a girl on the swim team who has a bad first impression of Junichi; Rihoko Sakurai, a childhood friend with a love for sweets; and Tsukasa Ayatsuji, a seemingly perfect class representative who has a hidden dark side. As Christmas Eve approaches, Junichi can only hope that this will be the year he will finally spend the holidays with the one he truly loves. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2010	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 17607, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Amagami: Precious Diary', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/17607/Amagami__Precious_Diary'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 9117, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Amagami SS OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/9117/Amagami_SS_OVA'}, {'mal_id': 9925, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Amagami SS: Tachibana Miya-hen - Imouto', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/9925/Amagami_SS__Tachibana_Miya-hen_-_Imouto'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 11235, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Amagami SS+ Plus', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/11235/Amagami_SS__Plus'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 33836, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Seiren', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33836/Seiren'}]}	277	0.6137184115523465
	277	71	101	Air	Air	AIR	[]	TV	Visual novel	['Pony Canyon', 'TBS', 'Movic']	['Slice of Life', 'Supernatural', 'Drama', 'Romance']	['Kyoto Animation']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2005-01-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2005-03-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 1, 'year': 2005}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 3, 'year': 2005}}, 'string': 'Jan 7, 2005 to Mar 25, 2005'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.41	120702.0	1994.0	381.0	224570.0	2584.0	Yukito Kunisaki is on a journey in search of the Winged Maiden who was bound to the sky centuries ago, after hearing an old childhood tale from his mother. As Yukito shows his puppet show to people in an attempt to make some money, he finds himself in a small town in which he did not expect to stay very long. However, when he meets an unusual girl named Misuzu, things take a drastic turn as he is invited to stay with her. By staying in the quaint town, Yukito soon becomes friends with the locals. As he gets to know them better, he learns of their problems and decides to help, putting his search for the Winged Maiden on hold. With his search on hold, and his growing attachment to Misuzu and the small town, will Yukito ever find the Winged Maiden, or is she closer than he thought? [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2005	Fridays at 00:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1604, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Air', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1604/Air'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 656, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Air in Summer', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/656/Air_in_Summer'}], 'Alternative version': [{'mal_id': 713, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Air Movie', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/713/Air_Movie'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 36032, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Air Soushuuhen', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36032/Air_Soushuuhen'}]}	278	0.5179856115107914
	278	13143	35968	Wotaku ni Koi wa Muzukashii	Wotakoi: Love is Hard for Otaku	ヲタクに恋は難しい	["It's Difficult to Love an Otaku"]	TV	Web manga	['Aniplex', 'Dentsu', 'Fuji TV', 'Half H.P Studio', 'Ichijinsha', 'Kanetsu Co., LTD.']	['Comedy', 'Romance', 'Slice of Life']	['A-1 Pictures']	11.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-04-13T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-06-22T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 13, 'month': 4, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 22, 'month': 6, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Apr 13, 2018 to Jun 22, 2018'}	22	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.06	99157.0	493.0	379.0	226899.0	2047.0	Having slept through all four of her alarms, the energetic Narumi Momose finds herself running late for her first day of work at a new office. As she races to catch her train, she makes a promise to herself that none of her coworkers will find out about her dark secret: that she is an otaku and a fujoshi. Her plan goes instantly awry, though, when she runs into Hirotaka Nifuji, an old friend from middle school. Although she tries to keep her secret by inviting him out for drinks after work, her cover is blown when he casually asks her whether or not she will be attending the upcoming Summer Comiket. Luckily for her, the only witnesses—Hanako Koyanagi and Tarou Kabakura—are otaku as well. Later that night, the pair go out for drinks so that they can catch up after all the years apart. After Narumi complains about her previous boyfriend breaking up with her because he refused to date a fujoshi, Hirotaka suggests that she try dating a fellow otaku, specifically himself. He makes a solemn promise to always be there for her, to support her, and to help her farm for rare drops in Monster Hunter. Blown away by the proposal, Narumi agrees immediately. Thus the two otaku start dating, and their adorably awkward romance begins. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2018	Fridays at 00:55 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 89087, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Wotaku ni Koi wa Muzukashii', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/89087/Wotaku_ni_Koi_wa_Muzukashii'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 38349, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Wotaku ni Koi wa Muzukashii: Youth', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/38349/Wotaku_ni_Koi_wa_Muzukashii__Youth'}]}	279	0.985663082437276
	279	10973	31953	New Game!	New Game!	NEW GAME!	[]	TV	4-koma manga	['Frontier Works', 'Kadokawa Shoten', 'Movic', 'AT-X', 'Delfi Sound', 'Sony Music Communications', 'Houbunsha', 'MAGES.', 'Lawson']	['Game', 'Slice of Life', 'Comedy']	['Doga Kobo']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-07-04T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-09-19T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 4, 'month': 7, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 19, 'month': 9, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Jul 4, 2016 to Sep 19, 2016'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.73	109516.0	1047.0	367.0	229766.0	1956.0	Since childhood, Aoba Suzukaze has loved the Fairies Story game series, particularly the character designs. So when she graduates from high school, it is no surprise that she applies to work at Eagle Jump, the company responsible for making her favorite video game. On her first day, she is excited to learn that she will be working on a new installment to the series: Fairies Story 3—and even more so under Kou Yagami, the lead character designer. In their department are people who share the same passion for games. There is Yun Iijima, whose specialty is designing monsters; the shy Hifumi Takimoto, who prefers to communicate through instant messaging; Hajime Shinoda, an animation team member with an impressive figurine collection; Rin Tooyama, the orderly art director; Shizuku Hazuki, the game director who brings her cat to work; and Umiko Ahagon, the short-tempered head programmer. New Game! follows Aoba and the others on their adventure through the ups and downs of game making, from making the perfect character design to fixing all the errors that will inevitably accumulate in the process. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2016	Mondays at 22:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 62509, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'New Game!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/62509/New_Game'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 34277, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'New Game!: Watashi, Shain Ryokou tte Hajimete nano de...', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34277/New_Game__Watashi_Shain_Ryokou_tte_Hajimete_nano_de'}]}	280	0.8
	280	9081	25159	Inou-Battle wa Nichijou-kei no Naka de	When Supernatural Battles Became Commonplace	異能バトルは日常系のなかで	['InoBato', 'Inou-Battle in the Usually Daze.', 'Inou Battle Within Everyday Life']	TV	Light novel	['TV Tokyo', 'Sotsu', 'Half H.P Studio', 'Ultra Super Pictures', 'DIVE II Entertainment', 'Avex Pictures']	['Harem', 'Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Supernatural', 'Romance', 'School']	['Trigger']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-10-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-12-23T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 10, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 23, 'month': 12, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Oct 7, 2014 to Dec 23, 2014'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.28	111924.0	2544.0	363.0	232238.0	606.0	During a Literature Club meeting, the four club members—along with their faculty adviser's niece—suddenly find themselves with supernatural powers. Now capable of fabricating black flames, resident chuunibyou Jurai Andou is the most ecstatic about their new abilities; unfortunately, his own is only for show and unable to accomplish anything of substance. Moreover, he is completely outclassed by those around him: fellow club member Tomoyo Kanzaki manipulates time, Jurai's childhood friend Hatoko Kushikawa wields control over the five elements, club president Sayumi Takanashi can repair both inanimate objects and living things, and their adviser's niece Chifuyu Himeki is able to create objects out of thin air. However, while the mystery of why they received these powers looms overhead, very little has changed for the Literature Club. The everyday lives of these five superpowered students continue on, albeit now tinged with the supernatural. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2014	Tuesdays at 02:05 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 56203, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Inou-Battle wa Nichijou-kei no Naka de', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/56203/Inou-Battle_wa_Nichijou-kei_no_Naka_de'}]}	281	0.4306049822064057
	281	12312	34618	Blend S	BLEND-S	ブレンド・S	[]	TV	4-koma manga	['Aniplex', 'Houbunsha', 'Kansai Telecasting', 'Lawson', 'Contents Seed', 'Kinoshita Group Holdings', 'Drecom']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy']	['A-1 Pictures']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-10-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-12-24T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 10, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 24, 'month': 12, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Oct 8, 2017 to Dec 24, 2017'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.55	121934.0	1510.0	355.0	235820.0	1569.0	High school girl Maika Sakuranomiya has trouble finding a part-time job because of how scary she looks when smiling. However, she is scouted one day by an Italian man who is also the manager of Stile, a café where its waitresses are given unique traits such as tsundere and younger sister. Maika is given a sadist trait because of her looks and has to adopt a dominant and cruel persona when servicing customers, particularly masochist ones. (Source: Wikipedia)		2017	Sundays at 00:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 86330, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Blend S', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/86330/Blend_S'}]}	282	0.648936170212766
	282	8223	21405	Bokura wa Minna Kawai-sou	The Kawai Complex Guide to Manors and Hostel Behavior	僕らはみんな河合荘	[]	TV	Manga	['TBS']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Romance', 'School', 'Seinen']	["Brain's Base"]	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-04-04T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-06-20T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 4, 'month': 4, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 20, 'month': 6, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Apr 4, 2014 to Jun 20, 2014'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.82	123459.0	857.0	355.0	234245.0	1645.0	Kazunari Usa is a high school freshman who will start living alone due to his parents now working in a different area. Excited for his new independent life, he hopes to go about his teenage days without the worry of dealing with any strange people, but as he soon discovers, his new boarding house Kawai Complex is far from ordinary. The various tenants at Kawai Complex are all quite eccentric characters. Shirosaki, Kazunari's roommate, is a pervert and masochist; Mayumi Nishikino, a borderline alcoholic office lady, hates couples because of her unfortunate luck with men; and Sayaka Watanabe, a seemingly innocent college student, enjoys leading men on. Shocked with the lack of decent individuals at his new residence, Kazunari is about to leave when he runs into shy senior student Ritsu Kawai and finds himself slowly falling in love with her. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2014	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 26769, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Bokura wa Minna Kawai-sou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/26769/Bokura_wa_Minna_Kawai-sou'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 24913, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Bokura wa Minna Kawai-sou: Hajimete no', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/24913/Bokura_wa_Minna_Kawai-sou__Hajimete_no'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 24973, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Bokura wa Minna Kawai-sou Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/24973/Bokura_wa_Minna_Kawai-sou_Specials'}]}	283	0.8551236749116607
	283	6168	10800	Chihayafuru	Chihayafuru	ちはやふる	['Chihayafull']	TV	Manga	['VAP', 'Nippon Television Network']	['Drama', 'Game', 'Josei', 'School', 'Slice of Life', 'Sports']	['Madhouse']	25.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2011-10-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2012-03-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 10, 'year': 2011}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 3, 'year': 2012}}, 'string': 'Oct 5, 2011 to Mar 28, 2012'}	22	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.28	96438.0	267.0	353.0	235162.0	4906.0	Chihaya Ayase, a strong-willed and tomboyish girl, grows up under the shadow of her older sister. With no dreams of her own, she is contented with her share in life till she meets Arata Wataya. The quiet transfer student in her elementary class introduces her to competitive karuta, a physically and mentally demanding card game inspired by the classic Japanese anthology of Hundred Poets. Captivated by Arata's passion for the game and inspired by the possibility of becoming the best in Japan, Chihaya quickly falls in love with the world of karuta. Along with the prodigy Arata and her haughty but hard-working friend Taichi Mashima, she joins the local Shiranami Society. The trio spends their idyllic childhood days playing together, until circumstances split them up. Now in high school, Chihaya has grown into a karuta freak. She aims to establish the Municipal Mizusawa High Competitive Karuta Club, setting her sights on the national championship at Omi Jingu. Reunited with the now indifferent Taichi, Chihaya's dream of establishing a karuta team is only one step away from becoming true: she must bring together members with a passion for the game that matches her own. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Chihayafuru is the anime adaptation of the manga with the same name written and illustrated by Yuki Suetsugu and serialised in the magazine Be Love. Animax Asia released the anime with English subtitles in 2013. The anime will get two live action film adaptations, both scheduled to be released in 2016. The manga won the second Manga Taishou award, and the 35th Kodansha Manga Award in the shoujo category. Chihayafuru has become so popular that it boosted interest in competitive karuta. The manga has sold over 4.5 million copies and has been praised for combining elements of sports and literature.	2011	Wednesdays at Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 13245, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Chihayafuru', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/13245/Chihayafuru'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 14397, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Chihayafuru 2', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/14397/Chihayafuru_2'}]}	284	1.0492957746478873
	284	6317	11433	Ano Natsu de Matteru	Waiting in the Summer	あの夏で待ってる	[]	TV	Original	['Geneon Universal Entertainment', 'Genco', 'AT-X', 'Bushiroad', 'Showgate']	['Comedy', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'Sci-Fi', 'Slice of Life']	['J.C.Staff']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-01-10T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2012-03-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 10, 'month': 1, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 3, 'year': 2012}}, 'string': 'Jan 10, 2012 to Mar 27, 2012'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.62	116040.0	1304.0	351.0	236124.0	1663.0	While testing out his camera on a bridge one summer night, Kaito Kirishima sees a blue light streaking across the sky, only to be blown off the railing seconds later. Just before succumbing to unconsciousness, a hand reaches down to grab ahold of his own. Dazed and confused, Kaito wakes up the next morning wondering how he ended up back in his own room with no apparent injuries or any recollection of the night before. As he proceeds with his normal school life, Kaito and his friends discuss what to do with his camera, finally deciding to make a film with it over their upcoming summer break. Noticing that Kaito has an interest in the new upperclassmen Ichika Takatsuki, his friend Tetsurou Ishigaki decides to invite her, as well as her friend Remon Yamano, to join them in their movie project. In what becomes one of the most entertaining and exciting summers of their lives, Kaito and his friends find that their time spent together is not just about creating a film, but something much more meaningful that will force them to confront their true feelings and each other. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2012	Tuesdays at 01:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 35713, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Ano Natsu de Matteru', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/35713/Ano_Natsu_de_Matteru'}, {'mal_id': 54597, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Ano Natsu de Matteru', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/54597/Ano_Natsu_de_Matteru'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 23447, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Ano Natsu de Matteru: Bokutachi wa Koukou Saigo no Natsu wo Sugoshinagara, Ano Natsu de Matteiru.', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/23447/Ano_Natsu_de_Matteru__Bokutachi_wa_Koukou_Saigo_no_Natsu_wo_Sugoshinagara_Ano_Natsu_de_Matteiru'}]}	285	0.7087719298245614
	285	10834	31646	3-gatsu no Lion	March comes in like a lion	3月のライオン	['Sangatsu no Lion']	TV	Manga	['Aniplex', 'Dentsu', 'NHK', 'Hakusensha', 'Asmik Ace', "Toy's Factory"]	['Game', 'Slice of Life', 'Drama', 'Seinen']	['Shaft']	22.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-10-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-03-18T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 10, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 18, 'month': 3, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Oct 8, 2016 to Mar 18, 2017'}	25	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.44	86188.0	138.0	349.0	239096.0	5307.0	Having reached professional status in middle school, Rei Kiriyama is one of the few elite in the world of shogi. Due to this, he faces an enormous amount of pressure, both from the shogi community and his adoptive family. Seeking independence from his tense home life, he moves into an apartment in Tokyo. As a 17-year-old living on his own, Rei tends to take poor care of himself, and his reclusive personality ostracizes him from his peers in school and at the shogi hall. However, not long after his arrival in Tokyo, Rei meets Akari, Hinata, and Momo Kawamoto, a trio of sisters living with their grandfather who owns a traditional wagashi shop. Akari, the oldest of the three girls, is determined to combat Rei's loneliness and poorly sustained lifestyle with motherly hospitality. The Kawamoto sisters, coping with past tragedies, also share with Rei a unique familial bond that he has lacked for most of his life. As he struggles to maintain himself physically and mentally through his shogi career, Rei must learn how to interact with others and understand his own complex emotions. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2016	Saturdays at 23:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1224, 'type': 'manga', 'name': '3-gatsu no Lion', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1224/3-gatsu_no_Lion'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 28789, 'type': 'anime', 'name': '3-gatsu no Lion meets Bump of Chicken', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/28789/3-gatsu_no_Lion_meets_Bump_of_Chicken'}, {'mal_id': 34611, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Answer (2016)', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34611/Answer_2016'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 34647, 'type': 'anime', 'name': '3-gatsu no Lion Recap', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/34647/3-gatsu_no_Lion_Recap'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 35180, 'type': 'anime', 'name': '3-gatsu no Lion 2nd Season', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/35180/3-gatsu_no_Lion_2nd_Season'}]}	286	1.0944055944055944
	286	8977	24765	Gakkougurashi!	School-Live!	がっこうぐらし！	['Gakkou Gurashi!']	TV	Manga	['Nitroplus', 'NBCUniversal Entertainment Japan']	['Slice of Life', 'Psychological', 'School', 'Horror', 'Mystery']	['Lerche']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2015-07-09T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2015-09-24T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 9, 'month': 7, 'year': 2015}, 'to': {'day': 24, 'month': 9, 'year': 2015}}, 'string': 'Jul 9, 2015 to Sep 24, 2015'}	24	R - 17+ (violence & profanity)	7.68	115260.0	1148.0	346.0	239762.0	3014.0	Yuki Takeya loves her school so much that she does not want to ever leave! Megurigaoka High School is a unique and lively place where Yuki enjoys her carefree life as a third-year high school student and member of the School Living Club. The club, consisting of the president Yuuri Wakasa, the athletic Kurumi Ebisuzawa, the mature junior Miki Naoki, the supervising teacher Megumi Sakura, and the club dog Taroumaru, prides itself on making the most of life at school. However, this illusion of endless bliss is just a bubble waiting to be burst because Yuki is unable to perceive what is truly happening around her. In reality, all is not as it seems—the real purpose of the School Living Club is to escape from the shocking and disturbing truth: the girls are in the middle of a zombie apocalypse and have barricaded themselves inside the school as the sole survivors. Based on the manga by Kaihou Norimitsu, Gakkougurashi! follows a group of girls who are forced to adapt to a post-apocalyptic life all by themselves. They have no means of contact with the outside world and are surrounded by hostile undead waiting to devour them. The girls must not only contend with the challenge of survival; they must also strive to maintain a false appearance of normality in Yuki's presence. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2015	Thursdays at 21:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 55163, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Gakkougurashi!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/55163/Gakkougurashi'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 33119, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Tokyogurashi!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33119/Tokyogurashi'}]}	287	0.7526132404181185
	287	10824	31636	Dagashi Kashi	Dagashi Kashi	だがしかし	['Dagashikashi']	TV	Manga	['Pony Canyon', 'TBS', 'DAX Production', 'BS-TBS', 'Shogakukan', 'Lawson', 'RAY', 'U-NEXT', 'Nichion']	['Comedy', 'Shounen', 'Slice of Life']	['feel.']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-01-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-04-01T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 1, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 1, 'month': 4, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Jan 8, 2016 to Apr 1, 2016'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.7	104009.0	4883.0	340.0	243030.0	675.0	Out in the countryside stands a sweet shop run by the Shikada family for nine generations: Shikada Dagashi, a small business selling traditional Japanese candy. However, despite his father's pleas, Kokonotsu Shikada, an aspiring manga artist, adamantly refuses to inherit the family business. However, this may start to change with the arrival of the eccentric Hotaru Shidare. Hotaru is in search of Kokonotsu's father, with the goal of bringing him back to work for her family's company, Shidare Corporation, a world famous sweets manufacturer. Although the senior Shikada initially refuses, he states that he will change his mind on one condition: if Hotaru can convince Kokonotsu to take over the family shop. And so begins Hotaru's mission to enlighten the boy on the true joy of delicious and nostalgic dagashi! [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2016	Fridays at 02:16 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 75993, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Dagashi Kashi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/75993/Dagashi_Kashi'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 36049, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Dagashi Kashi 2', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36049/Dagashi_Kashi_2'}]}	288	0.1701388888888889
	288	5643	9656	Kimi ni Todoke 2nd Season	Kimi ni Todoke: From Me To You 2	君に届け 2ND SEASON	['Kimi ni Todoke: From Me to You 2nd Season', 'Reaching You 2nd Season']	TV	Manga	['VAP', 'Nippon Television Network', 'Shueisha']	['Slice of Life', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'School', 'Shoujo']	['Production I.G']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2011-01-12T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2011-03-30T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 12, 'month': 1, 'year': 2011}, 'to': {'day': 30, 'month': 3, 'year': 2011}}, 'string': 'Jan 12, 2011 to Mar 30, 2011'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.11	143344.0	432.0	338.0	242730.0	1199.0	The continuation of the first season. Sawako Kuronuma and her friends have just begun their second year of high school and they are in the same class together again. To make matters more interesting a male student newly transferred into their class is seated right next to Kuronuma and has taken an interest in her. What hurdles will Sawako and Kazehaya face next?		2011	Wednesdays at 00:59 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 3378, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Kimi ni Todoke', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/3378/Kimi_ni_Todoke'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 6045, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kimi ni Todoke', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/6045/Kimi_ni_Todoke'}, {'mal_id': 10152, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kimi ni Todoke 2nd Season: Kataomoi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10152/Kimi_ni_Todoke_2nd_Season__Kataomoi'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 10536, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kimi ni Todoke 2nd Season Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10536/Kimi_ni_Todoke_2nd_Season_Specials'}]}	289	0.9688581314878892
	289	6994	15051	Love Live! School Idol Project	Love Live! School Idol Project	ラブライブ! School idol project	[]	TV	Other	['Bandai Visual', 'Lantis', 'ASCII Media Works', 'Bushiroad']	['Slice of Life', 'Music', 'School']	['Sunrise']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2013-01-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-03-31T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 1, 'year': 2013}, 'to': {'day': 31, 'month': 3, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Jan 6, 2013 to Mar 31, 2013'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.59	130834.0	1403.0	310.0	258970.0	6793.0	Otonokizaka High School is in a crisis! With the number of enrolling students dropping lower and lower every year, the school is set to shut down after its current first years graduate. However, second year Honoka Kousaka refuses to let it go without a fight. Searching for a solution, she comes across popular school idol group A-RISE and sets out to create a school idol group of her own. With the help of her childhood friends Umi Sonoda and Kotori Minami, Honoka forms μ's (pronounced "muse") to boost awareness and popularity of her school. Unfortunately, it's all easier said than done. Student council president Eri Ayase vehemently opposes the establishment of a school idol group and will do anything in her power to prevent its creation. Moreover, Honoka and her friends have trouble attracting any additional members. But the Love Live, a competition to determine the best and most beloved school idol groups in Japan, can help them gain the attention they desperately need. With the contest fast approaching, Honoka must act quickly and diligently to try and bring together a school idol group and win the Love Live in order to save Otonokizaka High School. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Love Live! School Idol Project is a part of the "Love Live!" multimedia franchise, co-developed with Dengeki G's Magazine. In 2015, idol group μ's was Japan's eighth best-selling musical act, selling over eight hundred thousand CDs, DVDs, and Blu-Rays.
The series also released a mobile rhythm game titled Love Live! School Idol Festival for iOS and Android, developed by KLab, which was released in 2013 for Japan and in 2014 for English users. As of March 22, 2016, the game has surpassed 25 million users worldwide.	2013	Sundays at 22:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 48251, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Love Live!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/48251/Love_Live'}, {'mal_id': 60703, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Love Live! School Idol Diary', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/60703/Love_Live_School_Idol_Diary'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 9907, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Bokura no Live Kimi to no Life', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/9907/Bokura_no_Live_Kimi_to_no_Life'}, {'mal_id': 9930, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Snow Halation', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/9930/Snow_Halation'}, {'mal_id': 11033, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Natsu-iro Egao de 1, 2, Jump!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/11033/Natsu-iro_Egao_de_1_2_Jump'}, {'mal_id': 12637, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mogyutto "Love" de Sekkinchuu!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/12637/Mogyutto_Love_de_Sekkinchuu'}, {'mal_id': 14951, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Wonderful Rush', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/14951/Wonderful_Rush'}, {'mal_id': 20877, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Music S.T.A.R.T!!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/20877/Music_START'}, {'mal_id': 32481, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Love Live! Kouhaku Special Anime', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/32481/Love_Live_Kouhaku_Special_Anime'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 19111, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Love Live! School Idol Project 2nd Season', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/19111/Love_Live_School_Idol_Project_2nd_Season'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 20745, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Love Live! School Idol Project OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/20745/Love_Live_School_Idol_Project_OVA'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 21853, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Love Live! School Idol Project Recap', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/21853/Love_Live_School_Idol_Project_Recap'}], 'Alternative setting': [{'mal_id': 32526, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Love Live! Sunshine!!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/32526/Love_Live_Sunshine'}]}	290	0.6689655172413793
	290	6299	11285	Black★Rock Shooter (TV)	Black Rock Shooter	ブラック★ロックシューター	['BRS (TV)']	TV	Other	['Aniplex', 'Dentsu', 'Fuji TV', 'Ultra Super Pictures', 'Sony Music Entertainment', 'Fuji Pacific Music Publishing', 'Good Smile Company']	['Action', 'Drama', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['Ordet', 'SANZIGEN']	8.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-02-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2012-03-23T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 2, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 23, 'month': 3, 'year': 2012}}, 'string': 'Feb 3, 2012 to Mar 23, 2012'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.97	131093.0	3759.0	309.0	259429.0	1946.0	On the first day of junior high school, Mato Kuroi happens to run into Yomi Takanashi, a shy, withdrawn girl whom she immediately takes an interest in. Mato tries her best to make conversation with Yomi, wanting to befriend her. At first, she is avoided, but the ice breaks when Yomi happens to notice a decorative blue bird attached to Mato's phone, which is from the book "Li'l Birds At Play." Discovering they have a common interest, the two form a strong friendship. In an alternate universe, the young girls exist as parallel beings, Mato as Black★Rock Shooter, and Yomi as Dead Master. Somehow, what happens in one world seems to have an effect on the other, and unaware of this fact, the girls unknowingly become entangled by the threads of fate. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Black★Rock Shooter is based on characters illustrated by huke. The illustrations caught the eye of music producer Ryo who then created a song based from these illustrations with his collaborative Supercell. This song's title would then become the inspiration for the anime, Black★Rock Shooter.
The anime was awarded the Technical Achievement in Broadcast Animation at the 65th Motion Picture and Television Engineering Society of Japan Awards in 2012. It also received a video game adaptation for the Playstation Portable, as well as a few browser games and guest appearances in other popular video game franchises.	2012	Fridays at 00:45 (JST)	{'Alternative version': [{'mal_id': 7059, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Black★Rock Shooter (OVA)', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/7059/Black★Rock_Shooter_OVA'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 12079, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Black★Rock Shooter', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/12079/Black★Rock_Shooter'}]}	291	0.27491408934707906
	291	12901	35507	Youkoso Jitsuryoku Shijou Shugi no Kyoushitsu e	Classroom of the Elite	ようこそ実力至上主義の教室へ	['Welcome to the Classroom of the Elite']	TV	Light novel	['Studio Hibari', 'Lantis', 'Media Factory', 'AT-X', 'Sony Music Communications', 'Toranoana', 'Kadokawa Media House', 'AKABEiSOFT2']	['Drama', 'Psychological', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['Lerche']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-07-12T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-09-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 12, 'month': 7, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 9, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Jul 12, 2017 to Sep 27, 2017'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.93	154443.0	665.0	301.0	269813.0	3686.0	On the surface, Koudo Ikusei Senior High School is a utopia. The students enjoy an unparalleled amount of freedom, and it is ranked highly in Japan. However, the reality is less than ideal. Four classes, A through D, are ranked in order of merit, and only the top classes receive favorable treatment. Kiyotaka Ayanokouji is a student of Class D, where the school dumps its worst. There he meets the unsociable Suzune Horikita, who believes she was placed in Class D by mistake and desires to climb all the way to Class A, and the seemingly amicable class idol Kikyou Kushida, whose aim is to make as many friends as possible. While class membership is permanent, class rankings are not; students in lower ranked classes can rise in rankings if they score better than those in the top ones. Additionally, in Class D, there are no bars on what methods can be used to get ahead. In this cutthroat school, can they prevail against the odds and reach the top? [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2017	Wednesdays at 23:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 89357, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Youkoso Jitsuryoku Shijou Shugi no Kyoushitsu e', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/89357/Youkoso_Jitsuryoku_Shijou_Shugi_no_Kyoushitsu_e'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 30813, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Youkoso Jitsuryoku Shijou Shugi no Kyoushitsu e PV', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/30813/Youkoso_Jitsuryoku_Shijou_Shugi_no_Kyoushitsu_e_PV'}]}	292	0.8904109589041096
	292	4636	6956	Working!!	Wagnaria!!	ワーキング!!	['Working!!']	TV	4-koma manga	['Aniplex', 'Rakuonsha']	['Comedy', 'Romance', 'Seinen', 'Slice of Life']	['A-1 Pictures']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2010-04-04T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2010-06-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 4, 'month': 4, 'year': 2010}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 6, 'year': 2010}}, 'string': 'Apr 4, 2010 to Jun 27, 2010'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.78	135838.0	945.0	295.0	273309.0	2083.0	Due to his love for small, cute things, Souta Takanashi cannot turn childlike Popura Taneshima down when she recruits him to work for Wagnaria, a family restaurant located in Hokkaido. Takanashi takes particular joy in doting on the older Popura, which only fuels her complex over how young she looks. He also quickly learns he must stay on his toes once he meets the rest of his colleagues, including the katana-wielding floor chief Yachiyo Todoroki, the intimidating head chef Jun Satou, the dangerously well-informed and subtly sadistic sous chef Hiroomi Souma, the adamantly lazy manager Kyouko Shirafuji, and the waitress Mahiru Inami who has a "painful" fear of men. Powered by an eccentric cast, Working!! is a unique workplace comedy that follows the never-dull happenings within the walls of Wagnaria as Takanashi and his co-workers' quirky personalities combine to create non-stop antics, shenanigans, and hilarity. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Episode 1 was pre-aired on March 6th. The normal airing started on April 4th.	2010	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 3044, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Working!!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/3044/Working'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 10521, 'type': 'anime', 'name': "Working'!!", 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10521/Working'}], 'Alternative setting': [{'mal_id': 33094, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'WWW.Working!!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33094/WWWWorking'}]}	293	0.8054607508532423
	293	10738	31442	Musaigen no Phantom World	Myriad Colors Phantom World	無彩限のファントム・ワールド	['Musaigen no Phantom World']	TV	Light novel	['Lantis', 'Pony Canyon', 'Asahi Broadcasting']	['Action', 'Comedy', 'Fantasy', 'Slice of Life', 'Supernatural']	['Kyoto Animation']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-01-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-03-31T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 1, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 31, 'month': 3, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Jan 7, 2016 to Mar 31, 2016'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	6.99	126941.0	3709.0	292.0	280894.0	930.0	Phantoms: supernatural entities such as ghosts or youkai that, until recently, were thought to be superstition. However, when a virus that infects the brain spreads throughout society, people's perception of the world changes as the mythical beings are revealed to have been living alongside humanity the entire time. This virus has also affected those of the next generation significantly, allowing them to develop special abilities that they can use to fight against dangerous phantoms. Haruhiko Ichijou and Mai Kawakami are two of those that were granted such power as Haruhiko wields the ability to summon and seal phantoms through drawings while Mai imbues the power of the elements into martial arts. Together, along with the friendly phantom Ruru, they form Team E of Hosea Academy which is dedicated to dealing with these often mischievous beings. In a world where the real and surreal intertwine, Musaigen no Phantom World follows the adventures of a group of friends as they handle the everyday troubles caused by phantoms. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Episode 1 was previewed at a Christmas Eve event at Marunouchi Piccadilly 3 on December 24, 2015. Regular broadcasting began on January 7, 2016.	2016	Thursdays at 00:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 64225, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Musaigen no Phantom World', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/64225/Musaigen_no_Phantom_World'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 33075, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Musaigen no Phantom World: Mizutama no Kiseki', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33075/Musaigen_no_Phantom_World__Mizutama_no_Kiseki'}], 'Spin-off': [{'mal_id': 33164, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Musaigen no Phantom World: Limitless Phantom World', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33164/Musaigen_no_Phantom_World__Limitless_Phantom_World'}]}	294	0.2755102040816326
	294	6803	13659	Ore no Imouto ga Konnani Kawaii Wake ga Nai.	Oreimo 2	俺の妹がこんなに可愛いわけがない。	["My Little Sister Can't Be This Cute 2", 'Ore no Imouto ga Konna ni Kawaii Wake ga Nai 2']	TV	Light novel	['Aniplex']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Romance']	['A-1 Pictures']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2013-04-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-06-30T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 4, 'year': 2013}, 'to': {'day': 30, 'month': 6, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Apr 7, 2013 to Jun 30, 2013'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.26	173779.0	2640.0	290.0	280615.0	1159.0	Kirino is back from her trip to America, but the fun doesn't stop here! In the second season of Ore no Imouto ga Konnani Kawaii Wake ga Nai, Kyousuke continues to give Kirino life consultations. This time, romance lurks on the horizon for both siblings...		2013	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 13667, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Ore no Imouto ga Konnani Kawaii Wake ga Nai', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/13667/Ore_no_Imouto_ga_Konnani_Kawaii_Wake_ga_Nai'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 10020, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Ore no Imouto ga Konnani Kawaii Wake ga Nai Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10020/Ore_no_Imouto_ga_Konnani_Kawaii_Wake_ga_Nai_Specials'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 18857, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Ore no Imouto ga Konnani Kawaii Wake ga Nai. Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/18857/Ore_no_Imouto_ga_Konnani_Kawaii_Wake_ga_Nai_Specials'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 19287, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Reunion (Music)', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/19287/Reunion_Music'}, {'mal_id': 19845, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Ore no Imouto ga Konnani Kawaii Wake ga Nai.: SD Chara ni Yoru Short Movie', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/19845/Ore_no_Imouto_ga_Konnani_Kawaii_Wake_ga_Nai__SD_Chara_ni_Yoru_Short_Movie'}, {'mal_id': 23363, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Ore no Imouto ga Konnani Kawaii Wake ga Nai.: Ore no Imouto ga Konnani Eroge na Wake Nai', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/23363/Ore_no_Imouto_ga_Konnani_Kawaii_Wake_ga_Nai__Ore_no_Imouto_ga_Konnani_Eroge_na_Wake_Nai'}]}	295	0.4067796610169492
	295	742	877	Nana	Nana	NANA [ナナ]	[]	TV	Manga	['VAP', 'Nippon Television Network', 'Shueisha']	['Music', 'Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'Shoujo']	['Madhouse']	47.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2006-04-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2007-03-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 4, 'year': 2006}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 3, 'year': 2007}}, 'string': 'Apr 5, 2006 to Mar 28, 2007'}	23	R+ - Mild Nudity	8.49	115519.0	112.0	284.0	284444.0	12965.0	Nana Komatsu is a helpless, naïve 20-year-old who easily falls in love and becomes dependent and clingy to those around her. Even though she nurses ambitious dreams of removing herself from her provincial roots and finding her true calling, she ends up traveling to Tokyo with the humble reason of chasing her current boyfriend Shouji Endo. Nana Osaki, on the other hand, is a proud, enigmatic punk rock vocalist from a similarly rural background, who nurtures the desire to become a professional singer. Putting her career with a fairly popular band (and her passionate romance with one of its former members) firmly behind her, she boards the same train to Tokyo as Nana Komatsu. Through a fateful encounter in their journey toward the metropolis, the young women with the same given name are brought together, sparking a chain of events which eventually result in them sharing an apartment. As their friendship deepens, the two attempt to support each other through thick and thin, their deeply intertwined lives filled with romance, music, challenges, and heartbreaks that will ultimately test their seemingly unbreakable bond. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Nana was also adapted into two successful live action films in 2006, starring Mika Nakashima and Aoi Miyazaki. The manga won the Shogakukan Manga Award for shoujo and it sold more than 40 million copies to this date.	2006	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 28, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Nana', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/28/Nana'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 1869, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Nana Recaps', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1869/Nana_Recaps'}]}	296	1.0675675675675675
	296	5878	10162	Usagi Drop	Bunny Drop	うさぎドロップ	['Usagi Drop']	TV	Manga	['Fuji TV', 'Tohokushinsha Film Corporation', 'Sony Music Entertainment', 'Sakura Create', 'Fuji Pacific Music Publishing']	['Josei', 'Slice of Life']	['Production I.G']	11.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2011-07-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2011-09-16T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 7, 'year': 2011}, 'to': {'day': 16, 'month': 9, 'year': 2011}}, 'string': 'Jul 8, 2011 to Sep 16, 2011'}	22	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.51	151718.0	103.0	267.0	294628.0	4990.0	Daikichi Kawachi is a 30-year-old bachelor working a respectable job but otherwise wandering aimlessly through life. When his grandfather suddenly passes away, he returns to the family home to pay his respects. Upon arriving at the house, he meets a mysterious young girl named Rin who, to Daikichi’s astonishment, is his grandfather's illegitimate daughter! The shy and unapproachable girl is deemed an embarrassment to the family, and finds herself ostracized by her father's relatives, all of them refusing to take care of her in the wake of his death. Daikichi, angered by their coldness towards Rin, announces that he will take her in—despite the fact that he is a young, single man with no prior childcare experience. Usagi Drop is the story of Daikichi's journey through fatherhood as he raises Rin with his gentle and affectionate nature, as well as an exploration of the warmth and interdependence that are at the heart of a happy, close-knit family. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2011	Fridays at 00:45 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 3468, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Usagi Drop', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/3468/Usagi_Drop'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 11113, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Usagi Drop Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/11113/Usagi_Drop_Specials'}]}	297	1.0707070707070707
	297	5271	8675	Seitokai Yakuindomo		生徒会役員共	['SYD']	TV	4-koma manga	['Starchild Records', 'Dream Force']	['Comedy', 'School', 'Shounen', 'Slice of Life']	['GoHands']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2010-07-04T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2010-09-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 4, 'month': 7, 'year': 2010}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 9, 'year': 2010}}, 'string': 'Jul 4, 2010 to Sep 26, 2010'}	24	R - 17+ (violence & profanity)	7.67	146296.0	1194.0	255.0	305122.0	2678.0	On his first day of high school at the formerly all-girl's Ousai Private Academy, Takatoshi Tsuda is called out for his untidy uniform by the student council president Shino Amakusa. In apology for delaying Takatoshi for his first class—and stating that the group needs a male point of view to accommodate the arrival of boys at the school—Shino offers him the position of vice president of the student council. Though unwilling, Takatoshi finds himself appointed as the newest member of the student council having yet to even step foot inside the school building. Takatoshi soon realizes that the other student council members who are more than a little strange: President Shino, who is studious and serious in appearance, but actually a huge pervert, fascinated with the erotic and constantly making lewd jokes; the secretary Aria Shichijou, who may seem like a typical sheltered rich girl, but is just as risque as the president, if not more so; and finally, the treasurer Suzu Hagimura, who may act fairly normal, but has the body of an elementary school student and is extremely self-conscious of it. Surrounded by these colorful characters, the new vice president must now work through a nonstop assault of sexual humor and insanity. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Advance screening on May 29th.  The regular TV airing started on July 4th.	2010	Sundays at 00:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 14110, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Seitokai Yakuindomo', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/14110/Seitokai_Yakuindomo'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 10119, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Seitokai Yakuindomo OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10119/Seitokai_Yakuindomo_OVA'}]}	298	0.7080536912751678
	298	9664	28825	Himouto! Umaru-chan	Himouto! Umaru-chan	干物妹！うまるちゃん	['My Two-Faced Little Sister']	TV	Manga	['AT-X', 'TOHO animation', 'Good Smile Company', 'Shueisha', 'BS11', 'Jinnan Studio', 'RAY']	['Comedy', 'School', 'Seinen', 'Slice of Life']	['Doga Kobo']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2015-07-09T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2015-09-24T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 9, 'month': 7, 'year': 2015}, 'to': {'day': 24, 'month': 9, 'year': 2015}}, 'string': 'Jul 9, 2015 to Sep 24, 2015'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.36	167723.0	2235.0	247.0	310384.0	3046.0	People are not always who they appear to be, as is the case with Umaru Doma, the perfect high school girl—that is, until she gets home! Once the front door closes, the real fun begins. When she dons her hamster hoodie, she transforms from a refined, over-achieving student into a lazy, junk food-eating otaku, leaving all the housework to her responsible older brother Taihei. Whether she's hanging out with her friends Nana Ebina and Kirie Motoba, or competing with her self-proclaimed "rival" Sylphinford Tachibana, Umaru knows how to kick back and have some fun! Himouto! Umaru-chan is a cute story that follows the daily adventures of Umaru and Taihei, as they take care of—and put up with—each other the best they can, as well as the unbreakable bonds between friends and siblings. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2015	Thursdays at 02:14 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 50133, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Himouto! Umaru-chan', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/50133/Himouto_Umaru-chan'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 30991, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Himouto! Umaru-chan OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/30991/Himouto_Umaru-chan_OVA'}, {'mal_id': 35376, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Himouto! Umaru-chan R', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/35376/Himouto_Umaru-chan_R'}], 'Alternative version': [{'mal_id': 31234, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Himouto! Umaru-chanS', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/31234/Himouto_Umaru-chanS'}]}	299	0.44481605351170567
	299	3313	4081	Natsume Yuujinchou	Natsume's Book of Friends	夏目友人帳	['Natsume Yujincho', 'Natsume Yujin-cho']	TV	Manga	['Aniplex', 'Nihon Ad Systems', 'TV Tokyo Music', 'Sony Music Entertainment']	['Slice of Life', 'Supernatural', 'Drama', 'Fantasy', 'Shoujo']	["Brain's Base"]	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2008-07-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2008-09-30T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 7, 'year': 2008}, 'to': {'day': 30, 'month': 9, 'year': 2008}}, 'string': 'Jul 8, 2008 to Sep 30, 2008'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.38	115316.0	186.0	245.0	309633.0	10929.0	While most fifteen-year-old boys, in one way or another, harbor secrets that are related to girls, Takashi Natsume has a peculiar and terrifying secret involving youkai: for as long as he can remember, he has been constantly chased by these spirits. Natsume soon discovers that his deceased grandmother Reiko had passed on to him the Yuujinchou, or "Book of Friends," which contains the names of the spirits whom she brought under her control. Now in Natsume's possession, the book gives Reiko's grandson this power as well, which is why these enraged beings now haunt him in hopes of somehow attaining their freedom. Without parents and a loving home, and constantly being hunted by hostile, merciless youkai, Natsume is looking for solace—a place where he belongs. However, his only companion is a self-proclaimed bodyguard named Madara. Fondly referred to as Nyanko-sensei, Madara is a mysterious, pint-sized feline spirit who has his own reasons for sticking with the boy. Based on the critically acclaimed manga by Yuki Midorikawa, Natsume Yuujinchou is an unconventional and supernatural slice-of-life series that follows Natsume as he, with his infamous protector Madara, endeavors to free the spirits bound by his grandmother's contract. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Natsume Yuujinchou was licensed for an English release as Natsume's Book of Friends by NIS America, Inc. It was released October 9, 2012 as a Season 1 and 2 DVD Premium Edition followed by a DVD Standard Edition release February 4, 2014. It is currently streaming on Crunchyroll and Hulu.	2008	Tuesdays at 01:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 1859, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Natsume Yuujinchou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/1859/Natsume_Yuujinchou'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 5300, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Zoku Natsume Yuujinchou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/5300/Zoku_Natsume_Yuujinchou'}]}	300	1.0266666666666666
	300	6982	14967	Boku wa Tomodachi ga Sukunai Next	Haganai: I don't have many friends NEXT	僕は友達が少ない NEXT	['Boku wa Tomodachi ga Sukunai 2nd Season']	TV	Light novel	['Media Factory', 'TBS', 'Magic Capsule', 'Good Smile Company']	['Harem', 'Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Romance', 'School']	['AIC Build']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2013-01-11T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-03-29T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 11, 'month': 1, 'year': 2013}, 'to': {'day': 29, 'month': 3, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Jan 11, 2013 to Mar 29, 2013'}	24	R+ - Mild Nudity	7.56	198075.0	1475.0	237.0	317367.0	1037.0	The Neighbor's Club—a club founded for the purpose of making friends, where misfortunate boys and girls with few friends live out their regrettable lives. Although Yozora Mikazuki faced a certain incident at the end of summer, the daily life of the Neighbor's Club goes on as usual. A strange nun, members of the student council and other new faces make an appearance, causing Kodaka Hasegawa's life to grow even busier. While they all enjoy going to the amusement park, playing games, celebrating birthdays, and challenging the "school festival"—a symbol of the school life normal people live—the relations amongst the members slowly begins to change... Let the next stage begin, on this unfortunate coming-of-age love comedy!! (Source: ANN)		2013	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 21621, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Boku wa Tomodachi ga Sukunai', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/21621/Boku_wa_Tomodachi_ga_Sukunai'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 10719, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Boku wa Tomodachi ga Sukunai', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10719/Boku_wa_Tomodachi_ga_Sukunai'}]}	301	0.6146179401993356
	301	3433	4382	Suzumiya Haruhi no Yuuutsu (2009)	The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya Season 2	涼宮ハルヒの憂鬱	['Suzumiya Haruhi no Yuutsu (2009)', 'Endless Eight', 'The Sigh of Haruhi Suzumiya']	TV	Light novel	['Kadokawa Shoten']	['Sci-Fi', 'Slice of Life', 'Mystery', 'Comedy', 'Parody', 'Romance', 'School']	['Kyoto Animation']	14.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2009-05-22T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2009-09-11T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 22, 'month': 5, 'year': 2009}, 'to': {'day': 11, 'month': 9, 'year': 2009}}, 'string': 'May 22, 2009 to Sep 11, 2009'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.26	194542.0	2643.0	216.0	330473.0	1748.0	Kyon has found himself dragged through many adventures as of late—all because of the SOS Brigade club and its excitable leader, Haruhi Suzumiya. He has stopped believing in the supernatural long ago, but after being forced to join this club based solely on that, he has seen things that cannot be explained logically. Joining Kyon on his various misadventures is the shy and soft-spoken Mikuru Asahina, the bookish Yuki Nagato, and the ever-cheerful Itsuki Koizumi. Whether it is summer vacation or a school festival, things involving their club and Haruhi herself always end up becoming strange. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2009	Fridays at 00:40 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 3083, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Suzumiya Haruhi Series', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/3083/Suzumiya_Haruhi_Series'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 849, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Suzumiya Haruhi no Yuuutsu', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/849/Suzumiya_Haruhi_no_Yuuutsu'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 7311, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Suzumiya Haruhi no Shoushitsu', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/7311/Suzumiya_Haruhi_no_Shoushitsu'}], 'Spin-off': [{'mal_id': 26351, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Nagato Yuki-chan no Shoushitsu', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/26351/Nagato_Yuki-chan_no_Shoushitsu'}]}	302	0.39403973509933776
	302	7720	18671	Chuunibyou demo Koi ga Shitai! Ren	Love, Chunibyo & Other Delusions!: Heart Throb	中二病でも恋がしたい！戀	['Chuunibyou demo Koi ga Shitai! 2', 'Chu-2 Byo demo Koi ga Shitai! Ren']	TV	Light novel	['Lantis', 'TBS']	['Comedy', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['Kyoto Animation']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-01-09T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-03-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 9, 'month': 1, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 3, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Jan 9, 2014 to Mar 27, 2014'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.6	197193.0	1361.0	209.0	336451.0	1424.0	Due to various events, Yuuta and Rikka are living together. This secret co-habitation is so exciting for the two lovebirds! Or so it should be... Is having a chuuni girlfriend too high of a hurdle for Yuuta, who never even went out with a normal girl?! Yuuta worries about how to advance his relationship with Rikka. And then everyone else, Nibutani, Kumin, and Dekomori, have powered up by advancing a grade. Furthermore, the cause of his chuunibyou outburst in middle school, the girl who calls herself Sophia Ring Saturn the 7th, Satone Shichimiya appears... This is the long-awaited second season of the adolescent romantic comedy revolving around chuunibyou that makes you laugh and cry. (Source: Animax)		2014	Thursdays at 00:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 40099, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Chuunibyou demo Koi ga Shitai!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/40099/Chuunibyou_demo_Koi_ga_Shitai'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 16934, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Chuunibyou demo Koi ga Shitai!: Kirameki no... Slapstick Noel', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/16934/Chuunibyou_demo_Koi_ga_Shitai__Kirameki_no_Slapstick_Noel'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 21797, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Chuunibyou demo Koi ga Shitai! Ren Lite', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/21797/Chuunibyou_demo_Koi_ga_Shitai_Ren_Lite'}, {'mal_id': 23237, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Chuunibyou demo Koi ga Shitai! Ren Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/23237/Chuunibyou_demo_Koi_ga_Shitai_Ren_Specials'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 27601, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Chuunibyou demo Koi ga Shitai! Ren: The Rikka Wars', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/27601/Chuunibyou_demo_Koi_ga_Shitai_Ren__The_Rikka_Wars'}, {'mal_id': 35608, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Chuunibyou demo Koi ga Shitai! Movie: Take On Me', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/35608/Chuunibyou_demo_Koi_ga_Shitai_Movie__Take_On_Me'}]}	303	0.6567656765676567
	303	11188	32542	Sakamoto Desu ga?	Haven't You Heard? I'm Sakamoto	坂本ですが？	['Sakamoto desu ga?']	TV	Manga	['Kadokawa Shoten', 'TBS', 'DAX Production', 'Daiichikosho', 'King Records']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'School', 'Seinen']	['Studio Deen']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-04-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-07-01T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 4, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 1, 'month': 7, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Apr 8, 2016 to Jul 1, 2016'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.67	160029.0	1191.0	207.0	337265.0	1481.0	Sophisticated, suave, sublime; all words which describe the exceedingly handsome and patently perfect Sakamoto. Though it is only his first day in high school, his attractiveness, intelligence, and charm already has the girls swooning and the guys fuming with jealousy. No one seems able to derail him, as all attempts at tripping him up are quickly foiled. His sangfroid is indomitable, his wits peerless. Will any of Sakamoto's classmates, or even teachers, be able to reach his level of excellence? Probably not, but they just might learn a thing or two trying... [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2016	Fridays at 02:28 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 48649, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Sakamoto desu ga?', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/48649/Sakamoto_desu_ga'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 33524, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Sakamoto Desu ga? Special', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33524/Sakamoto_Desu_ga_Special'}]}	304	0.6842105263157895
	304	4954	7791	K-On!!	K-ON! Season 2	けいおん!!	['Keion 2', 'K-On!! 2nd Season']	TV	4-koma manga	['Pony Canyon', 'TBS', 'Movic', 'Rakuonsha', 'Animation Do']	['Comedy', 'Music', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['Kyoto Animation']	26.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2010-04-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2010-09-29T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 4, 'year': 2010}, 'to': {'day': 29, 'month': 9, 'year': 2010}}, 'string': 'Apr 7, 2010 to Sep 29, 2010'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.14	192429.0	387.0	193.0	351591.0	7901.0	The student band "After School Tea Time" (lead guitarist Yui Hirasawa, bassist Mio Akiyama, drummer Ritsu Tanaika, and keyboardist Tsumugi Kotobuki) are ready to graduate and take their band to new heights. But before they can do that, they must recruit new members to ensure the survival of the light music club! Between band practice, club recruitment, and studying, the girls stumble through daily teenager life: concerts, college applications, holidays, and vacations. Along with junior club member Azusa Nakano, the girls of K-On!! are ready to make their senior year of high school a great one!		2010	Wednesdays at 01:25 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 13001, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'K-On!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/13001/K-On'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 5680, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'K-On!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/5680/K-On'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 9203, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'K-On!!: Ura-On!!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/9203/K-On__Ura-On'}, {'mal_id': 9617, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'K-On! Movie', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/9617/K-On_Movie'}, {'mal_id': 9734, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'K-On!!: Keikaku!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/9734/K-On__Keikaku'}]}	305	0.9344262295081968
	305	8561	22789	Barakamon	Barakamon	ばらかもん	['Barakamon']	TV	Web manga	['VAP', 'Nippon Television Network']	['Comedy', 'Slice of Life']	['Kinema Citrus']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-07-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-09-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 6, 'month': 7, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 9, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Jul 6, 2014 to Sep 28, 2014'}	22	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.46	194695.0	126.0	178.0	364850.0	8186.0	Seishuu Handa is an up-and-coming calligrapher: young, handsome, talented, and unfortunately, a narcissist to boot. When a veteran labels his award-winning piece as "unoriginal," Seishuu quickly loses his cool with severe repercussions. As punishment, and also in order to aid him in self-reflection, Seishuu's father exiles him to the Goto Islands, far from the comfortable Tokyo lifestyle the temperamental artist is used to. Now thrown into a rural setting, Seishuu must attempt to find new inspiration and develop his own unique art style—that is, if boisterous children (headed by the frisky Naru Kotoishi), fujoshi middle schoolers, and energetic old men stop barging into his house! The newest addition to the intimate and quirky Goto community only wants to get some work done, but the islands are far from the peaceful countryside he signed up for. Thanks to his wacky neighbors who are entirely incapable of minding their own business, the arrogant calligrapher learns so much more than he ever hoped to. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2014	Sundays at 02:20 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 17051, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Barakamon', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/17051/Barakamon'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 25045, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Barakamon: Mijikamon', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/25045/Barakamon__Mijikamon'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 32648, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Handa-kun', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/32648/Handa-kun'}]}	306	1.026143790849673
	306	8360	21995	Ao Haru Ride	Blue Spring Ride	アオハライド	['Aoharaido']	TV	Manga	['Mainichi Broadcasting System', 'Movic', 'Sony Music Entertainment', 'TOHO animation', 'Shueisha', 'BS11', 'Animatic', 'Hakuhodo DY Media Partners', 'Sony PCL']	['Comedy', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'School', 'Shoujo', 'Slice of Life']	['Production I.G']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2014-07-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2014-09-23T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 7, 'year': 2014}, 'to': {'day': 23, 'month': 9, 'year': 2014}}, 'string': 'Jul 8, 2014 to Sep 23, 2014'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.81	204024.0	871.0	172.0	373077.0	5105.0	Futaba Yoshioka used to be an attractive and popular middle-schooler—well liked by the opposite sex, but ostracized by the girls. Nevertheless, she was able to brush all that off, because the only opinion that truly mattered to her was that of Kou Tanaka, a classmate with whom she shared a shelter from rain once, followed by quite a few other precious and significant memories. She even succeeded at making plans to meet with the quiet and innocent boy at the summer festival, but a simple misunderstanding, and Tanaka's subsequent disappearance, left her walking the halls of her school friendless. Now in high school, Futaba is not your typical adolescent girl. Determined to become a class favorite this time, she avoids all unwanted attention and, instead of acting cute and feminine, only stands out through her tomboyish behavior and disheveled look. But still, her world is soon turned upside down when the only boy she ever liked unexpectedly comes into her life once again—except he goes by the name of Kou Mabuchi now, and it is not his name alone that has gone through a sea change. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Ao Haru Ride is the anime adaptation of the manga series written and illustrated by Io Sakisaka, which was serialized in the shoujo magazine Bessatsu Margaret between 2011 and 2015. It has sold over 5.84 million copies, and released in Germany, France, Italy, Taiwan and Poland. It was adapted into a live action film directed by Takahiro Miki and released on 13 December 2014. The anime is licensed for release in North America with English subtitles by Sentai Filmworks.	2014	Tuesdays at 00:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 24294, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Ao Haru Ride', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/24294/Ao_Haru_Ride'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 24151, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Ao Haru Ride OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/24151/Ao_Haru_Ride_OVA'}]}	307	0.7850162866449512
	307	7687	18507	Free!	Free! - Iwatobi Swim Club	Free!	['フリー！']	TV	Original	['Lantis', 'Iwatobi High School Swimming Club', 'Asahi Broadcasting']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Sports', 'Drama', 'School']	['Kyoto Animation', 'Animation Do']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2013-07-04T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-09-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 4, 'month': 7, 'year': 2013}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 9, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Jul 4, 2013 to Sep 26, 2013'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.56	217842.0	1479.0	165.0	386950.0	8172.0	Haruka Nanase has a love for water and a passion for swimming. In elementary school, he competed in and won a relay race with his three friends Rin Matsuoka, Nagisa Hazuki, and Makoto Tachibana. After claiming victory at the tournament, the four friends went their separate ways. Years later, they reunite as high school students; however, Rin couldn't care less about returning to the way things used to be. Not only does he attend a different school, but the sole thing important to him is proving that he is a better swimmer than Haruka. After the bitter reunion, Haruka, Nagisa, and Makoto decide to form the Iwatobi High School Swim Club, but they will need a fourth member if they hope to take part in the upcoming tournament. Enter Rei Ryuugazaki, a former member of the track team whom Nagisa recruits. As the time to compete draws near, the four develop a close bond while training intensely to come out on top and settle things between Haruka and Rin once and for all. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Episode 1 was previewed at screening in Marunouchi Piccadilly 3, Tokyo on June 26, 2013. Regular broadcasting began on July 4, 2013.	2013	Thursdays at Unknown	{'Other': [{'mal_id': 17819, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kyoto Animation: Suiei-hen', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/17819/Kyoto_Animation__Suiei-hen'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 19671, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Free!: FrFr - Short Movie', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/19671/Free__FrFr_-_Short_Movie'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 22265, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Free!: Eternal Summer', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/22265/Free__Eternal_Summer'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 30415, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'High☆Speed!: Free! Starting Days', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/30415/High☆Speed__Free_Starting_Days'}], 'Alternative version': [{'mal_id': 33845, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Free! Movie 1: Timeless Medley - Kizuna', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33845/Free_Movie_1__Timeless_Medley_-_Kizuna'}]}	308	0.6071428571428571
	308	7294	16742	Watashi ga Motenai no wa Dou Kangaetemo Omaera ga Warui!	WataMote: No Matter How I Look At It, It's You Guys' Fault I'm Unpopular!	私がモテないのはどう考えてもお前らが悪い!	['Watashi ga Motenai no wa Dou Kangaete mo Omaera ga Warui!', "It's Not My Fault That I'm Not Popular!", 'WataMote']	TV	Web manga	['TV Tokyo', 'Media Factory', 'MediaNet', 'AT-X', 'DAX Production', 'Sony Music Communications', 'Bushiroad', 'Good Smile Company', 'NichiNare']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'School']	['Silver Link.']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2013-07-09T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-09-24T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 9, 'month': 7, 'year': 2013}, 'to': {'day': 24, 'month': 9, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Jul 9, 2013 to Sep 24, 2013'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.21	203843.0	2840.0	164.0	388789.0	3839.0	After living 50 simulated high school lives and dating over 100 virtual boys, Tomoko Kuroki believes that she is ready to conquer her first year of high school. Little does she know that she is much less prepared than she would like to think. In reality, Tomoko is an introverted and awkward young girl, and she herself is the only one who doesn't realize it! With the help of her best friend, Yuu Naruse, and the support and love of her brother Tomoki, Tomoko attempts to brave the new world of high school life. Watashi ga Motenai no wa Dou Kangaetemo Omaera ga Warui! chronicles the life of a socially awkward and relatively friendless high school otaku as she attempts to overcome her personal barriers in order to live a fulfilling life. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Episode 1 was previewed at a screening in Akihabara Gamers, Tokyo on June 29, 2013. Regular broadcasting began on July 9, 2013.WataMote was licensed by Sentai Filmworks in North America and MVM Films in the United Kingdom. It was simulcast by Crunchyroll during its original run.	2013	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 28533, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Watashi ga Motenai no wa Dou Kangaetemo Omaera ga Warui!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/28533/Watashi_ga_Motenai_no_wa_Dou_Kangaetemo_Omaera_ga_Warui'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 20449, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Watashi ga Motenai no wa Dou Kangaetemo Omaera ga Warui!: Motenaishi, Nazomeite Miru', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/20449/Watashi_ga_Motenai_no_wa_Dou_Kangaetemo_Omaera_ga_Warui__Motenaishi_Nazomeite_Miru'}]}	309	0.3559870550161812
	309	12599	35062	Mahoutsukai no Yome	The Ancient Magus' Bride	魔法使いの嫁	["The Magician's Bride"]	TV	Manga	['Production I.G', 'Shochiku', 'flying DOG', 'Mag Garden']	['Slice of Life', 'Fantasy', 'Magic', 'Shounen']	['Wit Studio']	24.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-10-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-03-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 10, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 3, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Oct 8, 2017 to Mar 25, 2018'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.22	138034.0	305.0	153.0	398917.0	5253.0	Chise Hatori, a 15-year-old Japanese girl, was sold for five million pounds at an auction to a tall masked gentleman. Abandoned at a young age and ridiculed by her peers for her unconventional behavior, she was ready to give herself to any buyer if it meant having a place to go home to. In chains and on her way to an unknown fate, she hears whispers from robed men along her path, gossiping and complaining that such a buyer got his hands on a rare "Sleigh Beggy." Ignoring the murmurs, the mysterious man leads the girl to a study, where he reveals himself to be Elias Ainsworth—a magus. After a brief confrontation and a bit of teleportation magic, the two open their eyes to Elias' picturesque cottage in rural England. Greeted by fairies and surrounded by weird and wonderful beings upon her arrival, these events mark the beginning of Chise's story as the apprentice and supposed bride of the ancient magus. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2017	Sundays at 01:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 61189, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Mahoutsukai no Yome', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/61189/Mahoutsukai_no_Yome'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 32902, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mahoutsukai no Yome: Hoshi Matsu Hito', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/32902/Mahoutsukai_no_Yome__Hoshi_Matsu_Hito'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 36501, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'MahoYome: Aisatsu', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36501/MahoYome__Aisatsu'}, {'mal_id': 36502, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'MahoYome', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36502/MahoYome'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 37031, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mahoutsukai no Yome Recap', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/37031/Mahoutsukai_no_Yome_Recap'}]}	310	0.9483870967741935
	310	8817	23847	Yahari Ore no Seishun Love Comedy wa Machigatteiru. Zoku	My Teen Romantic Comedy SNAFU TOO!	やはり俺の青春ラブコメはまちがっている。続	['Oregairu 2', 'My Teen Romantic Comedy SNAFU 2', 'Yahari Ore no Seishun Love Comedy wa Machigatteiru. Second Season', 'Yahari Ore no Seishun Love Comedy wa Machigatteiru. 2nd Season']	TV	Light novel	['TBS', 'Marvelous AQL', 'NBCUniversal Entertainment Japan']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'School']	['feel.']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2015-04-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2015-06-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 4, 'year': 2015}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 6, 'year': 2015}}, 'string': 'Apr 3, 2015 to Jun 26, 2015'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.28	251353.0	271.0	148.0	405743.0	10758.0	Yahari Ore no Seishun Love Comedy wa Machigatteiru. Zoku picks up immediately after the events of the first season, continuing the adventures of the Volunteer Service Club—the dispassionate Hachiman Hikigaya, the cheerful Yui Yuigahama, and the competitive Yukino Yukinoshita—as it dedicates itself to helping any student with issues that they may face. With the rift among his own group widening, Hachiman begins to realize that his knack for quickly getting to the root of other people's troubles is a double-edged sword: sometimes the best solution is not necessarily the most appropriate one. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Yahari Ore no Seishun Love Comedy wa Machigatteiru. adapts volumes 7 to 11 of Wataru Watari's light novel series of the same title.	2015	Fridays at 01:28 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 40171, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Yahari Ore no Seishun Love Comedy wa Machigatteiru.', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/40171/Yahari_Ore_no_Seishun_Love_Comedy_wa_Machigatteiru'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 14813, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yahari Ore no Seishun Love Comedy wa Machigatteiru.', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/14813/Yahari_Ore_no_Seishun_Love_Comedy_wa_Machigatteiru'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 33161, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yahari Ore no Seishun Love Comedy wa Machigatteiru. Zoku OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/33161/Yahari_Ore_no_Seishun_Love_Comedy_wa_Machigatteiru_Zoku_OVA'}]}	311	0.954983922829582
	311	1618	1887	Lucky☆Star	Lucky☆Star	らき☆すた	['Lucky Star']	TV	4-koma manga	['Lantis', 'Rakuonsha', 'Lucky Paradise']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Parody', 'School']	['Kyoto Animation']	24.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2007-04-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2007-09-17T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 4, 'year': 2007}, 'to': {'day': 17, 'month': 9, 'year': 2007}}, 'string': 'Apr 8, 2007 to Sep 17, 2007'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.82	198625.0	865.0	147.0	406968.0	11225.0	Lucky☆Star follows the daily lives of four cute high school girls—Konata Izumi, the lazy otaku; the Hiiragi twins, Tsukasa and Kagami (sugar and spice, respectively); and the smart and well-mannered Miyuki Takara. As they go about their lives at school and beyond, they develop their eccentric and lively friendship and making humorous observations about the world around them. Be it Japanese tradition, the intricacies of otaku culture, academics, or the correct way of preparing and eating various foods—no subject is safe from their musings. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Lucky Star also has audio CDs, light novels, and a musical adaptation.	2007	Mondays at 00:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 587, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Lucky☆Star', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/587/Lucky☆Star'}], 'Character': [{'mal_id': 3080, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Anime Tenchou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/3080/Anime_Tenchou'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 4472, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Lucky☆Star: Original na Visual to Animation', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/4472/Lucky☆Star__Original_na_Visual_to_Animation'}], 'Spin-off': [{'mal_id': 17637, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Miyakawa-ke no Kuufuku', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/17637/Miyakawa-ke_no_Kuufuku'}]}	312	0.7788461538461539
	312	6423	11843	Danshi Koukousei no Nichijou	Daily Lives of High School Boys	男子高校生の日常	[]	TV	Web manga	['TV Tokyo', 'Square Enix', 'Trinity Sound', 'Happinet Pictures']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'School']	['Sunrise']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-01-10T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2012-03-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 10, 'month': 1, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 3, 'year': 2012}}, 'string': 'Jan 10, 2012 to Mar 27, 2012'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.33	210653.0	213.0	145.0	415208.0	8857.0	Roaming the halls of the all-boys Sanada North High School are three close comrades: the eccentric ringleader with a hyperactive imagination Hidenori, the passionate Yoshitake, and the rational and prudent Tadakuni. Their lives are filled with giant robots, true love, and intense drama... in their colorful imaginations, at least. In reality, they are just an everyday trio of ordinary guys trying to pass the time, but who said everyday life couldn't be interesting? Whether it's an intricate RPG reenactment or an unexpected romantic encounter on the riverbank at sunset, Danshi Koukousei no Nichijou is rife with bizarre yet hilariously relatable situations that are anything but mundane. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	This entry also includes the eight pre-airings of about 5 minutes length which were distributed through Nico Nico Douga. These pre-airings were all eventually shown during the TV series' run and are considered trailers by MAL.	2012	Tuesdays at 02:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 26144, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Danshi Koukousei no Nichijou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/26144/Danshi_Koukousei_no_Nichijou'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 12893, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Danshi Koukousei no Nichijou Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/12893/Danshi_Koukousei_no_Nichijou_Specials'}]}	313	0.9648562300319489
	313	11572	33206	Kobayashi-san Chi no Maid Dragon	Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid	小林さんちのメイドラゴン	['The maid dragon of Kobayashi-san']	TV	Manga	['Lantis', 'Pony Canyon', 'ABC Animation']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Fantasy']	['Kyoto Animation']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2017-01-12T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2017-04-06T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 12, 'month': 1, 'year': 2017}, 'to': {'day': 6, 'month': 4, 'year': 2017}}, 'string': 'Jan 12, 2017 to Apr 6, 2017'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.17	244021.0	359.0	134.0	426274.0	7684.0	As Kobayashi sets off for another day at work, she opens her apartment door only to be met by an unusually frightening sight—the head of a dragon, staring at her from across the balcony. The dragon immediately transforms into a cute, busty, and energetic young girl dressed in a maid outfit, introducing herself as Tooru. It turns out that the stoic programmer had come across the dragon the previous night on a drunken excursion to the mountains, and since the mythical beast had nowhere else to go, she had offered the creature a place to stay in her home. Thus, Tooru had arrived to cash in on the offer, ready to repay her savior's kindness by working as her personal maidservant. Though deeply regretful of her words and hesitant to follow through on her promise, a mix of guilt and Tooru's incredible dragon abilities convinces Kobayashi to take the girl in. Despite being extremely efficient at her job, the maid's unorthodox methods of housekeeping often end up horrifying Kobayashi and at times bring more trouble than help. Furthermore, the circumstances behind the dragon's arrival on Earth seem to be much more complicated than at first glance, as Tooru bears some heavy emotions and painful memories. To top it all off, Tooru's presence ends up attracting several other mythical beings to her new home, bringing in a host of eccentric personalities. Although Kobayashi makes her best effort to handle the crazy situation that she has found herself in, nothing has prepared her for this new life with a dragon maid. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2017	Thursdays at 00:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 80119, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Kobayashi-san Chi no Maid Dragon', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/80119/Kobayashi-san_Chi_no_Maid_Dragon'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 35145, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kobayashi-san Chi no Maid Dragon Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/35145/Kobayashi-san_Chi_no_Maid_Dragon_Specials'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 35363, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kobayashi-san Chi no Maid Dragon: Valentine, Soshite Onsen! - Amari Kitai Shinaide Kudasai', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/35363/Kobayashi-san_Chi_no_Maid_Dragon__Valentine_Soshite_Onsen_-_Amari_Kitai_Shinaide_Kudasai'}]}	314	0.9171974522292994
	314	5880	10165	Nichijou	Nichijou - My Ordinary Life	日常	['Everyday']	TV	Manga	['Lantis', 'Kadokawa Shoten', 'Movic', 'Rakuonsha', 'Kadokawa Pictures Japan', 'KlockWorx', 'Animation Do']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'School', 'Shounen']	['Kyoto Animation']	26.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2011-04-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2011-09-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 4, 'year': 2011}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 9, 'year': 2011}}, 'string': 'Apr 3, 2011 to Sep 25, 2011'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.51	169129.0	102.0	133.0	426239.0	13731.0	Nichijou primarily focuses on the daily antics of a trio of childhood friends—high school girls Mio Naganohara, Yuuko Aioi and Mai Minakami—whose stories soon intertwine with the young genius Hakase Shinonome, her robot caretaker Nano, and their talking cat Sakamoto. With every passing day, the lives of these six, as well as of the many people around them, experience both the calms of normal life and the insanity of the absurd. Walking to school, being bitten by a talking crow, spending time with friends, and watching the principal suplex a deer: they are all in a day's work in the extraordinary everyday lives of those in Nichijou. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Bandai Entertainment had licensed Nichijou, but on January 2, 2012, it was announced they were leaving the North American anime market with all unreleased titles including Nichijou being cancelled. The series would remain unlicensed until November 4, 2016 when FUNimation Entertainment announced that it had acquired the series, and would be releasing it sub-only in a complete Blu-ray & DVD combo pack.	2011	Sundays at 02:20 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 3082, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Nichijou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/3082/Nichijou'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 8857, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Nichijou: Nichijou no 0-wa', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/8857/Nichijou__Nichijou_no_0-wa'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 10807, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Nichijou: Original Jikai Yokoku', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10807/Nichijou__Original_Jikai_Yokoku'}]}	315	1.0126984126984127
	315	6433	11887	Kokoro Connect	Kokoro Connect	ココロコネクト	['Kokoroco']	TV	Light novel	['Starchild Records', 'Enterbrain']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Supernatural', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'School']	['Silver Link.']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-07-08T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2012-09-30T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 8, 'month': 7, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 30, 'month': 9, 'year': 2012}}, 'string': 'Jul 8, 2012 to Sep 30, 2012'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.93	230116.0	658.0	127.0	442161.0	5919.0	When five students at Yamaboshi Academy realize that there are no clubs where they fit in, they band together to form the Student Cultural Society, or "StuCS" for short. The club consists of: Taichi Yaegashi, a hardcore wrestling fan; Iori Nagase, an indecisive optimist; Himeko Inaba, a calm computer genius; Yui Kiriyama, a petite karate practitioner; and Yoshifumi Aoki, the class clown. One day, Aoki and Yui experience a strange incident when, without warning, they switch bodies for a short period of time. As this supernatural phenomenon continues to occur randomly amongst the five friends, they begin to realize that it is not just fun and games. Now forced to become closer than ever, they soon discover each other's hidden secrets and emotional scars, which could end up tearing the StuCS and their friendship apart. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	The cast from the Kokoro Connect drama CD reprised their roles in the anime. 
The anime uses locations in Yokohama as reference, with cooperation from the Yokohama Film Commission and the Yokohama Gakuen high school.	2012	Sundays at 00:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 24380, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Kokoro Connect', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/24380/Kokoro_Connect'}, {'mal_id': 81455, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Kokoro Connect: On Air', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/81455/Kokoro_Connect__On_Air'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 16001, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kokoro Connect: Michi Random', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/16001/Kokoro_Connect__Michi_Random'}]}	316	0.8164556962025317
	316	390	457	Mushishi	Mushi-Shi	蟲師	[]	TV	Manga	['Avex Entertainment', 'Marvelous', 'SKY Perfect Well Think', 'Delfi Sound']	['Adventure', 'Slice of Life', 'Mystery', 'Historical', 'Supernatural', 'Fantasy', 'Seinen']	['Artland']	26.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2005-10-23T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2006-06-19T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 23, 'month': 10, 'year': 2005}, 'to': {'day': 19, 'month': 6, 'year': 2006}}, 'string': 'Oct 23, 2005 to Jun 19, 2006'}	25	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.73	158259.0	37.0	124.0	446655.0	19137.0	"Mushi": the most basic forms of life in the world. They exist without any goals or purposes aside from simply "being." They are beyond the shackles of the words "good" and "evil." Mushi can exist in countless forms and are capable of mimicking things from the natural world such as plants, diseases, and even phenomena like rainbows. This is, however, just a vague definition of these entities that inhabit the vibrant world of Mushishi, as to even call them a form of life would be an oversimplification. Detailed information on Mushi is scarce because the majority of humans are unaware of their existence. So what are Mushi and why do they exist? This is the question that a "Mushishi," Ginko, ponders constantly. Mushishi are those who research Mushi in hopes of understanding their place in the world's hierarchy of life. Ginko chases rumors of occurrences that could be tied to Mushi, all for the sake of finding an answer. It could, after all, lead to the meaning of life itself. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Mushishi is an adaptation of Yuki Urushibara's award-winning manga of the same name. The series adapts the first 26 chapters of the manga, adapting one per episode. The anime aired these stories in a different order than that of the manga.
The series won the Tokyo Anime Award in the Television category in 2006. The series premiered on October 23, 2005, but went on hiatus on March 12, 2006 after having aired 20 episodes. Broadcast resumed on May 15, and aired the remaining 6 episodes, concluding on June 19, 2006.	2005	Sundays at 03:40 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 418, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Mushishi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/418/Mushishi'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 21329, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mushishi Special: Hihamukage', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/21329/Mushishi_Special__Hihamukage'}, {'mal_id': 21939, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mushishi Zoku Shou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/21939/Mushishi_Zoku_Shou'}]}	317	1.0441640378548895
	317	5320	8769	Ore no Imouto ga Konnani Kawaii Wake ga Nai	OreImo	俺の妹がこんなに可愛いわけがない	["My Little Sister Can't Be This Cute"]	TV	Light novel	['Aniplex', 'Movic', 'ASCII Media Works', 'Jumondo']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy']	['AIC Build']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2010-10-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2010-12-19T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 10, 'year': 2010}, 'to': {'day': 19, 'month': 12, 'year': 2010}}, 'string': 'Oct 3, 2010 to Dec 19, 2010'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.3	263220.0	2486.0	123.0	449034.0	4292.0	Kirino Kousaka embodies the ideal student with equally entrancing looks. Her grades are near perfect, and to cover her personal expenses, she works as a professional model alongside her best friend Ayase Aragaki, who abhors liars and all things otaku. But what Ayase doesn't know is that Kirino harbors a deep, entrenched secret that will soon be brought to light. At home one day, Kyousuke, Kirino's perfectly average brother, stumbles upon an erotic game that belongs to none other than his seemingly flawless little sister. With her reputation at stake, Kirino places a gag order on her sibling while simultaneously introducing him to the world of eroge and anime. Through Kirino, Kyousuke encounters the gothic lolita Ruri Gokou and the bespectacled otaku Saori Makishima, thus jump-starting an entirely new lifestyle. But as he becomes more and more involved in his little sister's secret life, it becomes that much harder to keep under wraps. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Ore no Imouto ga Konnani Kawaii Wake ga Nai also has a drama CD, a radio show and video games based on the franchise.	2010	Sundays at 23:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 13667, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Ore no Imouto ga Konnani Kawaii Wake ga Nai', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/13667/Ore_no_Imouto_ga_Konnani_Kawaii_Wake_ga_Nai'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 10020, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Ore no Imouto ga Konnani Kawaii Wake ga Nai Specials', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10020/Ore_no_Imouto_ga_Konnani_Kawaii_Wake_ga_Nai_Specials'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 10108, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Ore no Imouto ga Konnani Kawaii Wake ga Nai: SD Chara ni Yoru Character Commentary', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10108/Ore_no_Imouto_ga_Konnani_Kawaii_Wake_ga_Nai__SD_Chara_ni_Yoru_Character_Commentary'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 19727, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Nexus', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/19727/Nexus'}]}	318	0.39308176100628933
	318	10074	30015	ReLIFE	ReLIFE	ReLIFE	['Re LIFE']	TV	Web manga	['Aniplex', 'Half H.P Studio', 'comico', 'Hakuhodo DY Media Partners', 'Lawson', 'C & I entertainment']	['Slice of Life', 'Romance', 'School']	['TMS Entertainment']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-07-02T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-09-24T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 2, 'month': 7, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 24, 'month': 9, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Jul 2, 2016 to Sep 24, 2016'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.13	252583.0	408.0	118.0	455558.0	4970.0	Dismissed as a hopeless loser by those around him, 27-year-old Arata Kaizaki bounces around from one job to another after quitting his first company. His unremarkable existence takes a sharp turn when he meets Ryou Yoake, a member of the ReLife Research Institute, who offers Arata the opportunity to change his life for the better with the help of a mysterious pill. Taking it without a second thought, Arata awakens the next day to find that his appearance has reverted to that of a 17-year-old. Arata soon learns that he is now the subject of a unique experiment and must attend high school as a transfer student for one year. Though he initially believes it will be a cinch due to his superior life experience, Arata is proven horribly wrong on his first day: he flunks all his tests, is completely out of shape, and can't keep up with the new school policies that have cropped up in the last 10 years. Furthermore, Ryou has been assigned to observe him, bringing Arata endless annoyance. ReLIFE follows Arata's struggle to adjust to his hectic new lifestyle and avoid repeating his past mistakes, all while slowly discovering more about his fellow classmates. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2016	Saturdays at 00:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 78523, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'ReLIFE', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/78523/ReLIFE'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 35466, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'ReLIFE: Kanketsu-hen', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/35466/ReLIFE__Kanketsu-hen'}]}	319	0.890282131661442
	319	4227	6045	Kimi ni Todoke	Kimi ni Todoke: From Me to You	君に届け	['Reaching You']	TV	Manga	['VAP', 'Nippon Television Network', 'Shueisha']	['Slice of Life', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'School', 'Shoujo']	['Production I.G']	25.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2009-10-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2010-03-31T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 10, 'year': 2009}, 'to': {'day': 31, 'month': 3, 'year': 2010}}, 'string': 'Oct 7, 2009 to Mar 31, 2010'}	22	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.12	229027.0	423.0	116.0	455116.0	8517.0	Kuronuma Sawako is completely misunderstood by her classmates. Her timid and sweet demeanor is often mistaken for malicious behavior. This is due to her resemblance to the ghost girl from "The Ring," which has led her peers to give her the nickname Sadako. Longing to make friends and live a normal life, she is naturally drawn to Kazehaya Shouta, the most popular guy in class, whose "100% refreshing" personality earns him great admiration from Sawako. So when Kazehaya starts talking to her, maybe there is hope for the friendships Sawako has always longed for. Maybe... there is even a little hope for some romance in her future. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2009	Wednesdays at 00:59 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 3378, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Kimi ni Todoke', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/3378/Kimi_ni_Todoke'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 9656, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kimi ni Todoke 2nd Season', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/9656/Kimi_ni_Todoke_2nd_Season'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 10152, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kimi ni Todoke 2nd Season: Kataomoi', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10152/Kimi_ni_Todoke_2nd_Season__Kataomoi'}]}	320	0.884375
	320	11650	33352	Violet Evergarden	Violet Evergarden	ヴァイオレット・エヴァーガーデン	[]	TV	Light novel	['Lantis', 'Pony Canyon', 'Rakuonsha', 'ABC Animation']	['Fantasy', 'Drama', 'Slice of Life']	['Kyoto Animation']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2018-01-11T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2018-04-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 11, 'month': 1, 'year': 2018}, 'to': {'day': 5, 'month': 4, 'year': 2018}}, 'string': 'Jan 11, 2018 to Apr 5, 2018'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.6	197624.0	76.0	108.0	473005.0	11842.0	The Great War finally came to an end after four long years of conflict; fractured in two, the continent of Telesis slowly began to flourish once again. Caught up in the bloodshed was Violet Evergarden, a young girl raised for the sole purpose of decimating enemy lines. Hospitalized and maimed in a bloody skirmish during the War's final leg, she was left with only words from the person she held dearest, but with no understanding of their meaning. Recovering from her wounds, Violet starts a new life working at CH Postal Services after a falling out with her new intended guardian family. There, she witnesses by pure chance the work of an "Auto Memory Doll," amanuenses that transcribe people's thoughts and feelings into words on paper. Moved by the notion, Violet begins work as an Auto Memory Doll, a trade that will take her on an adventure, one that will reshape the lives of her clients and hopefully lead to self-discovery. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2018	Thursdays at 00:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 98930, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Violet Evergarden', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/98930/Violet_Evergarden'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 37095, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Violet Evergarden: Kitto "Ai" wo Shiru Hi ga Kuru no Darou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/37095/Violet_Evergarden__Kitto_Ai_wo_Shiru_Hi_ga_Kuru_no_Darou'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 37987, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Violet Evergarden Movie', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/37987/Violet_Evergarden_Movie'}]}	321	1.0062305295950156
	321	6130	10719	Boku wa Tomodachi ga Sukunai	Haganai: I don't have many friends	僕は友達が少ない	["I Don't Have Many Friends"]	TV	Light novel	['Media Factory', 'TBS', 'Bushiroad', 'Good Smile Company']	['Ecchi', 'Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Harem', 'Romance', 'School']	['AIC Build']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2011-10-07T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2011-12-23T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 7, 'month': 10, 'year': 2011}, 'to': {'day': 23, 'month': 12, 'year': 2011}}, 'string': 'Oct 7, 2011 to Dec 23, 2011'}	24	R+ - Mild Nudity	7.43	275304.0	1906.0	105.0	480212.0	3388.0	When Kodaka Hasegawa finds out that he will be transferring to a new school, he is determined to make a positive impression, and maybe even some friends. However, Kodaka discovers he is out of luck when he immediately gets labeled as a violent delinquent due to his blond hair and intimidating expression. Although a month has passed, Kodaka is still alone thanks to his notorious reputation. However, his life begins to change when he finds fellow loner Yozora Mikazuki talking to her imaginary friend in an empty classroom. After sharing stories of their lonely high school life, Kodaka and Yozora decide to overcome the difficulties of making friends together by starting the Neighbor's Club. Created for people who don't have friends, daily activities involve learning social skills and how to fit in, which will hopefully allow them to make friends. Joined by the eroge-loving Sena Kashiwazaki, and other eccentric outcasts, Kodaka may finally have managed to find people he can call friends, in this club filled with hilarious oddballs. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	In 2012, Boku wa Tomodachi ga Sukunai Portable, a visual novel by Namco Bandai Games for the Sony PlayStation Portable, was released.
A live-action film based strictly on the novels and not the anime was released on February 1, 2014 and directed by Takuro Oikawa.	2011	Fridays at 01:55 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 21621, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Boku wa Tomodachi ga Sukunai', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/21621/Boku_wa_Tomodachi_ga_Sukunai'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 10897, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Boku wa Tomodachi ga Sukunai Episode 0', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/10897/Boku_wa_Tomodachi_ga_Sukunai_Episode_0'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 14027, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Boku wa Tomodachi ga Sukunai: Relay Shousetsu wa Ketsumatsu ga Hanpanai', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/14027/Boku_wa_Tomodachi_ga_Sukunai__Relay_Shousetsu_wa_Ketsumatsu_ga_Hanpanai'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 14967, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Boku wa Tomodachi ga Sukunai Next', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/14967/Boku_wa_Tomodachi_ga_Sukunai_Next'}]}	322	0.45962732919254656
	322	6893	14227	Tonari no Kaibutsu-kun	My Little Monster	となりの怪物くん	['Tonari no Kaibutsukun', 'The Monster Next Door', 'My Neighbor Monster-kun']	TV	Manga	['TV Tokyo', 'Aniplex', 'Nihon Ad Systems', 'Kodansha']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Romance', 'School', 'Shoujo']	["Brain's Base"]	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-10-02T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2012-12-25T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 2, 'month': 10, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 25, 'month': 12, 'year': 2012}}, 'string': 'Oct 2, 2012 to Dec 25, 2012'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.69	305147.0	1141.0	90.0	528354.0	4337.0	Shizuku Mizutani is apathetic towards her classmates, only caring about her grades. However, her cold view of life begins to change when she meets Haru Yoshida, a violent troublemaker who stopped attending class after getting into a fight early in the school year. He is not much different from her, though—he too understands little about human nature and does not have any friends. Much to Shizuku's surprise, he proclaims that she will be his friend and immediately confesses his feelings towards her upon meeting her. Because of her lack of friends and social interaction, Shizuku has a hard time understanding her relationship with Haru. But slowly, their friendship begins to progress, and she discovers that there is more to Haru than violence. She begins to develop feelings for him, but is unsure what kind of emotions she is experiencing. Together, Shizuku and Haru explore the true nature of their relationship and emotions. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2012	Tuesdays at Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 13702, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Tonari no Kaibutsu-kun', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/13702/Tonari_no_Kaibutsu-kun'}], 'Alternative setting': [{'mal_id': 16866, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Tonari no Kaibutsu-kun: Tonari no Gokudou-kun', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/16866/Tonari_no_Kaibutsu-kun__Tonari_no_Gokudou-kun'}]}	323	0.6749226006191951
	323	4071	5680	K-On!	K-ON!	けいおん!	['Keion', 'K-ON! Season 1']	TV	4-koma manga	['Pony Canyon', 'TBS', 'Movic', 'Rakuonsha', 'Animation Do']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Music', 'School']	['Kyoto Animation']	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2009-04-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2009-06-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 4, 'year': 2009}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 6, 'year': 2009}}, 'string': 'Apr 3, 2009 to Jun 26, 2009'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.86	302356.0	787.0	85.0	543752.0	14571.0	Hirasawa Yui, a young, carefree girl entering high school, has her imagination instantly captured when she sees a poster advertising the "Light Music Club." Being the carefree girl that she is, she quickly signs up; however, Yui has a problem, she is unable to play an instrument. When Yui goes to the clubroom to explain, she's greeted by the other members: Ritsu, Mio, and Tsumugi. Although disheartened at Yui's lack of musical know-how, they still try to convince her to stay to prevent the club's disbandment. After playing Yui a short piece which re-ignites her imagination, they succeed in keeping their new member and guitarist. Along with the tasks of school and homework, Yui begins to learn the guitar with the help of the other band members, experiencing many mishaps along the way. However, with the school festival drawing near and Yui getting stuck with her practice, will the Light Music Club be ready in time for their debut? [Written by MAL Rewrite]	The series received a Best TV Animation Award at the 2010 Tokyo International Anime Fair.	2009	Fridays at 01:59 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 13001, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'K-On!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/13001/K-On'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 6862, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'K-On!: Live House!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/6862/K-On__Live_House'}, {'mal_id': 7017, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'K-On!: Ura-On!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/7017/K-On__Ura-On'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 7791, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'K-On!!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/7791/K-On'}]}	324	0.7654320987654321
	324	7613	18153	Kyoukai no Kanata	Beyond the Boundary	境界の彼方	['Beyond the Horizon']	TV	Light novel	['Lantis', 'Pony Canyon', 'TBS']	['Slice of Life', 'Supernatural', 'Fantasy']	['Kyoto Animation']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2013-10-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-12-19T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 10, 'year': 2013}, 'to': {'day': 19, 'month': 12, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Oct 3, 2013 to Dec 19, 2013'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.86	286703.0	790.0	78.0	574048.0	8346.0	Mirai Kuriyama is the sole survivor of a clan of Spirit World warriors with the power to employ their blood as weapons. As such, Mirai is tasked with hunting down and killing "youmu"—creatures said to be the manifestation of negative human emotions. One day, while deep in thought on the school roof, Mirai comes across Akihito Kanbara, a rare half-breed of youmu in human form. In a panicked state, she plunges her blood saber into him only to realize that he's an immortal being. From then on, the two form an impromptu friendship that revolves around Mirai constantly trying to kill Akihito, in an effort to boost her own wavering confidence as a Spirit World warrior. Eventually, Akihito also manages to convince her to join the Literary Club, which houses two other powerful Spirit World warriors, Hiroomi and Mitsuki Nase. As the group's bond strengthens, however, so does the tenacity of the youmu around them. Their misadventures will soon turn into a fight for survival as the inevitable release of the most powerful youmu, Beyond the Boundary, approaches. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Kyoukai no Kanata covers the storyline of the first two volumes of the light novel adaptation. It has been licensed by Sentai Filmworks in North America, Hanabee in Australia and Animatsu Entertainment in the United Kingdom. It was also simulcast on Crunchyroll.	2013	Thursdays at 00:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 50117, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Kyoukai no Kanata', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/50117/Kyoukai_no_Kanata'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 17813, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kyoto Animation: Megane-hen', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/17813/Kyoto_Animation__Megane-hen'}, {'mal_id': 21241, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kyoukai no Kanata: Idol Saiban! Mayoi Nagara mo Kimi wo Sabaku Tami', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/21241/Kyoukai_no_Kanata__Idol_Saiban_Mayoi_Nagara_mo_Kimi_wo_Sabaku_Tami'}, {'mal_id': 30745, 'type': 'anime', 'name': "Kyoukai no Kanata Movie: I'll Be Here - Kako-hen - Yakusoku no Kizuna", 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/30745/Kyoukai_no_Kanata_Movie__Ill_Be_Here_-_Kako-hen_-_Yakusoku_no_Kizuna'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 20909, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kyoukai no Kanata: Mini Theater', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/20909/Kyoukai_no_Kanata__Mini_Theater'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 23385, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Kyoukai no Kanata: Shinonome', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/23385/Kyoukai_no_Kanata__Shinonome'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 25015, 'type': 'anime', 'name': "Kyoukai no Kanata Movie 1: I'll Be Here - Kako-hen", 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/25015/Kyoukai_no_Kanata_Movie_1__Ill_Be_Here_-_Kako-hen'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 28675, 'type': 'anime', 'name': "Kyoukai no Kanata Movie 2: I'll Be Here - Mirai-hen", 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/28675/Kyoukai_no_Kanata_Movie_2__Ill_Be_Here_-_Mirai-hen'}]}	325	0.7661538461538462
	325	716	849	Suzumiya Haruhi no Yuuutsu	The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya	涼宮ハルヒの憂鬱	['Suzumiya Haruhi no Yuuutsu']	TV	Light novel	['Lantis', 'Kadokawa Shoten', 'Kadokawa Pictures Japan', 'KlockWorx']	['Comedy', 'Mystery', 'Parody', 'School', 'Sci-Fi', 'Slice of Life']	['Kyoto Animation']	14.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2006-04-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2006-07-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 4, 'year': 2006}, 'to': {'day': 3, 'month': 7, 'year': 2006}}, 'string': 'Apr 3, 2006 to Jul 3, 2006'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.97	322527.0	610.0	75.0	583026.0	14351.0	Kyon, your typical high school student, has long given up his belief in the supernatural. However, upon meeting Haruhi Suzumiya, he quickly finds out that it is the supernatural that she is interested in—aliens, time travelers, and espers among other things. When Haruhi laments about the lack of intriguing clubs around school, Kyon inspires Haruhi to form her own club. As a result, the SOS Brigade is formed, a club which specializes in all that is the supernatural. Much to his chagrin, Kyon, along with the silent bookworm, Yuki Nagato, the shy and timid Mikuru Asahina, and the perpetually smiling Itsuki Koizumi, are recruited as members. The story follows the crazy adventures that these four endure under their whimsical leader, Haruhi. The story is based on the light novels by Nagaru Tanigawa. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	The episodes for this series were intentionally not broadcast in chronological order. Hence why at the end of episodes, the next announced episode number did not always match. Usually, Haruhi would announce it only to be corrected by Kyon. This leaves two different options of viewing: chronological order or broadcast order.
For the broadcast order/comparison between the two:	2006	Mondays at 00:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 3083, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Suzumiya Haruhi Series', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/3083/Suzumiya_Haruhi_Series'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 4382, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Suzumiya Haruhi no Yuuutsu (2009)', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/4382/Suzumiya_Haruhi_no_Yuuutsu_2009'}], 'Spin-off': [{'mal_id': 5118, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Suzumiya Haruhi-chan no Yuuutsu', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/5118/Suzumiya_Haruhi-chan_no_Yuuutsu'}, {'mal_id': 5957, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Nyoro-n Churuya-san', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/5957/Nyoro-n_Churuya-san'}, {'mal_id': 26351, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Nagato Yuki-chan no Shoushitsu', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/26351/Nagato_Yuki-chan_no_Shoushitsu'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 7311, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Suzumiya Haruhi no Shoushitsu', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/7311/Suzumiya_Haruhi_no_Shoushitsu'}]}	326	0.8190184049079755
	326	6962	14813	Yahari Ore no Seishun Love Comedy wa Machigatteiru.	My Teen Romantic Comedy SNAFU	やはり俺の青春ラブコメはまちがっている。	['Oregairu', 'My youth romantic comedy is wrong as I expected.']	TV	Light novel	['Geneon Universal Entertainment', 'TBS', 'Delfi Sound', 'Marvelous AQL', 'Atelier Musa']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'School']	["Brain's Base"]	13.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2013-04-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-06-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 4, 'year': 2013}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 6, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Apr 5, 2013 to Jun 28, 2013'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.1	340376.0	450.0	74.0	587060.0	15575.0	Hachiman Hikigaya is an apathetic high school student with narcissistic and semi-nihilistic tendencies. He firmly believes that joyful youth is nothing but a farce, and everyone who says otherwise is just lying to themselves. In a novel punishment for writing an essay mocking modern social relationships, Hachiman's teacher forces him to join the Volunteer Service Club, a club that aims to extend a helping hand to any student who seeks their support in achieving their goals. With the only other club member being the beautiful ice queen Yukino Yukinoshita, Hachiman finds himself on the front line of other people's problems—a place he never dreamed he would be. As Hachiman and Yukino use their wits to solve many students' problems, will Hachiman's rotten view of society prove to be a hindrance or a tool he can use to his advantage? [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Yahari Ore no Seishun Love Comedy wa Machigatteiru. adapts the first 6 novels of Wataru Watari's light novel series of the same title.	2013	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 40171, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Yahari Ore no Seishun Love Comedy wa Machigatteiru.', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/40171/Yahari_Ore_no_Seishun_Love_Comedy_wa_Machigatteiru'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 18753, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yahari Ore no Seishun Love Comedy wa Machigatteiru. OVA', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/18753/Yahari_Ore_no_Seishun_Love_Comedy_wa_Machigatteiru_OVA'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 23847, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Yahari Ore no Seishun Love Comedy wa Machigatteiru. Zoku', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/23847/Yahari_Ore_no_Seishun_Love_Comedy_wa_Machigatteiru_Zoku'}]}	327	0.8501529051987767
	327	6491	12189	Hyouka	Hyouka	氷菓	['Hyou-ka', "Hyouka: You can't escape", "Hyou-ka: You can't escape", 'Hyoka']	TV	Novel	['Lantis', 'Kadokawa Shoten', 'KlockWorx', 'chara-ani.com', 'Animation Do']	['Mystery', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['Kyoto Animation']	22.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-04-23T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2012-09-17T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 23, 'month': 4, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 17, 'month': 9, 'year': 2012}}, 'string': 'Apr 23, 2012 to Sep 17, 2012'}	25	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.15	268393.0	377.0	72.0	592822.0	13577.0	Energy-conservative high school student Houtarou Oreki ends up with more than he bargained for when he signs up for the Classics Club at his sister's behest—especially when he realizes how deep-rooted the club's history really is. Begrudgingly, Oreki is dragged into an investigation concerning the 45-year-old mystery that surrounds the club room. Accompanied by his fellow club members, the knowledgeable Satoshi Fukube, the stern but benign Mayaka Ibara, and the ever-curious Eru Chitanda, Oreki must combat deadlines and lack of information with resourcefulness and hidden talent, in order to not only find the truth buried beneath the dust of works created years before them, but of other small side cases as well. Based on the award-winning Koten-bu light novel series, and directed by Yasuhiro Takemoto of Suzumiya Haruhi no Shoushitsu, Hyouka shows that normal life can be full of small mysteries, be it family history, a student film, or even the withered flowers that make up a ghost story. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	The first episode received an early screening at a special event held at Kadokawa Cinema Shinjuku on April 14, 2012. The regular TV broadcast started on April 23, 2012.	2012	Unknown	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 35513, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Koten-bu Series', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/35513/Koten-bu_Series'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 13469, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Hyouka: Motsubeki Mono wa', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/13469/Hyouka__Motsubeki_Mono_wa'}]}	328	0.875
	328	11050	32182	Mob Psycho 100	Mob Psycho 100	モブサイコ100	['Mob Psycho Hyaku', 'Mob Psycho One Hundred']	TV	Web manga	['Warner Bros. Japan', 'KlockWorx', 'BS Fuji', 'Hakuhodo DY Music & Pictures', 'Shogakukan']	['Action', 'Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Supernatural']	['Bones']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2016-07-11T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2016-09-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 11, 'month': 7, 'year': 2016}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 9, 'year': 2016}}, 'string': 'Jul 11, 2016 to Sep 27, 2016'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.5	338642.0	106.0	70.0	600289.0	11869.0	Eighth-grader Shigeo "Mob" Kageyama has tapped into his inner wellspring of psychic prowess at a young age. But the power quickly proves to be a liability when he realizes the potential danger in his skills. Choosing to suppress his power, Mob's only present use for his ability is to impress his longtime crush, Tsubomi, who soon grows bored of the same tricks. In order to effectuate control on his skills, Mob enlists himself under the wing of Arataka Reigen, a con artist claiming to be a psychic, who exploits Mob's powers for pocket change. Now, exorcising evil spirits on command has become a part of Mob's daily, monotonous life. However, the psychic energy he exerts is barely the tip of the iceberg; if his vast potential and unrestrained emotions run berserk, a cataclysmic event that would render him completely unrecognizable will be triggered. The progression toward Mob's explosion is rising and attempting to stop it is futile. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2016	Tuesdays at 00:00 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 60783, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Mob Psycho 100', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/60783/Mob_Psycho_100'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 36616, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mob Psycho 100: Reigen - Shirarezaru Kiseki no Reinouryokusha', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/36616/Mob_Psycho_100__Reigen_-_Shirarezaru_Kiseki_no_Reinouryokusha'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 37504, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mob Psycho Mini', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/37504/Mob_Psycho_Mini'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 37510, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Mob Psycho 100 II', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/37510/Mob_Psycho_100_II'}]}	329	0.9635258358662614
	329	6820	13759	Sakurasou no Pet na Kanojo	The Pet Girl of Sakurasou	さくら荘のペットな彼女	['Sakura-sou no Pet na Kanojo']	TV	Light novel	['Genco', 'Media Factory', 'ASCII Media Works']	['Comedy', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'School', 'Slice of Life']	['J.C.Staff']	24.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-10-09T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2013-03-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 9, 'month': 10, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 3, 'year': 2013}}, 'string': 'Oct 9, 2012 to Mar 26, 2013'}	23	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.31	349089.0	244.0	64.0	618062.0	19652.0	When abandoned kittens and his good conscience force second year Sorata Kanda to move into Suimei High School’s infamous Sakura Hall, the satellite dorm and its eccentric, misfit residents turn his life upside down. The decidedly average Sorata finds it difficult to fit in with the bizarre collection of dorm residents like Misaki, an energetic animator; Jin, a playwright playboy; Ryuunosuke, a reclusive programmer; and Chihiro, the dorm manager, art teacher, and party girl. Sorata's friend Nanami, a second year student and aspiring voice actress, pushes him to find new owners for the many cats so that he can quickly move back into the regular dorms. However, his desire to escape Sakura Hall wavers when the pet-like and infantile second year Mashiro Shiina, a world-class artistic savant looking to become a mangaka, transfers in during the spring trimester and quickly latches onto him. Supported by each other's quirks, Sorata and Mashiro come out of their shells and trigger change in the lives of those around them. Based on the light novel series of the same name, Sakurasou no Pet na Kanojo explores the fine threads connecting talent, hard work, romance, and friendship with its ensemble cast. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Sakurasou no Pet na Kanojo adapts the first 6 novels and part of the 7th novel of Hajime Kamoshida's light novel series of the same title.	2012	Tuesdays at 00:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 30051, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Sakurasou no Pet na Kanojo', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/30051/Sakurasou_no_Pet_na_Kanojo'}]}	330	0.9090909090909091
	330	6953	14741	Chuunibyou demo Koi ga Shitai!	Love, Chunibyo & Other Delusions!	中二病でも恋がしたい!	['Chu-2 Byo demo Koi ga Shitai!', 'Regardless of My Adolescent Delusions of Grandeur', 'I Want a Date!']	TV	Light novel	['Lantis', 'Pony Canyon', 'TBS', 'Rakuonsha', 'Animation Do']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'School']	['Kyoto Animation']	12.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2012-10-04T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2012-12-20T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 4, 'month': 10, 'year': 2012}, 'to': {'day': 20, 'month': 12, 'year': 2012}}, 'string': 'Oct 4, 2012 to Dec 20, 2012'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	7.87	355806.0	757.0	63.0	624382.0	11647.0	Everybody has had that stage in their life where they have thought themselves to be special, different from the masses of ordinary humans. They might go as far as seeing themselves capable of wielding mystical powers, or maybe even believe themselves to have descended from a fantasy realm. This "disease" is known as "chuunibyou" and is often the source of some of the most embarrassing moments of a person's life. For Yuuta Togashi, the scars that his chuunibyou has left behind are still fresh. Having posed as the "Dark Flame Master" during his middle school years, he looks back at those times with extreme embarrassment, so much so that he decides to attend a high school far away where nobody will recognize him. Putting his dark history behind him, he longs to live a normal high school life. Unfortunately, he hasn't escaped his past yet: enter Rikka Takanashi, Yuuta's new classmate and self-declared vessel of the "Wicked Eye." As this eccentric young girl crashes into Yuuta's life, his dream of an ordinary, chuunibyou-free life quickly crumbles away. In this hilarious and heartwarming story of a boy who just wants to leave his embarrassing memories behind, the delusions of old are far from a thing of the past. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Chuunibyou demo Koi ga Shitai! won an honorable mention at the 2010 Kyoto Animation Awards.	2012	Thursdays at 00:30 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 40099, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Chuunibyou demo Koi ga Shitai!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/40099/Chuunibyou_demo_Koi_ga_Shitai'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 15687, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Chuunibyou demo Koi ga Shitai! Lite', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/15687/Chuunibyou_demo_Koi_ga_Shitai_Lite'}, {'mal_id': 15879, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Chuunibyou demo Koi ga Shitai!: Depth of Field - Ai to Nikushimi Gekijou', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/15879/Chuunibyou_demo_Koi_ga_Shitai__Depth_of_Field_-_Ai_to_Nikushimi_Gekijou'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 16934, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Chuunibyou demo Koi ga Shitai!: Kirameki no... Slapstick Noel', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/16934/Chuunibyou_demo_Koi_ga_Shitai__Kirameki_no_Slapstick_Noel'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 19021, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Takanashi Rikka Kai: Chuunibyou demo Koi ga Shitai! Movie', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/19021/Takanashi_Rikka_Kai__Chuunibyou_demo_Koi_ga_Shitai_Movie'}]}	331	0.7583081570996979
	331	3361	4181	Clannad: After Story	Clannad ~After Story~	CLANNAD〜AFTER STORY〜 クラナド アフターストーリー	[]	TV	Visual novel	['Pony Canyon', 'TBS', 'Rakuonsha', 'Animation Do']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Supernatural', 'Drama', 'Romance']	['Kyoto Animation']	24.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2008-10-03T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2009-03-27T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 3, 'month': 10, 'year': 2008}, 'to': {'day': 27, 'month': 3, 'year': 2009}}, 'string': 'Oct 3, 2008 to Mar 27, 2009'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	9.0	388939.0	12.0	58.0	660561.0	50079.0	Clannad: After Story, the sequel to the critically acclaimed slice-of-life series Clannad, begins after Tomoya Okazaki and Nagisa Furukawa graduate from high school. Together, they experience the emotional rollercoaster of growing up. Unable to decide on a course for his future, Tomoya learns the value of a strong work ethic and discovers the strength of Nagisa's support. Through the couple's dedication and unity of purpose, they push forward to confront their personal problems, deepen their old relationships, and create new bonds. Time also moves on in the Illusionary World. As the plains grow cold with the approach of winter, the Illusionary Girl and the Garbage Doll are presented with a difficult situation that reveals the World's true purpose. Based on the visual novel by Key and produced by Kyoto Animation, Clannad: After Story is an impactful drama highlighting the importance of family and the struggles of adulthood. [Written by MAL Rewrite]		2008	Fridays at 01:59 (JST)	{'Alternative version': [{'mal_id': 1723, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Clannad Movie', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1723/Clannad_Movie'}], 'Prequel': [{'mal_id': 2167, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Clannad', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/2167/Clannad'}], 'Alternative setting': [{'mal_id': 6351, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Clannad: After Story - Mou Hitotsu no Sekai, Kyou-hen', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/6351/Clannad__After_Story_-_Mou_Hitotsu_no_Sekai_Kyou-hen'}]}	332	1.0060240963855422
	332	5802	9989	Ano Hi Mita Hana no Namae wo Bokutachi wa Mada Shiranai.	anohana: The Flower We Saw That Day	あの日見た花の名前を僕達はまだ知らない。	['AnoHana', "We Still Don't Know the Name of the Flower We Saw That Day."]	TV	Original	['Aniplex', 'Dentsu', 'Fuji TV', 'Fuji Pacific Music Publishing']	['Slice of Life', 'Supernatural', 'Drama']	['A-1 Pictures']	11.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2011-04-15T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2011-06-24T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 15, 'month': 4, 'year': 2011}, 'to': {'day': 24, 'month': 6, 'year': 2011}}, 'string': 'Apr 15, 2011 to Jun 24, 2011'}	22	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.53	439345.0	93.0	49.0	734942.0	22969.0	Jinta Yadomi is peacefully living as a recluse, spending his days away from school and playing video games at home instead. One hot summer day, his childhood friend, Meiko "Menma" Honma, appears and pesters him to grant a forgotten wish. He pays her no mind, which annoys her, but he doesn't really care. After all, Menma already died years ago. At first, Jinta thinks that he is merely hallucinating due to the summer heat, but he is later on convinced that what he sees truly is the ghost of Menma. Jinta and his group of childhood friends grew apart after her untimely death, but they are drawn together once more as they try to lay Menma's spirit to rest. Re-living their pain and guilt, will they be able to find the strength to help not only Menma move on—but themselves as well? [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Ano Hi Mita Hana no Namae wo Bokutachi wa Mada Shiranai. reunites the lead production staff of the 2008 anime series  It was first teased in December 2010 as a joint production of Aniplex, Fuji Television, and animation studio A-1 Pictures under the title AnoHana Project. The series is set in the city of Chichibu, Saitama Prefecture.
The first Blu-ray volume, which went on sale on June 29, 2011, sold more than 31,000 copies in the . At the time, that first week sales figure was the third highest for a first volume Blu-ray release of a television anime, after  (2011) and  (2009). AnoHana received a Jury Selection award in the Animation division of the 15th Japan Media Arts Festival.
A visual novel adaptation for the PlayStation Portable, which diverges from the story of the anime and contains an original ending, was developed by Guyzware and published by 5pb. on August 30, 2012. AnoHana was also adapted into a special live-action television drama, which aired on Fuji Television on September 21, 2015.	2011	Fridays at 01:15 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 35733, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Ano Hi Mita Hana no Namae wo Bokutachi wa Mada Shiranai.', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/35733/Ano_Hi_Mita_Hana_no_Namae_wo_Bokutachi_wa_Mada_Shiranai'}, {'mal_id': 47957, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Ano Hi Mita Hana no Namae wo Bokutachi wa Mada Shiranai.', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/47957/Ano_Hi_Mita_Hana_no_Namae_wo_Bokutachi_wa_Mada_Shiranai'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 15039, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Ano Hi Mita Hana no Namae wo Bokutachi wa Mada Shiranai. Movie', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/15039/Ano_Hi_Mita_Hana_no_Namae_wo_Bokutachi_wa_Mada_Shiranai_Movie'}], 'Other': [{'mal_id': 31165, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Meiji x Kokosake & anohana Receipt Oubo Campaign', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/31165/Meiji_x_Kokosake___anohana_Receipt_Oubo_Campaign'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 38963, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Ano Hi Mita Hana no Namae wo Bokutachi wa Mada Shiranai.: Menma e no Tegami', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/38963/Ano_Hi_Mita_Hana_no_Namae_wo_Bokutachi_wa_Mada_Shiranai__Menma_e_no_Tegami'}]}	333	0.960960960960961
	333	1867	2167	Clannad	Clannad	CLANNAD	[]	TV	Visual novel	['Pony Canyon', 'TBS', 'Movic', 'Animation Do']	['Comedy', 'Drama', 'Romance', 'School', 'Slice of Life', 'Supernatural']	['Kyoto Animation']	23.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2007-10-05T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2008-03-28T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 5, 'month': 10, 'year': 2007}, 'to': {'day': 28, 'month': 3, 'year': 2008}}, 'string': 'Oct 5, 2007 to Mar 28, 2008'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.19	450741.0	330.0	38.0	799464.0	23877.0	Tomoya Okazaki is a delinquent who finds life dull and believes he'll never amount to anything. Along with his friend Youhei Sunohara, he skips school and plans to waste his high school days away. One day while walking to school, Tomoya passes a young girl muttering quietly to herself. Without warning she exclaims "Anpan!" (a popular Japanese food) which catches Tomoya's attention. He soon discovers the girl's name is Nagisa Furukawa and that she exclaims things she likes in order to motivate herself. Nagisa claims they are now friends, but Tomoya walks away passing the encounter off as nothing. However, Tomoya finds he is noticing Nagisa more and more around school. Eventually he concedes and befriends her. Tomoya learns Nagisa has been held back a year due to a severe illness and that her dream is to revive the school's drama club. Claiming he has nothing better to do, he decides to help her achieve this goal along with the help of four other girls. As Tomoya spends more time with the girls, he learns more about them and their problems. As he attempts to help each girl overcome her respective obstacle, he begins to realize life isn't as dull as he once thought. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Clannad is the anime adaptation of the visual novel developed by KEY for Windows PCs in 2004, which was later ported to PlayStation consoles and the Xbox 360. The game was the best-selling PC game in 2004 and charted in national top 50 rankings several more times afterwards. Clannad has been adapted into four manga adaptations, an animated film, two anime series, two OVAs, comic anthologies, light novels and art books. The anime series and OVAs were licensed in North America by Sentai Filmworks in 2009. The first season of the animated series received positive to mixed reviews, while the second season Clannad After Story received wide critical acclaim.	2007	Fridays at 01:55 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 2598, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Clannad', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/2598/Clannad'}, {'mal_id': 6997, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Clannad: Hikaru Mimamoru Sakamichi de', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/6997/Clannad__Hikaru_Mimamoru_Sakamichi_de'}], 'Alternative version': [{'mal_id': 1723, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Clannad Movie', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/1723/Clannad_Movie'}], 'Alternative setting': [{'mal_id': 4059, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Clannad: Mou Hitotsu no Sekai, Tomoyo-hen', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/4059/Clannad__Mou_Hitotsu_no_Sekai_Tomoyo-hen'}, {'mal_id': 6351, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Clannad: After Story - Mou Hitotsu no Sekai, Kyou-hen', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/6351/Clannad__After_Story_-_Mou_Hitotsu_no_Sekai_Kyou-hen'}], 'Sequel': [{'mal_id': 4181, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Clannad: After Story', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/4181/Clannad__After_Story'}]}	334	0.8652694610778443
	334	3386	4224	Toradora!	Toradora!	とらドラ！	['Tiger X Dragon']	TV	Light novel	['Genco', 'Starchild Records', 'Magic Capsule', 'Yomiuri Advertising', 'TV Tokyo Music']	['Slice of Life', 'Comedy', 'Romance', 'School']	['J.C.Staff']	25.0	Finished Airing	False	{'from': '2008-10-02T00:00:00+00:00', 'to': '2009-03-26T00:00:00+00:00', 'prop': {'from': {'day': 2, 'month': 10, 'year': 2008}, 'to': {'day': 26, 'month': 3, 'year': 2009}}, 'string': 'Oct 2, 2008 to Mar 26, 2009'}	24	PG-13 - Teens 13 or older	8.38	612497.0	191.0	13.0	1008836.0	38471.0	Ryuuji Takasu is a gentle high school student with a love for housework; but in contrast to his kind nature, he has an intimidating face that often gets him labeled as a delinquent. On the other hand is Taiga Aisaka, a small, doll-like student, who is anything but a cute and fragile girl. Equipped with a wooden katana and feisty personality, Taiga is known throughout the school as the "Palmtop Tiger." One day, an embarrassing mistake causes the two students to cross paths. Ryuuji discovers that Taiga actually has a sweet side: she has a crush on the popular vice president, Yuusaku Kitamura, who happens to be his best friend. But things only get crazier when Ryuuji reveals that he has a crush on Minori Kushieda—Taiga's best friend! Toradora! is a romantic comedy that follows this odd duo as they embark on a quest to help each other with their respective crushes, forming an unlikely alliance in the process. [Written by MAL Rewrite]	Toradora! was selected as a recommended work by the awards jury of the 13th Japan Media Arts Festival in 2009.
The light novel was also adapted into video games for PlayStation Portable, published by Namco Bandai Games in 2009.	2008	Thursdays at 01:20 (JST)	{'Adaptation': [{'mal_id': 7149, 'type': 'manga', 'name': 'Toradora!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/manga/7149/Toradora'}], 'Side story': [{'mal_id': 6127, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Toradora!: SOS!', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/6127/Toradora__SOS'}, {'mal_id': 11553, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Toradora!: Bentou no Gokui', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/11553/Toradora__Bentou_no_Gokui'}], 'Summary': [{'mal_id': 23701, 'type': 'anime', 'name': 'Toradora! Recap', 'url': 'https://myanimelist.net/anime/23701/Toradora_Recap'}]}	335	0.9164179104477612

